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BURIED
TREASURE

can stilt be found in

CHEM I STRY

Good Chemists Command High Salaries

/T. O'CONOR SLOANE, `
A.B.. A.M.. LL.D.. Ph.D.

Noted Instructor Lecturer and
Author. Formerly Treasurer Ameri-
can Chemical Society and a practical
chemist with many well known
achievements to his credit. Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemis-
try for years but he was for many
years engaged in commercialchemistry work.

and you can make yourself
independent for life by un-
earthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.
Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the blood-
curdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to hu-manity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented

made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millionsthrough this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valu-able process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-theseare only a few of the men to whom fortunes have comethrough their chemical achievements.

Experimental Equipment
Furnished to Every Student

We give to every student without additional charge this
chemical equipment, Including forty-nine pieces of labora-
tory apparatus and supplies, and forty different chemicals
and reagents. These comprise the apparatus and chemicals
used for the experimental work of the course. The fitted
heavy wooden box serves not only as a rase for the outfitbut also as a useful laboratory accessory for perforating
countless experiments.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK, Inc.

HOME EXTENSION DIVISION 5
66.2-WEST BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Now Is the Time to
Study Chemistry

Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassingwealth In Chemistry, but the profession affords congenialemployment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands whomerely follow out its present applications. These appli-cations are innumerable, touching intimately every business and every product in the world. The work of thechemist can hardly be called work at all. It Is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of pleasure. The days 'in a chemical laboratory are filled with thrilling and delightful experimentation, with the alluringprospect of a discovery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course :

I have not written since I received the bigset I can still say that it far exceeded my
anticipations. Since I have been studying with
your school I have been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all the coal and
ash by proximate analysis. The lessons arehelping me wonderfully, and the interesting
way In which they are written makes me wait
patiently for each lesson.-MORLAIS COUZ-
ENS.

I wish to express my appreciation of yourprompt reply to my letter and to the recom-mendation to the General Electric Co. I in-tend to start the student engineering course atthe works. This is somewhat along electrical
lines, but the fart that I had a recommenda-
tion from a reliable school no doubt had con-
aiderahle influence in twining me to secure thejob.-H. VAN BENTHCYSEN.

So far I've been more than pleased withyour course and am still doing nicely. I honeto he your honor graduate this year.-.I. M.NORKUS, JR.
I find your course excellent and your instruc-tion, truthfully, the clearest and best assem-bled I have ever taken, and yours Is the fifth

one I've studied.-JAMES J. KELLY.
From the time I was having Chemistry Ithas never been thus explained to me as it isnow. I am recommending you highly to myfriends, and urging them to become membersof such an organization.-CHARLES BEN-JAMIN.
I shall always recommend your school to myfriends and let them know how simple your les-sons are.-C. J. AMDAHL,
I am more than pleased. You dig right infrom the start. I am going to get somewhere

with this course. I am so glad that I foundyou.-A. A. CAMERON.
I use your lessons constantly as I find itmore thorough than most text books I cansecure.-WM. H. TIBBS.
Thanking you for your lessons, which I findnot only clear and concise, but wonderfullyInteresting. I am-ROBT. H. TRAYLOIt.
I received employment in the ConsolidatedGas. Co. I appreciate very much the goodservice of the school when a recommendation

was asked for.-JOS. DECKER.

You Can Learn at Home /To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Formerly it was'necessary to attend a university fur several years to acquire that training, but thanks to ourhighly perfected and thorough system of instruction, you can now stay at home, keep your ' CHEMICALPosition, and let us educate you in Chemistry during your spare time. Even with only common /9
INSTITUTEschooling you can take our course and equip yourself for immediate practical work in a chemicallaboratory. Dr. Sloane gives every one of his students the same careful, personal super-' OF NEW YORKvision that made him celebrated throughout his long career as a college professor. Yourinstruction from the very beginning is made interesting and practical, and we supply you'
Home Extensionwith apparatus and chemicals for performing the fascinating analyses and experimental

Division Swork that plays such a large part in our method of teaching, and you are awarded the'Institute's official diploma after you have satisfactorily completed the course. 66-Z-West Broadway
New York CityEasy Monthly Payments

Please send me at once.You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start. You can ' without any obligation nn myPay for it in small monthly amounts-so small that you won't feel them.' part, your free (took "Opponent -The cost of our course is very low, and includes everything, even the ties for Chemists." and full par -chemistry outfit-there are no extras to buy with our course. Our plan' ticulars about the Experimental Equip -of monthly payments places a chemical education within the reach of ment given to every student. Also pleaseeveryone. Write us and let us explain our plan in full-give us the ' tell me about your plan of payment andopportunity of showing you how you can qualify for a highly trained ' your special 30 day offer.technical position without even giving up your present employment'
Special 30 Day Offer

Besides furnishing the student with his Experimental;
NAMEEquipment, we are making an additional special offer fora short while only. You owe it to yourself to find outabout it. Write today for full information and freebook "Opportunities for Chemists." Send the couponright now while It is fresh in your mind. Or just ' ADDRESSwrite your name and address on a postal and mall'

it to vs. But whatever you do. act today before

DON'T WAIT-MAIL COUPON NOW!
this offer is withdrawn.

CITY
8, L May. '26

STATE

tyaAdmi-k_.
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Makes $700 ín 24 Days
is Radio

'Thanks to your interesting
Course I made over $700 in 24
days in Radio. Of course; this
is a little above the average
but I run from $10 to $40 clear
profit every day, so you can
see what your training has
done for me."

Fred G. McNabb,
848 Spring St., Atlanta, Ga.
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PLANT ENGINEER-
Pay Raised 15O'.ó

"I was a dumbbell in electricity
until 1 got in touch with you
Mr. Cooke, but now I havecharge of a big plant, includingI
600 motors and direct a force of
34 men - electricians, helpers,1>e
etc. M salary hasgone up more
than 1o.

eoTRo d.ii orth,
63 Calumet (toad, aolyoke, Mass.
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$70 to $80 a Week for
Jacgnot

"Now I am specializing in Auto
Electricity andd battery work and
make from $70 to $80 a week and

am just getting started. I don't
believe there la another school in the
world lure yours. Your leans. are :.
[sal Joy to study."

Robert Jacpuot,05 W. Colorados
olorado
Avenge, oionáo.
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$1000 a Month
for Jirinec

'You will be Io d toknow.that
my business is now rounding
into shape- I am makingnow
from $800 to $1000 every month
myself. But I've got you to
thank for what I've done,'

John Jirinec.
iita Fourth Ave.,

Astoria. N.Y.

Learn$i rOOEaxn to

ELECTRICITY
,7fie BigPay Tieldrd
NEDS YOU NOW

10,000 ayear
IWill TrainYou

at Home -Sprite
time Olin Heeded

Don't you keep on working for only $25 or $35 a week. Get into Electricity. Thousands of Cooke
Trained Men who knew nothing about it a short time ago are now earning $70 to $200a week as Electri-
cal Experts-and they don't work half as hard as you do. Why stick to your small pay job? Why stick
to a line of work that offers no chance-no promotion-no big [pay? Get into the world's greatest
business. Electricity needs you. I'll show you how to do it. Get ready for a big pay job now,

Electrical Experts Are In
Bíg Demand

Even ordinary electricians-"the screw driver" kind-are
making big money, but trained men-Electrical Experts
who get the top salaries-are needed more now than ever
before. Thousands of Cooke Trained Men easily earn
$3500 to $10,000 a year. That's the kind of job you want-
where you can plan, and boss and supervise the work of
others or go in business for yourself. Get started towards
one of these big -pay jobs now. Learn to earn $70 to $200 a
week-you can do it with Cooke Training-recommended
by more than ten thousand successful graduates. Just
mail the coupon below.

Employment Service and Help-
No Extra Charge

I will train you for a big pay job and help you get it with.
out extra charge. Hundreds of Employers look to me for
the electrical men they hire. Last year I placed over one
thousand men at big raises in pay. Hundreds of others
were promoted by their employers through the help of my
Vocational Service and other hundreds went into business
for themselves with the help of my special Business
Training. Mail Coupon for big free book which explains
this service and fourteen other features, many of which
can't be had anywhere else.

Age or Lack of Experience
Bars No One

You don't need experience. You don't have to be a College
man. You don't have to be even a high school graduate.
As Chief Engineer of this big two million dollar institution
which does a general Consulting Engineering Business
besides operating one of the world's greatest Training

Schools, I know just what training you need to make a big
success in electricity. Let me give you that training with
my simplified, complete home course,- theworld'sfamoua
"Cooke Training"-built on myown20 years of engineer-
ing experience with the help of nearly 50 other engineers.
Learn to earn $70 to $200 a week-Only spare time needed.

My Training Pays For Itself
You can start earning extra money a few weeks after you
start my training. I give you special instruction for doing
simple electrical jobs in your spare time-show you how
to get these jobs and tell you what to charge. Many of my
students make as high as $25 a week extra this way while
studying. My course more than pays its own way.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
I am so sure I can make you a big success in Electricity,
just like I have done for the men whose pictures you see
here and thousands of others who now boost my training
that I will guarantee your satisfaction with a signed,
money -back guarantee bond. If my trainin y doesn't sat-
isfy you after you have finished, you get back every penny
you pay me. A two million dollar institution stands back
of this guarantee.

Get Started Now-Mail Coupon
Get my big free book-"The Vital Facts about Electri-
city." Read about the success of hundreds of other
men-who recommend this training and whose names
and addresses are being given in my book. Get the
real dope about your opportunities in Electricity.
See how easy it is to get started on the road to jobs
that pay $70 to $200 a week.
Don't deny yourself this chance to make big
money. Get the facts-Mail Coupon at once for
facts and my guarantee,

L. L. COOKE. Chief Engineer,
Chicago Engineering Works, Inc.

SDept. 2150 Lawrence Ave.,

big CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

.

outfits even totyoju-or
no extra. ochar a o'

MAI L
COUPON
FOR MY
FREE
BOOK;

7fie Vooke"7rained Milan is the `Big Pay:Yan

Address

5 Wonderful
Working Outfits

Free to Students
1. AND EXPERIM
OUTFIT. Complete material for interest-
ing experiments.
2. BELL AND ALARM OUTFIT. Elec-
trical apparatus, material and tools-a com-
plete installation kit.
9. ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFIT. Wire
Switches, Lights, etc. Everything needed
to make up all complicated electric lighting
circuits.
4. ELECTRIC POWER OUTFIT. The
Famous"Cooke"Motor and other apparatus.
Not a toy-but a real, honest -to -goodness
workable machine.
5. TRANSFORMER OUTFIT. Complete
parts for building and winding this widely
Used equipment.

Get this Big
Book Now!

v

/j-I-I
4 L. L. COOKE, The Man

Dept. 25 Who Makes
2150 Lawrence "Big -Pay"
Ave., Chicago Men

Send meat once without obligation
your big illustrated book and corn.

plete details of your Home Study
Course in Electricity, including your

outfit and employment service offers.

Name

Occupation 1
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IN OUR NEXT ISSUE Contents for May
Wattless Lamp? What? Well,

Nearly
One of the largest electrical com-

in this country has developed a
new type of illuminating bulb that ope-
rates on a minute amount of current.
Do You Need An Extra

Bed Room?
One of our leading woodworking

authorities will tell you how a spare
closet can be reconstructed so as to
contain a very practical folding bed.
Two Stages of Tuned R.F.-

Regenerative Detector Circuit
The Radio Constructor article for

next month will deal with a set of this
type and as usual, the circuit will be
described and illustrated fully.
Hotel Kitchen Science in

the Home
The kitchens of hotels have been so

designed as to produce maximum re-
sults with a minimum effort. Applica-
tion of the same methods to the home
will be fully described.
One Quart of Gas -22 Tons

This is the weight of a gas that has
recently been discovered on a newly
found star. This star is a whirling
mass of luminous gas.

110W TO SUBSCRIBE FOR "SCIENCE AND

INVENTION." Send your name. address and re-
mittance to Experimenter Publishing Co.. 53 Park
Place, New York City. Checks and money orders
should be made payable to Experimenter Publishing
Co., Inc. Mention the name of the magazine sou
are ordering inasmuch as we also publish RADIO
NEWS, RADIO INTERNACIONAL, RADIO RE -

SCIENCE AND INVENTION is published on the
tOth of each month. There are 12 numbers per year.
Subscription price is $2.50 a year in U. S. and pos-
sessions. Canada and foreign countries $3.00 a year.
U. S. coin as well as U. S. stamps accepted (no for-
eign coin or stamps). Single copies, 25 cents each.
A sample copy will be sent gratis on request.
All communications and contributions to this sour -
vol should be addressed to Editor, SCIENCE AND

Editorial
By Hugo Gernsback.

To Conquer Arctic On Wings
By William P. Sullivan.

How Movie Films Are Edited
By A. P. Peck.

Light Controlled Fog Signal 15

Science Checks the Spirit Medium 16
By Edwin Merlin.

The Romance of Hydraulic Eleva-
tors 17

The Origin of the Earth 18-19
By Prof. Donald H. Menzel, Ph D.

Electrical Gas Temperature Control
For Dirigibles 20.21

Kite to Rescue Shipwrecked 22-23

Shadows Check Gear Teeth 24
By Allen P. Child.

Union Hours in Flower Land
Receivers That Fit the Ear
Motion In Window Display
If New York Was Stood On End
Salt Stronger Than Steel
Airplanes Fight Mosquitoes
Science In Games of Chance

By George Holmes.
The Human Side of Ants

By Paul Griswold Howes.
Automatic Train Stop Perfected....
Systematizing the Garage

By William M. Butterfield
Awards in the Matchcraft Contest

32-33-34
The Month's Scientific News Illus-

trated 35
By George lf'all.

12-13

14

25
25
26
26
27
27
28

29

30
31

VIEW and AMAZING STORIES. Subscriptions may
be made in combination with the other publications
lust mentioned at special reduced club rates. Send
postal for club rate card. Subscriptions start with
the current issue unless otherwise ordered.
ON EXPIRATION of your subscription we enclose
a renewal blank in our last number to you, andnotify you byl'Imail. Then1unless we receive your
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INVENTION. 53 Park Place. New York City. N. Y.
Unaccepted contributions cannot be returned unless
full postage has been included. ALL accepted con-
tributions are paid for on publication.
SCIENCE AND INVENTION. Monthly. Entered as
second class matter May 10, 1924. at the Post Office
at New York, N. Y., under the act of Marrh 3. 167 9.
Additional entry at Long Island City, N. Y.. and

Director
By Charles D. Isaacson.

The Loud Speaker Problem
By H. Winfield Secor.

How a Vacuum Tube Operates .... 60
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ler
By Herbert E. Hayden

The Radio Constructor 62-63
By Leon L. Adelman and

Alfred R. Marcy.
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Edited by A. P. Peck.
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By Ray Cummings.
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By Ernest K. Chapin.
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"The little wrinkle that makes my 'B'
batteries last longer is using the right
size Evereadys with a 'C' battery"

"I USED to think that because the
Eveready 'B' Battery No. 772 cost less
than either of the larger Heavy Duty
Evereadys that I was saving money.
As a matter of fact, on four or five
tube sets, that was false economy.

"The right size Eveready 'B' Bat-
teries to use depends on the number of
tubes in your set. The life of the bat-
teries depends on how much you listen
in and on whether a 'C' battery is
employed."

To get the maximum of "B" battery
life and satisfaction, follow these simple
rules:

On 1 to 3 tubes-Use Eveready
No. 772.
On 4 or more tubes - Use the
Heavy Duty "B" Batteries, either
No. 770, or the even longer -lived
Eveready Layerbilt No. 486.
On all but single tube sets-Use
a '`C" battery*.

Follow these rules, and No. 772, on
1 to 3 tube sets, will last a year or more;
Heavy Duties, on sets of 4 or more
tubes, eight months or longer.

The average year-round use of a set
is two hours a day. If you listen longer,

LEFT - No.
980, for 4, 5

or more tubes.
$5.50.

BIGHT-Ever-
eady Dry Cell
Radto"A"Bat-
tery, 15$ volts.

FNEREADY
Radio Batteries

-they last longer

your "B" batteries will have a some-
what shorter life. If you listen less,.
they will last longer.

Our new booklet, "Choosing and
Using the Right Radio Batteries," is
free for the asking. It also tells about
the proper battery equipment for the
new power tubes.

*NOTE: In addition to the increased life which an
Eveready "C" Battery gives to your "B" batteries,
it will add a quality of reception unobtainable with-
out it.

Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON CO., INc.
New York San Francisco

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour -
9 P. M., Eastern Standard Time, through
the following stations:
WEna-New York wcu-Buffalo wcx-Chicago
wjsa-Providence wcAE-Pittsburgh woc-Davenport
wEEr-Boston wsnr-Cincinnati

w"° St.St. Paul
won -Philadelphia wwJ-Detroit EsD-St. Louis
wino -Worcester ~a-Cleve/and
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SCIENCE and INVENTION READERS' BUREAU

Time and Postage Saver
IN every issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION you

undoubtedly see numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further information.
To sit down and write an individual letter to each of these
respective concerns, regarding the article on which you desire
information, would be quite a task.
As a special service to our readers, we will write the letters
for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products about which you want

TEAR ALONG

information, and to avoid error the addresses of the man-
ufacturers, on the coupon below and mail it to us.
If the advertiser requires any money or stamps to be sent to
pay the mailing charges on his catalog or descriptive literature,
please be sure to enclose the correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for
information on their products.
This service will appear regularly every month on this same
page in SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

THIS LINE

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information on their product as

advertised in the issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

5-26

This form should not be used for technical questions. If Catalogue
of complete

NAME ADDRESS
(Street-City-State)

List here specific article on
which you wish literature.

line is wanted
check in this

column.

Your name ! Dealer's name

Your address His address

If you are a dealer, City
check here.

State City State
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Great Inventors Now Teach You
Secrets of Practical Inventions

How would you like to be the inventor of the tin 'cap that now
corks millions of bottles-and who gets a royalty on every one?
How much money would you have now if you had invented
the simple idea of putting a rubber tip on pencils? The in-
ventor of the Gillette Safety Razor is said to have made as high
as $2,500,000 a year! The inventor of the tiny snap fastener
last year paid an income tax of $29,000. The man who invented
the Autographic Kodak sold his patent rights for $500,000!

JUST a single idea can make you indepen-
dently wealthy in a short time. Little
things-like the crimped hairpin, the
paper safety -match, the metal -tip shoe-

lace-brought their inventors hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Only recently Success
Magazine told how one woman built up a
splendid business from an invention based on
a little wedge-shaped piece of wood!

Couldn't you develop an invention as
simple as these? Haven't you some ideas-
even now-for one of these little inventions
which can pay you so much money?

What Invention Is
After all, invention is nothing more than

the science of "fixing things." And how
many times a day you do "fix things." A
leaky faucet, a rattling window, a broken
strap - you fix hundreds of things just like
these almost every day. You may not know
it, but when you "fix things" you are using
the principles upon which Inventive Science
is based.

Prove it for yourself. Here is shown a
very simple problem in invention. See how
quickly you can solve it. What would you
put on Shaft "A" to force members "B B" to
move back? Think of something you know
now which can give you the answer. If you
have an ordinary electric light switch you
will find it in a second.

Invention is not guesswork or blind luck-
it is not a God-given faculty possessed by a
few favored mortals. The truth is that in-
vention is based upon exact laws which
anyone can learn. It is merely a matter of
first seeing something to be fixed and then of
thinking of some principle which will fix it.

This test shows how easily you can de-
velop your ability to invent.

Here is an Interesting little problem and Its solution
will be found very simple, if we really think hard.

"A" Is the end of a shaft. The two members "B n"
are free to move in either direction indicated by the ar-
rows. If they are pushed back. the springs "C C" will
Immediately pull them forward again. Our problem 1s
to put some kind of an attachment on the revolving shaft
"A" so that the members "II B" will be pushed back
both at the same instant every time the shaft "A" makes
a single revolution. The device on shaft "A" must also
allow the two members "n n" to come forward once in
every revolution. what would you suggest putting on
the shaft "A"?

That's all. The whole thing rests on being
able to think inventively. The simple
problem shown here proves that when
you think inventively the whole science
of invention becomes as easy to learn as
reading or writing.

Why More Inventions
Are Needed Now

Hundreds of years ago, the world
didn't need many new things. That is
why few inventions were made each
year. But now the world has more
needs, more things to be "fixed." And
that is why, in the United States alone, over
50,000 inventions are patented every year !

The world wants better and cheaper light
and power. It wants an electric light that
will he heatless. It wants new motors that
will weigh less and produce more power.
It wants faster and less costly aeroplanes,
motor cars, steam engines. It wants new in-
ventions which will make cooking and house-
work easier ; that will save time and labor
in the home, the farm, the factory and the
office. It wants new ideas for toys and other
amusements. It wants its present inventions
to he developed so that they will work better
and more economically.

Surely you have at least one idea for an in-
vention-no matter what it is-no matter how
great or how small - the world will pay hand-
somely for even the simplest idea. Every day you
see things which can he improved or which must
be "fixed." Every day you can get ideas for new
inventions. It can be a new kind of mechanical
toy, or some device which will make your wife's
housework easier. It can even be something as
simple as the common nutcracker. The man who
invented the Kiddie-Kar, it is reported, made over
$5,000,000!

What Edison Says
Could \ ou ask the advice oí any greater au-

thority than Thomas A. Edison? He says:
"INVENTION IS A SCIENCE AND SHOULD
BE TAUGHT AS A PROFESSION."

And now, for the first time, you can profit by
Edison's advice. You can actually learn inven-
tion as a profession-exactly as other people are
learning electricity, automobile mechanics, law,
medicine, as a profession. The Bureau of Inven-
tive Science offers you the first course in practical
invention ever devised, it has written down the
easy -to -learn principies of Inventive Science so
everybody could read them and learn to use them.
You want the ability to invent-NOW. All
you need, to become successful is this easy. fasci-
nating training which will develop your ability so
it will he worth real money.

Learn Invention by Actual
Practice at Home

Hitherto inventors had to work out the prin-
ciples of invention alone. But at what a ter-
rific price in long years of discouragement, lost
time, wasted money! Now you can quickly learn,
in your spare time at home, the secrets of inven-
tion which brought wealth and fame to Edison,
Marconi and other great inventors.

Raymond F. Yates, who
with fourteen other fam-
ous inventors now makes
it easy for you to learn
how to invent in your

spare time at home.

Little inventions like these
have brought fortunes to

their inventors

Today fifteen famous inven-
tors tell you WHAT TO IN-
VENT and HOW TO IN-
VENT. They tell you the
secrets of invention which
e v e r y successful inventor
knows. They explain how to
originate ideas, how to de-
velop and perfect them, how
to get patents. But they tell
you even more: Thousands
of inexperienced inventors

have been defrauded of their rewards because they
did not know how to protect their patent rights.
This great course tells you everything you wantto know-how to sell your invention, how to get
royalties-how to get the most money for your
ideas.

New FREE Book
The most fascinating part of this great new

course is that it teaches invention by actual prac-
tice, right in your own home. With each lesson
you are sent some problem in invention-just like
the one you worked out here. This fascinating
exercise in solving actual problems in invention,
sharpens your instinct to fix things. Better than
anything else, it gives you an unforgetable, in-
stinctive habit of thinking inventively, which is
worth more than you realize. In fact the lessons
and exercises are so simple, so easy to under-
stand, so interesting, that they seem more like a
pleasant game than like instruction which can
make you a successful inventor.

A book has just come from the press that tells
all about this new course in the Science of Inven-
tion. This book will be sent to you free if you are
inventively inclined, or if you have some idea in
mind for an invention. We cannot afford to send
this book to those who are merely curious or to
children. If you are genuinely interested, however,
be sure to send for this book today. Write your
name and address on the coupon below or send a
postcard NOW!

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE
Dept. 75

Wisner Building, Rochester, N. Y.

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE
Dept. 75, Wisner Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Please send me your free book, "The Science
of Invention."

Name Age

Address

City
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To
PRACTICAL MEN

and
ELECTRICAL

STUDENTS

You can use this marvelous little
book for solving your problems in any
phase of electricity including Motor
Starters and Starting Boxes, Overload
and Underload Release Boxes, Rever-
sible Types, Elevator Controllers,
Tank Controllers, Starters for Printing
Press Motors, Automatic Controllers,
Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotive, Street Car Control-
lers, Connections for Reversing
Switches, Motor and Dynamo Rules,
Rules for Speed Regulation, Connec-
tions for Induction Motors and Start-
ers, Delta and Star Connections, Con-
nections for Auto Transformers, and
Transformers for Lightning and Power
Purposes.

If you are interested in calculation
you can find plenty of it in the various
work on Simple Electrical Mathemat-
ics, Electrical Units, Electrical Con-
nections, Calculation of Unknown Re-
sistances, Calculation of Current in
Branches of Parallel Circuits, Calcu-
lation of Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge
Rules, Orm's Law, Watt's Law, Infor-
mation regarding Wire used for Elec-
trical Purposes, Wire Calculations,
Wiring Calculations, Illumination Cal-
culations, Shunt Instruments and Cal-
culation of Resistance of Shunt s,
Power Calculations, Efficiency Calcu-
lations, Measuring of Unknown Resist-
ances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles,
Motors and Motor Troubles, Calcula-
tion of Size of Pulleys, Current Calcu-
lations in finding Impedance. React-
ance, Inductance, Frequency, Speed of
Alternators and Motors, Conductance,
Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of
Lag and Power Factor, and Formulas
for use with Line Transformers.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN ELECTRICITY

If you are, this is your opportunity to get a book which is as
authentic as it is complete! For every problem that has puzzled
you and is puzzling you, you will find the solution in clear, definite
language in the BLUE BOOK. Its informatative contents come
from the pen of Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name. It is a pocket-size note book,
especially adapted for the practical man and those who are taking
up the study of electricity. You can have this note book with you
at all times and you can read and study it in your leisure moments.

With all mailing charges postpaid, we will send you this excel-
lent book for one dollar ($1.00). Just mail us your order, enclos-
ing a dollar bill, a check, or a money order with your request for
a copy. Knowing its value thoroughly, we are convinced that you
will like the book, but after five days we will be glad to refund
your dollar if you should care to return the book. Just drop us
a line.

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Dept. MMF 127 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

i
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Audels Builders Guides give you practical help in your daily work.
They are easy to read and understand, giving complete inside infor-
mation on the Building Crafts. Each of these sets is a step-by-step that interest you. Then start easy payments if you areentircly satisfied.

Trade School Course for the apprentice-a trusted Reference for the
journeyman and master. Use the coupon below to order the Guides

Audels Carpenters and Builders Guides 4 Vols. $6
Tl

.,
. nnilull'IP;¡¡IÍif

owt,,,r,
"Audeie Crpeeters Guides
ors worth four times their
carry them insmyyl erket for
rofsrenro. W. J. Bates.
Knoxville, Pa.

Inside Trade Information for Carpenters, Builders, Joiners, Building Mechanics
and all Woodworkers. These Guides give you the short-cut instructions that you
want-including new methods, ideas, solutions, plans, systems and money saving sug-
gestions. An easy progressive course for the apprentice and student. A practical daily
helper and Quick Reference for the master worker. Carpenters everywhere are using
these Guides as a Helping Hand to Easier Work, Better Work and Better Pay. To
get this assistance for yourself, simply fill in and mail the FREE COUPON below.

Inside Trade Information On:
How to use the steel square
How to file and set sawsHow to build furnitureHow to use a mitre boxHow to use the chalk lineHow to use rules and

scales
How to make joints
Carpenters arithmetic
Solving mensuration problems

Estimating strength of timbers
How to set girders and sills
How to frame houses and

roofs
How to estimate costa
How to build houses, barns,

garages, bungalows. etc.
How to read and draw plans
Drawing u , specifications
How to excavate

How to use settings 12, 13 and
17 on the steel square

How to build hoists and
scaffolds-skylights

How to build stairs
How to put on interior trim
How to bang doors-build

stairs
How to lath-lay floors
How to paint

FREE EXAMINATION
$1 a Month, If Satisfied

1600 PAGES --3700 ILLUSTRATIONS
Flexible Binding-Pocket SiseAudels Masons and Builders Guides 4 Vols. $6

A new, complete, illustrated 'trade reference library in four handy volumes. For
Bricklayers, Cement Workers, Plasterers, Tile Setters and Stone Masons, including apractical outline of Steel Construction. This new set is a practical Trade Assistant ex-

plaining clearly the approved modern methods of masonry construction in all itsbranches. Easy to understand and apply to every day problems. A reliable and
authentic reference work and study -course for the Master Journeyman and the Young
Mechanic. Use FREE COUPON below and find out for yourself, without obligation,whether this set will benefit you.

"Audels Masons Guides are

the subject.
t o s Have lbaid had

for 12 years and am nble ,<

CoreSta., Pa.
Sonnet,.s

Inside Trade Information On:
Bricklaying, tools, materials
Brick designs, patterns, bonds
Setting frames and foundations
Mortars, scaffolds, estimating
Mortars and mortar mixing
Tile setting, mosaic, hollow tile

Straight edge test, troweling
How to figure brick work
Safe loads, piers, chimneys
Boiler settings, formulas

Arches, anchors, fire stops
Labor and material tables
Concrete, materials, forms
Reinforced concrete. Blocks
How to figure concrete work
Stucco on old and new bldgs.
Concrete block and tile walls
Plastering-wood lath-metal
Plasterers form of agreement
Plaster materials and tools

Plastering on various surfaces
Stone masonry --mate, ials--tools
Cutting, finishing, estimating

stone
Derricks, bonding, rigging
Steel construction. Structural

shapes
Beams, girders, anchors, fire

proof
How to read blue print -

FREE EXAMINATION
1 a Month, If Satisfied

1100 PAGES --20 7 ILLUSTRATIONS
Flexible Binding --Pocket Size

Audels Plumbers and Steamfitters Guides 4 Vols. $6
A new set-just out! A practical, illustrated, Reference Library and Study -Course for Master

Plumbers,' Journeymen and Apprentice Steamfitters, Gas Fitters and Helpers, Sheet Metal
Workers, Draughtsmen, Master Builders, Engineers and all Building Trade Students. This valu-able set of handy, pocket-size Guides explains in practical concise language and well-done illus-
trations all the principles, advances and short cuts of the Plumbing and Heating trade-based onmodern practice. Contains careful, detailed instructions on how to figure and estimate variousiobs. Use FREE COUPON below to examine, without obligation, this valuable work.

"Audelº Guides are I,r aernid-
can, beyetouÑnderetaod

ÍvheepedInú Hecover ilia
W. F. Armin.

gar, Annaoolls, Md.

Audels

Inside Trade Information On:
Soldering, solders, tinning.
Joint wiping, bending, beat-
ing. Pipe - iron -steel,
threading. Mathematics,
tables, physics. Materials
-iron, steel, copper, brass,
lead, tin, antimony, etc.
Sheet metal-galvanized-
plate. Sanitation, syphon -

age, tanks. Drainage,
sewage, purification. Fix-
tures-bath-kitchen. Pipe
fittings, soil pipe, tools.
Laying out work. Rough-
ing. Screwed fittings,
flanges, joints. Pipe bend-
ing, examples. Elbows.
Heating, ventilation, re-

frigeration. Water supply.
mains, wells, tanks. Gas -
fittings. Underwriters.
Sheet metal work, prob-
lems, methods. Brazing,
heating, lead burning.
Welding, various welds,
methods. Blacksmithing,
forges, tools.

Handy Book 'of Electricity I Vol. $4
Audels Handy Book of Practical Electricity is a simplified Read,,

Reference and Study Course in one pocket size, leather bound
volume-for Engineers Professional Electricians and Students.
A reliable authority and handy helper for every electrical worker.
Contains important and valuable wiring diagrams, calculations,
machine sketches, helps on maintenance and repair. Use thisFREE COUPON today and find out, without obligation, how
this handy book will help you in your daily work.

Inside Trade Information On:
Electro -Therapeutics, X -Rays,
Shocks, Welding, Brazing, Radio
Hook-ups, Motion Pictures, Tele-
phone, Telegraph, Cranes, Bells,
Elevators. Pumps, Tools, Ship
Drive, Railways, Vehicles, Auto-
mobile Electric Systems, Ignition,
Generation, Lighting, Plant
Management, Power Plans, Arms,

tresnun of electricd tare Winding, Repairing. A. C."A
k m ties The working man's Motors and Apparatus, D. C.
friend." W. B. Corcoran, Motors and Apparatus, Alternator
Ithaca. N. Y. Construction, Dynamos, Wiring

Diagrams, Sign Flashers, Cable
Splicing, Power Wiring. Outside
Airing, Switches, Lightning, Rec-
tifiers, Converters, Transformers,
Fuses, Circuit Breakers, Rheo-
stats, Electro Plating. Electroly-
sis, Storage Batteries, Magnetism,
Electrical Energy, Conductors.
Insulators. Static, Dynamic,
Radio Electricity, Applications.
Ready Reference and Index Cov-
ering the entire held of Modern
Electricity.

FREE EXAMINATION
$1 a Month, If Sat afied

1670 PAGES -3642 ILLUSTRATIONS
Flexible Binding-Pocket S.zehiss- ~-- ----- I.

FREE
fX4111INAMION

COUPON

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23d Street

New York, N. Y.
Please mail me for free examination
the books marked (x) below. If Ifind them satisfactory, I agree to mail $1 in 7 days,

on each set ordered, and to further mail $1 a month
on each set until 1 have paid the purchase price.

Audels Carpenters & Builders Guide.4 Vol. $6.00Audels Masons & ,Builders Guide.4 Vols $6.00Audels Plumbers & Steamfitters Guides4 Vol. $6.00Audel. Handy Book of Practical Electricity
1 Vol '00

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

EMPLOYED BY
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Prepared by the Staff of
SCIENCE 9 INVENTION

Under the Direction of Prof. Dunninger
Be the popular man in your circle of

friends. Entertain them and hold their
attention with a .thousand surprises.

POPULAR' MAGIC contains thou-
sands of entertaining parlor tricks, as
many magical stunts and a book full
of mystic novelties: A new set of
tricks for every day of the year. Com-
piled from the groat magazine "Science
and Invention."

GET THIS GREAT. BOOK TODAY.
116 pages chock full of Tricks, Novel-
ties, Mystic performances, Master
sleights -of -hand Gags, Disappearing
acts. All kinds of fun. Buy a copy
or order direct.

PRICE, 50c.
Sold everywhere-or if your dealer

cannot supply you use_ the coupon on
..his page.

The "RADIO NEWS" Amateurs'
Bandibook is a large 116 page maga-
zine size book containing a wide, varied
and carefully selected array of the
finest and most helpful radio articles.
that have appeared in the pages of
Radio's Greatest Magazine, RADIO
NEWS.

The cream of practical, up-to-the-
minute, circuits and miscellaneous in-
formation and data is culled from
RADIO NEWS and presented in com-
pact form in this book. It embraces
every phase of radio, but particularly
the new and more practical receivers
and circuits developed for modern re-
ception. Size of this book is 9212

inches. It is sold everywhere. PRICE
50c THE COPY.

If your dealer cannot supply you use
special coupon on this page.

\ -\ \ - \ \ \ \

The latest arrival-
FRESH FROM THE PRESS

SOLD

EVERY-

WHERE

50°

A big book full of short cuts,
hints and practical ideas

The 500 RADIO WRINKLES BOOK is a very comprehensive compilation of the best
time and money saving hints that can be effected. Under fifteen separate and distinct
headings, the entire field of radio apparatus and instruments has been covered in simple.
understandable language. It is divided into sections covering Antennae, Batteries, Coil
Mountings, Condensers, Crystal Detectors, Inductances, Lightning Protectors, Loop An-
tennae, Loud Speakers, Resistances, Sockets, Switches, Transformers, Vernier Dials.
There are no ifs nor buts to complicate directions. The Beginner as well as the more ad-
vanced radio man will soon find that this book contains a veritable storehouse of prac-
tical, inexpensive hints toward improving his radio apparatus.

SIZE 9x12 INCHES. 100 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED.
PRICE 50c THE COPY-SOLD EVERYWHERE

If your dealer cannot supply you write direct to us using special coupon below.

Published and Distributed by

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO.. Inc.,
53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find S........ for one cony of  500 RADIO WRINKLES
0 POPULAR MAGIC  AMATEURS' HANDIBCROK.

Name

Address

City, State
Check books desired and enclose full price.
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LEÇTJLw Down
and
$2.00
a month
for
four

Here's the most remarkable Electrical Training Plan, we believe, everoffered. Only $2. down and $2. per month for four months-total cost
$10. for a complete course of home training in practical electricity. Any-thing wrong or too cheap about this? Absolutely no.

THE MOST MODERN PLAN
This is the very latest and most modern method of home instructionand the Burgess Electrical School is the first school in the electricalfield to use this new method. Hundreds of letters tell us how valuableit is. Some say they would not part with it for 10 times the price if theycouldn't get another. monthsBY A FAMOUS INSTRUCTOR
For years this famous course of 87 lessons when obtained as the correspondence courseand service of the Burgess Electrical School cost $60. and $75.00. They are thoroughlyrevised and up -to -date --the work of Yorke Burgess, known as one of the best electricalinstructors in the U. S. A. It is a well known fact that Yorke Burgess can clearly ex-plain any electrical subject-no matter how difficult, in simple, easy to understand words.You'll like this course because it is so interesting. You go along by easy steps and you
are surprised to find how easily and quickly you learn the advanced work you thoughtyou would never understand. Thousands of successful electrical men throughoutAmerica and foreign countries owe their success to these lessons. Burgess has person-ally instructed hundreds of men. He has written many electrical courses and books
used by this school and others but this is his latest and best.

HOW IS IT DONE AND WHY?
The Complete Burgess Electrical School Course of 87 lessons have been printed and sub-stantially bound into Five Burgess Manuals, illustrated with over 1000 drawings, dia-grams and pictures. 87 chapters in the Manuals-each chapter was one lesson in thecorrespondence course. Are they books? Sure-Don't let anyone tell you there isany objection to that. Size 5% in. by 731 in.-good large print,-you use the .BurgessManuals and our "Questions and Answers" just like correspondence school lessons.Much easier to read-more convenient to carry with you-easy to refer to-will last alifetime-practical-modern-business like. Price is made very reasonable so anyone
who needs and wants electrical training can now afford it. This edition of the BurgessManuals is going fast. Many hundreds sold-many, many thankful letters. No kicksat all except when we didn't get out the "Questions and Answers" fast enough-notrouble on that row-every man gets them promptly.

C. Selseth, a Burgess student employed by
the Great Northern Power Company, Thomp-

son, Minn.

Kenneth Mac Donald of Fulton, N. Y., at switchboard of the American Woolen
Company. Mac Donald toot the Burgess Course.

GET INTO THE BIG -PAYING JOBS
What You Must Learn to Earn Big Pay!

Can you calculate the resistance of wire; the weight of
wire; "e" drop; power lost an line; motor efficiency; motor
current; horse paver? Do you know the wire gauge rules?
Are you familiar with current calculations in finding impe-
dance; reactance; frequency; speed of alternators; conduct-
ance; susceptance; admittance; angle of lag; power factors
and formulas for use with line transformers; etc.7
Throughout the Manuals you will get a clear understand-
ing of and learn to use all of these and other simple mathe-
matics and calculations which are very necessary to anyone
who desires to make big money in the electrical industry.
The elementary lessons are written in story form and are
very interesting. They contain a short history of elec-
tricity and magnetism, a dictionary of electrical words,
terms and units; where and how these terms were derived;
a chart of conventional electrical diagrams and symbols,
etc. Also, very complete lessons on storace batteries, elec-
troplating, low voltage apparatus, bells, bell circuits,
house wiring, D. C. Motors and Dynamos. etc., etc.. etc.

A Full and Complete Course
It Is Impossible to list everything in the Burgess Manuals
in this space. There are hundreds of subjects including:
Electrical words and terms; Electrical Units; Diagrams
and symbols; Conductors and insulators; Primary cells;
Storage batteries; Electroplating; Magnetism; Electro-
Magnetistn; Low voltage apparatus; Electric bells and cir-
cuits; Burglar Alarms; Starting an electrical business;
House wiring; Wiring devices; Switching of circuits; Re-
sistance Calculations; Square Root; Ohm's Law and

Watt's Law; Galvoncmeters; Ammeter.: Voltmeters; Pun-
cr measurement; Electromagnetic' induction; Dynamos;
Voltage regulators; Boosters; Electric motors; Horsepower
rating of motors; Wiring calculations and formulas; Elec-
tric heating and cooking; Electric welding; Electric light-
ing devices; Distributing systems; Artificial illumination;
Gas and gasoline engine Ignition; Automobile starting
and lighting systetns; Telegraphy. Telephony; Alternating
current; Generators; Alternator windings; Testing: Toms -formers; Motors; Induction Motors; Tntnsmtsston lines;Power Plants; Electrical Instruments; Electrical equiP-
mont of the motion picture theater; Electrical equipment
of the theater stage; Electric hoists and cranes; Elevators:
Electric Railways; Locomotives and electricity in mines;
Electric signs; Railway signals, etc., etc.

For Practical Electrical Men and Students
The Burgess 'Manuals are a complete course of training
in practical electricity. Men who have been In electrical
work for many years and those just starting-both find
them invaluable.

A. C. Work Made Easy
While the lessons outlined abase are very valuable and
interesting, you will be more than pleased with the moreadvanced subjects. Much labor and thought has been
given to the preparation of these lessons, to make them
the best ever written on these subjects. From the letters
we receive we know definitely that they are easy to under-stand. interesting and practical. These lessons coverAlternating Current; A. C. Generators; Alternators; Al-

ternator svindings ; Testing; Transform, rs ; Induction Mo-tors; Alternating current motors. Other subjects are-
the sine curve; laws and effects; cycle; frequency; Impe-
dance; reactance; susceptance; vector diagrams; form fae-
tnrs; A. C. components; angular measurements; trigono-
metric functions; angle of lag; phase difference; nosierfactor and power curves. Under A. C. generators seecover,-How A. C. is produced; the fields; alternators in
parallel; synchronizing; equations; single phase alterna-
tors; 2 phase alternators; 2 phase star and ring comic -
dons; power factor and efficiency; K. V. A. and the kilo-
watt. Connections for 2 and 3 phase alternators; 3 phase
star and delta connections. Under alternator windings we
study single phase, 2 phase and 3 phase windings; field
windings; Single phase polar windings; 2 phase independ-
ent windings; 2 phase three -wire; 2 phase ring; 3 phase
star: 3 phase delta: chain winding; 2 phase range wind-
ing; lap winding; full and fractional pitch winding; cat -
centric coil winding; with complete winding diagrams and
explanations. Our lessons cover the principles of thetransformer; the different kinds of transformers: connec-
tions; losses and efficiency; the design: calculations; tests
for ratio; polarity tests; regulation tests. Under alter-nating current motors we study.-induction motors; re-
versing two and three phase induction motors, synchronous
speed and slip; the squirrel cage induction motor; start-
ing; looses and efficiency. The different types of motors
are all covered. Induction meters are explained thorough-
ly, showing windings; connections; pitch; elementary dt-
sign. Also, location and remedy of troubles; testing:
leakage coefficient; leakage of flux; and full and fraction-
al pitch, etc.. etc.

GET YOURS NOW 5 -DAY MONEY -BACK TRIALWe sent out some letters to a lot of people who know Mr. Burgess and the Burgess
School-result is we are selling hundreds of Manuals. You ought to see what thesefellows think of this new Burgess Course. Some of them are "old timers" In theelectrical game. Others are boys lust getting interested. Many say they have taken
correspondence courses, others have different sets of electrical books hut-"There is
nothing else like the Burgess Manuals." Get yours on trial now. Avoid delay. Thechances are this ad. will sell all we have left of this edition. Your money refundedif you don't think they are worth more than the price.

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
THE BURGESS COMPANY, Incorporated

Dept. 708 127 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.
(AGENTS WANTED)

THE BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
The Burgess Company, Inc.,

Dept. 708-127 North Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Gentlemen:-Enclosed find $2 for which send me prepaid the 5 Burgess It andthe Questions and Answers. If satisfactory I will mail you $2. monthly tine atpurchase price of $10. is paid. You are to refund the $2. If I return theIn I days.

NADIE

STREET

CITY ......................STATE
EMPLOYED BY
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Afraid ofMy OwnVoice
But ILearned to Dominate -
Others Almost Overnight

SUDDENLY the boss turned to me and
queried, "Well, Conroy, what's your

opinion ?" They all listened politely for me
to speak and in the silence I heard my thin,
wavering voice stammering and sputtering
a few vague phrases. Like
a flash Stoddard inter-
rupted me and launched on
a brilliant description of
his plan. All sat spell-
bound as he talked-my
views were forgotton-and
yet I have been studying
the problem for months
and I was prepared to
suggest a sound, practical
plan which I knew would
solve all our difficulties.

And that was the way it
always was-I.(was always
being given opportunities
to show my ability and
always failing miserably.
I was bashful, timid, and
nervous-I never knew
how to express myself,
how to put my ideas
across. In fact, I was ac-
tually afraid of my own
voice! Constantly I saw
others with less ability, less experience than
I being promoted over my head-simply be-
cause they had the knack of forceful speech,
self-confidence, and personality-the very
qualities I lacked.

In social life, too, I was a total loss-I
was always the "left-over"-the one who
sat back and watched the others have a good
time. I seemed doomed to be an all around
`,ilure unless I could conquer my timidity,

my bashfulness, my lack of poise and
inability to express myself.

In 15 Minutes a Day
And then suddenly I discovered a new

easy method which made
me a powerful speaker al-
most overnight. I learned
-how to bend others to my
will, how to dominate one
man or an audience of
thousands. Soon I had
won salary increases, pro-
motion, popularity, power.
Today I always have a
ready flow of speech at
my command. I am able
to rise to any occasion,
to meet any emergency
with just the right words.
And I accomplished all
this by developing the
natural power of speech
possessed by everyone,
but cultivated by so few
-by simply spending 15'
minutes a day in the
privacy of my own home
to this most fascinating
subject.

There is no magic, no trick, no mystery about
becoming a powerful and convincing talker. You,
too, can conquer timidity, stage fright, self-con-
sciousness and bashfulness, winning advancement
in salary, popularity, social standing and success.
Today business demands for the big, important
high -salaried jobs, men who can dominate others-
men who can make others do as they wish. It is
the power of forceful, convincing speech that
causes one man to jump from obscurity to the
presidency of a great corporation; another from
a small, unimportant territory to a sales -manager's
desk; another from the rank and file of political
workers to a post of national importance; a timid,

What 15 Minutes a Day
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or
lodge

How to propose and respond to
toasts

How to address Board Meetings
How to tell entertaining stories
How to make a political speech
How to make after -dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write letters
How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning person-

ality
How to strengthen your willpower

and ambition
How to become a clear, accurate

thinker
How to develop your power of con-

centration
How to be the master of any situa-

tion.

retiring, self-conscious man to change almost over-
night into a popular and much applauded after -
dinner speaker. Thousands have accomplished
just such amazing things through this simple, easy,
yet effective training.

Send for this Amazing Book
This new method of training is fully described

in a very interesting and informative booklet
which is now being sent to everyone mailing the
coupon below. This book is called, Hon to 1t'ork
Wonders With Words. In it you are shown how
to conquer stage fright, self-consciousness, timid-
ity, bashfulness and fear-those things that keep
you silent while men of lesser ability get what
they want by the sheer power of convincing
speech. Not only men who have made millions
but thousands have sent for this book-and are un-
stinting in their praise of it. You are told how to
bring out and develop your priceless "hidden
knack"-the natural gift within you-which will
win for you advancement in position and salary,
popularity, social standing, power and real suc-
cess. You can obtain your cony absolutely free by
sending the coupon.

Now
Sent

FREE
NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1425, Chicago, Ill.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1425,
Chicago, Illinois

Please send me FREE and without obliga-
tion my copy of your famous book, How to
Work Wonders With Words.

Name
Address
City State

J
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INSTINCT
By HUGO GERNSBACK, F. R. S.

WHAT is instinct? This question frequently arises
in the discussion of this most important subject. I
shall try in the following to give a popular explana-
tion which necessarily will touch only upon the high-

lights of this all -absorbing subject.
Instinct is acknowledged to be an impulse distinct from that

of reason. Pure instinct, in other words, according to the best
thoughts on the subject, is inherited. Habit, on the other
hand, is acquired.

Suppose you take a dog or a cat who have never seen a body
of water before, and you suddenly thrust them into a pond or a
river, when both will immediately start swimming towards the
nearest shore. They have not been taught swimming so the
only explanation is that they must have inherited the ability to
swim, which, there being no other explanation, must be the cor-rect and logical deduction.

This same logic holds true throughout the entire animal and
insect worlds, wherever we run across the instinct phenomena.

In the human being, instinct is not as strongly developed as
in other mammals, while in insects instinct is more highly de-
veloped than in all other living creatures. Human reason f re-
quently interferes with instinct, as many researches have con-
clusively proven. There is an old impression that instinct is
possessed only by animals, whereas man reasons. This is nottrue.

Instinct in man can be suppressed at times, but even the
strongest will and the best reasoning do not always succeed in
suppressing instinct. Take, for instance, the instinct of self-
preservation.

A man makes up his mind fully to end his life by drowning.
He has reasoned that he wishes to die, and by his own free will
and volition he intends to die by jumping into the river. This
he promptly does, but what happens?

In all recorded cases, unless the individual was drugged or
otherwise incapacitated, he will immediately, upon striking the
water, begin to paddle about, or, in many cases, try to swim
ashore. The instinct of self-preservation, in other words, over-
powers both reason and will in very many cases.

Fully realizing this, many individuals choose death where
instinct can not interfere with the will, such as by shooting
themselves in the temple, and otherwise. In that case the actis accomplished so quickly that it is im-
possible for the reflex system, controlled
by instinct, to fight back, once the step is
taken. The pressing of the revolver's
trigger in this analogy has the counter-
part of the act of jumping into the water,
in the former example.

In man, the most natural functions
are instinctive, such as, for instance,

111111111,111111.1111.111:1:111.1,
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is symbolized by the golden cover
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every month!

coughing, sneezing, the heartbeat, sex -love and many others;
all of which are inherited, and which by no manner of reason-
ing could be called habit. It is thought that reasoning in the
human being supplements instinct to a certain extent, which
probably accounts for the-to us-high amount of civilization
attained by human beings.

In the insect world, as already mentioned, the sense of in-
stinct is vastly more powerful than in any other living beings,
and practically all of their so-called reasoning is supplanted by
instinct, which thus becomes a sort of automatic, mechanical
thinking. We see this particularly in the social life of the ant
and the bee, where apparently instinct and intelligence are no
longer separated but have become an entity.

It seems that the entire life of all the insects is regulated
wholly by instinct, for you can take a few newly born bees
which have never seen a bee hive and as soon as they mature
they will immediately be able to build their complicated hives,
and carry on their existence exactly as if they had belonged
and worked in a hive themselves.

The same can be said of the ants and most other insects.
Compare these insects to the human being and you will see how
far short the human being falls, by comparison. Take the caseof a dozen babies abandoned on the most fertile island that you
can imagine, where living conditions are all in their favor. This
island has everything needed that you could think of-woods,
mineral deposits and every other sort of riches imaginable.

What would happen to the babies? Most of them would
probably die before they matured, in contradistinction to in-
sects, which would know immediately how to take care of them-
selves. But even granted that the children grew up to maturity,
they would not know immediately by themselves how to build
houses like the ones their parents lived in, how to extract ores
from the ground, how to make fire arms to shoot the roaming
animals; how to build dynamos, how to construct roads, how to
subsist from the land in the cheapest and best manner. But
this is exactly analogous to what the insects do without ever
having been taught any lesson of any kind, without having to
read books, and instructions. So, in a way, as many research
scientists conclude, the insect must be thought of as far more
civilized in many respects than the rest of the world's creatures.

It may even be argued quite correctly that man's reasoning
often interferes most destructively with
inherited instinct. We often hear the
case of an acquaintance who tells us that
his first instinct commanded him to do a
certain act, but reason stepped in and he
did the opposite. Many times it
noticed that the original instinr
pulse was the correct one, if
been followed.

e
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To Fly Over North Pole Above: The external appearance of the triple motored Fokker
plane especially designed for a transpolar flight.

ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
EARTH INDUCTOR COMPASS

TAIL SURFACES

FABRIC COVERED
STEEL FUSELAGE

TAIL SKID

RADIO TRANSMITTING SET - 50 WATTS
45.8. 60 METER WAVE LENGTHS

WING GAS TANKS BSERVATION DOOR
CAPACITY ZOO GALLONS

MAFN GAS TANK
CAPACITY 800 GALLON

STORAGE COMPARTMENT

OBSERVATION WIND
WINDOW DRIVEN

CAMERA RADIO
EQUIPMENT GENERATOR

RIFLES

WING

Above: A cross-sectional view of the polar
airship showing the placement of the vari-
ous flying necessities and of the fuel tanks.
Below: The center one of the three 200-
horse -power air -c o o led
motors, showing t h e
exhaust -heated j a c k et
for supplying warm air
to the cock -pit. Stream-
line effects are used

wherever possible.

LANDI NG WHEELS

RADIO CONTROLS

RADIO
ANTENNA REEL
OIL

TEA K

EXHAUST
H EATER

STORAGE &
SPARE PARTS

HAND PUMP COUPLED
TO FLEXIBLE GASOLINE
PUMP HOSE

Above: Accurate map of the polar regions showing by a dotted
line the proposed course for the transpolar flight. It is expected
that on this expedition, much information relative to the Arctic

region will be obtained, and many photographs taken.
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To Conquer Arctic on Wings
By WILLIAM P. SULLIVAN, Aeronautical Engineer.

SOON a little band of courageous men
will begin to explore and study the
vast open spaces of frozen and uncon-

* quered sections of the Arctic. Science
plays no little part in making possible this
method of exploring inaccessible sections in
such a short space of time. Only a few
years ago, explorers were forced to travel
a -foot with dog teams dragging heavy loads
of provisions and equipment sufficient to last
for months of hardship in efforts to discover
sume new lands. Their course covered only
a narrow strip because their range of visibil-
ity was naturally small due to the fact that
it is impossible to see clearly for any great
distance from the surface of the Arctic ice.

ENTER AIRPLANE AND MOTOR -SLEIGH
The new method of exploration brings into

use the airplane and motor-sleigh. By flying
over the section at various altitudes the ob-
server can see within a horizon covering
miles in a lapse of a few hours, what would
have' taken an explorer a -foot with dog
teams years to explore. Hence the airplane
by virtue of its speed and altitude comes
into its own as the great means for speedily
and visually placing the previously unknown
regions below the observer in the form of a
huge relief map that can be studied and
photographed for miles. A number of fly-
ing bases can be established. These bases
would be used for storing airplanes, motor -
sleighs, spares, fuel and supplies for ex-
tended exploration. By this method it is
possible to explore and accurately map by
photography the entire unexplored regions
of the Arctic.

Of paramount importance and the first
item of consideration is the airplane which
must be specially designed to withstand
Arctic conditions and must be capable of
flying for long distances carrying a large
fuel supply and scientific equipment. The

DRY

R/88011

Detroit Arctic Expedition under the com-
mand of Gorge H. Wilkins is using Fokker
airliners, one of which is the famous
F VII -A three-engined monoplane, which
has been stripped of its elaborate cabin
furnishings and equipped throughout for the
final dash from Pt. Barrow directly across
the mathematical pole to Spitsbergen, a dis-
tance of 2,100 miles without a stop. The
Fokker F VII single -engine plane, while not
having the range of the three -motored plane
is equipped for transporting supplies and
equipment to any bases that might be estab-
lished and maintaining connections with the
main land.

DETAIL OF.POLAR AIRPLANE
In designing an airplane for such a long

flight and equipping it to cope with the
severe weather conditions of the Arctic,
many problems have to be solved. The first
of course, the airplane itself being of the
standard Fokker type, refers to the gasoline
system. The engines are the latest Wright
J-4 200 horse -power air-cooled type, and
the three have an average gas consumption
of 40 gal. per hour at cruising speed. This
means that for a flight of 2,100 miles at a
speed of 100 M. P. H. the gas capacity would
have to be 840 gal. This would enable the
plane to start from Pt. Barrow, fly directly
across the pole, and assuming ideal weather
conditions, land at Spitsbergen with empty
tanks. But many things have to be taken
into consideration, such as head winds, which
decrease the ground speed and increasing
the distance flown by changing the course for
exploration purposes and mapping. To cover
these conditions an additional 160 gallons
were added giving the plane
of 400 miles, or 4 hours at 100 M. P. H.

These figures represent the gas con-
sumption of the three motors at an average
of 1,550 revolutions per minute with the

Benjamin Franklin's Kite

PO/NTES WIRE I f00TH/GH

000RWAY

SILK HAIYOKERC///Ef

2LIGHT
CEDAR STRIPS

TWINE

BRASS KEY

SILK RIBBON

WETSTRIN6

LIONTINS
SPIRITS LAMP

WORK has recently begun on
what will be the world's tallest

building when completed. It is being
erected between 122nd and 123rd
Streets, on Broadway, New York
City. It will be 800 feet high, 8
feet taller than the Woolworth Build-
ing, as shown in the illustration at
the right. This enormous structure
will contain a hotel, a church, a hos-
pital and a bank. The architect is
William F. Lamb.

4-4.01
DETAILS OF THE KITE
ARECENT controversy was sup-

posed to prove that Benjamin
Franklin should not be credited with
the famous kite experiment, but in-
vestigations have shown that he did
actually conduct this work. In a let-
ter written by Franklin, his kite was
described in minute detail, as were
also his experiments with it. The
illustration at the left shows how
the kite was constructed from two
cross pieces and a silk handkerchief
for a cover. Where the kite string
is held in the hand, a dry silk ribbon
is attached for insulating purposes
and the metallic object such as a key
is interposed as shown. The wet
string outside of the building acts as
an electrical conductor and sparks can
often be drawn from the key during
lightning storms.

plane functioning at its maximum load -carry-
ing condition, but can be considerably in-
creased by the fact that the motors can be
throttled back to a slower speed and toward
the latter portion of the flight one or even
two of the motors can be stopped, or left
to idle, the plane continuing on one motor
at full throttle. The judicious handling of
the motors will therefore add several hundred
miles to the range of the plane and add to
it a condition most essential, that of pro-
longed flight with one or two of the three
engines throttled or possibly stopped by
failure.

PLANE'S WINGS CARRY GASOLINE TOO

In the design of the gasoline system, there-
fore a capacity of 1,000 gallons was decided
upon. The two standard tanks of the F VII -A
are installed in the wing section and con-
tain 100 gallons each, leaving 800 gallons
to be carried in a special tank of elliptical
shape in the cabin space directly at the
center of lift of the plane, so that the
balance of the plane will not be changed by
the decrease of weight because of the gradual
use of this supply, which amounts to 4,800
pounds for a ftill tank to zero when empty.

This tank was constructed of terneplate
suspended by steel straps from the wing
fittings and, braced in all directions by similar
straps for rigidity. The system for feeding
the motors is by gravity from the wing
tanks which are continually supplied with
gasoline from the main tank by a hand fuel
pump situated at the side of the pilot's seat.
To insure the fuel lines connecting these
three units against crystallization, caused by
vibration, used, which
also allows the uncoupling of the lines and
connecting them with drums for filling the
tanks before flight. All vents and con -

(Continued on page 70)

The World's Tallest Building
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How Movie Films Are Edited
The Art of Film Cutting and the Making of Sub -Titles Described

By A. P. PECK
Fig. 1. Making a plain sub -title such as will appear on thescreen with little or no decoration.

PLAIN
SUBTITLE

CAMERA.MAN --

FILM
EXPOSED

TWICE

SAME FILM IN
BOTH CAMERAS

LOWER HALF
OF FILM GATE

MASKED

ti

0

'/1 . ,:.
,416"9"//r

i `

UPPER HALF
OF FILM GATE

MASKED
Fig. 3. Making a combination sub -title with a moving object in it. The movingis photographed and then the sub -title is exposed on the same film.

PAINTED SCENE
OR PHOTO

SUBTITL_ 
Fig. 2: Photographing a sub -title which on the

screen will give a combination effect.

object

THE RESULT

FILMING MOVING OBJECTS

FILM BEING EXPOSED

t ili
HE SECOND TIME

Sub -titles wherein the actual wording is super -imposed on a moving object are that shown in Fig. 3 and both of them are very effective when the filmingtaken as shown in Fig. 4 above. This method is merely another variation of is properly handled. Full description given in text.

THROUGH the medium of various
motion pictures and periodicals, the
majority of us are familiar with the
orthodox cameraman and the director

who, in the public mind, is the guiding spirit
of motion picture production. However, it
is seldom that the average person thinks
further than these two characters who help
in producing his motion picture entertain-
ment, and he generally does not stop to real-
ize that there are other hands that aid in the
making of a finished picture. One of the
most important of these is the film editor,
and in a recent interview with Arthur Tav-
ares, film editor of First National Pictures,
Inc., the writer learned many interesting
things regarding the duties of these officials,
how they work and how motion picture sub-
titles are evolved.

Sometimes in the production of an eight
or nine reel motion picture, which contains
between 8,000 and 9,000 feet of film, Mr.
Tavares says that upward of 50,000 feet or
more of film are exposed in the camera. It
is then up to the film editor and his assistants
to cull from this mass of material just that
which is most suitable for the making up of
the finished picture.

When a large and expensive set is built
for the taking of several scenes in the course

of the making of a picture, all of the scenes
that take place on that set are "shot" at one
time, even though not in sequence in the film.
Sometimes, particularly when conditions are
not just exactly right or when the first scene
taken does not seem to be up to the standard
required by the director, several shots of the
same scene are made. Often as many as six
are exposed and each time, the action isgone through.

The illustration above shows the novel film
editing machine that saves considerable work in

the process of cutting motion picture films.

THE CLEVER WORK OF EDITING
During the filming of each scene, there are

several important factors that must be taken
into consideration and which must be re-
corded for the benefit of the film editor who
usually is not on the set at the time. Forinstance, the director, in. reading over the
scenario and with the set before him, may
suddenly conceive an idea which to his way
of thinking will produce a more effective
scene than that specified by the scenario. He
will make these impromptu changes and when
the finished film comes to the editor, it willbe found to differ from the manuscript ofthe scenario. Here is where the good work
of a so-called scene clerk comes in. It is herduty to constantfy record everything that
goes on in every scene that is taken. Making
her notes in shorthand, she has, when the
action is finished, a complete record and in
fact, what might be called another scenario.
She makes notations regarding the costumes
of the various actors and records their every
conversation. Entrances and exits are caughtby her all -seeing eye and recorded. These
records are then typewritten on file cards,
each card being numbered to correspond with
the number of the scene that it describes.
At the end of each action or scene, a. slate

(Continued on page 81)
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f
the ordinary order of things under the

old regime of lighthouse -keeping, each
one of these safety devices required the ser -

AL vices of two and sometimes three attendants.
Such work, of course, was a constant source
of expense to the government operating the
lighthouses, and with this thought in mind,
Prof. J. J. Dowling and Joseph Mallagh of
Dublin have invented an automatic system
fur operating lighthouses during fogs, using
as the main part of their system an inter-:
rupted light beam and a photo-electric cell.
The various illustrations on this page show
in detail the system that is employed. Ex-
perimental work has been carried on in the
Port of Dublin and on opposite sides of
the River Liffey two lighthouses have been

Above: The lamp installation and the slotted
rotating disk at the transmitting end of the

new light fog signal system.

erected. One is equipped with a special de-
tecting apparatus and the other with an elec-
tric light installation, which projects an in-
terrupted beam of light toward the photo-
electric cell on the opposite side of the river.

The light source is so constructed and
equipped with lenses that the beam of light
is focused and concentrated on the photo-
electric cell one -quarter of a mile away and

ELECTRIC LAMP

LIGHT SEAM

Light Controlled Fog Sienal
Light Beam, When Dimmed by Fog, Actuates Warning Signal.

Photo -Electric Cell Is Heart of Apparatus.
the detecting cell is in turn connected to a
vacuum tube amplifier and a relay. At the
light source, a slotted disk is driven by means
of a. motor and so arranged as to interrupt
the light beam 500 times per second. This
is done so as to send a pulsating current
from the photo -electric cell to the vacuum
tube amplifier.

The operation will now be obvious to the
reader. As long as there is no fog between
the two lighthouses, the photo -electric cell is
actuated by the light beam and in turn, the
relay is held open. However, when the light
beam is obscured by fog, the photo-electric
cell ceases to operate and the relay closes
its contacts. In turn, a motor is actuated
which causes a fog bell to ring until the

The seven -tube ampli-
fier connected between
the photo -electric cell
and the relay is shown

above.

RELAY
OI L. LAMP

-REFLECTOR

Above: A view of the light house at the re-
ceiving end, where the photo -electric cell and

the fog warning apparatus is located.

fog decreases to such an extent that the
light beam again reaches the photo-electric
cell and the relay opens. As shown, several
lamps are employed, so that when one auto-
matically burns out, it will be replaced by
another. This is accomplished by means of a
very ingeniously designed relay which re-
leases the rotary platform on which the
lamps are mounted and allows it to turn
through one-third of a complete revolution,
placing another lamp in position for opera-
tion.

SLOTTED DISC INTERRUPTS
LIGHT SEAM 500 TINES

- PER SECOND
LIGMr errs

-MOTOR

RIVER

Right: A simplified schematic diagram showing all of the
principal apparatus used in the light controlled fog signal
described in detail on this page. The origin of the light

beam as well as the receiving apparatus is illustrated.

SENSITIVE
PROW-ELECTRIC
LELL

(LENS V. T. AMPLIFIER

a 1111
7 BMW

MOTOR TO '

RIMS SELL

RELAY

TOCURRCNT SUPPLY

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELL, AMPLIFIER
AND RELAY

FOG INTERRUPTS LIGHT BEAM Arlo
CAUSES SELL TO RING..,

WIDTH OF RIVER Vs MILE

This drawing shows just what happens when fog sets in and the light beamapproaching vessels. No attendants are necessary at either end as the

is interrupted. Immediately the fog signal starts to sound and to warn entire operation is completely automatic, thanks to applied science.
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If all gpiritual mediums that produced manifestations in the dark were to be painted with lumin-
ous paint insignias unknown to the mediums, and were the paint to be applied to the bare skin,

such things as manifestations would not occur.

0 N this page is shown a number of
spiritual effects which are done by
spirit mediums throughout the coun-

try. When these methods are illustrated in
a magazine article the statement is generally

In a dark cabinet a med-
ium finds it quite easy to
insert a black rubber tube
into the end of the horn
and cover his hand up
with a black sleeve, man-
ipulating the hose, caus-
ing the horn to move,
and talking into the hose

whenever he desires.

>r

The medium works in the dark and conse-
quently does not fear detection. She knows
that she can get rid of her horns or "gim-
micks" quicker than the eye can be accus-
tomed to light; and should a flashlight be

made by those reading the articles that they
could never he fooled by methods so crude
and supple. The truth of the matter is that
the spirit medium is inferior to the average
conjurer when it comes to effects or skill.

A medium with a luminous band on each wrist
and one around his forehead sits in the posi-
tion indicated at the right. When the lights
are extinguished the bands are removed and
placed on the medium's legs as indicated above.
A collapsible trumpet is taken from beneath
his vest, unfolded, fitted to the suspended trump-
et as shown, and serves to direct the voice to

the trumpet hung in mid-air.

Science Checks
the

Spirit Medium
By EDWARD MERLIN

The Reformed Spiritualist.

Mr. Merlin has for years given seances.
He is positive that such a thing as a spirit-
ual manifestation has never been produced
and that all mediums that operate for pay
are fraudulent. His past articles in this
publication show that he knows his work.
This is another of the series, and exposes
some more of the tricks of these arch fiends
preying upon the gullible public; upon
widows, mothers and orphans. Remember
Science and Invention and Joseph F. Rinn
still have $11,000.00 which they will pay
for genuine phenomena.

self produced the manifestations, and if all
these mediums were painted with radium -
luminous signs applied directly to the skin,
those signs would in no way impede her
manifestations, but she would also be un-

ATTERY

IENSI`
SPRING
SWITCH

SMALL ----'SLIP,%
ELECTRIC OF
LIGHT PAPER
BULB

CARD
SLOT IN WHICH
CARD0R PAPER
IS INSERTED

In the dark cabinet spirit messages can be read by inserting them into this
light -containing cover for a spirit horn. The envelope in which the message

reposes is smeared with alcohol to make the envelope transparent.

turned upon her suddenly, there would be
plenty of witnesses to testify that the horn
was in mid-air when the flashlight was
ignited. If in every spirit seance care were
taken to see to it that only the medium her -

able to accomplish any effect without fear
of detection. If luminous signs are painted
on strips of adhesive tape, the adhesive tape
can be removed and again replaced.

Other effects are explained in the drawings.
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The Romance of Hydraulic Elevators

PULLEY

ELEVATOR
CAB

CAB CONTROL

TO PUMP

VALVE

TO SEWER

11.10t17 ÉD

5Trt:.
CYUNDEF.

álA. PLUNGEit 9iz°

CONCRETE
Flu INC

Above: Simplified diagram
of hydraulic elevator, less

safety devices.

Harnessing
Natural
Steam
Below: One steam geyser
in full operation in the fore-
ground and another one just
beginning in the background.

T may seem strange to head an article
dealing with such a prosaic subject as
elevators with the title including the

word "romance." However, the subject
really has its romantic side just the same
as bridge building and other feats where
Nature becomes a constant enemy of the
constructor. Remember that wherever an
hydraulic elevator is built, it is necessary
that a hole be drilled in the earth to a
depth equal to that to which the elevator will
rise above the surface of the earth. As

shown in the illustration at the extreme
right, where it is necessary for an elevator
to reach the top of a 500 -foot high building,
the elevator shaft must be driven into the
earth 500 feet below the surface. Not only
must this be done, but it must he accom-
plished with absolute accuracy. Although
the finished hole, exclusive of the concrete
filling as illustrated at the left, is only a
little over a foot in diameter, the construc-
tion of these cylinders is completed with
wonderful accuracy.

Not only must the hole or cylinder be
perfectly straight, but the shaft within the
cylinder must be as accurately made. It is
obvious from the drawing at the left how
these elevators operate. They are actuated
by the well-known physical law wherein it
is stated that pressure in water is distributed
equally in all directions. Therefore, when
water is forced into the cylinder by means
of the pump, under a pressure 'varying from
100 to 500 pounds per square inch, the base
of the plunger is pressed upward and the
car is caused to rise. When the valve con-
trolling the water from the pump is closed,
the weight of the car causes it to descend, .

forcing out of the cylinder.
It has been attempted to use telescoping

plungers, but they have not been successful.

Some enterprising en-
gineers are just begin-
ning to tap certain
natural sources of
steam and the photo-
graph at the left shows
some of the appara-
tus used for this pur-
pose. The method
used f o r obtaining
steam from natural
sources is to drill a
well, in much the same
manner as an oil well
is drilled, to a depth
of from 200 to 500
feet, inserting iron
steam pipe castings
with large control
valves. Steam at a
pressure as high as
150 pounds per square
inch is often obtained.

There are certain places throughout the
world where natural power from under-
ground steam sources is available and one
that " has recently been commercialized is
located in Geyser Canyon, 'California. The
method of harnessing this'.power is _shown
in the photograph above. The stetm ob-
tained by drilling wells and contrbIling the
output can be Used for any purpose to which
artificially generated steam can he .put. It
is said that various foods can be cooked
over the outlet of one of these steam wells.
Another place where terrestial heat has
been Utilized is in Italy where the volcano
Vesuvius has been tapped.

HYDRAULIC
CYLINDER

HYDRAttLIE ELEVATORS
IN 5K.YSGRAPERS

Above: This cross -se, tional view shows how
the cylinders for operating hydraulic elevators

must be drilled deep into the earth.
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The Origin of the Earth
By PROF. DONALD H. MENZEL, Ph.D., Ohio State University

THE first attempt at explaining the
solar system as the result of an or-
ganized evolution rather than by
chance appears in the philosophy of

Kant. He assumed that at one time the en-
tire universe consisted of a "fire -mist" which
contracted as it became cold-thus forming
the sun. (Figure 1).

Kant's philosophy was of great value chief-
ly in that it started men thinking upon the
problem. He had assumed that the forces

Fig, 3 Later on in the course of events,
planets according to Laplace, might throw
off rings which eventually would condense into
small heavenly bodies. This is evidenced by
the asteroids discovered near Mars and

Jupiter.

SUN

PLANETS RESOLVING
AND ROTATING IN
SAME DIRECTION

/

MOONS ALSOIN PHOEBE GOES
SAME DIRECTION WRONG WAY_

SATURN

Fig. 4. Laplacé s theory was somewhat dis-
credited when it was found that a satellite of
Saturn revolved around that planet in the op-
posite direction to that in which it should

travel under the theory of Laplace.

of chemical attraction had caused the rota-
tional movement. Laplace, the famous math-
amatician who made the next improvement,
though it is evident that he was not familiar
with the previous theory of Kant, did not
put forth his ideas with the same degree of
assurance with which they were subsequent-
ly affirmed by his followers and, though we
no longer accept it, the Nebular Hypothesis
played a great part in the history of astron-
omy.

(Figure 2). Like Kant, he assumed the
presence of an extended nebula of hot gas
but his adherents generally reversed the or-
der of creation by assuming the gas to have
been cold. This is more in accord with the

Fig. 7. It was once
assumed that at one
time, the universe con-
sisted of a mist of fire
which might have
taken the form shown
in Fig. 1 at the left,
and that as this mist
contracted and be-
came cold, it formed
the sun. This theory
is no longer general-
ly accepted but it was
a good starting point
for the studies of later

astronomers.

Fig. 2. A later hy-
pothesis put forth the
idea that the original
universe was a nebu-
la of cold gas and that
as it contracted, due
to gravity, the heat in-
creased and eventually
the sun and the solar
system was formed.

modern laws of physics. As this gas con-
tracted under its own force of gravity the
pressure within increased. Higher pressure
causes heat and the process continued until
the mass became faintly luminous and a
star was born. In conjunction with the con-
traction an increasingly rapid rotation would
cause the mass to become highly elliptical
until a ring was thrown off. Further con-
traction would bring about the same unstable
condition again and again-each ring itself
condensing into a planet.

(Figure 3). Laplace also pointed out the
possibility that each planet might subse-
quently throw off rings which would con-
dense into satellites. As proof of his theory
he pointed to the rings of Saturn, known to
be made up of relatively small bodies, sug-
gesting that for some reason or other, they
did not collect into a larger body. The find-
ing of about a thousand asteroids, small
planets lying between the orbits of Mars and
Jupiter, was additional evidence.

Fig. 5 at the right illustrates
the so-called Planetesimal Hy-
pothesis which is partially ac-
cepted by the astronomers of
today. This stated that the
sun and a large star came close
together as at A, tides were
raised as at B and soon par -
tices streamed off as at C,
eventually passing through the
state at D and forming the

planetary system as at E.

One necessary consequence of this theory
was that all the satellites and planets must
revolve about the sun in a given direction.
The discovery of Phoebe, a satellite of Sat-
urn, which moved in the wrong direction, as
well as some of the other moons of the outer
planets, served to throw some doubt upon
the once well -established theory. (Figure 4).

Laplace had advanced his hypothesis "with
that distrust which everything ought to in-
spire, that is not a result of observation or
calculation." It is not to his discredit, there-
fore, that the rigid application of mathema-
tics to the problem has not borne out his
theories. Since, according to the well-known
law of the conservation of energy, the
amount of energy in the solar system is con-
stant, and since Mercury was the last planet
to be formed, the sun, when it threw off that
planet, must have been rotating with a period
of 88 days. ,When we compute the energy
of an object rotating with that period and
with the neessary size, we find that it would

have many many times the energy actually
possessed by the sun and Mercury at present.
Similar contradictions between fact and the-
ory are met with at every step and all scien-
tists now regard the nebular hypothesis as
absolutely untenable.

An entirely different view was taken by
Chamberlain and Moulton in developing their
so-called Planetesimal Hypothesis, which is
accepted today as having certain undoubted
elements of truth. They believe that at some
time in the remote past, our sun came very
close to another star. As a consequence,
terrific tides were raised upon each of the
two bodies and large quantities of material
were spouted forth. This soon cooled and
condensed into smaller particles-planetesi-
mals. Certain of these, slightly larger than
the rest, proved to be the predominating in-
fluence in the system. By collision with the
other smaller particles they grew by accre-
tion until they finally came into their pres-
ent orbits. (Figure 5).

E
COLLISION DEVELOPED INTO

PRESENT SYSTEM

O
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Certain objections have been raised against
this theory as well, leading to the formation
of a modification, known as the Jeans -Jef-
fries theory, since these two men have had
more to do with it than any others. They
adopt the above viewpoint, namely the near

Fig. 6. The Jeans -Jeffries theory of the for-
mation of the planetary system is illustrated

above and described in this column.

approach of two stars, but calculate that the
tides would have produced a long drawn-out
filament (Figure 6) instead of the planetesi-
mals. The point of ejection would have
always pointed toward the star and the
amount of matter in it would have been
greatest when the two stars were nearest.
Thus, the filament would be tapering at both
ends and densest in the portion nearest the
sun, for that fragment had its origin in the
lower layers of the sun's surface. This fila-
ment would cool and finally break up into
planets. Not only the general distribution
of size, Jupiter the largest and Saturn, next
to the largest, being near the middle, but also
the distribution of density, the innermost
planets being the densest, is accounted for.
It certainly took place more than a billion
years ago and probably not more than 4 bil-
lion years ago, but the exact time of the
catastrophe is difficult to fix.

This hypothesis last described, usually
ignated by the name "Tidal Hypothesis"
meets many of the objections which can be
set agains the Planetesimal Hypothesis. For
example, it is difficult to see how such small
and widely scattered particles as the plane-
tesimals ever could have been aggregated
into the present system, especially when it
is probable that the force of their collisions,
instead of leading to a gathering together,
would probably have tended toward further
disruption.

One of the main supports for the Neb-
ular and the Planetesimal hypothesis has re-
cently been torn down. Laplace thought that
the spiral nebulae were solar systems in

the making. Modern research, however,
shows that they are much larger and the
most recent work has proved that they are
systems of millions of stars, so far away
that light takes about 1,000,000 years to
reach us from them. Each tiny knot in the
arms of the spiral pictured above is thou-
sands of times as large as our own solar
system.

Most of the satellites of the various planets

can be accounted for by capture or a simple
tidal pull on the planet. It is probable, how-
ever, that our own moon did not originate
in such a manner. At some time in the his-
tory of the Earth, some outside force, pre-
sumably the sun, caused it to be disrupted
into two pieces, one of which subsequently
became the moon. The theory is too de-
tailed to be more than mentioned here and
will be treated in a subsequent article.

THE DUALISTIC THEORY
A New Hypothesis for the Origin of the Solar

System
AN old philosopher once said, "Ally theory,

be it right or wrong, as long as it stimu-
lates thought, is of value to science." Of all
the problems which have received the attention
of man, perhaps one of the most perplexing
is that concerning the origin of the solar -
system and its attendant parts, and, in spite
of the varied nature of the resulting hypothe-
ses, each has played a part, and an important
one, in the advance of modern civilization
which has its foundation in knowledge as

Fig. 8. If two large bodies, travelling in
opposite directions crash together as above,
two streams of matter, A and B, would be
thrown off and thus a solar system might be

started.

distinguished from the superstition of the
dark ages. During the past decade, our
progress has indeed been rapid and many
new theories have been brought to light.

Among the very newest of these may be

Fig. 9. A few minutes after the impact be-
tween two huge heavenly bodies. Note the
large streamers spreading out to the left and

right. The Dualistic theory.

Chromium New Reflect
A new reflector that is as efficient as a

freshly silvered glass mirror, that will not
tarnish or corrode when exposed continually
to the weather, and so hard that the surface
can he cleaned with gritty waste without
scratching, was described by Dr. Robert J.
Piersol, research physicist of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company,
in a paper read before the Illuminating En-
gineering Society 'meeting at Detroit.

The new reflector has a surface of pol-
ished chromium, and was developed by Dr.
Piersol in his search for one that would be
satjsfactory for use on automobile head-
lights and outdoor flood lights.

Glass backed with a silver coating, now
the best reflector of light in common use,

is not practical for these two purposes, as
it is extremely fragile and the cost of its
manufacture in the larger sizes is prohibi-
tive.

Strangely, although chromium is one of
the most brittle metals known, it is very
ductile when plated as a thin coat. This is
shown by bending a strip of chromium
plated copper repeatedly. The strip may
also be heated to a red temperature and
quenched in water without the chromium
plate scaling from the copper base.

The surface of the chromium plate is of
tool steel hardness and it is difficult to
scratch it with a pin or knife. In fact it is
possible to wipe the dust from a chromium
plated reflector with gritty waste without

19

found the "Dualistic Theory," a system pro-
pounded last December by Col. John Millis
of Cleveland, a retired army engineer, to the
members of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science. Col.. Millis

Fig. 7. Here we see two bodies hurtling
through space at a tremendous speed and
about to collide with each other. The result

might be as shown in Fig. 8.

hoped to establish a new system for the
creation of the sun and planets, among them
the earth.

Space is known to be full of dark matter
-nebulae, meteors, and probably stars which
have run their course, faded, and become cold,
Col. Millis pictured the process of the colli-
sion of two such objects, each about half
the size of the present sun. (Fig. 7.) The
velocity of each object would be sufficient
to cause their complete coalescence into a
single body, but not sufficient to cause a
complete disruption and subsequent dissipa-
tion into space. The collision was supposed
to have been almost, but not quite, "head on."
This condition is illustrated in Fig. 8, show-
ing how there would be a tendency of a cer-
tain quantity of the material to spatter out
and move in approximately co -planar orbits.
The force of impact would probably be suffi-
cient to account for the present temperature
of the sun.

The result of this primal cataclysm was
the sun, surrounded by a quantity of matter
rotating in highly elliptic orbits and in ap-
proximately the same plane and direction.
From this point, the theory follows in gen-
eral the main outlines of the well-known
Planetesimal Hypothesis - the fragments
gradually collecting into larger bodies by
collisions and coalescence. He suggested that
the large depressions which now contain the
terrestrial oceans were caused by the impacts
of planetesimals of very large size.

Whether or not this theory will meet with
general acceptance or not is of little moment.
It certainly has a greater degree of proba-
bility than the old nebular hypothesis which
our forefathers swore by. The fact that
it is not impossible is the important part of
any theory and, while it appears to the author
that there are several outstanding objections
to it, we at least welcome it as a stimulus
to the imagination and perhaps it will lead us
to further investigation of certain parts of
the planetesimal hypothesis which have re-
cently been placed in a cloud of uncertainty.

or
injury to the polish of the reflector. Ordi-
nary emery grinding compounds would not
touch chromium plate and therefore it was
necessary to develop a new grinding and pol-
ishing compound.

The reflectivity of chromium is selective
to about the same extent as silver. It is

doubtful if the ordinary observer would be
able to distinguish between the two. There-
fore, the color is pleasing. The coefficient
of reflection is initially high and remains
high throughout an accelerated life test.

Chromium is not subject to corrosion
from sulphur fumes or water vapor, the first
a cause of tarnishing in silver. Chromium is
only attacked by chlorine fumes which are
very rare in the atmosphere.
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How Dirigible Gas Temperature
Is Controlled

COLD AIR

WATER

HOT AIR

WATER

The diagrams above show compariso:is 3ctween
the lifting power of heater and cold gas wish the
approximate lift, pay -load and ballast requi-ed in
each case. The right-han4 diagram above shows

the greater buoyancy of heated air.

In the above diagrams, shaded porticns indicate gas.
Here it is shown how greater lifting power ís obtained be-
cause of ti e larger volume of gas created by heating it,

using One device illustrated elsewhere on this page.

In the two dirigibles il-
lustrated at the right,
t h e shaded portions
shcw the gas while the
unshaded parts of the
bag indicate the volume
of air which replaces the
space left by the con-
tracting gases as they
cool. Heated gas has
greater lifting power.

HEATED
GAS

SAFETY VALVE

Above: How the gas usel in
dirigibles is heated or cool. as

required.

MAYBACfi
ENGI lV E

COLt7
s3AS

MOTOR DRIVEN
LOW we

GON 7. -OLA
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In the gondola of a typical dirigible, using the heating system
described here, is Lwated a generator drien from he engine
which furnishes the lower to the 'eating coil, employed for in-
creasing the volume and lilting capa:.ity of the gas ay heating

and expanding it.

Left: A lirigible at its mioring
mast. The gas is being heated
previous to starting cut on an

air voyage on a cold night.
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Electrical Gas Temperature Control for Dirigibles
By WILLIAM P. SULLIVAN, Aeronautical Engineer.

et NEW and very effective device for
controlling the buoyancy of dirig-
ibles by a process of electrically
heating the gases with which they

4b are inflated, and by gradually cooling it as
the load become lighter, owing to the de-
crease of fuel and supplies, has recently
been perfected in Germany by two Berlin
chemists, Dr. Kurt Peters and Peter Schlum-
ix hm. This new device will increase the
safety and control of flying dirigibles and
greatly reduce the cost of operation, espe-
cially over great distances.

This means of control consists of a small
electric motor -driven blower, situated just
below the gas bags on a mounting fastened
to the structure, which blower circulates the
gas through jackets surrounding an elec-
trically -heated coil, returning it to the gas
hags or balloonets at a higher temperature.
This increase in temperature causes the gas
to expand to a greater volume, thereby
creating a larger displacement and adding
to the buoyancy or lift of the cells. The
opposite means of control consists of circu-
lating the gases through the jackets with
the heating coil off and cooling it by radia-
tion. This cooling of the gas causes it to
contract in volume, which decreases its
buoyancy or lift.

These units of temperature control are
placed at close proximity to each other or to a
Series thereof, depending on the cubic feet
capacity of the sections, and are operated
by remote controls from the main control
cabin. By this means, the buoyancy of any
section of the ship can be changed by the
pilot, facilitating ease of control and adding
to the effectiveness of operation.

The present means of controlling the buoy-
ancy of the dirigibles is obtained through
the use of 'ballast and gas valving. This
method, being the only one used up to date,
has not only proved extremely expensive and
dangerous, but has greatly reduced the pay
load of the ship. The ballast necessary
for safe control weighs a considerable
amount, and the cost of carrying this dead
load over a period of time is enormous. For
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instance, the ZR-3 (the Los Angeles) under
certain conditions, with the air and gas at
zero degree Centigrade, the air at a humidity -
of 60 degrees and the balloonets filled with
the safety capacity' of 2,500,000 cubic feet of
hydrogen, having a specific gravity relative
to air of 0.1, the total lifting effort would
be 89.6 tons. The lifting effort of helium
being approximately 92 per cent. of this,
the gross weight of the ship equals 45.5 tons,
leaving a useful lift of 44.1 tons. On long
cruises, the ship is equipped to carry 17

tons of fuel and the remaining weights go
into crew, supplies and the dead load of
ballast.

To start on a cruise with, say 20 toils of
fuel and supplies that will be in the course
of the trip used up, compels a dirigible,
therefore, to carry ballast as a dead load;
to be used, together with the valving of
the gas, which means a dead loss, for main-
taining the buoyancy and control of the ship
throughout the cruise.

With the new electrical temperature con-
trol of the gas, a dirigible call prepare to
start a cruise by heating the gas from
power supplied from a generating plant at
:he mooring mast, operating the blower with
the heating coils while the ship's power units
remain at rest. This method increases the
lifting capacity of the ship at a period when
the fuel and supplies are the heaviest. When
the ship's motors start running and the ship
has started its cruise, the power for operat-
ing the heating units is controlled from the
cabin and supplied by generators coupled
directly on the engine drive shafts, with the
conventional wind -driven generators sus-
pended from the cabin and nacelles, now
used for heating and lighting, connected for
emergency purposes.

As the ship progresses on its course, the
fuel and supplies begin to diminish, and to
offset this, the gas is allowed to cool, de-
creasing in buoyancy equivalent to the
weight of the exhausted fuel and supplies.
This method continues under ordinary condi-
tions until the safety limit is reached in gas
temperature change, before the use of any

ballast or gas-valving is called for. This
represents an enormous saving of gas, which
is an important factor, and facilitates a

greater pay load.
During the flight, the system is used for

altitude control of the ship. Upon entering
a warm stratum of air, the ship can main-
tain its desired altitude by cooling the gas
and establish the displacement necessary for
level flight. The reheating of the gas can
be accomplished upon entering a cold stratum
of air for the same reason, or any reason-
able altitude can be arrived at by either
heating or cooling the gas as desired by
the pilot.

In making a landing at the end of the
trip, when the fuel and supplies have been
reduced considerably, the present method is
to valve gas to decrease the buoyancy or
lift, enabling the ship to come close to the
ground for attaching itself to the mooring
mast or to be hauled into its hangar. If
the ship should settle too quickly, ballast
has to be thrown out, which case involves
the element of danger. In some instances,
filled fuel tanks have had to be released
ill order to again regain buoyancy enough
to prevent crashing to earth. With the new
device in operation, the gas can be allowed
to cool gradually. reducing its volume and
decreasing lift sufficient to offset the losses
ill weight of fuel and supplies, and the ship
brought down, without the loss of gas, under
complete control from the cabin.

The dirigible, now having control of the
temperature, call fly at any time, under any
reasonable atmospheric conditions, with more
safety and reliability and can be maintained
ill the air with considerably more economy.
It must be understood that this electrical
control of gas temperature is designated as
a separate control to be used in addition to
and similar to the regular controls, such as
the use of ballast and the valving of gas.
Its use is designed to enable a dirigible
to increase its pay load on long trips and to
add to the ship a smooth operating safety
device long needed in dirigible operation.

Viewing Stars from a Deep Well

SEEING STAR FROM INTERIOR OF MINE SHAFT

There is an old belief that is quite prevalent
throughout the world that stars can be seen
in the daylight if the observer will descend into
a mine or deep well and look upward. That
such is not true has been recently pointed out
by Prof. C. C. Wylie. The visibility of a star
at any time depends upon its contrast with the
background and this will not be changed re-
gardless of the depth that one descends below

the earth's surface.

STAR-

BROAD
DAYLIGHT

STRAIGHT WELL
OR SHAFT

PLANET It

/¡ BROAD
DAYLIGHT

/// PROBABLY ALSO
VISIBLE ABOVE
GROUND

MAN IN WELL
OR SHAFT

PLANET 4c

MAN IN
CAV E

POSSIBLE

As stated at the left, it is impossible to see stars from the bottom of a deep well but sometimes it
is possible to view certain bright planets in daylight when at the surface of the earth. The visi-
bility is not increased by descendng in a well and in any case, in the United States or Europe,
planets would have to be viewed from an inclined shaft or from the mouth of a cave as shown
inasmuch as they never reach the zenith. -Donald H. Menzel.

///j

or'

Í
tvMWÉLL

///////////
IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE
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Kite to Rescue Shipwrecked
Will Carry Messages to Shore or Rope for Breeches Buoy to Ship in Distress

Right: A ship has been blown towards
shore by a heavy wind and is in dire dis-
tress. Efforts to reach the ship from
shore have failed. A kite, attached to a
light cord is sent up and it blows in to-
wards shore. It carries a water -proof
tube containing directions for rescue and
also, attached to the end of the kite -cord
is a heavier one, and on the end of that
is a rope. The kite, carried by the wind
toward shore is held down somewhat by
the heavy cord and the rope and soon the
rescuers on shore can retrieve the kite,
cord or rope, read the directions in the
water -proof tube and eventually pull in a
heavy rope upon which a breeches buoy
can be operated. The passengers and
crew can then be taken from the ship,

rescued by the aid of a kite.

Right: The kite carrying tL,
light cord flies over the ship as
at 1. As the heavier rope is
fed out, the weight drags down
the kite somewhat to the posi-
tion shown at 2. As the still
heavier rope is used, it sinks to
the deck level of the ship in dis-
tress whereupon it is retrieved
and made fast to the masthead.
It is said that a rescue method
of this type is effective over
comparatively great distances.
Two thousand feet or more can
separate the vessel in distress

from the rescuer.

DISABLED
SHIP

KITE

DIRECTION OF
WIND ~-->

DIRECTION OF
""b-4.!. WIND

IGHTRtPE

(Ii

SHIP IN
DISTRESS (2)

QUICK ACTING WINCH
HAS TO KEEP ROPE TAUT AS

SHIPS ROLL AND PITCH

DIRECTIONS IN
WATERPROOF
TUBE'- KITE

-" + CORD
HEAVIER r '
CORD

WIND DIRECTION

KITE

Left: There is a vessel in dis-
tress in mid -ocean. A rescue
ship appears. The conventional
Lyle gun for carrying a line to
the disabled vessel is practically
useless due to the pitching of
the ships. A kite is sent up
.from the rescue vessel after ithas worked to the windward
side of the one in distress. Con-
trolled by a manually operated
brake, the flight of the kite is
carefully regulated. When a
certain length of cord has been
utilized, a light rope starts to
run out. This is followed by a
heavier one as shown in the in-

sert A.

RESCUE SHIP
HEADED INTO
WIND .00-÷

After the line, carried by the
kite has been fastened to the
masthead of the disabled
ship, it is fastened to a
similar point on the rescue
vessel and is kept taut by
means of a quick acting
winch so that regardless of
how much either of the
ships roll or toss, the rope
connecting them is always
tight. Along this rope, a
breeches buoy can be rigged
and pulled back and forth
between the two ships until
all of the people on board
the disabled vessel have
been removed to safety.
This is illustrated in our
artist's drawing at the im-

mediate left.
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How Kite Is Used
TTHE many recent disasters on the high
seas have proven conclusively that the
present day apparatus designed for res-

cuing passengers from ships in distress is not
as reliable as- it might he. Particularly is
this true of the Lyle gun designed to carry

s a. rope from one ship to another. In storms
a sea, it is practically impossible to direct
the shooting of this gun with any degree of
accuracy and furthermore, the rope attached
to the projectile frequently breaks, resulting
in further delay.

If the plan put forth by Dr. Miller Reese
Hutchinson is carried through, it is claimed
that the percentage of fatalities due to disas-
ters at sea will be greatly reduced. Dr.
Hutchinson proposes to utilize a large, yet
simple kite for carrying a line from one ves-
sel to another or from a disabled ship to a
nearby shore and thus provide a means where-
by a breeches buoy can be operated to remove
the passengers and crew of the disabled ves-
sel to a place of safety.

The kite which Dr. Hutchinson pro-
poses to use consists of two uprights
and a removable cross stick. It is to
be covered with a linen fabric and so
arranged that by removing the cross
piece the entire device can be rolled in-
to a comparatively small space and
stowed away in a water -proof com-
partment placed in some conspicuous
and convenient place on the after deck.
The purpose of this kite is to carry a
light, yet strong line which
in turn carries a heavier
cord. The kite will be
flown to the desired loca-
tion and the weight of the
trailing rope will cause it
to sag so that it can be re-
trieved at the far
end. O n e fea-
ture of this pro-
cess is that
when a shin
goes aground,
this invariably
happens when

the wind is blowing from the ship toward the
shore and therefore, it is always possible to
direct the kite to the desired shore. When
disaster happens on the high seas, the rescue
vessel can always be maneuvered to the wind-
ward side of the ship in distress and the kite
line can be placed just where it is desired.
After the line has reached the shore from the
disabled ship or has been placed across the
deck of the ship in distress, thóse at the kite

end of the line can pull in on it,
dragging a still heavier rope
from containing reels. Then this
rope can be rigged for the use of
a breeches buoy which is sent
out over the water in the usual
manner.

Another important feature of
this rescue system is the use of
a quick acting winch, the inven-
tion of Spencer Miller of the
Naval Consulting Board. This
winch will take up or let out a
cable so quickly, that even
though the vessels are pitching

badly, the line connecting them kill always
be under the same tension. Thus the danger
of injuring persons being carried by the
breeches buoy is entirely eliminated as are
also sudden stresses and jerks on the rope
itself.

The illustration on this page shows in the
foreground the after deck of a rescue vessel.

Persons are being removed from another
ship in distress and the entire action of the

The illustration here shows a deep
sea rescue wherein a line has been
carried from one ship to another by
means of a kite, and a breeches buoy
has been rigged and is carrying the
passengers off the vessel in distress.
When the buoy nears the rescue ves-
sel, the line is drawn down by means
of a special winch until it assumes
the position shown by the dotted
lines, whereupon the passenger of
the buoy is removed. The quick act-
ing pick-up winch permits this ma-

neuver.

apparatus used is apparent.
When the breeches buoy nears
the deck, a second winch is
brought into play and pulls down
the cable upon which the buoy
runs. The quick acting winch,
with its unusually elastic prop-
erties provides the slack that
makes this operation possible.
By this system, the rope con-
necting the vessels is stretched

-- between mastheads far out of
reach of even very high seas,
yet the passenger in the breech-
es buoy can be.landed directly on
the deck of the ship without
having been subjected to the ac-
tion of the waves.

The various advantages of
this rescue system will be ap-
parent upon careful considera-
tion of the subject. Strong winds
are invariably the accompani-
ment of a disaster at sea and
this formerly undesirable
weather condition can be util-
ized to the distinct advantage of

the distressed. With a properly de-
signed kite, and Dr. Hutchinson has
made such a kite, there is little if

any danger of breaking the lines or of the
kite falling into the sea. With the line

fastened to a suitable take-up reel either
manually .or mechanically. operated, the
flight of the kite can bé-guided easily. By
different arrangements of the bridles. Dr.
Hutchinson's kite can be made to fly high
or low as may be best for the conditions un-
der which it is being used. It has been found
possible to make one of these kites fly al-
most. directly overhead or to soar off at
great distances only a few feet above the
surface. Thus, by shifting the lines, any de-
sired result can he obtained from the kite
with very little trouble.
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Shadows Show Gear Teeth Defects
By ALLEN P. CHILD

The operator of this new gear teeth checking device is shown above
in front of the ground glass screen upon which the shadows are proj-

ected and upon which he can make sketches for checking.

a

GROUND GLASS
SCREEN FOR --,-
OPERATORS WORN

oPERATORS
STATION

The above photograph shows one of the machines that holds a
series of needles against one tooth on a gear wheel. An arc
light is projected against the teeth whereupon the shadows thus
formed are magnified, reflected by a silvered mirror and proj-
ected on a ground glass screen. In the case of some gears,
this projection is done without the needles, whereupon the
operator sketches the outline of one tooth on a screen, moves another tooth The mirror that is used in this work is silvered on the front instead of oninto position and checks its shadow against that of the first tooth. It is the back and in this way distortion is avoided. Sometimes templets are usedsaid that discrepancies of .0001 inch can be detected. to check teeth, whereupon the view on the ground glass appears as above.

MIRROR. OF SILVER
AGAINST WHICH
IMAGE IS REFiECTED

GEAR
`E{E¡iw

ANTERN /
FRAME FOR HOIOiNG
MICROSCORE IENSCS

Did You Know That Flowers Get Seasick?

On one of the great modern trans-
oceanic liners, numbers of plants
are used for decorative purposes.
In heavy weather, some of them

show definite signs of sea -sickness. A normal
plant may appear as at the left, whereas one
influenced by the rolling of the vessel will ap-
pear as at the right. -S. Leonard Bastin.

Above: Flower in normal state. Above: Sea -sick flower.
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Union Hours in Flower Land

It can readily be demonstrated in the home, that flowers can be made to
adapt themselves to local conditions. The only apparatus necessary for the
demonstration is a pot of marigolds and a fairly strong electric light.
These marigolds open in the daytime and close at night, so that they are

open approximately 12 hours and closed for the same period of time.

Thus we can see that the flowers are readily adaptable to environment and
if we slowly shorten the successive periods of light and darkness, the flowers
will follow, so that soon they can be trained to open and close every 8
hours, following the light closely. Perhaps by shortening the periods very

slowly you can even get the flowers to work on a 6-hour shift.

If the marigolds are put in a dark room and left in darkness all day and
illuminated for 12 hours during the night, they will, after several days'
repetition of 'his alteration, change their habits and will open at night and
close in the daytime; being influenced solely by the light and dark periods

obtained by means of the bright light and the dark room.

Finally you will note that when the alterations between light and darkness
are made too often, the flowers will not follow. At about 4 -hour periods
they will get disgusted and quit and the peculiar thing
go back to the original 12 -hour shift and pay no attention to the arti-
ficial changes, until the periods are lengthened.-Dr. Russell G. Harris.

Receivers That Fit the Ears
THOSE who, due to difficulty in hearing,

operate radio receiving sets requiring the
use of headphones, usually find that the
wearing of these phones becomes quite a bur-
den, after having used them for several hours
at a stretch. Particularly is this true in
warm weather, when excessive perspiration
at the ears is present, caused by the phones
covering them. Then too, if the phones are
very heavy, they are an unpleasant weight
on the head, and unless the headband is prop-
erly adjusted, the receivers are liable to
press against the ears causing distress. The
tiny receiver that is illustrated at the right
has recently been designed and placed on
the market and is said to overcome practic-
ally all of the difficulties found with stand-
ard size phones. These new midget repro-
ducers are said to be quite efficient and to
give faithful tonal qualities to all sounds.
They are so light in weight and small in size,
that they can be placed directly in the outer
ear channel, and they will stay there with-
out any retaining band or clamp of any kind.

as One of our illustrations shows these re- -
ceivers in use and how they are placed in the
ears. The other pictures show the various
essential parts. Standard receiver design

f practice has been followed in miniature.
These small phones are made with a double

pole electro -magnet and utilize a mica dia-
phragm with a soft iron armature. In this
way, the best possible reproduction of sound
is obtained with the least distortion.

Íreta/nlní1 ring

Permanent Magnet

soft iron

Mica diáphra

lectro
Magnets

Adjstable
Collar

Above: The details of this new miniature receiver.
The retaining ring is of soft rubber and the clear-
ance between the soft iron armature and the pole -
pieces is adjustable by means of the collar shown.
These phones can be furnished in both high and
low resistances for different types of work. The
photograph at the left above shows the device in
actual use, being employed in connection with a

radio receiving set.
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Motion in Window Display

The falling snow and fire effect in the above
illustration is obtained by two cylinders revolv-
ing back of the semi -transparent parts of the
picture, and arranged as shown in the small

photo at the left.

Attractive window displays and decorative pic-
tures for the home are now available, in which
motion' plays a prominent part. Sections of
the illustrations are semi -transparent and be-
hind these sections revolving painted cylinders
are in action. By using various combinations
of colors and lines, falling snow, forest fires,
flowing streams and other picturesque features
of the scenes can be produced. Our illustra-
tions above show some of them, and also indi-
cate how the results are produced. The lights
from the rear are diffused by the gray paper
shown. -Felix J. Koch.

The Latest Style in
Mooring Masts

Travel by air is becoming so prevalent today
that in even out-of-the-way corners of the earth,
we find provisions made for handling aircraft
of all descriptions. The photograph above
shows the dirigible mooring mast at Ewa,
Hawaii. It was built according to the latest
ideas in the construction of "hitching posts"
for lighter -than -air craft. Note the rigidity
of construction which is ensured by numerous,
judiciously -placed guy wires.

-Leo A. J. de Roo, Rep. No. 26732.

AIR
TURBINE

1\1\

Wit'

WARM AIR CURRENTS
RISING THRU TURBINE

ROTATE IT.

Left: This scene shows a fisherman
pulling a fish from an apparently flow-
ing stream, the motion effect being

obtained by lights.

GRAY PACER

MICA CYLINDER WITH
LINE DESIGNS ON IT

Above and left: Details show-
ing how motion effects are
produced. Painted cylinders
revolve, due to air rising from
incandescent bulbs, and produce

scenic effects.

If New York Were Stood on End

MANHATTAN STANDING

Thousands of people daily travel the entire length of Man-
hattan Island and think nothing of the trip. Suppose.
however, that the same strip of land were placed on end.
as below, reaching straight up into the air, how many
people would like to make that same trip? Starting from
the battery, the temperature might be 68° F. By the
time Warren Street was reached, the temperature would
have dropped to 48°. At West Houston Street, frost
would be found. From there on, the temperature would
gradually drop, as shown. Such is the difference in tem-

perature that elevation referred to distance makes.
-L. B. Robbins.

LOCATION ALTITUDE

FIT. MORRIS PH. PROBABLY TOO LOW FOR
ENGINE TO OPERATE

------ ---.. ? 8MILES.

(APPROXIMATE)
F.TEMPERATURE

75'-80

926° ST.
< "7 MILES - -""

55160

72 M8 ST. Yaº
WAY THRU. PARK

'G MILES ' ......?.,- - 40'
COL .CIRCLE -

CENT. PK.
,-< ñ 5 MILES

20"

4Or_ST.MET.
OPERA HOUSE

J °

4 MILES :::. 7

2012 ST.
N.Y. HOSPITAL

i x3MILES f
W. MOUSTOM ST. ;

< > ...... 27'
2 MILES - =

48'
WARREN ST.

I MILE

GROUND__

THESE STREETS MARK ROUGH
UPRIGHT ON BATTERY MILE MEASUREMENTS

--68°F.
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SAMPLE BREAKS HERE
INSTEAD Of THE NA/PROWEST
PO//IT 1 VH/CHIS 5l/8MERGED
1/Y WATER

-1,5r
TuHNEa OOr
FROM
i ARCE + a

CRYSTAL  L OA L1

As above, the parts of the test piece
that have the flaws in them will
break before the thinner but flaw-
less part. However, if the flawless
part is allowed to dry, it also de-
velops cracks and becomes weak.

Salt Stronger Than Steel

BEFORE AFTER

THIS TN
SHAFT /S
STRONG
BECAUSE
IT HAS

NOf1AWS

THESE ICRACA'S GET DEEPER
AS LOAD IS APPLIED & RE-
DUCE AREA OF RESISTANCE

Prof. A. T. Joffe, a well-known
Russian physicist, has recently
succeeded in making crystals of
common salt stronger than steeL
Calculations based on the mole-
cular structure of salt crystals
show that the normal tensile
strength should be about 300
kilograms per square mm. Prof.
Joffe found that this could be
increased 20 times by closing or
filling the exterior flaws as above.

As illustrated at the left,
the reason that a shaft
of salt is weak is be-
cause of the minute flaws
which can be closed by
action of water. The
sample is then much
stronger although it is

thinner.

Airplanes Fight Mosquitoes

Illustration at left shows
strength of treated salt
crystal before it has
dried out. Bony struc-
tures, as above, are very
strong, due to overlap-
ping parts.

-Leon J. Israilevich,
Reporter No. 17905.

Airplanes can now be pressed into service to exterminate mosquitoes and harm ess to men and animals. This method is far superior to the present
their larvae. The work is accomplished by distributing over breeding tedious one of spreading oil over the surfaces of mosquito infested ponds,
places of these pests a cloud of dust that is poisonous to insects but particularly as regards time required. Plantations dust crops with planes.
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Science in Games of Chance

In the above device, three competitors tap the knobs with their
hands. The horses run up the grooves and, according to how

the operator sets the device, one of them wins.

tt

Flyin1 planes

t Motor4

brush
arm for brushes

Se era/ wheels underdisc for support

to lamp

Insulation

brass fort o/act

Wheel

Another device that employs miniature airplanes in its operation is
illustrated in detail above. The planes are mounted on arms and
revolve continuously until the power is cut off. When the device
coasts to a stop, the light that remains illuminated indicates the

number that wins

Electric Race Track LE -017 llar
One disc made of
Sepinents most Lamps

of Them connected Red White Blue Red

s
Fr al

i +

to Red Lamps ® . . " , r3Sepments to Blue
and 7 to White Puma! zf- horses~~c~
horses ( i

s r s
F_

j,^ .lei

1

.

_,
_ , . .

Motor geared to
Switch  fife of framework

Here is another horse racing device that attracts quite a little attention.
The horses race around a cylindrical track in grooves, being operated by
an electric motor concealed under the table. When the circuit is opened.
one of the lights in the center cluster remains illuminated, indicating the

winner of that particular race.

By GEORGE HOLMES

TOP ///EW-looáing doivn Ihrutno/ of stand //o v
1 lto one side

of
"'l lbele rei.yo

2 ©-/amps ,

.

£© n 1-1r  ® O: m %o o  F .
/iishtswiFth

tomototson »ye

Wheels on track Wheels ln,su/atcked
lb/o

itrac/ts p/aneSuspended
Lrush makes contact be%w hete from
and/ihts/amps travel/0i t17/c/t /III

' Insulated acrosshere iracB Z
plane

a a
In this gambling device, you bet on certain numbers and a minia-
ture airplane flies around an oval shaped overhead track. When it

finally comes to a stop, the number that it indicates wins.

hour hand

Bombs
Releas/ng Mechanism in plane

Wood

b

oj t'/och'

small gear

e6Jear

-%OtOr

The electric clock is a
new and compact nov-
elty now used at fairs
and carnivals for en-
ticing the money of the
public into the pockets
of the stand -owner.
Here, as in the usual
game, the participants
bet on numbers. The
operator closes the
switch that actuates the
electric motor and the
single clock hand spins
around. After a cer-
tain length of time the
switch is opened and
the hand allowed to
come to a stop. The
number that it indi-
cates is the winner.
Most of the devices il-
lustrated on this page
are perfectly legitimate,
but they can easily be

e made "crooked."

4rm will, J4 hi -ashes
/2 for wires from push button
onstand to one side ofmanets
/main hoe for motor&magnets

/ for motor

I I e

To one side ~tor
and one end each ma/net

Wires from dices
Push

. Switch
to Motor

Swttche.

This is a rather interesting little proposition in which the players attempt
to make the bombs from the airplane hit the spots representing ships on
the baseboard. They release the bombs by pressing one or another of
the switches shown. When a hit is made, the bomb .ticks in the place

where it lands, indicating a number that may win a prize.

a
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The Human Side of Ants
By PAUL GRISWOLD HOWES

Curator Natural History, Bruce Museum, Greenwich, Conn.

Ants will completely strip a
carcass of flesh in a few
hours. Note ant on skull.

Photo 2 illustrates an ant nursery. This
consists of a hollowed space beneath a
flat, sun -warmed stone. The young ants
are brought up from subterranean gal-

leries to be benefited by the warmth.
Ant's battles, at 3, are serious affairs in-
volving entire colonies. The individuals
fight until their adversaries are torn to
bits. Note the mangled bodies in the

photograph.

Ants are of special interest to man because
of their social habits and their ability to

live in cities.

The photo, 5, here shows ants as highway robbers. An ant carrying some-
thing particularly valuable is waylaid and robbed by two others. Note the

bulldog attitude of the robber ant.

OF

ALL the orders of insects, that
one known scientifically as the
Hymenoptera, which includes the
ants, bees, wasps and saw -flies, is,

doubtless, of greatest interest to man. The
creatures that fall into this order are most
highly organized, and while some lower crea-
tures may simulate their social life, probably
no other living insects have reached the per-
fection in community life and in the division
of labor, as have the ants. Their ability to
live successfully in great cities, under a
single ruler, or queen, in a state of perfect
organization and contentment, has long
caused man to delight in studying their ways,
and I now wish to add my drop to the bucket
of ant Iore, in the form of first-hand photo-
graphs of their wonderful doings, which
show, in a remarkable way, the very human
side of these little insects.

ANTS AS MEAT PACKERS
As in our own big world, so in that smaller

Ant dairymen, at 4. The little bugs at the top
of the photo are known as plant lice, or "ants'
cows." Ants have learned to obtain sweet
droplets from these tiny bugs by gently strok-

ing them. They herd their cows tenderly.

Bringing home the bacon -6. The ants have been on a foraging party.
The worker in the lead is carrying another insect victim's leg to the nest,

while the warrior follows as a guard. (Photos by the author.)

one of the ants, the meat packer is of pri-
mary importance in the ant city. In the
tropics especially, ant colonies are much more
ferocious and blood -thirsty than in the north,
and I have seen them completely strip a
carcass of its flesh in an hour's time. These
bits of flesh, removed by the individual ants,
are quickly dried in the warm atmosphere
and carried to the nests, where they are
packed away for future use. The skeleton
in the phol:ograph was assembled by the
author from the bones stripped by these
meat -packer ants in South America. Mounted
upon the bird's skull is a single ant for com-
parison. From this it is not difficult to
imagine how many packer -ants were em-
ployed in the job of cleaning up the pigeon
whose skeleton is shown.

NURSERIES
The nurseries of the ant colony are of

great interest. These may be deep in the
ground or in the black recesses of a great

hollow tree. They are also frequently be-
neath a flat stone, which is thin enough to
become gently warmed by the sun. Under
such stones, baby ants, which, at first, re-
semble tiny maggots, are tenderly fed by
the old ones upon specially prepared food,
while those in a later stage of development
may be warmed in the nursery during the
daytime, as shown in the picture. Close
inspection of an ant nursery will reveal all
the tender care that one sees a human nurse
or mother lavish upon her charges.

One of the most human traits of ants is
fighting. Their battles are very serious af-
fairs, often involving entire colonies, and
individual warriors fight until their adver-
saries are literally torn to bits.

MANY KILLED IN BATTLE
Our big, black, carpenter ant, with which

everyone is familiar, is particularly given to
battling, and the place where such combats

(Continued on rage 86)
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Automatic Train Stop Perfected

Photograph above shows the vacuum tube amplifier and accessory apparatus which
is contained in a cabinet and located on the front end of a locomotive in the approxi-
mate position shown in Fig. 1. In this photograph, the doors are open so as to
expose the apparatus to view. At the right-hand end of this box is located a

two-phase A.C. relay.

AGREAT many disastrous railroad ac-
cidents have been caused by engineers
running past signals, due either to
low visibility or personal neglect

on the part of the man at the throttle. For
years, hundreds of engineers have been work-
ing on the problem of providing electrical
control for trains that will eliminate the
human clement, and its well-known falla-
bilities, and thus make railroading far safer
than it is today. One of the best of these
systems is illustrated on this page and has
been placed in practical use on the double
track, main line of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford railroad between New
Haven, Conn., and Springfield, Mass. The
system is the type known as the Continuous
Inductive System and to date has proved
most satisfactory in operation.

The inductive effect noticeable in A. C.
circuits has been utilized in the design of
this control system, in which the rails carry
an alternating current. This current of
course sets up a magnetic field around the

TO AIR
BRAKES ,AIR

VALVE

FROM ® .-VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIER
AIR

PICK-UP COILS

1.0 CYCLE AC

MAGNETIC FIELD
SET UP AROUND
TRACK RAILS
INDUCES CURRENT
IN COILS A AND B

Fig. 2 above shows how the electrical pick-
up coils are a -ranged on the locomotive and
connected to the vacuum tube amplifier and

electrical brake control.

rails as indicated in Fig. 2 and a current is
induced in coils A. and B. This current
being of a frequency of 140 cycles, does not
interfere with the driving motor current
used on electrical railroads, which is 25 cycles ;
or with the block signal system which uses
60 cycle current. This is accomplished by
means of carefully tuned filters, which will
pass only the frequency of the current that
is to actuate the stop control.

After the current picked up hy- the coils is
fed into the vacuum tube amplifier, the re-
sulting output is connected to the train con-
trol relay, which actuates the air brakes of
the entire train. The relay is a modified
two-phase motor.

In addition to the 140 cycle current men -

WIRED TO CAB SIGNAL
AND BRAKE VALVE

W-1 VACUUM TUBE

.111~1 1.1MCMIW

AMPLIFIER

I WIRES

4,1II RECEIVER"5 ~0r . is COILS

FIG. I
Fig. 1 above shows the location of the
vacuum tube amplifier on a steam -driven

locomotive.

The above photograph was taken in the cab
of a locomotive and shows the electrically
illuminated signal box placed in full view of
the engineer. On this box, the letters H and

L will be discerned.

the relay connected to the far end of the
block will be short circuited and deprived
of current and its contacts will open. This
operation in turn controls the 140 cycle cur-
rent, breaking that circuit for the particular
block in which the train is located. If now,
a train following train T, and indicated by
Ti in our drawing, approaches point A, a
140 cycle current 'will be flowing through
the rails and the axles of train T1. It will
energize the train control relay and illuminate
the "clear" signal on the indicator in the cab.
When, however, the train passes point A,
it is necessary to slow it clown, as it is
getting close to an occupied block. There
is no 140 cycle current in the block AB due
to the operation of the track relay by train

WHAT ENGINEER SEES IN CAB

CLEAR

DANGER

SECOND TRAIN T -I

(] . C] = 110

WHAT ENGINEER SEES IF HE
INTO DANGER

BLOCK.
BRAKES AUTOMATICALLY SET.

CLEAR

DANGER

FIRST TRAIN T

D

The diagram Fig. 3, ab.Dve will be of great assistance to the reader in visualizing the action of the
electrically operated train control system described here. The drawing has been simplified so as

to show four blocks of the tracks.

tioned above, the 60 cycle current used for
the signals is also employed to operate track
relays and to close and open circuits as
trains pass through the various blocks. This
current is carried by the rails but does not
affect the apparatus on the locomotive, be-
cause of the difference in frequency.

By referring to the diagram here showing
the sections of track and two trains T and
Ti, the action of the entire system can be
explained as follows. Train T occupies the
block of track BC, at one end of which a
60 cycle current is applied to the two rails:
At the other end of the block is a 60 cycle
track relay which will not respond to either
25 or 140 cycle current. This source of
current and a corresponding track relay is
applied to every section of the railroad. Now
it is obvious that when a train is in the
block, the wheels and axles will form a
low resistance path between the rails and

T and, therefore, there is no current
furnished to the vacuum tube amplifier or
the solenoid control, shown in Fig. 2, and
the air brakes are applied, stopping the train
before a collision can occur.

The engineer can control this automatic
setting of the brakes by slowing down be-
fore such a procedure becomes necessary but
if he does not do so, the automatic system
takes complete control of the train out of
his hands and brings it to a stop long be-
fore a dangerous point is reached. The
brakes are released by the engineer when
he gets the "clear" signal. The brakes are
applied with the steam throttle wide open,
little advantage having been found in
cutting off the steam, strange as this may
seem.

Installations of this nature are great steps
in the direction of safety.
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Systematizing the Garage
By W. M. BUTTERFIELD
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WHY not introduce some system into your
garage and thus aid your work in caring

for the car? Oiling, filling grease cups, wash-
ing and general adjustment and repair work
will be greatly facilitated if the necessary acces-
sories are at hand. A series of shelves and cup-
boards similar to those shown directly above
will be found of great assistance. A place for
eve-ything and every'h,ng in its place is a good
motto for the automobile owner.

Aside from the correct placement of accessor-
ies, there are two adjuncts that should be in
every garage. One is a drip pan and the other
is a chain hoist, both of which are shown in
detail on this page. It is well to have a me-
chanic install the hoist, to insure its safe opera-
tion. The drip pan may be a receptacle placed
on the floor, or if you wisp to do a more work-
manlike job, a recess can be chiseled into the
concrete and the metal pan inserted. The latter
should be equipped with handles for ready
removal and cleaning.

7
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Awards In $5,000.00 Matchcraft Contest
First Prize-$100.00. Oklahoma Pumping Station Wins First Honors

IN the photo at the right the small
upright handle located in approxi-

mately the center of the tower, serves
to force a drum against the large cen-
ter wheel for hoisting the drill. A
rope leads from the drill to the top
of the tower passing over a wooden
pulley there located. This pulley is
also composed of matches. Just in
back of the ladder another lever will
be seen whch tightens upon a band
brake encircling the wheel there
shown. This model arrived in perfect
condition in spite of the fact that the
baseboard upon which the model was
mounted was merely screwed to the
bottom of the box. Care should be
taken in the packing of a model and

excelsior not forced around it. f

$5,000.00 Prize
FOR the next ten months. SCIENCE
AND INVENTION magazine will award
a total of $5,000 in prizes, in a new con-

test. You are asked to make models, fashioning
the same entirely from safety matches. Please
observe the following simple rules:

(I) Models submitted must contain at least
90 per cent. safety matches in their construc-
tion.

(2) Models made of toothpicks, paper
matches, or non -safety matches, are not elig-
ible in this contest.

(3) Models can not be built around boxes
or other supporting articles. Wall:. roofs,
etc., must all be self-supporting and made of
matches.

(4) All liquid adhesives, such as glue, shel-
lac, cements, etc., are permissible.

Water Glass makes a good glue and may he
used to coat the model giving it a glasslike
appearance.

(5) Models may be painted, gilded or sil-
vered.

(6) Models may be of any size.
(7) In order to win a prize, it is necessary

that either models be submitted, or, it this is
not practical, owing to their size, a 5"x7" pho-
tograph of the model may be sent in lieu

IN this month's matchcraft contest the model of an Oklahoma pumping station illus-
trated in the two photos here shown carried away the first prize award of $100.00.. This model was made by Mr. Ray C. Davis, of Detroit, Mich. The model is completein detail and the beauty of it is that it works. With the exception of a small piece

of silk and the cords acting as belts, and also as the cables for the hoist, the modelis made entirely of matches. The shafts and bearings are likewise made up of glued
matches. Notice from the photo immediately to the left the unique construction of thewheels acting as pulleys. In some of them the spokes are perfectly straight, but when
it comes to the engine care has been taken to bend each and every individual spoke

on the fly wheel.

0

"Matchcraft" Contest
WATCH FOR PRIZES IN MAY ISSUE

of the model itself. The best models submit-
ted each month will be awarded the prizes
srhe.Lnlyd her- with.

16 Monthly Prizes
First Prize $100.00
Second Prize 75.00
Third Prize 50.00
Fourth Prize 35.00
Fifth Prize 25.00
Sixth Prize 20.00
Seventh Prize 15.00
Eighth Prize 12.50
9th to 16th Prizes of $10.00

each $80.00

(8) All models submitted to SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine will be prompt-
ly returned to the builder, who will prepay all
charges.

(9) Where SCIENCE AND INVENTION
has any doubts as to the model (where photos
only are submitted) complying with all the
regulations, the judges may, at their discre-
tion, request that the actual model be sent in
for inspection, paying transportation charges
both ways.

(10) This is a monthly contest, lasting for
twelve months, each monthly contest closing
on the first of the month following date of
issue. This contest for the month of May
will close June 1, 1926, and prize winning
announcements will be made in the August.
1926, issue. The June issue will contain March
prize winning entries.

(11) Models must be shipped in a strong
wooden box, never in a cardboard box, as
SCIENCE AND INVENTION can not be
held responsible for breakage in transit due to
models having been improperly packed.

(12) When models are sent, be sure to affix
tag, giving your name and address, to the
model itself. In addition, put name and ad-
dress on outside wrapper of package.

(13) Address all letters, packages. etc., to
Editor, "Matchcraft" Contest, care SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine, 53 Park Place,
New York.

Caution-Soak or cut heads from matches before building your model so that the models may
be expressed or mailed.

This contest started Dec. 1, 1925, and will terminate Dec. 1, 1926.

REMEMBER This is a monthly contest offering sixteen prizes everyr --r month. Don't hesitate, send in your model now !
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Second Prize $ 75.00
PirkHE Spanish War galleon illustrated in photo 2 was made
1 by Mrs. V. De Schepper of Astoria, L. I., who should

certainly be complimented for her splendid work and her
extreme patience in setting together the 10,500 matches neces-
sary for the construction of this galleon. As we illustrated in
our last issue, "The Evening World," a New York newspaper,
conducted a Matchcraft Contest in conjunction with
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine. Their prize win-
ners were to be entered in this magazine's international con-
test. Mrs. De Schepper's unique construction won for her a
second prize of $50.00 in "The Evening World" Contest, and
the judges also awarded her a second prize in
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine's con-
test. Notice in the model of the ship illustrated at
the right that the guns, ladders on the deck, masts
and yard arms are all composed of match wood.
It seems as though the young men and women in
New York City have more patience and show a
greater skill in the construction of
match models than those located
elsewhere in these United States.
More models were received in the
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine's contest from the im-
mediate vicinity of New York than
from the rest of the country.
For the benefit of those readers re-
siding in China and Japan, the
judges wish to advise that their
safety matches may be used in the
construction of any of the models
to be submitted in this contest.
The matches can be used or they
may be new and if you care to save
up your old matches, you may cut
off the burnt portions and construct
your model from the remaining

pieces of matches.

Third Prize-$50.00, was awarded for the rowboat model
made by John George Christ of Bayonne, N. J.

«(F
In the rowboat model illustrated in
photo 3 extreme care was exer-
cised in constructing the model.
Not the slightest detail has been
omitted and the finish is superb.
Cleverly constructed models fin-
ished as this one is, will always

win a prize.
90119Fifth Prizese-$25.00. The bureau

illustrated at the right was made
by Paul H. Yacoobian of Phila-
delphia, Pa. He cut matches gradu-

ated sizes to form the designs.

Sixth Prize-
$20.00. The beau-
tiful scale model
of a locomotive
here illustrated was
made by Richard O.
Saxton of Detroit,
Mich. The coal in
the tender is of
mat eh heads.
Everything in the

model is constructed of matches,
even including the bell.

Seventh Prizc-$15.00.
The flowers and vase
illustrated in photo 7

were made by Miss
Louise Krug of
Brooklyn, N. Y. Miss
Krug also won the
sixth prize in The
"Evening World"
contest. She used a
special glue of her
own to set the
matches together and

then painted the whole model
artistically. The construction
is very unique.

Fourth Prize-$35.00, was awarded to Arnold Wildenberg of
Tarrytown, N. Y., for the windmill construction shown here.

This also won first prize in "The Evening World" contest.
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MATCHCRAFT
Continuing the Prize Winners For The Contest Closing
March 1st. The April Contest Closes May 1st, and the May

Contest Closes June 1st
ANY requests have come to the editors of this magazine concern-
ing the technique of matchcraft. The only technique that is really
necessary is the ability to exercise enough care and to have the nec-

essary patience to construct the models. You may use any glue that you care
o use in your construction. You may paint your model if you desire, although
the prefer to have models unpainted because photograph's of unpainted models
generally appear to better effect. If models are carefully made it will not
he necessary to paint, although one cannot always imply that painted
models are so carelessly constructed that the paint is necessary to cover
the defects. It is suggested that those who have not as yet won prizes in
this contest start this very fascinating work. It is a remunerative, fas-

cinating, instructive
and an enjoyable past -
time.

Thirteenth Prize-$10.00 was awarded to Fred Fischer of
Maspeth. L. I.. for his unique construction of a taxicab.
The heads of matches form the tires; the door swings on
match hinges and the model is complete in every detail.

A rubber band imparts motion to the model.

Twelfth Prize-$10.00 was won by Joseph Rosales of
Brooklyn, N. Y., who constructed the ingenious ink
stand and pen rack combination illustrated in photo
10. When the cover to which the calendar is attached -

is lifted, a memorandum pad is brought to view.mss.
Eleventh Prize-$10.00 was awarded by the judges to
the lamp made by Mrs. Eva Jurau of Pittsburgh, Penn.
The shade is lined with orange colored silk and the

matches painted gold and black.

Tenth Prize-$10.00. Mr. Jack Guischard of Ridgewood, N. J., built the
house shown in photo 9. Jack is about fourteen years old and the house
represents a model of the home in which he is living. Careful examination
would show the presence of a rain gutter and a rain spout. The house itself
is equipped with doors but not yet with the windows and floors which Jack

intends to add to the construction at some early future date.

w:a.urawr.rr +.

Ninth Prize-$10.00 was won by Carl Fichtner of Philadelphia, Pa., for
the bicycle illustrated in photo 11. The wheels turn and the front fork
turns just as in a regular bicycle. One of Mr. Fichtners previous models

was smashed in shipping. This model arrived in perfect conatt_on.

Sixteenth Prize-$10.00. The last of this month's
prizes was won by Mr. E. L. Bayard, of Wakefield,
Mass.. for the construction
of the pipe illustrated in

photo 13.

(m(4-
Eighth Prize-$12.50 was
won by Mr. George A.
Wade of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Wade constructed the
vase shown in photo 15.
The model is self-sup-
porting and surprisingly
strong when one consid-

ers that but one layer of match-
es has been used in the con-
struction of the vase proper.
The handles of the vase are
made of several layers of
matches staggered and glued
together and then shaved as
illustrated. The device is very
symmetrical and was first en-
tered in The Evening World
contest where it won fourth
prize and subsequently en-
tered in SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION Magazine's contest.

t

Fifteenth Prize-$10.00 was the value
placed upon the little red school house
illustrated in photo 14. The award goes
to Charles W. Reese of Zanesville, O.

-4."'".':'F.

Fourteenth Prize-$10.00. Here again care has been exercised
in the placing of matches so that their heads form a pattern.
This miniature radio set and loud speaker was built by Willard
Stadermann, of Eleroy. Ill. Careful observation will show the
pattern on the cover extending down the panel of the set.
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The Month's Scientific News Illustrated

GAF PUSH BUTT(.',

CELLAR

PAVING
BLOCKS

-iÜL"wITN'
C r' EOSOT E
50LtiTIOP+

BOTTLE'
FILLED

WITH
LIQUOR

An ingenious anti -prohibitionist provided
the above illustrated method of disposing
of his stock in the event of a raid. Creosote

destroyed odors.

It has recently been announced that
working plans for an aerial train of
dirigibles have been completed. It
will be of the type shown above, each
unit covered with duralumin instead

of fabric.

SUNKEN TUG

DIVER
r

A diver, working 55 feet below the surface
of the water recently slipped into a hole in
the top of a sunken vessel, upon which he
was working, and became so entangled that
he could not signal to the surface. In the
emergency, he opened his air control
valve, filled his diver suit with 60 pounds
of compressed air and the buoyancy shot
him up to the surface, propelling him into

the air as shown.

By GEORGE WALL

CHANNEL

The port at Miami,
Fla., was recently
completely closed by
the sinking of a sail-
ing vessel directly
across the mouth of
the harbor. If it can-
not be raised, the
masts will be cut to
provide room for ves-

sels to pass.

A n engineer's
yawn delayed a
trans - Atlantic
steamship t w o
hours. The yawn
caused a double
dislocation of the
jaw which had
to be reset be-
fore he could

leave.

"`"-

BARKENTINE

c P¡ L..J
ICEBERGS

DOTTED LINES
SHOW DISLOCA -

I ' TION OF JAW

TELEGRAM 'NANCY
SEnTHEREFROM

WIFE itiPARIS
AGENTS

\\.

HUSBAND a
Tr,- CLUB IN PARIS

In France, you cart now take a vacation
while supposedly on a business trip and
still fool your wife into believing that
yen are at a distant point. A "Fool
Your Wife Agency" undertakes to send
her telegrams and prepared letters from
various points as illustrated above. A
nominal charge is made for the service.

DREDGE

FUSE

ICE

THERMIT

It is planned to
utilize the in-
tense heat de-
veloped by ther-
mit in order to
blast icebergs.
The essentials of
thermit are in-
nocuous a n d
easily transport-

ed.

A fire in the
Equitable Build-
ing in New York
City, starting 11
floors above the
street recently
trapped a num-
ber of men in a
penthouse on the
roof. The Fire
Department had
to fight this fire
from various
vantage points
along the shaft.
This shaftway,
to which the fire
was confined
carries the wires
and pipes sup-
plying the build-
ing with tele-
phone, electric
light and water

service.

¡I

'STEAM
LOCOMOTIVE

A newly designed type of oil
- electric locomotive costs
approximately one -fifth as
much to operate as a stand-

ard steam locomotive.

AkMUREL'
CAR PAY WINDUw

A newly designed pay -car for pay-
ing off workmen will absolutely foil
bandits. Time checks and pay en-
velopes are passed through a slot in
the side of a guarded armored car.

34,9.1& 35111
FLOORS ON

FIRE.

SHAFtWAY
CONTAINS

16 PIPES

I
FIRE STARTS

F~I ATIITE
I FLOOR

TELEPHONE f i
ELECTRIC WIRES,
WATERETC: ARE

LEDIH U S
AFT;;,!

FROCELLAR

The above illustration shows the shaftway
in which the fire occurred and the pent-
house on the roof where the men were

trapped.
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Tarrano the Conqueror
ELEVENTH INSTALLMENT

By RAY CUMMINGS
First American and Canadian Serial Rights

--

SYNOPSIS

I V the spring of the rear 2325. al! of the
l rulers of the various countries of the earth
arc mysteriously murdered. Jac and Gray-

) son, employees ..f a large nevus organisation,
find that the murders are the result of a plot
on the part of the inhabitants of Penns. Tar -
rano, an erstwhile lower official of the Cold
Country of Venus is found to be at the head

t
of a plot to rule the universe.

Dr. Prende. a friend of Jac'.:. has disco;v-
ered a medical method whereby human be-
ingsergs may be kept from growing old. The
Doctor is killed by a group of "Venus -Men"
andand Jac, Elza, the Doctor's daughter and

E Georg, the Doctor's son, are captured and
taken to Venia, a city on the earth inhabited
by people of Venus. Here they are impris-

C oned and if'olfgar, a Venus -Man. friendly
`` to the people of the earth, surrounds them by

an electrical isolation barrage in an attempt
to reselle them. The barrage is broken down
and in the resulting confusion, Georg es-
capes to Washington in company with Prin
cess Maida of Venu.c.

The next day, Tarrano offers to return the
papers and models of the invention made by
Georg's father, which he has confiscated and
brands young Prende as an impostor. To
offset this accusation, Georg is to tell his

) story to the earth as well as to Venus and
Mars by radio and helio. He and Princess
Maida go to the station but there they dis
appear.

Jac, !t-olfgar and Elsa, still captives, are
removed from their prison and taken to the
top of an enormous tower. Here, in the in
strument roost, where communication with
the various planets is held, they view the
disappearance of the Princess Maida and

i Georg by television. The ebdurtion has
been done by Tarrano's agents. On Mars,

t Tarrano's followers are attacking the ruling
class and Tarrano offers Dr. Brerde's .secret
to the public if they will surrender to his
cohorts. They agree. Tarrano then an-
nounces to the eo,tu people, that he will not
give them the Brende secret and declares
war upon them, challenging then to attempt
to conquer him.

The air war vessels of the earth govern -
meta start to attack Venia, but Tarrano
sends up a bomb of surrender and then,
with Elza, Jac and fVolfgar, he escapes
through an underground passageway to a
space -flyer. They go on board and arc taken
to Venus to where Georg and the Princess
laida have previously been transported.

They are royally welcomed and go to the
palace of the Princess Maida. Here they

` are attacked by Argo, one of Tarrano's
men, who shoots a violet -colored beam of
light across the room, separating Maida
from the rest of the party. He threatens

10

The platform came down before a central building-the Palace of Ic_.
Even in this dim daylight of the Cold Country summer, the great building,

gleamed and glittered resplendent.

to kill iher, when suddenly Wolfgar throws
himself into and through the violet bears
of death.

li'olfgar dies .coon after he confesses to
Maida that he loves her and Maida has
made a similar declaration. With great
POMP and ceremony, the body of fVolfgar
is laid to rest in the WATERS OF
ETERNAL PEACE.

The evening after the burial of W'olfgar,
Jac chances to be alone in a small boat near
the palace and he is warned by a "slaan,"
a Venus unan, to guard himself well. He
also sees below the surface of the water and
encased in a diver's cap, the face of an
Earth man. Later that evening, prepara-
tions are rushed through for the great
Water Carnival of Venus and to it proceed
Georg and Maida; Elsa and Tarrano; and
Jac without a partner. They disguise them-
selves with long robes and masks and soon
reach the scene of the festival.

At the carnival all of the inhabitants of
the planet are seemingly given over to the
pursuit of pleasure and love. Howercr,
there is a vicious undercurrent of event.:
noticeable to Jac but which does not seem to
claim the attention of Tarrano. At one
place there is a swimming pool in which girls
are constantly sporting themselves. !Catch-
ing there, Jar sees one of them drag a Tar -
rano guard to the edge and with him grasp-
ed in her arms, plunge into the pool. A few
seconds later the girl conies to the surface
but the man is never seen again.

Toward the climax of the celebration, a
notorious Venus character, the Red IVanan.
Performs a dance particularly for the benefit
of Tarrano. In the midst of it, the large
hall in which it is being held, suddenly is
darkened and rays of death shoot out over
the place. Jac, forewarned, drops to the
floor out of their range and throughout the
entire assembly, "slaans" in the employ of
Princess Maida 'wreak havoc with their long
knives. The cry goes up, "Down with Tar -
rano. Loyalty, everyone, to your Princess
Maida." The Venus people, followers of
Maida, have revolted; the Red iVanain is
dead, but Tarrano-f

Tarrano escapes. Taking Elsa with him
he travels via aircraft to the Cold Country.

In the meantime, at the !Cater Festival.
other terrifying events are transpiring. The
"slaans," thinking that they have been down-
trodden, suddenly rise against their own
Princess Maida. Maida and Georg attempt to
stop them from an attack on the palace but
they proceed. Georg turns a cold ray cyl-
inder toward them but sweeps it upward -

into the tree tops and suddenly. groups of
"slaans" who have been hiding in the trees
drop to earth, killed by the ray. Snow
starts to fall due to the condensation effect
of the ray.

CHAPTER XXV
IMMORTAL TERROR

To Elza, approaching with Tarrano
on the tiny flying platform the City
of Ice, the place seemed truly like a
child's dream of Fairyland. The

rude snow huts of the Arctic of our Earth
were all that she had ever conceived could
he built of frozen water. Here, in the out-
skirts of the city, she saw indeed, quite
similar huts. But further in-ornate build-
ings several stories high. She caught a vague
glimpse of them only, as the platform flew
above them and descended in the center of
the city.

They had passed over great outer encircl-
ing ramparts-a huge wall many Maus
long-built entirely of ice blocks-fortifica-
tions like that fabled wall which in the dim
history of our Earth had once encircled a
portion of the domain of the Yellow Race.

The platform came down before a cen-
tral building-the Palace of Ice. Even in
this dim daylight of the Cold Country sum-
mer, the great building gleamed and glit-
tered resplendent. A building of many
levels, storied and winged, with spicier
bridges and aerial arcades connecting the
wings. Frescoed everywhere! ornate with
carved design chipped in ice blocks hard as
marble. Rolling terraces of snow and ice
surrounded it-lawns of smooth white, with
winding paths of ice. A many balconied

building; towers, spires and minarets crown-
ing it. All blue -white. Glittering. Seem-
ingly fragile; from a distance, a toy-a
sample of the ultra -skill of some master
confectioner, as though the whole thing were
a toy of sugar for children to admire. But
at close range-solid; in the cold of this

lib terrible region, as solid as though constructed
of blocks of stone.

With the fly ing platform landed, and its
warming rays cut off, attendants rushed
forward. Tarrano and Elza were wrapped
in furs at once-heavy furs which covered
them from head to font.

"Well! Well, Grater!" Tarrano greeted
his subordinate smilingly. "Things are in
condition here? You got my message?"

"Yes. Master."
In his furs, with face almost hidden, Elza
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could not see what manner of man this was.
"Yes, Master. All is in good fashion

here. We welcome you."
They entered the palace. Frescoed;

carved everywhere, within as without. The
main doorway led into a palatial hall, car-
peted with furs. It vas warm. Tarrano dis-
carded his fur, and helped Elza out of hers.

"You like my home, Lady Elza?"
"It's-beautiful." she answered.
I-Iis smile showed amusement at the

wonder and awe which stamped her expres-
sion. He added very gently:

"I had in mind when I built it, the hope
that you would be pleased."

A comfortable interior warmth. Elza
noticed little blurs of red light behind wire
cages here and there. The warmth came
front them; and a glow of pale white light
from the tubes along the wall.

A woman hurried to them. Tara! Elza
recognized her at once. Tara, looking very
pretty in a pale blue robe, with her hair
clone high upon her head. The woman who
loved Tarrano: he liad sent her on here to he
rid of her, when he went to the Great City.
She came forward. Pleasure was on her face
at seeing Tarrano; but her glance as she
turned it momentarily toward Elza, held
again that snunildcring jealousy.

Tarrano was evidently in a mood of high
good humor.

"You welcome me prettily, Tara." She
had flung her arms about him. "Tara, my
clear is "

"\!aster-yon come but in time. They are
working the Brende instrument. Already
they have "

"They? Who?" He frowned. His words
were hard and cold as the ice -blocks around
him.

"\Voolff. And the son of Cretar. Many
of them-using it now!"

Tarrano drew Elza with him. Tara led
the way. Through glowing white hallways,
an arcade; down steps and an incline-to
burst at last through a tunnel -like passage
into a room.

"So? What is this. Cretar?"
A room littered with apparatus. A dozen

men were about. ?tlen scantily dressed in

this interior heat. Short, squat men of the
Cold Country ; flat -nosed, heavy faces; hair
long to the base of the neck. In a corner
stood the Brende instrument, fully erected.
A light from it seemed penetrating the bared
chest of a man who was at that moment
standing in its curative rays.

He whom Tarrano called Cretar, took a
step forward.

"Master, we-"
"Making yourselves immortal?" The

anger had left Tarrano's voice; irony was
there instead.

"Master-"
"Have you clone that?"
"Master --yes! Yes! \Ve did! Forgive

us 1llaster.,"
The man before the instrument had re-

treated front it. Elza saw now that all the
men were shrinking back in terror. All
save Cretar, who had fallen tremblingly to
his knees. Yet Tarrano showed no anger.
He laughed.

"I would not hurt you, Cretar ! Get up.
man ! I ant not angry-not even annoyed.
Why, your skin is turning orange. See the
mottles!"

On the flesh of all the men-save the one
who had been checked in the act of using
the instrument-a bright orange mottling
was apparent. Cretar exclaimed:

"The immunity to all diseases, master. It
is itself a disease-harmless-and it combats
every other." He laughed a little wildly.
"\Ve cannot get sick now. We cannot die-
we are immortal. Come, Master-let us
make you so!"

Tarrano whispered: "You see, Lady
Elza? The orange spots! These men of
medicine here have used the Brende secret
to its full. Immune from disease!"

"Let us treat you, Master. This immor-
tality-"

On Cretar's face was a triumphant smile,
but in his eyes lay a terror. The man who
had not been treated stood against the wall
watching with interest and curiosity. But
the others! They crouched; wary; alert
eves like animals at hay.

Tarrano laughed. "Treat me! Cretar,
you know not with what you have been

trifling. Immortal? You are indeed. Dis-
ease cannot touch you ! You cannot die-save
by violence!"

He swung to Elza. "These men, Lady
Elza-they are strong -muscled. In health
now more perfect than any other humans.
You are frail-a frail little woman. Anti
unarmed. I bid you-strike one of them!"

She stared; but as she suddenly faced
about, she caught in part his meaning. Be-
fore her Cretar shrank back, his face gone
white, his teeth chattering.

"What's that behind you?" Tarrano's
voice simulated sudden alarm; he scuffled
his feet on the floor. The men jumped with
fright; nerves unstrung, they cowered.

"\Vhat manner of men !" Tarrano's laugh
was contemptuous. "Oh, Lady Elza, let this
be a lesson to all of us! To cure disease is
well. To prevent it-that too is good. But
immortality-Dr. Brende never intended it,
you know he did not, Lady Elza-the belief
that we have everlasting life here on this
plane-the Creator never intended that. With
all danger of death gone-save violence-
these immortals here fear violence so greatly
that they are men no longer!

"Immortal terror! God forbid I should
ever feel it! Or you, Lady Elza. A lesson
for us all, who would be so un -Godly as to
seek and think we have found what only the
Creator Himself can bestow!"

CHAPTER XXVI
THE BLACK CLOUD OF DEATH

I must revert now to that time in the
gardens of Maida's palace at the Great City
when we stood upon its roof -top, threatened
below by that mob of slaans. Georg stood
with the cylinder in his hand, waving it. The
palm foliage was freezing. Down through
the swirling snow fell the frozen bodies of
the slaans who had climbed into the gigantic
palm fronds. The thuds as the bodies struck
the ground sounded horribly plain in the
stillness. Georg was still waving his cylin-
der. Snow and ice were gathering every-
where. Incautiously he lowered the weapon;
a brief, momentary chill-the congealing

(Continued on rage 75)

A room littered with apparatus. A dozen men
were about. Men scantily dressed in this interior
heat. Short, squat men of the Cold Country;
flat -nosed, heavy faces; hair long to the base of
the neck. In a corner stood the Brende instru-/ ment, fully erected

iJ

í
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Scientific Problems and Puzzles
By ERNEST K. CHAPIN

JACKO- LANTERN

CONCEALED
LAMP

G

POWER
TUBE

The boy in the above illustration is being ro-
tated. If he drops his hands to his sides, will
the speed of rotation be affected, and if so.

how and to what extent?

In the above shown circuit diagram, a fountain pen which has been
rubbed with a woolen cloth is brought near the circuit and the relay
R is tripped. To which contact, M or N, should L be connected in

order to light the lamp within the jack -o -lantern?

A block placed as at B wil
slide from N to M. Wha
will happen if it is placed at,

at A? Will it slide?

'DISH OF WATER

SILVERING

In a device made as shown above, as the water
evaporates from the wick, the drop of liquid E
moves up and down the tube from C to D. What

is the motive power of this interesting toy?

A vacuum bottle consists of a double walled vessel with the air
removed from between the walls. Why are the interior walls
that face the evacuated space coated with a thin layer of silver?

How is it possible for a cat to
turn completely around in the air
when it has nothing to pull or

push against.

It is recommended that clothing for use in the hot Why is it of advantage to put oil
-

A thermometer in the direct rays of the sun will reg-
tropical countries be made of a white material lined on a whetstone when sharpening ister a higher temperature than another one placed in
on the inside with black. Why should such a combin- edged tools on it as in the above the shade. Is the difference a true record of the dif-

ation be of distinct advantage in hot weather? illustration? ference of temperature between the two places?

ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS ON PAGE 84
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The Vanishing Lamp/
i4

SMALL
CORK

STRING

SMALL
CORK
STRING

\49

N

L.,,...
GLASS TUBE

E- TOY
BALLOON

---WOOD DISK

k-RUBBER
FOOTBALL

WOODEN
BASE

Whenever the magacian attempts to vanish
bulky objects, and manages to vanish them suc-
cessfully, he is sure to be greeted with great
applause. The trick illustrated in the diagram
above is one of those large mid-air vanishes.
A lamp is covered with a cloth, the covered
affair lifted and tossed into space, the lamp
vanishing instantly. The construction is
merely rubber inflated and composed of a toy
balloon and a football. The string pulls out

both plügs permitting the air to escape.

THE MAN WHO
MYSTIFIED
Pres. Coolidge

Prince of Wales. Ex -President
Harding, Taft, Roosevelt,

and other celebrities
Writes Exclusively for

SCIENCE FIND INVENTION
NO. 38 OF A SERIES

The Enchanted Lemon
Tricks in which articles borrowed from specta-
tors become the subjects of manipulation are
always considered novel. In the above trick
a handkerchief is borrowed, vanished and then
found in an unprepared lemon. The vanished
silk may easily be loaded into the hollow
handle of a knife, and after the lemon is cut
and knife and lemon held as illustrated, the
silk piece can be apparently pulled out of the

lemon. The silk is dry when produced.

HANDKERCHIEF
IN HANDLE ---

Pigeons from Hat

STRING
LOAD

11er

11111111110 III 0. IIIII11ilif111I1#1 10 10

In this production the hat unprepared and borrowed is plac"d noon the
table, as indicated by the dotted lines. During the act the string from the
load is attached to the brim cf the hat. The hat is then tipped to show'
the inside, which of course is empty. Then the hat is rested upon its rim.
top up again and tipped in the reverse direction showing the crown. This

Dunninger Will Attempt
To Hypnotize 'Patient.
10 Miles Away. by Radio

Cut and Restored Ribbon
LOOP OF CUT HERE

RIBBON

ELASTIC

RIBBON

PERFORMER

RIBBON

A string after having been measured is cut in
half, a knot made and by passing the hand
over the cut portions, the ribbon again re-
pairs itself. The secret lies in the fact that
another duplicate ribbon attached to a rubber
band is the one actually cut. When this cut
ribbon is tied, the performer places his hand
over the knot and manipulating it, releases
it, permitting the elastic band to draw the

small piece up his coat sleeve.

innocent movement carries the load into the hat automatically and now
the production can be made. Live birds are easily carried in a dull -black
silk bag with a draw -string top. The bag is easily gotten rid of by drop-
ping it into a servante. Loads may be picked up from different parts of

the stage by duplicating the movement.
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OLD
FlLll.
DUPLICATED

COPIES

Duplicator
First Prize $25.00. It is not generally
known that an old photographic film
makes a very splendid hectograph or
duplicator. The film is lettered back-
ward on the rough side with regular
hectograph ink, or better yet a sheet of
paper is first lettered, the film then
moistened slightly to make it tacky, and
the lettered paper placed upon the film.
Several hundred manifold copies can be
made in the same manner as with thr
standard hectograph. Mr. Carl Fichtner
of Philadelphia wins the award for this
suggestion.

LOUD SPEAKER

Flower Moisture Preserver
Fourth Prize -
$5.00. An old
photographic
film can be cut
in a circlar farm
a s illustrated,
and a round hole
can then be
made in the cen-
ter with a cut
communicating
from the center
hole to the outside. The disk thus formed is then
rolled into a cone after being put around the stem
of a potted flowér. This celluloid disk retains the
moisture in the pot for a longer period of time
than if the soil is exposed to the air. The winner

of this award is O. Miller, Dalton, Minn.

Glazing Photographs
Seventh Prize -
$5.00. Old films
come in very handy
f o r protecting
photographs, news -
p a p e r clippings
and other data
which are to be
preserved. T h e
photograph i s
moistened and the
film moistened on

.. theside from which
the emulsion was

removed. The wet surfaces are placed face to face,
a blotter put on top and the whole pressed with a

hot iron.-Carl Fichtner of Philadelphia, Pa.

Artistic Films

Tenth Prize-$3.00. Many old films are too poor
to print from but they generally form the basis of
a scene that would look pretty if done in oil colors.
Even the amateur artist can follow the markings on
the film and paint his films in artist's oil colors and
then mount those films on white cardboards and
frame them. Two excellent examples of this kind
of work were submitted by Miss Louise H. Coinr-

sen of Lewistown, Ill.

Prize Winners in

Loud Speaker

Old films ce-
mented together
make an excell-
ent cone for the
home-made loud

speaker.

Speaker Cone
Second Prize-$15.00. Many amateurs and radio
enthusiasts building their own loud speakers find it
difficult to secure the paper for the cone. One of
the best methods of making this cone is to secure
some old photographic films of as large a size as
possible and cement these individual films together,
forming one large sheet which can then be cut to
the desired shape. A cone made of a photographic
film is practically impervious to moisure. It can be
painted to make it look artistic, and the cement
marks on a painted cone cannot be seen. If at all
possible a fire -proof film should be used. The sug-
gestion was submitted by Millard V. Barton of

Hollywood, Calif.

It Will Pay You
to refer to the pages of this magazine con-
taining the articles on the Matchcraft Con-
test and the Model Department.

Prizes are being awarded every month
and it is just as easy for you to win one
of the handsome monthly awards, as it
was for your neighbor to win his vacation
money.

Do not delay, start at once.

Fishline Keel
Fifth Prize-$S.00.
If you go out fish-
ing and particular-
ly if you troll for
fish you will have
had trouble with
your line twisting

or tangling while using a spinner. The line keel
here illustrated is made of two or three sheets of
film cemented together and then threaded with gut
as illustrated. It is hooked in the line and the
tackle is secured to the far end of the keel. It is a
sure safeguard against twisting in case swivels re-
fuse to work, and furthermore it is quite invisible
in the water. Prize awarded to George A. Hogan,

Augusta, Maine.

Banjo Pick
Eighth Prize -
$3.00. A very ex-
cellent banjo pick
may be made by
cutting an old film
in the shape shown
above and coating
this with a flexible
cement and rolling it into the shape of an open
ended thimble. This pick produces softer tones
than steel ones of the same shape, and is easier to
hold than if made flat. The size of the open end
of the thimble should of course be made to fit the
finger. This was the suggestion of Rolf D. Nil -
hams of Colfax, Calif., and the judges considered

the idea worthy of the eighth award.

Some Good Suggestions for the

Watch Case
Third Prize-$10.00.
Everyone k now s
how difficult it is to
keep a chamois cov-
er on a new watch,
and everyone knows
that even these
methods of pro-
tecting a gold watch
from scratching are
unsatisfactory. I f
the reader will take
the time and trouble
to build a case for
his watch of old
films, and make it
as illustrated in the
diagram here given,
he can put that case
around the watch
and leave it there
for a year or more.
The watch a n d
glass are both pro-
tected and the time
can always be read.
- Frank Schmulo-
witz, New York

City.

OLD FILM
CASE

Variable Condenser

BASE

MOVABLE
CELLULOID

PLATES

CONDENSER
PLATES OF
FIXED AIR

CONDENSER

Sixth Prize-$5.00. In the special type of con-
denser here shown the variations in capacity are
effected by changing not only the dielectric con-
stant but the dielectric itself. The fixed unit has
air dielectric giving a definite minimum capacity.
Celluloid sheets in the form of plates are gradually
introduced between the two sets of condenser
plates, replacing the air dielectric and raising the
constant of the condenser which attains a new
maximum not obtainable with the air dielectric.-

Jack Brant, New York City.

Kitchen Reminder
Ninth Prize -

$3.00. In the
kitchen remind-
er here illustrat-
ed three nega-
tives have been
cemented t o - C1 O
gether. Printed o /1 i

tabs are then
pasted in place
on the reminder
and another lay-
er of celluloid is
added to permit
the reminder to
be washed and
to prevent soil-
ing of the print -
e d notations.
The edges arethen curled
around an eighth áI
inch stick of
wood using MAKE

1--(7:7="steamto effect LOOP
the process. - SS

MAIIAHTLEYLLERL. J. Baker, Vf
Helena, Mont. THAN ROLL OF CHART

[The pointers for the kitchen reminder are next
made and they should be painted on the under
surface with some contrastingly colored paint such
as red or black. They are also formed to fit the
round edges of the reminder. A reserve pointer
should be made for each of the items listed on
this handy kitchen device and these may be kept
in a small box. -EDITOR.]

RESERVE
POINTER o

0 1/I I1=1/o
t O
r O

i

OO= C:I

POINTER),
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Old Film Contest
Use of Old Photographic Films

Face Mask
Eleventh Prize -

$3.00.

' In working around
the face it is fre-
quently unavoid-
able to breathe in-
to the faces of
your patients or to
get the breath of
the patient. This
unpleasantness can
easily be overcome
by the use of an
old film cleansed
and secured t o
rubber or other

tape as illustrated in the drawing. The tape
may be fastened to the celluloid mask by paper
clips. This makes a very satisfactory shield superior
in appearance to the white masks which surgeons
wear. -Charles E. Washburn. Portland, Maine.

Windshield Anti -Glare
Thirteenth Prize

-$3.00.
The anti -glare is
a wonderful help
to the driver of
a n automobile,
and maybe made
b y securing
sheet of fogged
film and fitting
two rubber suc-
tion cups to it as
shown. If a fog-
ged film cannot
be obtained, a piece of film may be washed and then
stained green. The anti -glare is generally cut as the
diagram shows. The home-made one is as good as
some of the more expensive ones. The winner of
this award is a gentleman from Clinton. Mass., who

failed to put his name on his manuscript.

SUCTION

Y".'.

STAINED

CUPS

Divider
Fourteenth Prize $2.00.

le The winner of the
f1T"' I ' fourteenth award

hails,spma Gifu-

!'
Lira ken, japan. His//IIIIIl' suggestion w a s

to rule separate
I;. sheets of celluloid

asindicated on the
diagram i n t o

thirds, fifths, sevenths, ninths, etc. Then if it is
desired to divide any line into proportional lengths
one need merely slide the celluloid plate upon that
line until the ends of the line cross the divergent
scribe marks on the celluloid plate.-Sachio Hasu-

numa, Reporter No. 20656.

Pin Cushion
Fifteenth Prize-$2.00.

Artistic pin cushions for your friends can be made
by placing a photograph or a small silk flag be-
tween two old films and then sewing the cushion
around the celluloid protected object. Not only does
the celluloid serve as a protection for the photograph
but it also acts as
a tray when the
user does not de-
sire to push the
pins into the
cushion. Such pin

"di iksl Wacocushions m a k e
very splendid gifts,
particularly if they contain a photo of yourself
as such a gift cannot be duplicated.-Miss Edith

Bornamann, Bethany, Nebr.

d Ári roBo

Titling Negatives
Twelfth Prize-$3.00.

Printing backward on a piece of old film and then
printing the paper through the negative and the
lettered film, the lettering can be made to appear
on the photograph in a very artistic manner. It
is shown ín white, for accentuation, on our illus-
tration above.-W. A. Gordon, Port Dover, Ont.

$300,00
Prize Contest
NEW and fascinating prize con-
test will be started in the June
issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

This contest promises to become as
important as our Matchcraft Contest,
which has taken the country by storm.

It is a contest that young and old
may participate in- something that
every one can do. There will be many
prizes, and our readers will show the
usual amount of ingenuity in compet-
ing in this prize contest.

Moreover, and most important, this
is a contest of utility.

For details, see June issue.
-EDITOR.

Soap Tray
Sixteenth Prize

-$2.00.
A soap tray which
will keep the soap
dry and thus pre-
vent it from dis-
solving unneces-
sarily is illustrated
herewith. The old
film is formed into
the shape of a
boat and is then
fitted with a grid
as the drawing in-
dicates. Each joint
in the grid is
cemented with cel-
luloid cement and
where the grids
touch the sides of
the vessel a drop of cement is also applied. This
transparent little device has a very attractive ap-
pearance. It is obvious that with several of these
soap trays in your home, soap will not waste away
to the same extent that it does with the ordinary
hollow enamelware trays. These latter always
contain a small amount of water which not only
dissolves the soap but softens it considerably and
causes the soap to give out quicker. Due to the
grid construction in this soap tray the water drips
from the soap into the bottom of the tray, leaving
the cake perfectly dry. The vessel may be easily
washed by holding it under a stream of running
water for but a few minutes.-Otto von Bothmer,

Berlin, Germany.

Flower Catalog
Nineteenth Prize-$2.00.

One of the finest indexes of flowers, small butter-
flies, bugs and other specimens, may be made by
placing the pressed flowers between two old films
and then binding the edges after the legend has
been inserted. Such indexes are unbreakable and
give a view of both sides of the confined object.
A front and back view of one of the index cards
is illustrated above.-Mrs. H. S. Searle, Napa,

Calif.

Bottle Cover
Seventeenth Prize-$2.00.

A simple, cheap,
yet effective sani-
tary cover f o r
syrup, milk and
other bottles, can
be made from old
films which should
be rolled into a
tube and fitted
with a top prefer-
ably cemented in
place. The tops
should be made
in different sizes
t o accommodate
various sized bot-
tles. Instead of
rolling the covers
as shown, a cone
can be formed of
the old film, which
cone can be used
for the same pur-
pose.-C. Ailion,

Kobe, Japan.

Bon -Bon Dish
Eighteenth Prize $2.00.

If a circular piece of old film is cut along the solid
lines, and folded along the' dotted lines, and if
ribbon is then tied through the holes, as illustrated
in the diagram, a
v e r y serviceable
flat bon -bon dish
can be made. This
dish is made more
decorative by mot-
tling it. The en-
tire sheet of cel-
luloid should be
painted and then
dabbed with a
tuft of cotton.
This should be
done before the
celluloid sheet is
folded and tied.
Ribbon bows en-
hance the decora- -
tive effect of the bon -bon dish.-Miss Leona

Missoula, Mont.

DAINT AND

MOnil-r
1H

OF

COTTON

RIBBON

fY

Huts.
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MODEL DEPARTMENT

Rules for Model Contest
1. A handsome trophy cup engraved
with your name, will be awarded as the
prize for the best model submitted during
the month. The decision of the judges will
be final and will be based upon, A-novelty
of construction; B-workmanship; C-oper-
ating efficiency of the model as related to the
efficiency of the device which the model sim-
ulates, and D-the care exercised in design
and in submitting to us sketches and other
details covering the model.
2. Models of all kinds may be entered.
They may be working models or not, ac-
cording to the subject that is being handled.
3. Models may be made of any available
material, preferably something that is cheap
and easily obtainable. Models made of
matches should not be submitted to this de-
partment but should go to our Matchcraft
Contest Editor.
4. Models must be submitted in all cases.
Good photographs are also highly desirable
and where the maker does not desire the
model to be taken apart, legible drawings
with all dimensions covering parts that are
not accessible must be submitted.
5. Models should be securely crated and
protected against damage in shipment and
sent to us by parcel post, express or freight,
prepaid. Models will be returned when re-
quested.
6. Models for entry in any particular con-
test must reach this office on or before the
25th of the third month preceding date of
publication. For instance, models for the
July contest must reach us on or before the
25th of April.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model De-
partment, c/o Science and Invention Mag-
azine, 53 Park Place, New York City.

;.ormemeolumm,,l 111.mi,ioutt,,,,,, a , 1111.111.iit,,,,,rimuletnemen,,,,,,,,,,,,,,nu,,onnmni,na

The photo above shows the prize winning entry in this
month's contest. It is a model of a 880 ton bark made by
Robert J. Bohaty (photo below) of Long Island City, N. Y.

Cup
Winner

for
May

ROBERT J. BOHATY

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? WHO NEXT ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

EVERY month this magazine will
award a trophy cup for the best

model submitted to the Model Depart-
ment during the month. The photo
graph of the ship which won the prize
in this issue and the cup were both
taken at the same time on the same
plate and the comparative size of the
cup can thus be readily made. We have
offered a prize of lasting value to those
who submit their models. Let us now
hear from our model making readers.
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Slow Extinguishing Lamp Key
BY JACOB SCHMIDT

The apparatus described here is intended
to give, by the simple pull of a string, a light
of a short duration, say one minute, at the
end of which it extinguishes itself. The
s.witch was designed and constructed by the
writer for the use in a hall where light is
wanted only for the short time necessary to
ascend the stairs.

The parts necessary to construct theswitch
are as follows : An alarm cluck (an old one
will do), a metal bar an inch wide and ten
inches long, two brass strips ten inches long,

FIG. I

Fl G. 2
The alarm clock again is called into requisi-
tion to give a slow extinguishing lamp key
so that when the switch is turned off the

lamp will burn for a short time.

a board 15 inches wide and 18 inches long
and a few metal clamps. All dimensions are
approximate-they may vary.

The escape wheel is removed from the
clock so that the spring will slowly unwind,
thus turning the winding handle or key, and
it is upon this principle that the "slow extin-
guishing key" is based. On figure 1 it will
be seen how things are arranged. A hole,
slightly smaller than the alarm clock is made
in the board. The clock is put in, face
down, and fastened with clamps, B. One
side of the metal bar, C, is bent so as to be
easily fastened to the winding key. To the
other side a brass plate, G, is riveted, pref-
erably insulated from the bar by a leather
strip, so as to make contact with the brass
strips H. K is a piece of leather or other
insulating material. E is a stop. D is a
string by means of which the bar C is pulled
downward. F represents the contacts. L
represents the wires. The operation is as
follows: Since the escape wheel is removed

PTO LAMP LINE

1

SLOW
EXTiNGUISHI NG
LAMP SWITCH F I G. 3

The connection for the slow extinguishing
lamp switch which is supposed to be con-

tained within the box as shown.

1

from the clock, the winding key will keep
the bar C in the limit of upward motion,
that is, the brass -piece, G, will be at K.
When the string is pulled and the bar, C,
goes down the brass pieces, H will be con-
nected by G, and thus light the lamp. When
the string is released the bar, C, will move
slowly upward by the action of the unwinding
spring, and until it reaches K, the lamp will
burn, but the moment it reaches K, the circuit
will again be broken and the lamp will be
extinguished.

The whole board may be put into a cabinet
as on fig. 3. Fig. 2 shows the top view.

Single Arc Lamp
BY FRED EHEL

The last word in simplicity in the con-
struction of an arc lamp is illustrated here.
A tin can is used as a reflector and also to
carry the carbons. Two holes are punched in
the opposite sides and carbon electrodes
which may be taken out of flashlight bat-
teries pass through the holes. Insulating tape
is wound around the carbon where they pass
through the tin. This at once insulates them
from the metal and insures a tight fit. The
points may be filed or ground down on an
emery wheel to make them start well.

FILED POINTS

TAPE BATTERY CARBON

SALT 110 V.

SOLUTION A.C.OR D.C.

IRON ELECTRODES

The last word in simplicity for the construc-
tion of a reflexing arc lamp. A common tin

can is the basis of the arrangement.

Ford Coil Photographic Flash
Lamp

BY S. J. CINKUs

The photograph which we reproduced
shows a flash lamp for the use of the photo-
grapher for indoor work. The essential
parts are a Ford coil, tin sauce -pan lid or
plate or similar piece to hold the flash light

FORD
SPARK COIL

The spark from a Ford coil is used to ignite
a photographic flashlight powder so that
touching the switch will give the photo-

graphic exposure.

powder and a piece of stiff heavy wire. The
lid must be connected to one of the second-
ary contact terminals of the coil, and the
wire is soldered to the other. The primary
of the coil is connected to a battery, a cou-
ple of dry cells are quite sufficient, and there
is a switch in the line. On closing the switch.
a spark passes between the end of the stiff
wire and the lid, and ignites the flash light
powder instantly.

This arrangement disposes of all danger
and the cells will last indefinitely.

Wall Switch Shield
BY BELGRAVE GOSTIN

The arrangement shown will do good serv-
ice in protecting the wall -paper around a
push button switch from getting dirty.

Cut a piece of celluloid 6 x 8 inches from
an old car curtain and cut two holes near the

49

center to correspond with the buttons of the
switch, the plate may be used as a template,
and put it on the switch under the plate.

When one reaches for the switch at night
the celluloid protector will keep the hand
from discoloring and rubbing the paper.p

CELLULOID

1i'

SWITCH

WALL
PAPER

II IIÍ

We have all noticed how the wall paper gets
stained around a wall switch. Here the sug-
gestion is carried out of putting a piece of
transparent celluloid behind the plate so as

to protect the paper perfectly.

Improved Daniel Cell
BY DAVID TERRIERE

The following is a description of a Daniel
cell that when not in use does not deposit
copper on the zinc as in the usual arrange-
ment.

The container is a discarded hard rubber
storage or starting battery -jar; these may
usually be picked up at an automobile or
battery service station for a few cents. The
copper electrode is a flat sheet bent approxi-
mately U-shaped so as to fit down two oppo-
site sides of the cell and across the bottom.

The zinc electrode is of sheet metal, in-
side of parchment wall constructed as follows:

A block of wood 1 inch wide, 4 inches long
and as high as the battery jar. A piece of
parchment, or thick brown paper if the cell
is to he used only a few days, is cut to
fit around the block with the edges over-
lapping about ,'2 inch ; these are sewed to-
gether with thread and the holes are covered
up or sealed wjth melted parafin wax. The
cell is set on a flat surface and plaster of

ZINC -
COPPER

ELECTRODE

SODIUM
HYDROXIDE
SOLUTION

HARD
RUBBER
BATTERY

JAR

+ COPPER
SULPHATE
SOLUTION

POROUS
CELL

PLASTER
OF

PARIS

A very curious combination which the author
entitles a Daniel cell. The zinc is in a
sodium hydroxide solution instead of the

usual copper sulphate solution.

Paris poured in to the depth of 1 inch to
form the bottom; when the plaster is dry
and hard -set the cell is put between the
legs of the copper plate, resting on the
horizontal portion.

The solution in the copper compartment
is a saturated solution of copper sulphate;
the solution in the porous cell is a solution of
300 parts of sodium hydroxide in 1000 parts
of water. By the use of sodium hydroxide
instead of sulphuric acid, the diffusion of
copper sulphate is prevented, and the E.M.F.
is raised front 1.07 to 1.5 besides the con-
sumption of zinc on open circuit is prevented.
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THE CON STRUCTO

It is often desirable
to have a thermometer
available which will in-
dicate the temperature
of the outside air and
yet the average person,
particularly during cold
weather, does not desire
to step outdoors in
order to read such a
thermometer. Even
when placed near a win-
dow, all of the objec-
tions are not overcome
because of the fact that,
during the dark hours,
the thermometer cannot
be read without the ne-
cessity of some artificial
light which, when placed
on the opposite side of
a pane of glass from a
thermometer of ten
causes a reflection that
makes the reading of
the thermometer impos-
sible. A remedy for all
these situations is illus-
trated the immediate
right.

Illuminated Thermometer
,WINDOW CASING

FIG. 4

-GLASS PANE

THERMOMETER

f
/WINDOW

FRAME'

FIG.I

BRASS STR PS
HOLDING THERMOMETER

SOCKETS FOR LAMPS

WOODEN END
PIECE ---'-------

RUBBER RING-

WOOD STRIP,.
HOLDING --

.WOOD STRIP LAMPS

FRONT
PAINTED

L -LENGTH TO SUIT THERMOMETER -WHITE--

Glass Cutter

GLASS
TUBE-'

Where a quantity of glass tubes are to be cut to a predetermined length, the glass cutter
illustrated above will prove invaluable. The construction is shown in the diagram at
the left and the unit is in use in the illustration at the right above. The cylindrical stop
determines the length of the tubes. In use, first scratch the glass in the top hole and

then place in bottom hole and break off.-Author please send address.

GLASS TUBE HOUSING LAMPS

INSIDE PAINTED WHITE
WHERE SHOWN SHADED;

SMALL LAMP . ; THIN BRASS SPRING

SOCKET

WOOD STRIP--_-

SMALL BOLT--.

BRASS' "LL1lff

STRIP

IFIG.2 ,1 LIGHT,

IF THERMOMETER SCALE IS OF GLASS, MOUNT
LAMPS BEHIND IT, IF WOOD,MOUNT LAMP IN FRONT.

WOODSCREW) THERMOMETER
SIDE VIEW

WOOD SCREW

LAMP

CLEAR GLASS

(,THERMOMETER
IN SECTION

THERMOMETER
TUBE

FIG. 3

First, a thermometer
suitable for exposure to
the weather is obtained.
This should be of a well
made and accurate type.
It is mounted on the
side of a window casing
by means of brass strips
and then, a small elec-
tric light bulb is conve-
niently located to illumi-
nate the instrument. In
the particular case
shown, a glass scale
thermometer was em-
ployed whereupon the
lamp housing w a s
placed in back of it. If
a wood or metal scale
thermometer is used,
place the lamp in front
as shown in dotted lines.
In either event, details
for the construction of
the lamp housing are
shown in the various
diagrams at the left.
They can be varied to

the material at
hand.-C. A. Oldroyd,

Rep. No. 4433.

Barometer

.F -- FAIR

"

CHANGEABLE

/-- STORM'

Here a weight is suspended on the end of
a long string and it will change in length
according to humidity. With a cat -gut string,
the graduations will be in the order shown
above but with an ordinary piece of cotton
or hemp string, the order will be reversed.
The location of the marks is to be deter-
mined after the device has been in use dur-
ing different kinds of weather, the marks
being made one on a fair day, one on a
cloudy, damp day and one on a rainy (lay.
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Nail -less Chair

11061111101111111111111111111111

Il i

SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW

TOP VIEW

The armchair shown in the illustrations above was originally designed in
Vienna during the war and its unique construction was due to the extreme
shortage of metals and glue at that time. It proved to be so practical and
most important of all, so comfortable, that it has been adopted in many places
as a standard office chair. Another point in its favor is that it can be
taken apart or put together in a few moments and can be packed into a
very small space. The figures shown are self-explanatory. The legs are
pieces of 2" x 4" lumber 30" long. The depth of the seat is 16" and the
width 22". The cross braces are 2" x 2". The arm rest is recessed so as to
fit over tenons on the upper ends of the legs and is held in position by
its weight. The seat rests on the two center cross pieces and is notched

to fit around the legs.-Dr. Sidi Fischer.

SHOT

TOP CUT AWAY,

Showing Earth's Rotation

WOODEN ARM HOLDING
n KNITTING NEEDLE

I /
ELECTRIC LAMP

IN CASING

I4" HOLE
IN METAL

WASHER

FLOAT

DETAIL

METAL WASHER
(SEE DETAIL)

MIRROR FIXED
TO CORK

HOLE Y8" DIAM.

BEAM OF LIGHT

WHITE PAPER SCALE ONs -» WALL
WOODEN FLOAT ABOUT 12" LONG

AND 2" WIDE

KNITTING
NEEDLE

CORK
CEMENTED
TO FLOAT

A variation of the famous Fou-
cault pendulum experiment for
demonstrating the rotation of the
earth can be easily performed by
anyone. A cork is cemented to a
float and a hole drilled in the
upper end of the cork. A metal
washer is cemented over this hole
and a knitting needle supported
on a wooden arm which is in
turn fastened to the table by
means of a bracket is inserted in

the washer hole.

A mirror is cemented to the cork and a beam of light directed upon it so
that the reflected beam falls on a scale. Soon the beam of light will be
found to move across the scale slowly because the earth and with it the
basin has rotated, but the water in the center of the basin and consequently

the cork has kept its original position.-C. A. Oldroyd, Rep. No. 4433.

Life Saving Demonstration
Mechanical Figure Shows Folly of Flinging the Arms Above

Water When In Distress

CORK,

--NAIL OR SCREW
TEST TUBE í -WATER LEVEL'

CORK

CYLINDRICAL PIECE
OF WOOD (ONE ON
EACH SIDE)

A FEW TURNS OF
--COPPER WIRE

I,IIIIhIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIId111111U11tdllll----MODEL

HEAD ABOVE WATER WITH ARMS SUBMERGED

FIG. I

An experiment to show how a drowning person can keep his head above
water if he will only keep his arms below water can be made with the
apparatus shown above. The cylindrical pieces of wood representing the
arms are balanced with a few turns of copper wire and the shot in the tube

--HEAD

J

I

ARMS ABOVE WATER, HEAD SUBMERGED

FIG. 2

is divided between the two compartments until the apparatus floats as in
Fig. 1. If, however, the arms are placed as in Fig. 2, the head sinks below
the surfac.., indicating that a person in the water doing the same thing will

force his head below water.-C. A. Oldroyd, Rep. No. 4433.
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Bottle Opener

/ `SCREW

CUT END OFF

-TO OPEN-
PULL UP

A clothespin is
cut off as shown
in the illustra-
tion at the left
and a small
screw driven
into i t. B y
placing t h e
clothespin
against the cap
of a bottle as
shown and pull-
ing upward, the
cap is easily re-
moved. -Wilson
G. Walters, Rep.

No. 6385.

Tilting Drawing Board
A circular disk,
e c c en t r ically DRAWING BOARD

mounted, as at
the right, will
enable a drafts-
man to fix his
drawing board
at any desired
angle. A thumb
screw on t h e
end of the
mounting bolt
facilitates tight-
ening. - Daniel

Schofield.

, I.

I

f 1
Í

ECCENTRIC
WHEEL

Sail for Swimmers
If several sails
such as those il-
lustrated at the
left are made up,
great sport can
be had by stag-
ing races. The
operators a r e
supported by a
partially inflated
automobile inner
tube and the
sails, of the
shape shown are
held up so as to
catch the wind.
They are sup-
ported by a strap
that goes across
the chest.-L. B.

Robbins.

Rapid Filtering
MOUTH OF BOTTLE In order to ex -
BELOW MOUTH OF pedite the filter-
FUNNEL ing of a large

GLASS SIPHONSq u a n t i t y of
liquid, the ar-

I71,1113I

r a ngement
shown at the left
may be used.
Several filtering
funnels are sup-
plied with the
liquid through
the medium of
small bent glass
siphon tubes.-
A. L. Inkpen.

Anti -Gravitation
A seeming demon-
stration of anti -
gravitation may be
made as shown at
the right. When
properly placed,
the paper hoop
will roll up-hill..._>> .RULER

This happens be-
cause of the weight
of the piece of
sealing wax. Place the
position shown.-Hubert Slouka, Rep. No. 7110.

Swimmer's Slide

Match

SEALING WAX

hoop with the wax in

Cutter
For those inter-
ested in our
Matchcraft Con-
test, the device
shown at the left
will be of value.
With it, match-
es can be cut to
any desired
length or the
heads can be re-
moved with the
least possible
trouble. An old
safety razor
blade furnishes
the edge for the
cutting process.
It is clamped in
the hinged frame
shown. -Author
please send ad-

dress.

Where a swimming place with a gently sloping bank and at least six feet or more depth of water

is available, the above illustrated slide will furnish a lot of sport. A heavy wire is stretched be-

tween a tree and the supports shown at the water's edge and a wheeled carrier is placed on this

wire. A small trapeze is suspended from this carrier and the operation of the device is illustrated.

Some interesting and thrilling dives can be performed. Be sure that the structure at the water's
edge is amply strong.-L. B. Robbins.

Permanent Bubbles
METAL TUBE

1 CUT OFF HERE
1

I

RESIN i

Melt a quantity
of resin over a
low temperature
flame. Dip a
metal tube in it,
blow, and a
bubble will form.
Blow quickly
and cut off the
bubble before it
hardens. T h e
opening w i 1 1

close and a per-
manent bubble
results.-S.
Leonard Bastin.

Trimming Flower Pots
To paint ring de-
signs on flower
pots and simlar
round objects,
place the pot on
the turn -table of a
phonograph, start
it in rotation and
hold the paint
brush against the
surface as shown
at the right.-
Peter Demergelis,

Rep. No. 9902.

Ring Stand

COPPER,
- BRASS

OR STEEL
TUBE

PLASTER OF
PARIS

CLOCK
WEIGHT

An easily made
ring stand for the
laboratory is il-
lustrated at the
left. A metal tube
or rod is placed
upright in a clock
weight or other
heavy base and is
held in position
by plaster of Paris.
A standard ring
and clamp can
then be fastened
at any desired
position. - F. R.
Moore, Rep. No.

1993.

Four Point Switch

CROSS .STRAP

R(KL£A:

POW TIMER

LEVER

--21.45G

CONVICT/O.N FROM

I e
I i .S/IAFT TO POST X

J£TOCR£W
XOLL£R

SLOT

A Ford timer makes an excellent four point
switch if it is mounted on a base and equipped
with a lever as shown directly above. The
regular roller can be used for making the
contact. Make connections to the binding
post X and those on shell.-L. B. Robbins,
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MOVIE EXPOSES
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

While it may be necessary to im-
part inside information regarding mov-
ing picture film productions, through the
medium of magazines, I am of the opin-
ion that SCIENCE AND INVENTION Should
discourage such a practice. The great
success of moving pictures in these
United States has been brought about
because of the wonderful element of
secrecy attached to the making of them.
The public have become quite accus-
tomed to movies and picture plays are
a part and parcel of our daily life. Take
from the film its one mystic element, the
secrets of its actual making, and you
will begin to tear down a structure
that has been reared at the cost of
millions of dollars. I have been noting
with a feeling of misgiving the many
articles that are gradually appearing
disclosing, as it were, the many secret
methods employed in the making of
photo films. Few indeed did I con-
sider would do much damage to the in-
dustry in general, but when I read and
saw the photos published in the October
SCIENCE AND INVENTION magazine, I began to fear
for the future of moving pictures. The resultsof such a series of articles in a magazine of
the importance and circulation of your publica-
tion will do more harm I am sure than can be
realized at this time by the editor.

It may be true that the public mind is already
used to the many arts and tricks employed in the
moving picture industry. It may also be true that
hundreds and thousands of workers in the films
know its many secrets, but generally the one great
magnet that has held an audience spellbound while
seeing a thrilling scene or a series of impossible
scenes, has been its mystic charm. Make the
public fully aware that movies mean nothing but
a series of fake films and the great moral lesson
they teach will be lost and you will begin. to
notice the lack of public interest in all movies.
I for one have never felt the least desire to go
behind the scenes of a movie studio, although I
have lived in California long enough to have been
able to satisfy a curiosity had I wished to know
how they are made. But like thousands, who I
am sure will think as I do, I felt that a good
photo -play was and is worth seeing, and I never
did, and never will care what tricks were used
to produce a good play.

Were we all to try to go behind the scenes of
any theatre, where actual speaking plays are
produced, and peer into dressing rooms, we would
soon find no interest in plays. So I say in all
sincerity, refrain from disclosing the secrets of
film production. If you don't, you will surely rue
the day, for the public are whimsical and can
easily be turned against people and things. We
have had our example of public sentiment
changed over night. It would indeed be a calamity
if this generation should turn against the movies.
What we did without them has been forgotten,
but what we would do without them now is a
question few will dare to answer. They need
popular support.

L. M. FISHER.
New York City.

(We do not believe that your statements to the
effect that exposés, showing how trick moving pic-
tures are made, tend to kill the value of the pie-
tur'e, arc correct. The fact of the matter is that
the moving picture producers as well as the au-
thors of photo -plays are anxious for us to give
them publicity on their pictures and are glad to
supply us at all times with the details concern-
ing the manner in which trick motion pictures are
produced. You see when tricks of thir nature
are known to the movie fraternity, scenario writ-
ers as well as caniermen and technicians must de-
t'clop something sew. Our modern motion pic-
tures are nothing like what they used to be years
ago because the art is constantly developing, and
the further it develops the better will the movies
be. The old tricks will constantly have to be im-
proved upon; the good ones can be revamped and
used in an entirely different manner, and on the
whole the pictures will become snore wonderful
It is likewise interesting to see to what extent
the producers will go in order to furnish a thrill.
And why should the building of a gigantic theatre
for the purpose of developing a play be completely
ignored by the press. when more money was spent
in erecting the structure and a greater amount of
labor was expended on erecting the theatre or halt
than in the actual taking of the pictures? The
duplicators' of Haddon Hall fur the movie producers
in this country is a typical illustration of the above
statement. Our voting list shows that the majority
cf our readers like movie exposés.-EDITOR.)

CHEMICAL 'CLUB
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

Just a few lines to let you know what I think
of your splendid magazines SCIENCE Ann INVEN-
TION and THE EXPERIMENTER. I am only twelve
years old and I want to say.I agree with Samuel
Thomas about `gambler's tricks." I think such
matter looks out of place in your magazine.

There are some things I do not understand about
SCIENCE AND INVENTION. Some Of the jokes ap-
pear twice in it. I have seen jokes in late issues
that were published some time ago and by the
same author. I wish you would please explain
this in Readers Forum.

SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires to hear from its readers. It
solicits comments of general scientific interest, and will appreciate
opinions on science subjects. The arguments pro and con will be aired
on this page. This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will present
them in both palatable and unpalatable forms. So if you have anything
to say, this is the place to say it. Please limit your letters to 500
words and address your letters to Editor-The Readers Forum, c/o
Science and Invention Magazine, 53 Park Place, New York City.

I always have liked "Dr. Hackensaw's Secrets"
and I sure missed it in the last issue. I think
the serial now running by Ray Cummings is one
of the best I have ever read. I have been read-
ing SCIENCE AND INVENTION and THE EXPERI-
MENTER for the past two and a half years and I
sure think there are no other magazines like them.
I would like to see more chemistry articles in
both. I have a laboratory of my own and I often
experiment here.

I wish you could manage to start a chemical

THE new scientific fic-
tion magazine,

AMAZING STORIES,
will be on the newsstands
April 10th. Here is a
magazine after your own

heart. Readers of this magazine who have
read the scientific fiction stories for years
will welcome AMAZING STORIES with
open arms.

The new magazine contains only scientific
fiction type stories and in the very first issue
there is a story, "Off on a Comet," by the
immortal Jules Verne, stories by H. G.
Wells, George Allen England. G. Peyton
Wertenbaker, and others from the pens
of the foremost scientific fiction writers.

AMAZING STORIES has secured the
sole rights to all of Jules Verne's stories,
written by this, the greatest of all scientific
fiction writers. All of these stories will ap-
pear in AMAZING STORIES.

Be sure to get your copy today.
The magazine is edited by Hugo Gems -

back.
PRICE 25c PER COPY.

club for boys under fifteen years of age and have
them exchange letters, experiments, experiences,
etc. I have been interested in this kind ofwork for a long time. I am permitted to spend all
of my spare time in a large dairy bacteriological
laboratory and I take advantage of this. At our
school we are organizing science clubs of all kinds
and I will soon join the chemistry club.

JAMES H. BLACK,
Johnstown, Pa.

(We try to have our jokes in SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION magazine as original as possible, and our
records do not show that any jokes have been
published twice in this magazine.

With regard to forming a Chemical Club, we
would inform you that we have given space in the
Readers Forum for the discussion of such an idea
before this, but it seems as though the majority
of boys would rather have a chemical club of their
own rather than a real national organization. The
former idea may be considerably better than the
idea of a national organization because the boys
get together, discuss experiments and even dem-
onstrate some of them. Incidentally the expense to
each individual member of the dub is quite small
when the experiments are carried out by one of
the boys every week, using the club's funds for
the purpose of purchasing the needed chemicals
and apparatus.-EDITos.)

TELEPATHY
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

Though I'm not from Missouri, I must be
shown. According to your statement in the
SCIENCE AND INVENTION for December, one can
easily find a hidden object by noting the expres-
sion on the face of the person hiding the thing. or
by noting a change in step or in breathing. Now
don't you think that a person who would display
such signs for so little a cause, would have a
nervous system more sensitive than usual?

I have carried on a few minor ex-
periments to see if a normal young man
would display any such sign mentioned,
and I have found that only one out of
five even displayed interest in the
search. Observing these experiments
with me there was a young man known
(locally) for his faculty of noting
glances and the like. Then upon ex-
perimenting on those of the opposite
sex, I found that only two out of five
displayed even slight interest in the
search. Perhaps though if the finding
of the hidden object meant a great
deal-I might say a very great deal-to
them, they would gasp or change their
expression. I ant not arguing in favor
of mental telepathy, for I am literally
"on the fence" concerning the truth
of any such phenomena, but I am saying
that from my point of view, which I
believe is logical, your statement is in-
correct.

WALTER IIELMSTADTER,
McKeesport, Penna.

(You have evidently not carried out
your telepathic experiments to any great
extent because there is among the
magical fraternity a series of enter-tainers who permit any of their audience to

hide an object of any stature, and then they walk
around the room and find the concealed object.
Sometimes this is done by what is known as
muscle reading. Those well developed in this art
hold the arm or verist of the individual who hid
the object. You stated that only one out of fire
were interested in the search when you used male
subjects, and two of five were interested when
you used female subjects. If our statements were
incorrect you would have had no results whatever.
There are, of course, a great many signs which
you at the present tine are not watching and for
which you are not alert because you haven't
analyzed or experimented with the system suf.
ficiently.-EDITOR. )

DEFECTIVE IRON WATER PIPE
EDITOR SCIENCE & INVENTION:

On page 812 of your January issue, you showed
a sketch that was supposed to explain the breaking
of water mains. A little investigation on your
part would have shown you your fallacy of this
explanation.

In the first place, Cast Iron Pipe is bought by
the TON, consequently, the manufacturer would
have nothing to gain by making the middle portion
of the pipe thinner than the ends. In case this is
not clear to you, try to imagine how much more
profit a butcher would make by selling you a pound
of thin pork chops instead of thick ones, since his
price per pound is the same.

Secondly: Each piece of pipe is weighed and the
weight marked on it. As every size of pipe has a
standard weight and this weight is known to the
purchaser of the pipe, it would readily become ap-
parent to him that the pipe was not up to standard
if the weight were lower than the standard weight.

Thirdly: Each length of pipe is subjected to a
hydrostatic test under a pressure greater than it
will be called to withstand in service.

Any of these considerations by themselves should
convince you that your explanation is absurd and
the three combined should leave absolutely no doubt
in your mind.

Will you kindly give this letter, or the ideas it
contains, as much publicity as you gave the item
that impelled me to write it.

THOMAS F. WOI.FE,
Research Engineer.

(Your letter of some time ago read and contents
noted in regard to the article on page 812 of the
January SCIENCE & INVENTION Magazine, in which
you take us to task for iediniating that the manu-
facturer of the cast iron water pipe cheated the
city by snaking the pipe thinner for the greater por-
tion of each length.

We did not dream of this idea, but it is a mat-
ter of actual report from an engineer who saw this
done quite some time back, and whose letters you
will find in the files of the "New York Times."

The writer read this engineer's letters in the
"New York Times" with great interest, and just
as a matter of passing editorial notice, gave the
clipping to our artist, Mr. [Ball, as he thought the
general reader would find it of some interest.

Of course, now since water and other iron pipe
is bought by the ton or pound, as you state, there
is no chance to put over anything like this and the
hydrostatic test you also mention would of course,
doubtless show up any weak pipe an unscrupulous
manufacturer tried to palm off on the City Water
Depararen t.-ED1 TOR. )

JUST WHAT HE SAID
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

I read your article in the September issue of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine entitled, "Life
Suspended in Ice," page 406, and wishing to con-
vince myself I tried the following exneriment.

On the 9th of February I placed three gold fish
in different dish pans out in the back yard. The
following day when the water was frozen I took
dish pan No. 1, broke the ice in it and likewise
the gold fish to convince myself that it was frozen.
I then took pan No. 2 and placed it under a cold
water faucet and I let the fish thaw by water con-
tinuously running on the ice. Pan No. 3 was
placed in a vessel of hot water and allowed to
thaw.

(Continued on pa,e 87)
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WRINKLES`
ly RECIPES &, FORMULAS

Screw Driver
SCREW DRIVER

HOLE

IRON ROD

It is often impossible to obtain sufficient lev-
erage with an ordinary screw driver, but if a
hole is drilled in the blade as shown and an
iron rod is used, this difficulty can be over-
come. -Author please send address.

Ski Brake

EDGE SHARPENED
WITH FILE

Attach a hinge to the rear end of each one of
a pair of skis, after cutting one end of the
hinge and sharpening the edge as shown.
This will prevent the skis from sliding back-
ward on an up slope.

-Author please send address.

Tack Puller

SLOTS FOR
GRIPPING
THE TACK

An old safety razor of the type shown above
can be used as a tack puller by filing slots
in the edge and using the device in the man-
ner shown.-Peter Helmers, Rep. No. 27,434

Edited by S. Gernsback

Needle Holder
BOARD BAR MAGNET

WIRE STAPLE NEEDLES'
Where needles or other steel objects are fre-
quently employed, they are often mislaid.
If, however, several bar magnets are fastened
to a board as shown above, the needles can
be placed against the magnets and they will
be held in position until wanted. By using
different shapes and sizes of magnets, decora-
tive patterns can be made.

-Ivy M. Howard, Rep. No. 19,697.

MAGIC WIRE FLY SCREENS
The ordinary wire screens for doors and

windows offer no protection from prying
eyes. This can be remedied by giving the
outside of all screens a coat of thin white
paint. Strange as it may seem, the paint
will not be noticeable, and, while those inside
the house may look through the screen the
same as before, outsiders cannot see into the
room. The paint should be made as thin as
possible with turpentine, and applied with a
broad, flat brush.

ICELESS ICE
Place the articles to be frozen or kept cool

in an earthen jar, place this jar in another
larger jar so as to leave a space between the
two jars and at the bottom. This space you
fill with the following mixture: Sal Am-
moniac, 10 ozs.; saltpetre, 10 ozs.; sodium
sulphate, 1 lb. Mix in a quart of water and
use immediately. Cover both jars until the
cream, or whatever you have in the jar, is
frozen or as long as you want the articles
to be kept cool.

VICTOR R. PAYTON.

Cleaning Silver
SILVERWARE

I

If stained and tarnished silverware is placed
in sour milk and allowed to remain there for
about 30 minutes, it can be washed and rinsed
in the usual way and it will be found that
practically all of the stains have disappeared.
The lactic acid in the milk does the work.

-Mrs. Nina Jeffers.

Circuit Tester

The above illustrated arrangement is very
handy for testing apparatus for open circuits.
The cord tips are touched to the suspected
instrument terminals.

-Author please send address.

Wood Working Vise
DIA.

, HOLES ` --JAWS
BENCH

STEVEI

For holding strips of wood while planing the
edges the above illustrated clamp will prove
valuable. It is made of two pieces of wood
shaped as shown and pinned to the work
bench. Plane toward the edge of the bench
as shown. - F. J. Wilhelm.

Flower Garden

PAINTED DECORATIONS
An old automobile tire makes an excellent rim
for a flower garden. It holds the earth in
place and at the same time is decorative.

-Author please send address.
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(
Polishing Marble

GALLON KETTLE FILLED
WIT SORREL OR RHUBARB.

J AND WATER

411 ` ÍÍIIIIIÍI'

PUTTY
POWDER

Place about 2 quarts of either sorrel or rhu-
barb in a kettle, add 2 quarts of water and
boil hard for about 20 minutes. Bottle the
liquid, cork and allow to stand for a week.
To polish marble, mix some of the liquid
with putty powder and apply with a cloth.

-August Jeffers, Rep. No. 26,973.

Arc Light
CARBON BARED

PENCIL.

BATTERY

Two ordinary lead pencils make an excellent,
yet simple arc light. The carbon centers are
bared and wires wrapped around them.
Touching the points together as above, forms
a small arc.

-Comrade Ruppert, Rep. No. 18,566.

Battery Tester

THERMOMETER

WIRE WOUND
AROUND BULB

With the arrangement shown above, having
a 10 -ohm resistance around the thermometer
bulb, a tester for low voltage cells and bat-
teries can be made. It can be calibrated from
a standard ammeter.

-F. R. Moore, Rep. No. 1,993.

Clothes Hanger
COAT AND DRESS

1/2 ROD /7ir
HANGERS

irv,i4m-/;;;k

irliiii~1111111,,-

To increase the convenience of a closet, a
rotary clothes hanger such as that illustrated
in detail above can be installed. The entire
arrangement can be made from pipe fittings
and iron rods. The ends of the rods sup-
porting the clothes hangers are to be curved
upward so as to prevent the hooks from
sliding off. With this arrangement, any de-
sired garment can be easily found by rotat-
ing the rack. -F. J. Wilhelm.

SILVER GRAY WOOD STAIN
This is very good for decorating radio

cabinets, wooden objects, etc. Put one part
of pyrogallic acid in 25 parts of warm water
and coat the wood with this. Allow this
coating to dry and meanwhile, prepare a
solution of 2 parts of green vitriol in 50
parts of boiling water with which the first
coating is covered to obtain the silver gray
shade. ROY Ruc11,

Reporter No. 26599.

SPIRIT WRITING TRICK
Dissolve 40 parts of saltpeter and 20 parts

of gum arabic in 40 parts of warm water.
Write or draw pictures on white paper with
this solution using a common pen. All the
lines must connect, however, and one of them,
must run to the edge of the paper, where
it is to be marked with a pencil. When a
burning match is held to the marked spot
the line begins to glow, and spreads quickly
all over the writing or design, making the
formerly invisible design appear signed.
This is a simple little trick and perfectly
safe.

Wood Clamp

HAND
CLAMP
JAWS

BLOCKS TO PREVENT MARRING
When gluing the edges of boards together
when no cabinet maker's clamp is at hand,
you can use some strong cord and a hand
clamp. Take the clamp apart and use the
two halves of it in connection with two
pieces of cord as shown in the above illus-
tration. Be sure that the knots in the cord
are tight. -Thomas Reed.

Bending Pipe
- - CORK ---

i`pp"
\ :'1\\l

\,

PIPE
FILLED

WITH
SAND
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\ \\\>s
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To bend pipe evenly, fill it with sand and
cork the ends. The pipe can then be easily
bent without fear of collapsing. Another way
is to use melted resin or tar to fill the pipe
but this is more troublesome.

-Albert Staehle.

Grass Cutter
BROKEN BUTCHER

KNIFE BLADE
NAILS

WOODEN HANDLE

WEED

A simple knife for cutting weeds can be made
by fastening an old butcher knife blade to a
wooden handle and manipulating the finished
product as shown in the above illustration.

-Ivy M. Howard, Rep. No. 19,697.

Bottle Opener

DRAWER
HANDLE

BEER BOTTLE

Ili

i

Drawer handles of the type illustrated make
an excellent bottle opener for removing
crown caps. Insert the cap as shown and
press downward. -Albert Staehle.
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New York -London Radiophone
Four -Hour Talk Between Countries Establishes a New Epoch

in the Art of Radio Communication

The photograph here shows one of the antenna systems that
made trans -Atlantic radiotelephony possible. This is a view
of the aerials at Riverhead, Long Island, N. Y., where the
signals were picked up and then retransmitted by land line
to New York. This demonstration of the supremacy of
radio was made possible by co-operation between the Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the Radio Corp. of
America in the United States and the British General Post

Office in England.

ALTHOUGH trans -Atlantic telephony
has been accomplished in the past,
notably when in 1915, communication

vas established between Arlington, Va., and
Paris, France, still it has only been re-
cently that really effective two-way com-
munication has been carried on with any
great degree of consistency. Tests are now
being carried on at regular intervals and
by tuning a receiver to the transmitter wave-
length, namely 5,800 meters for the Ameri-
can transmitter and 6,200 for the English
transmitter, some interesting radiophone
speech can often be picked up. In order to

aid you in this work, we are illustrating at
the bottom of this page, a very simple type
of vacuum tube receiver that is capable of
being tuned to the high waves mentioned
and that will operate very effectively. The
constants of this circuit are as follows:

The primary or antenna circuit is tuned
by means of a condenser and an inductance
connected in parallel. They are indicated
by C and L and the condenser C has a
capacity of .0005 mf. The inductance L is
a 500 -turn honeycomb coil and it is placed
in a three -coil mounting with the other
two inductances L1 and L2. These two

The circuit diagram directly above shows all of the necessary connections for
making up a long wave receiver that will enable you to receive the English
and American broadcasting on 6.200 meters and 5,800 meters respectively.
Because of their compactness, honeycomb coils are used for the inductances

coils constitute the secondary and tickler
respectively and Ll is a 500 -turn coil,
whereas L2 is of the 300 -turn size. Ll is
tuned by a parallel condenser Cl of .001-mf.
capacity. C2 is a standard grid condenser
with a capacity of .00025 mf. and R is its
accompanying grid leak which may be vari-
able or may have a fixed value of 2 meg-
ohms. C3 is a fixed condenser of .001-mf.
capacity. RI and R2 are standard rheostats
of the size necessary to control the par-
ticular tubes used. Any of the standard
tubes, either dry cell or storage battery
operated can be employed in a receiver of
this nature. This set is tuned in the same
way as a standard three -circuit tuner.

Aside from the experimental radiophone
transmission that can be picked up on the
long waves tuned in by this receiver, you
will get an excellent chance to practice
code reception. A good many of the com-
mercial stations operating on the higher
wave -lengths transmit press and other ma-
terial at a speed of 10 to 15 words per min-
ute. Tune in on some of this and try your
hand at code reception.

In the trans -Atlantic radiophone test, a
new system of so-called side band trans-
mission is employed and it is said that in
order to get the very best results, a local
external oscillator should be used even with
an oscillating type of receiver. However,
in actual practice it has been found that the
difference in results obtained with the re-
ceiver illustrated below and one employing
an oscillator does not compensate for the
additional apparatus necessary for building
the oscillator.

and the sizes to be employed are mentioned in the text directly above. I
will be noted that we show only one stage of audio frequency amplification.
More may of course be added, but with head -phones, good reception can be

obtained with the two tubes shown.
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Problems of a Radio Program
Director

HELENE KOSTER
Mezzo - Soprano,
who appears at
WRNY in the
Light Opera Peri-

ods.

VICTOR WITTGEN-
STEIN

Well-known Pian-
ist, who gave a re-
cital over WRNY
in advance of his Í

new tour.

ISABELLE AUSTINFormerly of
R o x y' s Capito:
Theatre Ensemble,
who appears often

at WRNY.

NORMAN SECON
Concert Pianist,
who is a regular
feature on WRNY

programs.
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CAv. A.
SEISMIT DODA moo

a Famous vocal mas-
ter and composer,

ae who directa memson-
bers of his studio sisin WRNY pro- so

grams.

RICHARD HALE.
MAN

One of the great-
est of American
opera conductors,
who directs a mu-sical period at

WRNY.

SYLVIA RITTEN-
BERG

Young debutante
singer who is fre-
quently heard over

WRNY.

MARJORIE STUART
Who appears with
a program of Ori-ental songs at
WRNY on alter.

nate Fridays.

WONDER if you folks who listen to
the radio ever think about the program
director-what he is trying to do? And
what are some of his problems and

handicaps and advantages?
The program director must sense instinc-

tively what you listeners want to hear, and
something more than that too, perhaps:
what you should hear, what is good for you
to hear, and what other people want to
hear, who are right next door to you, and
tuning in at the same time as you are.

Every station is governed by certain limi-
tations. For instance, a program director
in a little town can use only the available
material. But in New York City, which is
the gathering -place of the great in music, the
stage, literature, arts, and every walk of
life-they are all here. Take them if you
can get them, but who, what, when, how?

Some program directors, very naturally
and logically, turn entirely to jazz enter-
tainment. That is all that they think of,
that is all that they want, that is all that they
try to bring to the listeners-and they have
listeners a -plenty. But some program di-
rectors-and the writer of these articles is
one of them, feel that the public wants
something more than the utterly jazz type
of entertainment, at least part of the time.
In fact, over at WRNY, we are strongly
of the opinion that the kind of people we
would like to reach and please, want their
diet of entertainment so balanced that jazz
and the purely frivolous occupy onl;' a minor
part of the menu.

THE EASIEST WAY-AND THE OTHER
There is very little for the program di-

rector to do in putting on a jazz program.
There is dance music, popular singers, some
more dance music, another group of popular
singers, and there it is! One thing is as
good as another, all things being equal, and
you turn the wheel and grind it out like a
string of hamburger steak. But the mo-
ment that the program director seeks to
vary his program, to supply a rounded -out
bill, then come his problems.

How far can he go in seeking concert
music. how high a standard may he set, how

(Continued on page 74).

THE UNION CITY FOUR
This banjo and mandolin ensemble is heard fre-
quently from WRNY in medleys of popular
songs-especially in the DX hours for our dis-

tant friends who listen in late.
t,en Ill tIII/ t:e WHIM eill e- -

bit 11111101111 Jütülts#1Lt111.t111t11111Ht

H. O. OSGOOD
The voice of "Mu-
sical Courier Says

who is heard
twice a week over
WRNY in inter-

esting talks.

JUDITH ROTH
One of the finest
of the regular sing-
ers over the micro-
phone of whom we
know, a WRNY

feature.

Win 1tfltSittll,`lwl
hr

HERBERT SOMAN
Conductor of the
Orlando Roosevelt
Concert Orchestra,
which you hear
three times a week H-

over WRNY.

MAUDE MORGAN
Who has appeared
before nearly all
Europe's royalty
in half a century

the concert
stage.

e1 e ITiI ilt.
GORDON HAMPSON

r
Pianist and Corn- V
poser, who con- ..ducts a light opera .
series at WRNY.

iieeteee/lfeuanl

=alt'
BETTY LANG

Singer of popular
songs to her own
accompaniment, a
regular WRNY

number.

1e1iaellirttlitllilNllliliiHK3ttii111tir111ttttf
GRETA MASSON

American Soprano,
a great success at
WRNY, will be
heard again i n
Sunday night con-

certs.

[11Littti1nl eirtitMt11iruNrtttt

Jl

LOUIS RICHLINGA baritone of
many concert en-
gagements, who is
heard regularly

over WRNY.
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Above: A perspective view of a home equip-
ped with an ideal loud speaker employing a

20 -foot tapered horn.

W
E have been so used to the usual
types of loud speaker horns that
are to be found in the various
radio stores today that the exact

shapes and sizes of them are no longer given
very much thought. However, Prof. Day-
ton C. Miller, of the Case School of Ap-
plied Science, Cleveland, O., recently gave
come very interesting sidelights on this
work. In part he said:

"Perhaps the least understood and most
abused acoustic feature of radio receiving
is the so-called "horn" of the loud speak-
ing telephone. Many inventors and manu-
facturers seem to think that the material of

horn thing, but
it is not so. The horn is simply a shell that
separates a certain quantity of air of a cer-
tain shape from the general mass of air
filling the room in which the loud speaker
is located; the thing of acoustic importance
is the code of air contained inside the hc'rn.
The small end of this cone of air rests on
the center of the diaphragm of the receiving
telephone and constitutes what, ill analytical
mechanics, is called a "load" on the dia-
phragm. The air in the horn is discon-
nected from the main body of air through-
out the length of the horn; it is thus an
elastic body capable of its own independent
vibration. At the open end of the horn it
connects with the air in gen-
eral. The loud speaker may
be likened to an acoustic
broadcasting station, in which
the air in the horn is the an-
tenna.

"The back and forth move-
ments of the diaphragm which
are produced by the electro-
magnetic devices must, in a
loud speaker, be communicated
to the air in the auditorium
with a considerable increase in
the amount of energy radiated.
as compared with a simple
ear telephone ; that is, the

If a loud
speaker
horn 20 feet
long is em-
ploye d,
practically
all musical
and vocal
tones will
b e repro-
duced at
their best
and with a
minimum of

distortion.

umillllllllll

The Loud Speaker Problem
Some Interesting Data on the Best Types of Loud

Speaker Horns

By H. WINFIELD SECOR

LOUD SPEAKER
UNIT

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\o\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\q\\

Above: Three suggestions for the experimenter with loud speakers. One very long loud
speaker horn is shown extending through part of the length of the attic. Another compro-
mise type is shown in dotted lines directly to the right of the long speaker and the third
suggestion is the incorporation of a loud speaker unit in the hot air furnace, preferably in

the cold air intake.

Here is shown the average type of loud
speaker horn with the "morning-glory" shape.

It is not the best type.

A loud speaker horn approximately 10 feet long is quite good for average speech
reproduction but is not of the best possible size for music.

sound be amplified. This amplification
results from the reaction on the diaphragm
of the column of air contained within the
horn. With the horn attached, the dia-
phragm is loaded and does more work than
when unloaded, just as a motor delivers
more power under load than when running
light.

"When the air -column in the horn is made
to vibrate in response to the movements of
the diaphragm. what are called stationary
air waves. with nodes and loops, are formed.
It follows naturally that a short horn, en-
closing a short column of air. cannot re-
spond to sounds of long wave -length. The
sounds of speech of a baritone voice con-

tain component waves having a
length of ten feet or more, and
orchestral music contains
sounds having waves twenty
feet or more in length. A
short horn can never give an
adequate reproduction of such
sounnls.

"Investigations show that
the exponential horn, that is
one in which the increase in
cross-sectional area is uniform
throughout its length, is dis-
tinctly better than one of the
so-called mornng-glory type;
preferably it should be

The illustra-
tion at the
left shows
an excellent
type of ioud
speaker horn
20 feet long.
It is of the
recommend-
ed evenly
tapering
type that
has been
found to be

the best.
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Above is shown the average size cone in gen-
eral use today which gives fair reproduction of

the majority of tones.

straight; it should be at least eight feet long.
Probably metal is the best material, the in-
side being smooth and pol:shed and with-
out obstructions of any kind. Many trials
with such a horn indicate ednclusively that
speech rendered by it is more natural and
music very much more musical. The rich-
ness and tonal body of orchestral tone -color
is reproduced marvelously well. To appre-
ciate these effects one must listen to a loud
speaker equipped with such a horn."

It was with the facts propounded by
Prof. Miller in mind that the author of this
article proceeded to design the various
types of loud speaker horns that are shown
on this and the preceding page. Of course,
it is obviously impossible to incorporate a
20 -foot horn in an ordinary room, but if
some serious minded experimenter desires
to do so, there is no reason why such a horn
could not be built in the attic of a house,
with the mouth directly over a veiled open-

ing in the ceiling of the floor be-
low. This is shown in detail in
the drawings on the preceding
page. It will be noted that holes
may be cut in the walls and
floors of the various rooms and
so the sound could be distributed
throughout the house. Shutters
could be arranged over these
holes so that when desired, the
sound could be cut off.

Another good idea and one
that is within the reach of a
good many radio experimenters
is to use the hot air furnace dis-
tributing pipes for loud speaker
horns. A reproducing unit
could be placed in the furnace
as shown or, what would be
preferable, in the cold air in-
take. The sound would then be
distributed throughout the en-
tire house.

Some interesting experimen-
tal work has been recently per-
formed by the engineers of
some of the largest radio com-
panies wherein various sizes of
cone type speakers have been

Above: An 8 -foot cone loud speaker. Some
working models of this size have been con-
structed and have been found to give excep-

tional results.

Extreme left: Morning-glory type of horn. To
the right of this is shown an evenly tapered
horn, curved so as to fit a small space and di-
rectly below these two illustrations is the best«(( possible type.

tested. Some excellent results have been
obtained with loud speakers having an out-
side diameter of 8 feet and these enormous
conical diaphragms have been driven by
ordinary reproducing units.

A large cone speaker is shown at the top
of this column and should give some very
good ideas to experimenters. A cone of this
nature could be made by gluing together
large sheets of paper.

New Loud sneakers
A New Non -Resonant Material Makes Excellent Horns

Below: Two new types of horns to be used with loud speaker
units that have recently been developed. These horns are made
of pyroxylin which adapts itself very well to decorative pur-
poses. Both of these horns are of rather unique design and
are extremely ornamental in appearance. Note the inlaid effect

on the straight tapered horn.

WHY must the loud speaker used in con-
nection with a radio receiving set al-

ways be more or less of a detriment to the
appearance of the room in which it is
located? It need not be at all if some judg-
ment is used in the selection of the material
and style used in the manufacture of the
horn. For instance, we illustrate at the left
two radically different types of loud speaker
horns that would make a decided addition to
any radio receiving set. Made of a cellulose
composition, one of them resembles a flower
vase in shape whereas the other is built in
the popular console style. Absolutely no
metal is used in the construction and since the
composition is of a non -resonant nature,
there can he none of the "tinny" effects that
are often noticed with metallic horns. Our
readers will undoubtedly note that in the
flower vase type of horn, one of Prof. Mil-
ler's suggestions has been carried out. As
put forth in the article above and on the op-
posite page, the ideal loud speaker horn has
a regular taper from the reproducing unit to
the mouth.

The composition from which these loud
speakers are made lends itself very nicely
for decorative purposes. Various colors can
be employed to give a mottled effect and in-
lays can also be produced.
Photos courtesy E. I. Dupont de Netnours

& Co.
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How a Vacuum Tube Operates

ro

VERY few of those interested in
radio reception in the usual way

are thoroughly familiar with what
goes on inside of a vacuum tube. A
majority of the sets in general use to-
day employ these instruments, but
they are more often than not con-
sidered to be more or less of a mys-
tery. The illustrations and text on
this page show and tell just what takes
place inside of a detector tube. Be-
fore entering into this part of the de-
scription, let us note the various ele-
mnts of a standard vacuum tube as
illustrated in the three drawings across
the top of this page. First we have
the filament F, in the illustration di-
rectly above. This supplies the elec-
trons mentioned at right.

AGENERAL discus-
sion of vacuum tube

action follows. Note il-
lustration above. No cur-
rent is flowing from the
tuner to the grid as no
signal is being received
by the aerial. Therefore,
the "B" battery current
flows through the phones,
attracting the diaphragm.
This current flows along
the electronic stream set
up by the filament. When
current flows to grid as
at the right of the above
illustration, the grid be-
comes charged and at-
tracts or. repels some of
the electrons so that many
do not reach the plate.

GRID
SUPPORT

CONNECT 
IONS TO
CONTACT

PRONGS

BASE

FILAM EMIT

GRID
G

GLASS
BUI B

CONTACT
PRONGS

U

N

E

R

GND

AERIAL

G P

f1146
F

PHONES

BATTERY

'B'
BATTERY

GRID
G

PLATE
SUPPORT

GLASS
BULB

FILAMENT
F

PLATE
P

BASE,

CONTACT
PRONGS

THE
electrons emitted by the fila-

ment are the conveying medium
in a vacuum tube and make it possible
for a current to pass in one direction
through the tube, but not in the other.
The other two elements of a vacuum
tube are the grid, G, shown in the cen-
ter illustration above and the plate, P,
shown directly above. The grid might
be called the controlling element and
the plate the receptacle for the elec-
trons thrown off by the filament when
it is heated by the current supplied by
the "A" battery. The circuit for a
vacuum tube is shown in a simplified
way at the left. The "A" battery
lights the filament, the "B" battery
actuates the phones when it is "trig-
gered off" by the grid.

WATER
( ELECTRONS)

RECEPTACLE
( PLATE )

WATER TANK -)
("A' BATTERY)

FAUCET
GRID)

PIPE
(FI LAMENT)

WHEN the grid be-
comes charged, the

current in the plate cir-
cuit is weakened, and
changes rapidly; the dia-
phragm of the phone
gives off sounds.

Left: An analogy of
the operation of a vacuum
tube. As the f aucet
(grid) is controlled, the
flow of water (electrons )
may be made faster or
slower as desired. We
only have to imagine a
current flowing along this
stream of water to see
that it will be strength-
ened and weakened in ac-
cordance with the flow of
water. ABNER J. GELULA.
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FIG

Above: Two circles and two
diameters have been drawn on
the cardboard and two lines
parallel to one of the diameters
have been inscribed as shown.

Right: Eight lines have been
drawn parallel to the vertical
diameter \and intersecting the
concentric circles. This is all

fully described in the text.

An Experimental "D"
Coil Coupler

By HERBERT E. HAYDEN

All Constructional Details for Making and Winding
One of These Instruments

am]Ill
wowInd

OF the many forms of low -loss in-
ductances the "D" coil lends itself
to many interesting experiments.
To make a "D" coil variocoupler

secure a piece of fairly thick cardboard
(about 3/16 of an inch) and draw a circle
as shown in Fig. 1 making the diameter 4%

Fig. 5. Drilling the center holes in the sec-
tions before cutting them apart. These holes
are for the shaft. Work carefully to avoid

breaking the cardboard.

inches. Next an inner circle 4 inches in
diameter is laid out. Two diameters at right
angles to each other are drawn, then two
more lines r/ inch each side of the center as
shown, and parallel to one of the diameters.

Then at right angles to these lines draw
four lines each side of the center line /
inch apart, making a total of nine lines in
this set parallel to each other, counting the
one diameter.

Then with a very sharp pen -knife, start
peeling out one section as shown in Fig. 3.
Do not try to cut through the cardboard
with one cut, and by all means use a sharp

Fig. 8, below: One of the "D" coil forms com-
pletely wound and ready for mounting on the
shaft. Notice and follow the particular type of

progressive winding shown.

FIG. 2 FIG 3
knife. After cutting out the sections of the
semi -circles we get the results shown in
Fig. 4.

After securing the cardboard to the table
by tacking it down lightly or with thumb

Fig. 7. Starting to wind the coil. Note that
the number of turns per section increases from
one end of the "D" to the other. The exact

details will be found in the text.

tacks, cut a hole (Fig. 5) each side of the
center line, one hole being drilled with a No.
27 drill, the other with a 4 -inch drill. The
two halves or semi -circles are now cut apart,
and notches cut as shown in Fig. 6, on the
lines previously drawn. It will be noticed
that where the shaft passes through thé
cardboard a little notch has been cut each
side of the shaft hole, making ten notches

Fig. 9. A "D" coil coupler mounted and
placed with the coils at minimum inductance.

on the straight side of the "D" and nine
notches on the circumference or outer edge.

The winding is now started. Of course
any size magnet wire in common use can
be used although this does not include No.
14, as this heavy wire would be difficult to
handle and would probably crush the form.

Also a variety of "couplings" can be ar-

FiG 4
Above: The two sections to the
left and right of the dividing
lines have been cut out. The
next step will be to cut around
the outer circle and then cut the

"D" sections apart.
Left: A sharp narrow -bladed
knife is employed for cutting out
the two sectors. One of them is
shown partially cut. When cut,
the appearance will be as in

Fig. 4.

ranged. For instance, instead of winding a
straight winding around the "D" coil in the
usual fashion, a combination winding can he
arranged, giving for example a coupling ef-
fect of nine to one.

Fig. 10. Two "D" coils mounted and placed
on a panel for actual operation.

This is accomplished in the following man-
ner. Start at the first notch. Fig. 7, and
wind one turn. Then bring the wire down
to the second notch and wind three turns.
Over notch four, place four turns then at
notch five, on the outside of the "D," wind
five turns and split this across the center
shaft hole, putting two turns in each
notch and % turn on the cross -over, then
continue winding six turns in notch six-
seven in notch seven-eight in notch eight.
and nine in the last one.

The finished coil appears in Fig. 8. The
windings are made fast by drawing a needle
through the cardboard and threading the
wire through the hole thus made.

The other cut out "D" form is wound
in the same manner, and when the winding

(Continued on page 91)
Fig. 6, below. A stationary "D" coil form is
shown with the insulating shaft passing

through the bearing hole.
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Fig. 1. Panel view of the short wave set
which has picked up signals from every corner
of the globe. Panel mounted terminals are

used.

FVER since Mr. Hugo Geinsback,
editor -in -chief of SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION and Radio News made the
prophecy in an editorial several years

ago that successful 'round the world trans-
mission would some day be accomplished
with but a mere few watts of power, ama-
teurs and experimenters have worked cease-
lessly in the endeavor to fulfill it.

When in 1912 the amateur received his

The Radio Constructor
By LEON L. ADELMAN, 2AFS and ALFRED R. MARCY, 2DK

An Interesting Article Dealing with the Final Perfection of a Remarkable
Short -Wave Receiver which has Picked Up Signals from Every Corner

of the Globe

in, send messages, or even experiment with
radio. But it was during this period, that
the country realized the potency of one of
her greatest assets. The need for men to
fill the ranks of the Signal Corps was im-
mediately met by great numbers of ama-
teurs. The results are only too well known
and while the amateurs were on the other
side of the ocean, many new developments
were credited to their ability.

Fig. 3. Plan view showing the neat and efficient layout. Refer to the circuit diagram for the
key numbers of the apparatus used in the construction of this receiver. The two binding
posts on the left of the panel are the antenna and ground posts. The four on the right are
from top to bottom, respectively "B" amplifier, "B" detector, "A" and "B" minus and "A" plus.
One rheostat controls the two tubes. Photos courtesy of Radio Engineering Laboratories.

first official curb, the leading radio men of
that day believed that the amateur was out
of the way for all and good. For, they
argued, what can be done on the ridiculously
short wave -lengths of 200 meters and lower.
Even the great Marconi pointed out that
his experiments proved that the longer wave-
lengths were the best and as a result, com-
mercial interests loudly applauded the then
existing situation.

Then came the intervention of the great
war. For a period which seemed ages, the
American amateur was not allowed to listen

Coming as they did from all walks of life
and working toward one common goal, it
can readily be understood that after Rein-
artz announced his marked success with his
new receiver, thousands of amateurs built
the set and pronounced themselves well satis-
fied with the results.

But Reinartz did not stop here. It is
the usual thing that an inventor remains ob-
stinate or becomes stubborn when asked
to or is prompted to improve his work, but
not so with Reinartz. The short waves were
his goal. He remembered that Hertz in his

pioneer experiments had had some success
with short waves, but that seemingly, no one
had elaborated upon these experiments or
had even duplicated them. With grim de-
termination, he set about to explore the
higher frequencies. First 150, then a few
meters lower and again with the achieve-
ment of the 100 -meter mark, the entire radio
amateur fraternity was aroused.

Not satisfied, continual experiments not
only by Reinartz, but by a host of contem-
poraries soon paved the way for 80, 40 and
even 20 meter work.

So good were the results and so enthusi-
astic were the amateurs that the government
by permission of the Army and Navy de-
partments gave the amateurs temporary use
of the lower wave bands, which they still
enjoy.

THE REINARTZ CIRCUIT USED
There soon appeared the improved Rein-

artz receiver and many other changes and
modifications. But after a thorough test of
them, the authors felt that there were still
better results to be obtained. And so, with
the view in mind to produce a more reliable
and better short wave receiver, the set to
be described was finally brought to its high-
est efficiency.

A modified Reinartz circuit is the one
used. Care was exercised in the selection of
the various parts entering into its construc-
tion and when the set was finished and
tested, it left no more to be desired.

Referring to the photos and diagram, the
following numbers will identify the parts:
1 -6 -turn primary coil for 15- to 30 -meter

band.
2 -27 -turn secondary coil for 45- to 110 -

meter band.
3 -7 -turn secondary coil for 15- to 30 -

meter band.
4 -9 -turn primary coil for 25- to 55- and

45- to 110 -meter band.
5 -12 -turn secondary coil for 25- to 55 -

meter band.
6-Coil mounting strip.
7-.000125-mf. tuning condenser.
8-.00025-m f. feed -back condenser.

A
O

O

OOR®
ti r --o

@ 2'MEGOOHH`MS

.00025 '
MF 12

.000125
MF.

6 OHMS

SEC.

^-FlG.4~

.00025 MF.

o ®
+A -A-B

i
+B 222V. +B 90V.

The wiring diagram of the receiver showing the parts and their designations. (9) amplifier socket; (10) detector socket; (11) 6 -ohm rheostat; (12) gr'd
1 or 4) are the primary coils; (2, 3 or 5) the secondary coils; (6) coil condenser; (13) grid leak; (14) audio transformer; (15) radio frequency

mounting strip; (7) .000125 tuning condenser; (8) .00025 feed -back condenser; choke; (16) filament control output jack; (17) baseboard; (18) panel
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9-Amplifier socket.
10-Detector socket.
11 -6 -ohm rheostat.
12-.00025-mf. grid condenser.
13-2-meg. grid leak.
14-4 to 1 ratio A.F. transformer.
15 -125 -turn R.P. choke on 1 -inch cardboard

tube.
16-Filament control output jack.
17-Baseboard 6 x 13 inches.
18-Panel 7 x 14 inches.

It may be found quite d:flicult to locate
a .000125-mf. tuning condenser and in the
case that you cannot find one, a standard
.110025-mf. instrument having 11 or 13 plates
may be cut clown so that it contains only
5 or 7 plates. This may he accomplished
by removing spacing washers if a type of
condenser containing them is in the set or
by carefully removing the plates from the
slots in the supports if this type of con-
struction is to be employed. In either event,
use very great care to avoid bending the
other plates and be sure that all of the plates
are lined up when the instrument is
assembled.

Before one starts to construct this short-
wave receiver, he should study the arrange-
ment and layout of the parts. This is essen-
tial and such study should be adhered to
rigidly. Note the short leads. Those who
have built short-wave sets will realize their
importance. The tuning of this receiver is
practically single control. The feed -back
condenser will be found to give excellent
control for the various wave hands and need
only be adjusted for a change in the coils
used. This should recommend the receiver
to those who want much easier control and
wish to follow the swinging of signals with
greater rapidity and accuracy.

INDUCTANCES
There is one concern manufacturing a set

of five short wave coils especially designed
for use in a receiver of this nature and these
coils are illustrated in the various photo-
graphs here. In Fig. 2, three of the coils
will be seen beside the set, while the other

two are mounted on the jack strip. In case
the reader does not know where to pur-
chase coils of this nature, a stamped ad-
dressed envelope addressed to the Radio
Editor will bring this information.

The secondary coils are tapped, as the
diagram and photos will show. Very sharp
tuning is thus allowed. No body capacity
effect is evident and the set will oscillate
over the entire band from below 15 to above

Fig. 2. Rear view of the
set in which is clearly
seen the arrangement and
disposition of the parts.
Note the extra coils
alongside. These are in
readiness for the purpose
of plugging in to cover
other wave -length ranges.
Particular regard should
be paid to the fact that
the coils are so placed
that they are far from the
metallic parts of the other
instruments. Porcelain

sockets are used.

110 meters. The details
are as follows:

Total
Number

of
Coid turns

(3) 20 m 7
(5) 40 in 12
(2) 80 m 27

of the tapped coils

Plate Tuned Grid
Coil Section Coil
1/ 3/ 2/
4/ 5 2/
6/ 10 10/

If it is desired to tune in on the 200 -meter
band, the following constants for a coil
for that purpose will serve: 35 turns
total ; 10 in plate coil; 20 in tuned section
and 5 in grid coil.

The taps on the secondary coils include
the portion known as the tuned circuit.
They are connected to the variable tuning
condenser by means of flexible leads. These
leads are each 5 inches long and terminate in
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clips which grip the taps very tightly. This
method of connection facilitates the rapid
change of coils when it is desired to change
from one wave -length band to another.

WINDING THE COILS
For those who desire to construct their

own coils, a winding form must first be
made. This can be done by taking a piece
of board about 6 inches square and placing

14 three-inch headless nails in a 4 -inch diam-
eter circle. The coils are then wound accord-
ing to the specifications given. Note that
the turns alternate between every two other
nails. Number 16 D.C.C. wire or better still,
bell wire is used. Taps should be taken off
in the manner shown in Fig. 6. After that,
the winding should be securely hound with
waxed cotton thread, as seen in the same
figure.

The mounting strips are of bakelite, hard
rubber, radion or celeron, and no difficulty
should be experienced in making them.
They are shown in Figs. 7 and 10.

When the coil has been made ready for
mounting, slip or force the strip of insulat-
ing material between the wires and drop a
small piece of molten sealing wax on the
wire and strip as in Fig. 8. This will be

(Continued on rage 91)
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Illustrating in complete detail the method used in building up the coils. The
construction of these coils is relatively simple, but it is stressed that the
specifications be followed to the letter, as it is most important to have them of
correct inductance value, and minimized resistance. The manner of making
the taps is also clearly depicted and with careful work, the factory -finished

product may be imitated. The tapped portion of the coil connects to the
variable tuning condenser, as shown in the diagram on opposite page. The
coils need not necessarily be made by hand, as they can readily be purchased
at a nominal cost. Figs. 5 to 10 show the various stages in the assembling

of a complete coil.
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RADIO ORACLE
In this Department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this department cannot be answered free. A charge of 50c. is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.

Q. 462. A resistanec-coupled amplifier is comparatively inexpensive to construct and two stares
will give fair volume although not as much as, a two stage transformer -coupled amplifier. The

above diagram shows a standard two stage resistance -coupled amplifier.

RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIER
(462) Q. 1. Frank Staats, LaCrosse, Wis.,

asks: Can such an arrangement as a two -stage
resistance coupled amplifier be made up and if
so, please show a diagram of the same, giving
all the constants for the various parts.

A. 1 It is entirely possible to make up an
amplifier of this nature, although it will not give
as tnuch reproduced volume as a standard two
stage transformer coupled amplifier. However, the
reproduced music and voice will be somewhat
clearer with this type of amplifier. You will find
the required diagram in these columns and the
constants are given here. We have shown the
diagram with all the binding posts indicated that
will be necessary to use in order to make up a
two stage unit to be added to any type of radio
receiving set. The resistors, R, and R2, should
have an average value of 100,000 ohms each. The
condensers, C, and Cl, should have a capacity of
.006 mf. each. The resistor, Rl, should be a
1-megohm grid leak and the resistor R3 should
have a resistance of % of a megohm. These values
are given for standard UV -201A or UX-201A tubes,
With such tubes, the "B" battery voltage applied
to the audio amplifiers should be on the order
of 135 volts. The detector voltage may he de-
termined by experiment and should be between
22% and 45 volts.

FOUR TUBE SET
(463) Q. 1. E. C. Clarke, Jacksonville, Fla.,

has built the four tube receiver described in the
March, 1926, issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine and finds two sources of trouble with
it. In the first place, the regeneration control
does not seen to have much effect on the op-
eration of the set and the second trouble is that
a whistle is heard when the loud speaker is plugged
into the second stage of audio frequency amplifica-
tion. He asks if we can help him to remedy these
defects.

A. 1 In the first place, we would advise you
to look to your regeneration control condenser.
Is it of the correct size and as you vary it from
cero toward maximum, do you obtain an increase
in signal strength up to a certain point where a
click is heard and the music becomes very dis-
torted? If this happens, your regeneration control
is operating properly and you will undoubtedly
find that your trouble lies in the audio freuqency
amplifier. By the way, if the regeneration control
works over the entire wave band as described, a
choke coil in the plate circuit of the detector is not
necessary.

The writer had a trouble somewhat similar to
the second one which you mention, namely a whist-
ling that at times was very annoying and prevented
"DX" reception. It was found that shunting the
secondary of the second audio frequency amplify-
ing transformer with a fixed condenser entirely
eliminated this whistle and cleared up reception
remarkably. We far prefer this system to the
usual resistance control of noise. The condenser
that the writer uses is of a canacity of .0005 mf.
However, the various sizes should he tried until
the best results are obtained. This condenser in
any case should not be larger than .001 mf.

In case the condenser does not clear up your
trouble, make sure that you are not obtaining an
audio frequency feed -back in your receiver. Pos-

sibly the audio transformers are close together or
their cores are parallel and if such is the case this
will of course take place, In such an event, sepa-
rate the transformers or turn them at right -angles
to each other. Occasionally grounding the cores or

metal cases or both of the transformers will be
of considerable assistance.

One further thought is that the grid leak that
you are using may not be of the correct value.

POWER TUBES
(464) Q. 1. Morris Steiner, Rochester, N.

Y., asks: Will the addition of a power tube in
the second stage of my three tube receiver result
in better signal strength?

A. 1. Louder signals will undoubtedly be found
if a standard power tube is employed, and if care
is taken to apply a higher voltage to the plate
than is ordinarilyused for a second stage audio
frequency amplifier. With the power tubes on
the market today use at least 135 volts on the plate;
150 volts will probably be found even better. Also
increase the "C" battery to at least 6 volts and
preferably to 9 volts for the last stage amplifier.
With certain types of power tubes, it will be neces-
sary to change sockets or use an adapter, whereas
with others, the standard socket may be employed,
but it will he found that more current will be drawn
from the "A" battery. In such an event. a suitable
rheostat must be employed to handle this current.

BODY CAPACITY
(465) Q. 1. A. Johnson, Minneapolis, Minn., is

employing a regenerative tuner of the so-called
three -circuit type and finds that he has considerable
trouble holding the signals when he places his hand
on the variable condenser dial. Furthermore, when
he tunes in a station and removes his hand front
the dial, the station usually disappears. He asks
us to tell him how to eliminate this trouble.

A. 1. Undoubtedly reversing the connections to
your secondary tuning condenser will eliminate
most, if not all, of your trouble. In other words,
the rotary plates of the condenser should be con-
nected to the ground. By doing this, the parts
of the variable condenser that are near at hand will
be placed at ground -potential so that the capacity
effect of the hand will be reduced to zero. If, for
some reason, thi connection does not overcome
the effect which you have noticed, try shielding
the panel. Do not allow the metallic parts of the
condenser to touch the metal shield, which should
consist of a sheet of tinfoil fastened to the panel
with some adhesive, such as shellac. This shield
should be connected to the ground.

LOUD SPEAKER
(466) Q. 1. Fred Bailey, Pasadena, Calif., wants

to know if it is advisable to purchase one of those
types of loud speakers in which an ordinary phone
unit is to be clamped to the small end of the horn.

A. 1. An ordinary type of headphone or re-
ceiver is not designed to carry sufficient current
to operate satisfactorily as a loud speaker. This,
of course, is not true in all cases, and if you
employ some type of receiver in connection with
the horn you mention that has been designed to
withstand the heavy currents found in the plate
circuit of the last tube of an amplifier, you may
expect quite good results.

WAVE -TRAP
(467) Q. 1. J. B. Hinds, Orlando, Fla., asks

our opinion as to the best type of wave -trap and
also requests us to show a diagram of it.

A. 1. This cannot be answered with one state-
ment. There are, generally speaking, two best
kinds of wave -traps and they are suitable for
different types of sets. We are illustrating both
of them in these columns and would say that type
No. 1 is suitable for practically all types of re-
ceivers with the exception of those having un -
tuned or semi-aperiodic primaries. No. 2 is adapt-
able to this latter type of set and will give the
best results when used in connection with it.

In trap No. 1, the condenser C should have a
maximum capacity of .0005 mf. and the inductance,
L, should consist of 60 turns of No. 22 D.C.C.
wire, wound on a 3 -inch diameter tube. This
winding is tapped at the 10th, 20th and 30th
turns and the taps are connected to a 3 point
switch as shown.

In trap No 2, variable condenser, Cl, has a
capacity of .0005 mf. and the inductance, Ll, is
wound on a 3 -inch insulating tube and consists of
110 turns of No. 22 D.C.C. wire. There are no
taps made on this coil and it is merely connected
in series with .the condenser and the combination
connected across the antenna and ground posts of
the radio receiving set as shown.

Q. 467. The two best types of wave -traps for use in connection with practically all types of re-
ceivers are shown above. The distinctions between them are pointed out in the text as are also

the kinds of sets with which they are to be'employed for best results.
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LATEST PATE .7i :R :ill!1Íí10?I...
.
YIMnáN

f

OIL BURNER

SPACE-)

OVERFLOW

OIL INTAKE

COMPRESSED
AIR INTAKE

No. 1,569,967, issued to Wilhelm
G. Danielsen, describes a novel type
cf oil burner illustrated above for
which it is claimed that noiseless
operation and great efficiency can
be obtained in its operation. In
this burner, compressed air is forced
in. and assuming a whirling motion.
due to the shape of the interior, it
atomizes the oil and throws it up-
ward in a cone -shaped vortex as
shown. The burner -housing is not

subjected to a great heat.

FLASH LAMP

No. 1,570,393, issued to Charles
Oscan, protects the design of a
novel type of flashlight such as
that shown above. Attachments are
provided so chat it can be hung on
the belt of the user and so that it
can be attached to a nail driven in
a wall or other convenient place.
When suspended in this manner, the
light is thrown directly ahead by
reason of the lens being placed at
right -angles to the body. A con-

venient switch is incorporated.

PIPE COUPLING

No. 1,570,155, issued to Victor Kar-
bowski, relates to improvements in
the design of pipe connections or
couplings and in one of its parts de-
scribes the type of connection shown
here. There are two important sec-
tions to this union, one of which
screws on one of the pipes to be
joined, a flange on it acting as a
packing ring. The second part
screws on the other pipe and also
over the first part of the coupling
as illustrated. Set screws make sure

that the joint will not loosen.

RESISTANCE UNIT
CONNECTION RESISTANCE--

RODS ELEMENT

METALLIC CAPS
No. 1,570,084, issued to Thomas C.
Russell, describes a new type of
electrical resistance element for use
in electric heat -producing devices.
It consists of a non-metallic mate-
rial molded into a rod form such as
that shown and equipped with elec-
trically plated metallic caps. These
provide for excellent connections.
These resistances work up to

2,400° F.

INK WELL
No. 1,571,252, issued to Ray Fa-
mulener, describes the combination
ink well and pen rack shown above.
Placing the pen in the position
shown pivots the rack and causes
the upper portion of it to cover the
hole into which the pen is to be
dipped in order to obtain a supply

of ink.

MATCH AND CIGAR-
ETTE BOX

i
CIGARETTE
PACKAGE

BOOK
OF

MATCHES

No. 1,570,038, issued to Millard D.
Burris, is descriptive of the com-
bination cigarette box and holder
for paper matches illustrated in this
column. A standard type of metal-
lic or other holder for package of
cigarettes is provided with a clip on
the side so that a box of the well-
known type of paper matches can be
inserted therein and will be held in a
convenient position for use at all
times. Thus, cigarettes and matches

are always at hand.

SHAVING BRUSH

BRUSH
HEAD

,iIllllllllllll1l1lill

1 1, I i

COLLAPSIBLE
TUBE

BRUSH

No. 1,571,136, issued to Samuel
Moore, Jr., covers the design of a
shaving brush shown above. It is
equipped with a threaded recess so
as to be attachable to a collapsible
tube of shaving cream. The cream
issues through the channel shown.

SWIMMER'S RAFT
No. 1,567,555, issued to Nicholas
Straussler, protects the swimmer's
raft shown above which is equipped
with a sail and which can also be
propelled through the water by
means of a single or double paddle.
Its buoyancy is obtained through
the use of a set of inflated balloon-

ets.

INFLATED RUBBER BALL

FIRE -PLACE

- REVOLVING
lily (COLORED

DISK
-

ELECTRIC
LIGHT
BULB

No. 1,567,855, issued to Daniel N.
Meany and Edward N. Ellsworth,
describes the electric fire -place
shown in the above illustration. A
surface of imitation coal is supplied
and under it, a colored disk revolves,
driven by the rising heat from an
incandescent bulb. This gives the
illusion of an actual fire in the grate.
A heating unit is incorporated in the
base so as to provide warmth to the
room in which the fire -place is

located.

NUTCRACKER

No. 1,560,349, issued to John W.
Schweitzer, covers the novel type
or nutcracker illustrated. By plac-
ing the nut between the jaws and
pressing downwardly on the lever,
the shell of the nut is easily cracked.
A rack-and-pinion incorporated with-
in the standard make this possible
and a great increase in leverage is
obtained by proper design of the
entire unit. The standard is placed
in a bowl designed to receive th-

broken shells.

NOTICE TO READERS. The above illustrated and described
devices have recently been issued patent protection but are not
as yet to our knowledge available on the market. We regret
to advise that it is impossible to supply the names and addresses
of inventors of the above devices to any of our readers. The
only records available, and they are at the Patent Office at

\Vashington, D. C., give only the addresses of the inventors
at the time of application for a patent. Many months have
elapsed since that time, and those records are necessarily inac-
curate. Therefore, kindly do not request such information.

-EDITOR.
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WE NEED A SET NOW
1ST NEIGHBOR: "When I realize the

wonders of radio, it makes me think."
2ND NEIGHBOR: (absent-mindedly) "Yes,

isn't it wonderful what radio can do."-Carl
C. Slaybaugh.

SAYS NOTHING ABOUT BEING
NERVY

VETERAN MEDICAL EXAMINER: (To a
young student) "What muscles will I call
into play if I raised my foot and kicked
you ?"

YOUNG STUDENT: (With a menacing glare)
"The flexor and extensor muscles of my
right arm."-Jack Harvey.

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
"How was your last cook?"
"She was an Irish girl who talked Turkey,

smoked Egyptian cigarettes, drank Scotch,
got her Dutch up and took French leave."
-Ella Levy.

IS THERE A WHIP STATION?

9 SHE : "Why
don't they teach
the alphabet to
children in school
any more?"

W I S EON :
"They don't need
to!"

SHE: "Why?"
WISEON :

"They learn it by
listening to WRNY, WEAF, WOO, WIP
and other stations. - Hymen Bushlowitz,
Rep. No. 25,789.

BUT THE MOTHER-IN-LAW
DOESN'T FADE OUT

Why is an amateur broadcasting station
and a mother-in-law alike?

Ans.: Because they are both generally in
the air and cause a lot of local interference.

-John J. Cavanaugh.

THROW IT IN REVERSE
What is the difference between a home-

made radio and a Ford?
Ans.: With the radio you buy the parts

and assemble it. A Ford you buy assembled
and drive it home and you have the parts.

-John J. Cavanaugh.

NO DOUBT-NO DOUBT
(In chemis-

try class).
PROFESSOR:

"What is the
most dead-ly poison
known ?"

BRIGHT PU-
PIL: "Em-
balming fluid!
You're dead

I DON'T WANT
Tip LEARNTHIS
PROFESSION !

1011/101110
before it touches you."

HOPE THERE IS NO Q.R.M.
A young civil engineer, in preparing to

leave for the tropics, simply included two
extra suits of heavy woolen underwear in
addition to that which he wore. Upon reach-
ing his destination, he rushed madly to the
nearest available wireless telegraph station,
and to his young bride a message bore the
following: S.O.S. B.V.D. C.O.D. P.D.Q.
! ! ! !-Bnrten L. Oliver.

TRY ME ON A GIN-FIZ
1ST MAN: "You're a Fizzle!"
2ND MAN: "Why so?"
1sT MAN: "You were 'lit' the other night

and didn't explode!"-Lorraine Isenhath.

Scientific Humor
First Prize $3.00

TRY TRY AGAIN
TEACHER (I --

biology class):
'Now tell me how

<

r
one could dis-
tinguish between
a poisonous and a
n o n - poisonous
snake?"

)J PUPIL: "By its
bites !" -Mrs.
Mildred MacAl-
lister.

WE ARE IN THE SAME CLASS
NEW EFFICIENCY EXPERT : "My man,

never be an ohm, always be an ampere-"
WISE CLERK: "I'm afraid I don't draw

enough."-J. Dodge.

WE receive daily front one to
two hundred contributions to
this department. Of these only

one or two are available. We desire to
publish only scientific humor and all
contributions should be original if pos-
sible. Do not copy jokes front old
books or other publications as they
have little or no chance Itere. By
scientific humor we nican only such
jokes as contain something of a scien-
tific nature. Note our prize winners.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only on one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please
do not enclose return postage.

All jokes published here are paid
for at the rate of one dollar each, be-
sides the first prize of three dollars
for the best joke submitted each
month. In the event that two people
send in the same joke so as to tie for
the prize, then the sum of three dollars
in cash will be paid to each one.

MIGHT HAVE BEEN MICE
INSTEAD OF RICE

DINER: "Waiter, there's a button in my
soup."

WAITER: (Ex -printer) "Typographical
error, sir; it should be mutton."-Clarence
J. Pei,ffer.

MAN COULDN'T EXIST OTHER-
WISE í.

%S

TEACHER: "Do
you know why
the earth turns
on its axis?"

SCHOLAR:because it
doesn't want to
be roasted too
much on one
s i d e." - Mrs.
Ruth L. Thomas.

FULL OF WIND
FARMER JONES : "Gee that was some wind

storm we had down South about ten years
ago; one of our old red roosters was sit-
ting on the grindstone and it took all his
feathers off."

TYER SMITH : "That's nothin'. One year
back home when I had my corn in a bin, the
wind sucked it through a knot hole and
shelled it all for me."-Kenneth Tomlinson.

WHY SOME?
FIRST DocroR : "I wonder what makes

some men light on their feet?"
SECOND DOCTOR : "Well, you see, some are

full of gas, and others are hot headed and
go up in the air very easily."-John Schnapp.

CORRECT JUDGING BY WHAT
WE SEE!

FRESHMAN : "Perry has brokn the radio
record."

JUNIOR: "Sure they're making them ra-
dios more like phonographs every day."-
Vivian Keith.

THEY SHOULD MAKE THEIR
OWN

Johnny had his mother's dishpan and an
old spoon with which he was making quite
a noise.

His SISTER: "Johnny, what are you 'lo-
ing ?"

JOHNNY: "Oh, shut up, sis, I'm making
thunder for the lightning bugs."-Harold
Dawson.

BUT NOT
RADIO NOVICE:

"Are these good
'B' batteries?"

CLERK : "Won-
derful. A man
came in the other
day and claimed
he was stung with
them."-J. R.
Stewart.

ELECTRIFIED

THE PROF. OUGHT TO READ
S. & I.

PROF. IN MED.: "How many humors do
you know?"

FIRST STUDENT : "Two."
SECOND STUDENT: (reading SCIENCE AND

INVENTION) "Three."
PROF.: "What! Name them."
THE STUDENT: "Aquaeous humor, Vitre-

ous humor and the Scientific humor before
your eyes."

PROF.: "Great ! A new discovery !"-M.
Paguia Santos.

IT USED TO BE A DAY IN
FEBRUARY

MAD POET : "Oh, what is so rare as a day
in June?"

MEDICAL STUDENT : "Arterio-sclerosis of
the umbilical cord."-Earl Floathe.

KEEPS TIME WITH A BUZZ -SAW
Sox: "Say dad,

there's a feller
that plays on a
musical saw.
What kind of a
saw does he use?"

DAD: "Well, I
guess he must
have a band -saw
or maybe a jig-
saw."
-Kenneth Smith.

JIMMY-LEAVE THE ROOM
A teacher was giving a lesson on the circu-

lation of the blood. Trying to make it
clearer, he said:

"Now children, if I stood on my head, the
blood, as you know would run into it, and
I should turn red in the face,"

"Now Jimmy," continued the teacher,
"How is it that when I'm standing on my
feet that they don't get red?"

"Why Sir," answered Jimmy, "because yer
feet aint empty."-William Anthony.
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions
will be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of sufficient in-
terest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to bd written on; matter must be typewritten

or else written in ink; no penciled matter considered.

3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions
addressed to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.

4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 50 cents is
made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work
or intricate calculations, a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will
be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

ELECTRIC HORN
(2036) Q. 1. John Woodruff, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

asks: How does the vibrating type of electrically
driven horn operate? Kindly show a diagram
explaining the action.

A. 1. We are giving the diagram here. It will
lie seen that this device differs very little from a
standard electric bell in its action. However, in-
stead of having a clapper that acts upon a bell,
the vibrator is connected by means of a loose link
A, to a diaphragm D. As the armature B vibrates,
it rapidly strikes the end of the link A and vibrates
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MAGNETIC COILS
A very simplified view of a standard type of
vibrating diaphragm for an electric horn is

shown above. The various letters on the
drawing are referred to in the text.

the diaphragm. It will he seen that the electrical
circuit through this instrument is very simple. En-
tering at H. the current passes through the two
magnetic coils, the vibrating armature B, the
Contact point C, to the other contact point
E and out at F. By doing this, the magnets are
energized and the armature is attracted. As soon
as this happens the circuit between C and E is

broken, and the armature immediately returns,
only to repeat the operation many times per
second. At its vibration the link A is struck by the
armature and an impulse is given to the dia-
phragm D.

FORCE
(2037) Q. 1. John R. Dye, Indianapolis, Ind.,

says: It is said that force is that which propels
an object through space. Therefore, what I want
to know is, when a rock is thrown through the
air, floes the force follow behind it or does it
leave the rock as soon as the rock leaves the
hand?

A 1. Force is that which can act against re-
sistance along a path through space. When a rock
is thrown, force acts upon its resistance due to
inertia and thereby develops energy which is ab-
sorbed by the rock. The rock gradually parts
with its energy owing to the resistance of the air
and to gravity.

Q. 2. How is carbon tetrachloride made?
A. 2. Carbon tetrachloride is made by passing

dry chlorine through carbon disulphide in which
a little iodine has been dissolved. This produces.

a mixture of carbon tetrachloride and sulphur
tnonochloride, and by distillation, the carbon tet-
rachloride passes off and is condensed.

LAW OF MOTION
(2038) Q. 1. Mark Costello, Bronx, N. Y., in-

quires: What is the third law of motion?
A. 1. Briefly stated, it is as follows: To every

action there is an opposite and equal reaction.

RECTIFIERS
(2039) Q. 1. Arthur Fassio, Detroit, Mich..

wants to know: Can alternating current lie
changed to direct current and what are some of
the methods of accomplishing this work?

A. 1. There are several ways to change alter-
nating current to direct current by means of recti-
fiers such as rotary converters and vacuum tube or
chemical rectifiers. Several of the latter type have
been discussed in the pages of this magazine and
see would suggest that you refer to the September
and December 1925 issues. In the first mentioned
issue you will find several types of rectifiers that
are designed for converting A.C. into D.C. for
supplying the "B" potential for radio sets and in
the December issue is a high voltage rectifier for
use in a radio transmitter.

PERMANENT MAGNET
(2040) Q. 1. George W. Morton, Bentonville,

Ark., asks: How can I permanently magnetize a
four inch long steel bar so that it will be in a
saturated condition?

A. 1. The best way to accomplish this work is
to insert the steel bar in the center of a solenoi I
which is connected to a source of direct current
and which current is interrupted intermittently
For the size bar you mention, a coil made up of
400 turns of No 20 D.C.C. wire wound on a 5-
inch brass tube -may be employed in connection
with a 6 -volt storage battery. Make one connec-
tion solidly to one storage battery terminal and tap
the other terminal with the other connection. Al-
low the current to flow through the circuit fifty
times or more in periods of about one second and
you will find that the steel bar within the core will
be strongly magnetized.

NON -RUSTING STEEL
(2041) Q. 1. Richard Henderson, Butte, Mont.,

asks: Where can a steel suitable for use in rifle
barrels, yet a kind that will not rust be obtained?

A. 1. The name and addres of the company
supplying this material will be furnished upon re-
ceipt of a stamped self-addressed envelope.

MERCURY BICROMATE CELL
2042) Q. 1. George O'Hara, Woodland, Idaho

asks: How is the mercury hicromate cell credited
to Fuller constructed, and what is the chemical
reaction within it?

A. 1. A cell of the type mentioned is shown in
the diagram appearing in these columns. It consists
of a zinc electrode placed within a porous cup,
lower end of the electrode resting in a small amount
of mercury. The porous cup rests in a larger
but non -porous cup and between the two containers
is a carbon electrode and another solution. The

ZINC CARBON

p

This drawing shows a cross-sectional view of a
mercury bichromate cell having a terminal

voltage of 2 volts.

wire connecting the zinc electrode to the outside
circuit is insulated so that it does not enter into
the action of the cell. The solution used within
the porous cup and around the zinc is either a
solution of common salt, NaCl, or dilute sulphuric
acid. Outside of the porous cult but within the
non -porous container, a solution to water of chro-
mium peroxide, chromic acid, is placed. A quantity
of the crystals is placed on the bottom of the out-
side container so as to maintain the saturation of
the solution.

In the diagram, M indicates mercury, P, the
porous cup and C, the exterior container.

A cell of this type has a terminal voltage of
about 2 and is capable of producing a fairly strong
current for a short period of time.

The chemical reaction, which takes place in this
battery is represented by the following iormula:
3Zn.+2CrO3+6H3SO Cr3(SO4),+3ZnSO5-
+6HsO.

CONDENSER TEST
(2043) Q. 1. Richard Sharpe, Toronto, Ont.,

Canada, asks: Please show a simple way whereby

TERMINALS TERMINALS

CONDENSER

IiII
BAT T.

CONDENSER
CASE

VOLTMETER

A

BATT.

B

Condensers can be tested for short circuits as
shown at A above and for grounds to their
metallic cases as shown in the circuit at B
above. Both of these tests are accurate and
are simple to make. A pair of phones might be
substituted for the voltmeter, and a "click"

test made.

metal -cased condensers of the type used in low
voltage filter circuits can be tested for short cir-
cuits between the two terminals or between either
one of the terminals and the metallic case of the
condenser.

A. 1. The diagrams given here will show how
this can be accomplished. A battery and a volt-
meter are connected in series with the condenser
under test and if the condenser is not short-cir-
cuited or broken down, no indication will be notice-
able on the voltmeter. If, however, a short-circuit
is present- the voltmeter will register. The diagram
A shows how short-circuits between terminals are
detected and that given at B shows the connections
for testing for short-circuits between the condenser
case and one or the other of the terminals.

AQUARIUM
(2044) Q. 1. Joseph L., Binder, Harrison, N.

J., wants to know if in constructing an aquarium,
is it permissible to line the bottom with sheet
copper?

A. 1. This is a point that we desire to draw to
the particular attention of our readers, especially
those who are interested in the article detailing
the construction of an aquarium which appeared
in the Constructor Department of this magazine
in the March issue In this article it was stated
that copper sheeting was used for the covering of
the bottom of the tank. If such material is used.
it should he given a heavy coat of black asphaltum
varnish. Two coats are preferable. If this is not
done, cooper compounds will be formed in the
water which will be fatal to the fish. In some
aquariums all the copper parts are heavily nickel -
plated. This information was kindly brought to our
attention by Mr. Sam Y. Caldwell.

WATER -PROOFING ROPE
(2045) Q. 1. John Lawson, Meeting Creek.

Alta., Canada, has been using a mixture of paraffin
and asphalt for impregnating ropes so as to make
them water -proof. He objects to the discolorin"
effect of the asphalt and asks what material can
he used in place of it and in connection with paraf-
fin wax in order to make the latter mentioned ma-
terial less brittle.

A. 1. Probably the very best material for you
to ttse to mix with paraffin wax in order to obtain
the desirable results is white vaseline. By varying
the relative quantities of the two materials, any de-
sired consistency can be obtained and the result wi'l
not tend to discolor the rove as happens with
asphalt. Of course, the vaseline will he somewhat
more expensive than the material of the former
treatment, but the results will undoubtedly be worth
it.
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COMPRESSION RATIO
(2046) Q. 1. Phillip Seibel. Elizabeth, N. J.,

asks: What is meant by the automotive term, com-
pression ratio?

A. 1. This term is applicable to any type of
internal combustion engine and may be readily
grasped by referring to the illustration given in
these columns. If for instance. just as the intake
valve of an internal combustion engine has closed,
as at A, there are two cubic feet of gas in the

2 cu. FT. GAS 1

CU. FT. GAS
n1¢ :+t's. `1`y; 'rEu ti.:;-

B

The compression ratio of an internal combus-
tion engine is graphically illustrated in the two
drawings A and B above. In this particular

case, the compression ratio is 4 to 1.

cylinder, and if after the piston reaches top dead
center as at B, there is one-half cubic foot of gas
present, the compression ratio is said to be 4 to 1.
From this it can be seen just how the super-
chargers that are now in use on airplanes and rac-
ing engines function. If the pressure at the intake
valve is increased, there will be a greater pressure
of gas in the cylinder when the piston is in the
position shown at A and, therefore, the resulting
compression when the position B is reached will
be correspondingly greater. Since it is known that
the explosion pressure or the power delivered to
the piston by the explosion of the gas in the cylin-
der increases as the compression increases, up to
within the limits of the type of engine used, it will
be seen that any factor which tends to increase
the pressure of gas, when entering the cylinder of
an internal combustion engine will also increase
the resulting power delivered by that engine.

PHOTOSPHERE
(2047) Q. 1. A. E. Zamler, Jacksonville, Ill.,

asks: \Vhat is the photosphere of the sun?
A. 1. This is a brilliantly luminous envelope

or layer of luminous vaporous matter that sur-
rounds the central body or nucleus of the sun and
which gives the sun the appearance that it has
when viewed from the earth.. It is in this photo-
sphere or luminous surface of the sun that the
sun spots appear. Because of the brilliancy of the
photosphere, the sun spots appear to be very
dark and resemble great cavities in the surface
of the sun.

CENTER LINE OF ENGINE
The above illustration shows one of several
methods of applying a Prony brake test to any
type of engine. The calculations involved in
this work are explained and an example is given

in the accompanying text.

PEONY BRAKE TEST
(2048) Q. 1. Robert Robinson Emison, Ind.,

asks what is meant by a Prony brake test and hoy
it is made.

A. 1. A Prony brake test is as the word
"brake" in its name indicates, a test made by apply-
ing a brake to a revolving flywheel driven by the
source of power to be tested and measuring the
force that is applied to an arm connected to the
brake by this application. The diagram given in
these columns shows a simplified version of a
Prony brake test machine. With this device the
brake horsepower at any specified speed can be
determined in the following manner. The engine
is started and run at its maximum speed. The
clamp on the flywheel is then tightened by taking
up on the bolts E until the engine has slowed down
to the required speed or to quote an example, 1,500
R.P.M. It will now be found that the end of the
arm D is pressing on the scale C and registering
a certain pressure that can be read at F in the
particular type of scale shown. Then the following
calculations are performed.

The length of the arm D is known to be 3 feet
and suppose that in this case the reading on the
scale is 30 pounds. Now it can be seen that the
arm D can be considered as the radius of an
imaginary flywheel which exerts at its rim a force
of 30 pounds. The imaginary flywheel will have
a ci-cumference of approximately 19 feet and so
it can be seen that during one revolution of the
flywheel, the force of 30 pounds will have acted
through a distance of .19 feet and, therefore, con-
sidering the speed in revolutions per minute, we
find that we have a rim speed of 28,500 feet tier
minute exerting a pull of 30 pounds or in other
words 855,000 foot pounds per minute. Since
we know that a horsepower is equivalent to 33,000
foot pounds per minute, we find that the engine
under test is developing nearly 26 horsepower at
a speed of 1,500 R.P.M.

Of course, it must be realized that this is a sim-
plified description of a Prony brake test and in
actual practice more elaborate methods are used.
This gives the general idea of the proposition.

DISCOVERY OF X-RAYS
(2049) Q. 1. J. W. Murdock. St. Louis. Mo..

asks: When and by whom were X-rays dis-
covered?

A. 1. In 1895 while Röntgen was experiment-
ing with a Crookes tube he happened to cover the
surface of it with some dark opaque material.
When the tube was put into operation by an elec-
tric potential applied to the terminals of it, it was
noticed that a prepared chemical screen on a table
nearby started to glow. There being no other
emanations present in the room, further investiga-
tions were carried through and it was found that
the rays generated within the Crookes tube were
penetrating the opaque covering and affecting the
screen. From then on, it was only a matter of
a short time before other discoveries of the proper-
ties of the X-rays such as are well known to us
today became public knowledge.f
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FLUID GAS
(2050) Q. 1. Gaston J. Russell, St. Louis,

Mo., asks: Can a gas be properly defined as a
fluid?

A. 1. Yes. A gas is a fluid that does not have
a free surface and which will completely fill the
containing vessel, regardless of how large that
vessel may be, expanding with reduction of pres-
sure.

TEST FOR GOLD
(2051) Q. 1. Edward Ross, Chambersburg,

Penna., asks: How can I test for small quantities
of gold in a solid?

A. 1 To test for very small quantities of
gold in a solid, melt that solid, adding three times
by weight as much pure silver. Also, place a
slight quantity of borax in the crucible. Allow the
alloy to cool and solidify and then place in nitric
acid. Most of the metal will he dissolved and the
remainder will he gold which can he weighed.

Q. 2. What is a good test for mercury?
A. 2. To test for mercury, heat the substance

which is supposed to contain that metal in a test
tube together with an equal quantity of dry sodium
carbonate. If mercury is present, small bright
heads will accumulate on the sides of the tube.
If it happens that the mercury in question is in a
solution, pour some of the solution on a polished
copper sheet and if mercury is present, the surface
of the copper will turn white or silver color.

GAS EXPANSION
(2052) Q. 1. Robert Dugan. Minneapolis,

Minn., asks: In what ratio does the volume of air
increase as the temperature rises?

A. 1. Air and practically every other gas in-
creases about 1 -273rd of its volume at 0° Centi-
grade per degree rise in temperature.

Science and Invention for May, 1926
AUTO -TRANSFORMER

(2053) Q. 1. R. L. Anderson. Syracuse. N.
Y., desires sonic information regarding auto -trans-
formers, together with a circuit showing how this
type of instrument differs from an ordinary two
coil transformer.

A. 1. In an auto transformer, sometimes called
a single circuit transformer or compensator, only
one coil of wire is used. It is wound on the usual
iron core and is tapped at some point throughout
its length as is shown in the diagram given here.

An auto -transformer merely consists of a coil
of wire tapped at some point throughout its
length as illustrated above. The ratio of
transformation is governed by the position of

the tap shown at C.

The primary and secondary circuits of an auto -
transformer can be considered, when electrically
speaking, as being the same as they are in the
two circuit transformer. Externally, of course,
they are entirely separate as can be seen in the
diagram.

In the particular transformer under consideration,
let us consider that the coil AB is the primary,
or the coil that receives the incoming current and
AC or CB the secondary. If an alternating current
is fed into the primary, a magnetizing current will
flow in the winding, setting up an alternating flux
which will link every turn of that winding and
induce therein an alternating voltage. Therefore,
we have a voltage in the coil AC or CB and the
secondary will deliver a voltage proportional to
its relationship to the coil AB. By varying the point
C, various voltages may be obtained from the
secondary. The voltage obtained from the secon-
dary of a transformer of this nature may be found
in the following manner. Impressed voltage is
to secondary voltage as the number of turns in
coil AB is to the number of turns in the coil AC
or CB. Auto transformers are used to step poten-
tial up or down in Value.

OHM'S LAW
(2054) Q. 1. Robert McCann, Philadelphia,

Pa., says that he always has difficulty in remem-
bering Ohm's law for calculating the resistance of
a circuit or the amount of current that can be

E
i

,"i
i

I 'XR
FIG.I FIG.2

Figs. 1 and 2 above show simple methods of
remembering the fundamentals of Ohm's law
governing the voltage, current and resistance

in an electrical circuit.

passed through a certain resistance by means of a
certain voltage.

A. 1. Undoubtedly the simplest method of do-
ing this is to use one of the two figures given
in these columns. Here the formula is given in
one certain form and this is the only form that
is necessary in order to remember the three
equations. With either of these methods, it is
only necessary to cover up with one finger the
single letter to be placed by itself on one side
of the equation and the remaining two letters will
show the position which the letters on the other
side of the equation are to occupy. In this method.
E stands for voltage. I for amperage and R for
resistance. For example, suppose in Fig. 1, we
cover up the letter E. The remaining figures
then represent I multiplied by R. Sunpose we
cover up I. The remaining letters visible denote
that I is equal to E divided by R. The same
process applies to the form shown in Fig. 2.
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Female
Hold the MAGIC INDICATOR
over a man's hand-instantly itmovesetrat ht line, back-
wa nd aorward. Hold it over
a woman'e hand and it describes
Tcomplete and continuous circle.

e mime action can be obtained
a letter written by a man or

etc. It is fae've
never

ng; baffling. We havernever been able to figure out
how it's one-but we've n seen it fail. Many novel and

results
feats

may be performed with the Sex Indicator. For example, similar results can be
tained with animals, Cate, doge, rabbits, over birds, chickens canaries, etc.

Also used to predetermine the sex of chicken. and birds, etc., in fact t is cold as
a patented egg tester in Europe. Price 25c, or 3 for 85c,postpaid,

S EX Male SEX INDICATOR
Indicator / ,,

25c

A DeLuca Edition of our new 1 S26CA TALOG

bindsg. Oonnly bookof is2.5ekind an LÓ paper oh
all the lateec tricks in magic, the newest novel -
tie Dussie., games, epo fiop goods terest-
ing
211,I0Yewisób et.,whare a"M and

ºtarsi+ etc

Withabunoh
of these bills.
it is easy for
each person

of limited
means toappear
prosperous
by Hashing
a roll of
these blueat theproper

time and peeling off a genuine bill
or two from the outside of the roll,
the effect created will be found to
be all that can be desired. Prices.
postpaid:40 Bills 20c, 120 for
or $3.50 thousand postpaid.SOc,

STAGE
MONEY

Wonderful X- RayTube
Ainstrumentfullittle

rument pro-
ducingR optical
11Iuskins both

101
surprising a n d
startling. With It

you can se, what h nineteenth, the been o1
your finger., the lead inlead pencil, the In-
terior opening in a pipe stem, and many Other
similar illusion. A mystery that no one ha.
been able to nsti,f ostonly explain. Pries 10e.
3 for25o, I doze,. 750, Johnson Smith & Co.4. Good

Luck
Ring
Quaint

and Novel
Design

A VERY striking and uncommon ring. Silver

finisbrilliant, flaehi
andll

gems ape klirns g[nowitht
t
f the

men. said by many to bring Good out to the
hence its name, Good Look Ring.

Very unique ring that you will take a pride la
Baring. ONLY 25 CENTS.

Exploding CigaAttes

J UST LIKE ORDINARY CIGARETTES.
B UT SUCH REAL STARTLERS! The box
qcontains ten genuine cigarettes f excellent

uality. They appear so real,eal, but when each
cigarette iceboat one-thirdemoked, the victim
gets a very great surprise ne it goes off with a
lend BANG ! A groat mirth provoker yet
entirely harmless. Price 25o per box.

Popular Watch Charms

I5c
ONLY

3 for 40c; $1.35 doz.

Very pretty little cnrioeitiee and decidedly
novel. Fitted r.averifying sic eso thataageesitueto riytaaoleinfact, it m. almost incredible r
pletue mold be nimble in euel, a small corn.q and how sharp and distinct the show un

hen you look through. Come inemitted
Lo.-Actresses, e of Panama anol,

rd's Prayer in type, stn.

CIGARETTE MAKER

Roll Make,
them better and quicker bcnides caving more
than half. Pee your favorite brand of
tobacco. Neat, useful and handy. Pocket
eis weighs 54 Made entirely of metal,
nickel -plated. Prise 25c poatpeid.

MAGIC FLUTE
Wonderfully Sweet Toned and Musical

The Made Pluto, or Rumen -
atone,
inimical instrumentnstrum

unique
nd chat

novel

plauyb wed th These ucot little knack in ptoyme
ié bleb. when once as -

nuked after a little prim -
Post vigl Ni"t A will enable you to
Paid .,¡ñl1t,, music that heti Produce very sweet

25c= rese btes a flute. There
is no fingering, and onceyou have pestered
it you can play all kinds of minis with facility
and eons When playedm e mpanimentteeto a piano ore any her ment.
the effect is ea charming as itri. euredoing-

Novelty Badges

Riming Permit toe Garter Inspector 105
Two ry novel metal badges, nickel

Plated, that you ran a giving you fen

itnu t of
bad uin to

for
their, trifling oat,

doz. p.pd.
i 3 250, 75e per

This well
ffectiv,Pistol i

modelled oó
he pattern

of the latest
totypewer f the
appearanceof whichalone
enough to scare a burglar, whilst, when
loaded, it will probly prove just as
li wie as a revolver with real bul-
ets,te, without the danger to life. It
takes the standard .22 Calibre Blank
Cartridg , that are obtainable most
everywhere. Even the t timid
women can use it with perfect safety and frighten a thief with-
out risk to herself or anyone else. A Great Protection Against
Burglars, Tramps and Dogs. You can have it lyingabout with-
out the danger attached to other revolvers- We

Metal.
1 arge num-

bers around the 4th of July. Well made of solid Me
PRICE ONLY S1.00 Postpaid. Blank Cartridges 22 -cal., shipped by ex-
press only, 50c per 100. Johnson Smith & Co Dept. 344 kRactne, Wis.

Sneezing Powder
Place a very! llemount

_

rgr,1 f this§ pow-
der on

Lt{r: back of yourhandandIf' i11 blow it Into/
=
.-'. the air, and

1C .B -1. 'r^ eryone óreve
q; e room

Ileason
sneeze without sing to thwill

why. It M most
a, they neversuspect the realeirr

re-
mark.,

but think theyrhave caught it onesource.
the other. Between the laughing

thd meeting you yourself will be having
e t me of your life- For parties, pelld-pl eetinge, ear rides, or any place at

all where there is a gathering of neople
It in these» lob, opt. PrieeiOcor$
fey 25e

Mystic Skeleton
A joiantea ItgarriOe pd.a keletoc 14 t

in h ightmwill
dance to uric

perform vari-
ous gyrations and
movements while

h operator may

from it.a
dreúnc.

Serpent's Eggs
tit with a match, eeaeh

When

dually bat..hes

aelke
r 1f eC 0Ins ,

and twistsabout i a most life-
like manner. Price per box 1Oc ppd.

Microphone Transmitter Button

Yip eon cattily make a highly sensitive d tecto hone hy
rising this Transmitter Button to collect the eo d wave.
You can build your own outfit without baying expensive
equipment. Its Mamie and mezpensive. You can tall
an outfit in your home and hear conversation. being held all
over the home. You gran connect up different rooms f a
hotel. This outfit was used by secret service operatives duo.
ins the war. It Is being, uaed on the come. It u nitre-eensh
Live and is the greatest invention in micro -phones. You can
mount the button almost anywhere-card board boxes,stove
P pe., stiff calendar., on the wall behind a picture frame, etc.

canButton verhheard wit o smallsneepeetianii Yoou can lsten in on
conversations in another room. A de f person in the audience
can hear the speaker. Connected to phonograph, piano or
other musical etrument tie can be heard hundred. of
feet away.Button may be u d to renew telephone tens--
mitters oftenmakes an old lino talk -try" when nothing
else microphone for radio me; carries heavy

current and I. extremely sensitive. Amplifies radio algasle. Count -km other similar
neee will eaeeest themselves. Experimenters find the Button useful for hundred. of
e xperiments along the lines of telephones, amplifiers. loud weaken, etc. Many Meet.
eating stunts may be devised. such as holding the button against the throat or sheet
fa reproduce speech without mend wavee. 35,.00 is tea to anyone who send, in a
new euggstion for the nee of the Button providing the manufacteee find it Imitable
ter um in their literature. PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID ANYWHERE.

ANARCHIST BOMBS
One of theseglass vials
dropped in aroom full ofpeople will
cause more con-
sternation than a
limburger cheese.
The smell en-

tirely disappears in a short time.
1Oe a Box, 3 Boxes for 25n

INVISIBLE INK
The moet confidential

meeeages can be writ-
ten with this Ink, for
the writing MAKES NO
MARK. Cannot be seen
anlees you know the se-
cret. Invaluable for 01117
masons. Keep your post-
al. and other private mem-
orandum. away from raving
eyes. Great fun for playing
practical jokes. Only 155 Bottle

ITCHING POWDER
This is another good practical joke; the intense
discomfiture of your victims to everyone but
themselves is thoroughly enjoyable. All that
is necessary to start the ball rolling is to de-
posit a little of the powder on a person's hand
and the powder can be relied upon to do the
rest. The result is a vigorous scratch, then
some more scratch, and still some more.

10c box, 3 boxes for 25C or 75c per doz boxes postpaid.

LOOK

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL
Price
$100

Post-
paid

Wonderful Instru-
ment. Greatest thing

yet. Nine seo -
orate articles in
one. Everybody
delighted with it.
Odd, curious and
interesting. Lots

,or '' ic ro s co pe or examining the wonders
very useful. It is a double

S1.00 of nature. It is also an Opera Glass,
a Ste ri; rise° ire, a Burning Lens, a Reading Glass, a Tele-
scope, a Compass, a Pocket Mirror, and a Laryngascope

-for examining eye, ear, nose and throat. It is worth all the cost
to locate even one painful cinder in the eye. Folds fiat and fits the
pocket. Something great-you need one. Don't miss it. Sent by
mail, postpaid. Price, only 35c or 3 for $1.00 postpaid.

"°Look

RESURRECTION PLANT
One of the most wonderful
plants known. Possesses the
strange power of turning in a
few minutes from an appar-
ently lifeless, dry herb to a
BEAUTIFUL LIVING FERN-
LIKE PLANT

of a dark green color. Simply place the plant
in saucer of water, it will open up and start to grow
in 20 minutes. When taken out it will dry up and
go to sleep until placed in water again. Fine house
plant-summer or winter. 10 cents each or
lostfp"arid5C. Agents Wanted

ADDRESS ORDERS FOR ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE TO Postage
Stamps

AcceOed
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Many
EARN
550. to 1250.a
Week in 1;ADIO

Get into the great new RIG -Pay Indus-
try-Radio. If you're earning a penny
lass than $50 a week, clip coupon now.
Send for AMAZING FREE
1:001I. Be a Radio Ex-
pert, and draw down big
money for the easiest and
most fascinating work in the
world.e P Radio evExperts e.
Need for Radio Experts in
every community. Short
hours. BIG PAY. Free
book gives all the facts.

Learn Quickly And
Easily At Home

Master Radio Engineers
will show you how to
qualify, quickly and easily
at home, for Radio's floe
jobs. We guarantee to train
you successfully. Every day
N. R. I. -trained men are
taking good Places in the
Radio field. Thousands of
openings now awaiting the
trained man. FREE EM-
PIAYMENT SERVICE.
Many other big features.
Get the facts-CLIP COU-
PON.

You
Ei2t all
these sets

"M y charges
for consultation
$2.50 per hour.
All success due
to you." It. W.Bl a ekhIll,
Brooklyn.

"Radio a geldmine-your
course wort
thousands," A
R. Herkc,
Winnipeg.

Get This
FreeBook!

Send coupon below for
FREE BOOR - "Rich

Rewards in Radio."
Read for yourself. No

previous experience
needed. Comm o n

kt
schooling enough.

WRITE NOW.

Receiving sets, from simplest kind to thou-
sand mile receiver, included to help you
learn, An UNEQUALLED OFFER. Other
special features for limited tinte only, soACT QUICK!

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. EX -5, Washington, D. C.

National Radio Institute,
Dept. EX -5, Washington,,D. C.
Without obligating me in any way,. pleasesend me your free hook, "Rich Rewards in
Radio," also complete Information on your
practical, home -study Radio course.

Name Age

Address

Town c

:y.a^:"v:.:áL::..:i:.:> .':>:::a':<:a:.:. o.Az:.:3'i::`Y4:».:

To Conquer Arctic on
W in s

By WILLIAM P. SULLIVAN
(Continued front page 13)

sections are situated in such a manner as to
prevent any obstructions such as snow or
ice interfering with the working of the
system.
PROTECTING OIL SYSTEM AGAINST COLD

The next problem is the oiling system,
which, especially in the case of air-cooled
motors, must be well designed. The oil
tanks are placed under the cowling at the
rear of the motors and are constructed of
brass and have a thick layer of asbestos held
tightly to them by doped fabric. The oil
lines also are covered with asbestos and
wrapped with fabric throughout their entire
length. This protective coating of asbestos
retains the heat in the oil and prevents it
becoming chilled by the extreme cold ; such
chilling would prevent it from flowing from
the tank and through the lines to the motors.
The motors, carburetors, magnetos and all
controls are cowled in as much as possible
for protection, leaving only the ends of the
cylinders exposed for maintaining the de-
sired motor temperature throughout the
flight.

POWERFUL RADIO FOR POLAR PLANE
For communication with the mainland full

radio transmitting and receiving equipment
is carried. A 50 -watt transmitter of the
Hartley circuit with crystal control operating
on two wave -lengths of 45 and 60 meters
respectively using a 50 -watt W. -E. No. 1818
tube, is installed in the canopy -like section
of the wing above the cockpit ; the set is
suspended from rubber cords to prevent
vibration. The controls include a filament
voltmeter, field starting button, field rheo-
stat for controlling filament voltage, switch
and code sending key, all installed on
brackets from the windshield within easy
reach of observer or pilot. The power for
operating the set is furnished by a wind -
driven generator, situated on an extension
bracket at the side of the fuselage, directly
in the slip stream of the propellers. The
antenna is the standard reel type situated at
the side of the cockpit, the braided copper
wire running down through the floor of
the cockpit through a fibre tube where a
fish -shaped lead weight is attached to a
swivel connection at the end. Direct com-
munication can be carried out between the
plane and its base, either from the air or at
a landing place, enabling the men on the
mainland to know the plane's position and
progress throughout the trip.

In case of a landing for exploration, re-
pairs or accident to the plane, enough pro-
visions and equipment in the form of rifles,
ammunition, stoves, et cetera, are carried to
sustain life for at least two years, seal
anti polar bears being known to exist as
far north as the pole.

Contents for
May Issue of Radio News
Changes in the Polarization of Radio Waves

By Greenleaf Whittier Pickard
A New 110 -Volt Filamentless Tube

By A. N. Lucian, Ph.D.
The New B-6 Donle Detector

By H. P. Donle
How Radio Tubes are Evacuated

By Dr. Charles B. Bazzoni
Selectivity Par Excellence
By the Staff of RADIO NEWS Laboratories
How to Listen to England and America

By G. A. Carien

You can't imagine how smooth and pleasant
your morning shave can be until you try the new
Vibro -Shave Electric Safety Razor. Its electric-
ally operated blade, vibrating 7200 times a minute,
is the secret of this new, scientific method of
perfect shaving.

Send us $10.00 today, and we will send you the
complete outfit, including face and scalpmassage
attachments, five blades, cord and plug, attrac-
tively boxed. Your money refunded without
question within five days if you are not satisfied.

Vibro -Shave blades last three times
as long as ordinary blades

For Use With uo Volts Alternating Current Only

RAZOR PRODUCTS CORP.
1440 Broadway Dept. D

New York
Write for
illustrated
circular

Join the Radio Association of America.
Learn how to build and repair sets. TheAssociation will train you-start you outin business, if you wish. Be the radio
"doctor" of your community. $3 an hour
upwards easily made.

EARNS $500 IN SPARE HOURS
"I have at last found myself," writes

Lyle Follick, Lansing, Mich. "I have al-ready made over $500." Werner Eichler,Rochester, N. Y., writes, ". .. have made
over $50 a week in my spare time." Our
members are starting radio stores, increas-
ing their salaries, securing better posi-
tions, passing radio operator examinations,
earning big money in spare time.

JOIN ASSOCIATION NOW!
Are you interested in Radio for pleasure orprofit? Join now because we have a Special
Plan whereby your membership need not costyou a cent. Only limited number of these
memberships acceptable. Write now for de-tails-before it is too late.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Radio Association of America,
Dept. 65, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

Send me details of your Special Radio AssociationMembership Plan.
Name
Address
City State

Electrical Course for men of ambi-
tion and limited t f m e.
Over 4000 men trained.

Condensed course in Theoretical and Practical Elec-
trical

Engineering Including
elose-

ly relatedsubjects of Mathematics and Mechanical Drawingtaught by experts. Students construct motors, installwiring, test electrical machinery. Complete course

In One Year
Prepare for your profession in the most
interesting city in the world. School
established 1803. Send for catalog.

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
445 Talcmna Ave., Washington, D. C.

eñonyisontheTENOR
BAN t=au

FREE INFORMATION
Learn advanced chords and latent in
jazz as used by professionals. This is
a special course on chord work and is
written so plain anyone can learn. By
John Martell, author of many hooks.
N. Y. Institute of Music, Dept. S. 143 E. 34 St.. N. Y. City

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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"BUILD YOUR OWN" WITH "RASCO" PARTS!
Buy from the Oldest and Original Exclusive Radio Parts House in the United States

We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS
Order direct LOW PRICES FOR MAY

Money refunded if
from this page goods do not satisfy

Dial Marker
The big little thing you
have been waiting for.
Just drill a hole In the
panel and mount the
marker above the dial.
Nickel plated and polished
Y7788 Dial Marker,
three for $ IOlar

i..10:4210.. -,1~ I

Patent S.L.F. Condenser
The tamous Pacent SLF
Condenser. T h e lates
word in condensers. Stur
dy, compact, take up les
room than most others.
ylininmu' insulation used.
Y4432 .00015 inf. 17 -

Islam 3.95
Y4433 .0005 mf. 23 -

plate $2.95

SLF Condensers
Lowest prices ever offered
Despite this low pricy
these condensers are made
with precision alumimmn
stampings, hard rubber
insulation. Money back I

not satisfactory.
V3513 .00025 13 pl. $1.06
Y3517 .00035 17 pl. 1.20
Y3523 .0005 23 pL 1.35

"Guaranteed"
Vacuum Tubes

We consider the "Guar-
anteed" tube one of the
best on the market. Any
tube replaced If defective,
Providing filament lights.
Calibrated curve goes with
each tube.
Y701 A 5v. 0.25 amp. $1.25
Y799 3 volt. .06 amp. 1.25

Audio Transformer
This is the famous Patent
tudiofnrmer. Nickel case
is grounded to base. Ex-
tra high degree of ampli-
fication. Minimum distor-
tion and reaction. Bind-
ing posts and voider lugs.
li l!o ;t5á to 1.
Y281 I Mounted type $4.50
Y28I2 Unmounted .. 3.15

Audio Frequency Trans-
former

No better Transformer
made. Highest class ma-
terials. Impregnated coils.
Silleon steel stampings
used. Save 50 per cent by
assembling it yourself.
YI100 Ratio 4%-1 $1.40
YI 150 Ratio 634-1 1.40

Universal Socket
Takes new "X" type
tubes as well as old stan-
datd "UV" and 'C"
types. Made entirely of
Isntautite. No capacity
elect between plate and
grid. New phosphor bronze
wiping contacts. Standard
mounting type.
Y6514 $0.49

Reece Vernier
Why use a vernier dial
when a vernier attachment
will do anything and ev-
erything a vernier dial
accomplishes?
['lei erect vernier made.
Can be used with any
dial. Soft rubber ring
engages dial. Nothing to
ome apart.
Y1450 Vernier . $0.12

FONEKUSRIONS
Made of sponge rubber.
Stake wearing your receiv-
ers a pleasure. I'ositive-
ly exclude all noises and
make reception a pleas-
ure. Sponge rubber will
lust for years. Light as
a feather. Sanitary.
Y3550 Fonekushions, set
of tiro $0.35

Dial Button
Made in blue enamel and
gold, to be worn in but-
ton bole. Every radio fan
wants one. aí4" diameter,
best gold plate. Perfect
reproduction of radio dial.
Y7799 Dial Button,
Each $0.25

Vacuum Tube Shell
Nickel plated shell for the
man who builds his own.
4 holes to attach to sub-
base. Each shell conies
complete with 4 phosphor
bronze socket contacts.
See illus. 4748.

Y4747 Vacuum Tube Shell
and Contacts $0.16

Cord Tip lack
Takes place of binding
poste. Cord tip firmly
gripped by jack. Made of
brass, nickel plated. Screw
to attach lend wire. No
soldering necessary.
Y1500 Cord tip jack,
Each $0.15

,\\ i- :i ; `.!'700 _- <IIII`>J
CC 5025

M woven;n

THE vernier dial for ex-
tra sharp tuning. Noback-
lash. Special finish per
:nits logging of stations
at dial. Beautiful appear-
ance. Comes in gold or
sliver finish. State which
wanted.
Y3066 Microvern, any

finish $1.76

Rasco 180° Variocoupler

Silk wire wound on bake -
1 to tubes. Six Ups. Wave
I ngth, 150 to 600 meters.
hor panel mounting. 31"
shaft. Your money re-
f nded if it is not all we
e aim.
Y3100 Variocoupler pre-
p id $1.05

Copper Ribbon
.0005" thick.
F700 %" wide: F701 '/4"
wide; F702 3-16" wide.
All sizes per foot ...S0.01

Copper Foil

001" thick.. 4" wide.
e025 Copper Foil, per
t $0.10

10 -foot length 0.80

dasco Clip Leas
nvaluable for experimen
al work. Clip lead hook
n a jiffy onto any wire

binding post or conduc
or. Safest experiments
ennection. Brass clips

foot silk wire, green o
ed.

Y7887 Clip leads, ea. $.12
Dozen lot ... .......1.35 Y65211 Adapter

aster
Patent Improved Adapter.
Takes 199 -type tubes. Fits
standard 201A sockets.
Phosphor bronze springs,
short circuits impossible.
Bakelite molded.

$0.36

Push l'ull Transforme
for many new circuits.
See any radio magazine.
Made of best materials.
Coils impregnated. Sill -
con steel laminations.
Saxe 50 per cent by as-
sembling yourself. Sim-
ple instructions furnished.
Y1159 Push -Pull Trans-
former.ratioóVs to 1 $2.95

Sponge -Rubber Cushions
Get rid of tube noises
due to vibration. Softes
sponge rubber made. Size
234"x3", %" thick.
Y8989 Sponge -rubber
cushions, each $0.12
Six for 0.60

505

7i I507

1506 508 1475

Brass Nickeled Brackets

All Illustrations 1/4 size.
Y1505 Bracket. each $0.05
Y1507 Bracket, each .05
Y1509 Bracket, each .04
Y1476 Bracket. each .05
Y1506 Bracket, each .05
Y1400 Bracket, each .04
Y 1575 Bracket. earls .03
YI508 Bracket, each .05

Hard Rubber Panels
Highest dielectric
strength as per Bureau
of Standards. Beautiful
high finish.
Y7100 7x1613-10" $0.05
Y7120 7x10x3-16" 0.79
Y7140 7xl-lx3-16" 0.89
Y7180 7x18x3-10" 1.15
Y7210 7x21x3-16" 1.3
Y7240 7x24x3-16" 1.46

Low Loss Tuner
Same type as used in our
L O L O S EXPLORER.
Tunes from 200 to 600
¡resero. Hard rubber in-
sulation throughout. Sil-
ver plated primary. Sec-

ondary D. C. C. Tickler
Ilk insulated wire.
Y2690 Tuner $5.00

"T" Wire Connectors
This big little article

solves all troubles when
making "T" wire connec-
tions. blade to lake 1-16"
square or round bus -bar
wire. Can be attached
with a pair of pliers.
Y2975 T" Wire Con-
nectors, 12 for $0.10

IIr,t,( jjjO
- --
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Nosolder Lugs
Finally, a real solderless
lug Is here. Soldering
positively done away with.
Takes square or round bus
bar, which it holds with a
vise -like grip. Perfect
connection. Just slide bus
bar into slip -grip.
Y3727 Lug. 25 for $0.20

Low Loss Coil
Same type as used in
Freshman and o t h e
Tuned Radio Frequency
sets. D.C.C. wire. 200-

50 wave -length. 3" diem-
eter. 1" wide, 5-16"
thick 4 connections, 2
primary, 2 secondary.
Y2629 Low Loss Coil $0.40

Phone Plugs

Sold from 50e to 65

everywhere. Hard rubbe
composition shell and pat
ented cord tip holder. Fin-
est workmanship through.

out.
Y1030 Rasco Telephone

Plug. Each $0.23

Bakelite Socket
Octagon shape. Four nick
el binding posts, phospho
bronze contact springs

Best brown bakelite.
Y651 OBakelite socket $0.40
Y6500 Tube Socket Made
entirely of composition.

Best made. Each..50.35

Binding Post Name Plates
Die. Y4". These styles
Phones, Ground, -, Out
Put, "A" Bat. "B'
Bat. -, Loud Speaker,
"C" Bat. -, Aerial, -I-,
Input, "A" Bat. +. "It"
Bat. -I-, Loop, "C" Bat.
+. New! "A" Bat.
-4- "B" Bat. -
Y6000 Name Plates,
Dnzrn $0.15

"Rasco" Posts
Made of hard rubber corn
position.
Y650-51 Each $0.06
Y202 Has nickel plate
bottom, each $0.06
Dozen, each sty'le 50.70
Y122 Initialed Binding
Posts. Set of 8.
1'er Set $0.25

Binding Post Strip
Made of hard rubber, gold
engraved lettering. Two
nickel brackets for mount-
ing. 7 hard rubber bind-
ing posts. "ANT"

"it-"; "PET B -I-"
"AMP B-".
Y870 Binding Post $0.35

315
2900

Tinned Nickel Lugs
All our lugs are tinned.
Y310 Brass Lugs for No.
8 screw, doz. $0.10
Y311 Copper Lugs for Nos.
6 and R screws, dnz.0.10
Y309 Copper Lugs for Nos.
4, 6 and 8 screws, doz.0.10
Y309 Copper Lugs for 6-32
screw, doz. 010

3110® )

G40/1 3080

Cord Tips
Standard phone cord tip ,
nickeled.
Y315 Each $0.03

Separable Cord Tips
No solder required. Wire
goes in ferrule. Shank
holds it tight. Nickel
plated.
Y2900 Each $0.06

Battery Snap Switch
This Switch is produced
under high standards of
workmanship. Action is
positive. Solderless con-
tact screws used. One -hole
mounting. Nickel -plated
all over. Most serviceable
witch made.

Y7986 $0.36

"Perfect" Lugs
These new and improved
lugs are brass, nickel
plated, flattened on top
as shown. Made of a
single piece of metal.
Lead wire noes into tube.
Y3110, Y3080 "Perfect"
Lugs. Each $6.02
Dozen lots 0.20

01)11.0110.»111#
anyapmlFNeoszfa9091FgIA114$

425-3016

Brass Rods
Sold In 6 lengths only.
Y8032 Rod 8-32" thread
length $0.08
Y6032 Rod, 6-32" thread
length $0.06
Y1425 Rod, plain, ,A"
round. length $0.10
Y3616 Rod, plain, 3-16"

mind. length $0.06

Roberts Coils
Diamond weave coils, used
in standard Roberts Cir-
cuit. Tunes 200 to 570
meters. Used in 2, 3, or
4 tube circuits. These are
genuine Sickles Coils, not
imitations. Set comprises
two units, as illustrated.
Y-8112, Roberts
Coils $5.95

100 -Ampere Storage Bat
aeries

Guaranteed for two years
Only new material used
Genuine hard rubber case
Arid - proof terminals
Hard rubber vents. Strong
carrying handle. Written
guarantee goes with each.
Y-9100, 6 -volt 100 -am -
Pere hour battery .. $9.50
Shipped express collect

New 1926 "Rasco" Catalog No. 16
CONTAINS 75 VACUUM TUBE HOOK-UPS,

300 ILLUSTRATIONS, 500 ARTICLES
Also Logbook of all Broadcast

Stations
Just to name a few of the circuits:

The V.T. as a detector and one-step
amplifier; all Armstrong circuits; one-
step radio frequency amplifier and de-
tector; three stage audio frequency
amplifier; short wave regenerative cir-
cuits; 4 -stage radio frequency ampli-
fiers: radio and audio frequency
amplifier; inductively coupled ampli-
fier; all Reflex Circuits.

FREE
A POSTAL
m CARD

BRINGS IT

NEW
Battery Lead Tags

Latest wrinkle, made in
metal, nickel -plated, pol-
ished. Clamp tag on bat-
tery wire. and it won't
come off. These five styles:
"B -I-", "B + Pet.",
"B -", "A +", and "A

Y8030 Tags,set of 10 $0.15

Rheostats and Potentio-
meters

High heat bakelite base.
Come with tapered, knurl-
ed knob, 234" die. Com-
plete with pointer.

Y4310 6 ohm S038
Y4311 30 ohm 0.44
Y4312 Potentiometer
200 ohms 0.50

RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY, 100 Park Place, New York City
w

Factories: Brooklyn, N. Y. Eldridge, Md.
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Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to any-

one uend for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,-a post
card will do.

Registered Patent Attorneys in U.S. and Canada
255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

..,.... .+<:`.. .s. _....y- . _.......

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, experienc-
ed, efficient service for his prompt, le-
gal protection and the development of
his proposition.

Send sketch, or model and descrip-
tion, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charge.

My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to prob-
able patentability before they go to
any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and form
for properly disclosing your idea, Be., or
request. Write today.
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.

41V Park Row. New York City

r

PATENTS
As one of the oldest patent
firms in America wo give
inventors at lowest consis-
tent charge, a service noted

for results, evidenced by many well known Patents of extra-
ordinary value. Book, Patent -Sense, free.
Lacey & Lacey, 644 F 8t., Washington, D. C., Estab. 169"

Patent
dvice;
Edited By

A. P. PECK

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

SHOE DESIGN
(934) 0. 1. Edward F. Pynryaski, Holyoke,

Mass., has devised a system whereby dancing
pumps can be kept on the feet without slipping
off at the heels. It merely consists of a short
strip of rubber band or elastic fastened within the
shoe and around the heel as shown in the draw -

ELASTIC BAND

1

>r

An elastic band, inserted in the back of a
in the above diagram is not

a worthwhile idea.

ings here. This elastic material will keep a con-
stant. pressure against the heel of the wearer and
will result in holding the Dump in' place.

A. 1. In regard to your proposed idea for pre-
venting dancing pumps from slipping off the feet,
we would advise that the system in its entirety
is rather old. A much better and more practical
method of accomplishing the saute work is to
provide a small smooth leather projection directly
at the back of the heel. This is done in a good
many shoes on the market today and accomplishes
its purpose quite effectively. We do not believe
that you would be able to realize financially upon
a system of this nature, because of the fact that it
has been anticipated by many other inventors. In
view of this fact, we would not advise you to
proceed further.

TRANSMISSION
(935) Q. 1. W. B. Marshall, Norwood, R. T.,

has designed an electric automobile transmission
which offers any number of speeds and eliminates
the friction clutch and transmission gears in com-
mon use today. He claims that it is different from
any other electro -magnetic system of gear shift
that has ever been devised heretofore, and is de-
sirious of finding out whether or not such a de-
vice would be worthy of a patent.

A. 1. A device which will work in the manner
you suggest and produce efficient results would un-
doubtedly be of value. However, we cannot make
any more comment upon the practicability of your
device than this, unless you can furnish us with
details. Undoubtedly a device of this nature would

INVENTORS
Send for our Guide Book,
vention Blank, sent Free

MI MO ma  «MI ...
Name

Street

City

PROTECT

HOW TO GET A PATENT,
on request. Tells our terms,

model or sketch
_i your invention for

INSTRUCTIONS
REASONABLE.
ENCES.

YOUR IDEAS
and Evidence of In -
methods, etc. Send
and description of
INSPECTION and
FREE. TERMS.
BEST REFER-

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172, WASHINGTON, D. C.

be worth the protection offered by a patent if
proven practical.

PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
(936) Q. 1. Wm. J. Taylor, Nenana, Alaska,

sends us a design of two different types of double
pointed phonograph needles, both of which are
shown in these columns and which are to be made
to operate different types of records. He asks our
opinion on the advisability of patenting such
needles.

A. 1. Double pointed phonograph needles are
not to be desired for many reasons. The cost of
manufacture can be practically neglected in con-
sidering this proposition, hut convenience to the
user must be considered. When needles are placed
in the average holder, they are pushed in quite
far and as a result the majority of the points that
are not used first will be damaged. Then, when
the user attempts to employ the second point, he
will find that it does not give good reproduction
and there is a likelihood of his spoiling records
with the damaged point. We do not consider this
idea to be practical or at all worth while and
would most certainly not advise you to proceed
with attempting to patent it.

DOUBLE POINTED
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

Double pointed phonograph needles are not
desirable for the reasons mentioned in the

text above.

TIRE RIM
(937) Q. 1. J. AI. McManaway, Anderson,

Ind., submits a design for an automobile tire rim
which is hinged in two places with the idea in
[Hind of making its removal from an automobile
tire simpler and easier. He asks our opinion on
this type of rim.

A. 1. We do not see any very radically new
points in your proposed split rim for automobiles
that would make a patent upon the same worth
while. ]aims of this nature have been designed
and patented heretofore, but are not to be 'desired
in split rims because of the effect of weather and
other outside sources upon the hinges. Further-
more, the hinges are always weak points and when
the average mechanic starts to take a tire off arim, he has little if any respect for the rim it-
self. We are sure that in such hands, a rim man-
ufactured as you have designed would not last
long.

Frankly, we would not advise you to attempt to
obtain a patent upon this rim, as we do not be-
lieve that the same could ever be made a financial
success.

Hinged automobile tire rims are not mechan-
ically strong nor is the idea shown very new.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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At the left is a view of my drafting and
specification offices where a large staff of
experienced experts are in my constant em-
ploy. All drawings and specifications are
prepared under my personal supervision.

Protect Your Ideas-Take the First Step Today-Action Counts
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an improvement
on an old one, you should communicate with a competent Registered Patent Attor-
ney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the
U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or more applications are made for the same or sub-
stantially the same idea (even though the inventors may live in different sections of the
country and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of proof
rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in filing the application
sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no time. Get in touch with me at once by
mailing the coupon below.

No Charge for Information on How to Proceed
The booklet shown, here contains valuable inform ation relating to patent procedure that every in-
ventor should have. And with it I will also send you my 'Record of Invention" form; on which
you can sketch your idea and establish its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove
valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the booklet, and the "Record of In-
vention" form, together with detailed information on how to proceed and the costs involved. Do
this NOW. No need to lose a minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information
entirely without charge or obligation.

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention to patent and trademark cases.
Our offices are directly across the street from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of
patent law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can proceed in the quickest, safest
and best ways in preparing an application for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located in every state
in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved
Write Me in Confidence

CLARENCE A.0'BRIEN
SEGWTE0F0 vATFNi

DI.WA9NINCrON,
D.C.

REC°RO
INVENTION

BLANK
C 3

TO WHOM IT
MAY CONCERN

]

All communications, sketches, drawings, etc., are held
in strictest confidence in strong, steel fireproof files,
which are accessible only to authorized members of my
staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. Your
case will have my personal attention. It is probable
that I can help you. Highest references. But FIRST
-clip the coupon and get my free book. Do THAT
right now.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney

Member of Bar of: Supreme Court of the United
States; Court of Appeals, District of Columbia; Su-
preme Court, District of Columbia; United States
Court of Claims.
Practice confined exclusively to Patents, Trademarks
and Copyrights.

I
I

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN,
Registered Patent Attorney,

53G Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain a
Patent," and your "Record of Invention" form without
any cost or obligation on my part.

Address

Name

(Important: Write or Print name clearly)
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Aviation
Brings Quick
Success
TO young men of daring no other

field of work offers such a fascina-
tion, such high pay, nor such oppor-

tunities for quick success as the field of
Aviation. As yet, aviation is practically
in its infancy. But now is the time to
get in.

Amazing Opportunities
in Airplane Industries
In the automobile industry and in the moving

picture business hundreds of men got rich by
getting in at the start. They made their success
before others woke up. Today, these lines offer
no greater opportunities than a hundred and one
others. BUT AVIATION IS NEW. Get in while
the opportunities are big. All over the country
there will be a clamor for trained men. It will not
be a question of pay but of getting capable men.

Become an Aviation Expert
$50 to $100 per Week

The study of aviation is almost as fascinating
as the actual work. Every lesson is full of in-
terest. That is why it is easy to learn aviation.
You do not have to make yourself study-it is
like reading an interesting book that tells you
things you have always wanted to know. Only
one hour each evening will give you the basic
training in a surprisingly short time.

One student, S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says:
"Your lessons are like a romance, and what

is more, after one read-
ing, the student gets
a thorough understand-
ing. One never tires of
reading them." James
Powers, Pa., another
student, says, "I am in-
deed surprised that
such a valuable course
can be had from such
practical men for so
little cost.'

Fascinating-Daring-
Big Paying
Prepare Now for One

of These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor

$60 to $150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer

$100 to $300 per week
Aeronautical Contractor

Enormous profit
Aeroplane Repairman

$60 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Mechanician

$40 to $60 per week
Aeroplane Inspector

$50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesman

$5000 per year and sp
Aeroplane Assembler

$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder

$75 to $200 per week

Personal
Instruction

by Experienced Men
Men who have had ac-
tual experience give
you personal attention.
They select the lessons,
lectures, blueprints and
bulletins. They tell you
things that are essen-
tial in everyday prac-
tice. Each lesson is
easy to read and un-
derstand.

Get Big FREE Book-Now
Send coupon below for New Book, just out, "Op-
portunities in the Airplane Industry." It is in-
teresting and instructive. It will show you many
things you never knew before about aviation.
We have but a limited supply of these books-
send the coupon before they are all gone.

American School of Aviation
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1425 Chicago, Ill.

American School of Aviation
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1425 Chicago, Ill.
Without any obligation, send me your Free Book,
"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry", also infor-
mation about your course in Practical Aeronautics.

Name_

Street ,.._

City State

Proble m of a Radio
Program Director
By CHAS. D. ISAACSON
(Contiued from paye 57)

should be arranged te. present his trios, quar-
tettes, and other chamber music, his sym-
phonic orchestras, his grand opera presenta-
tions? Shall they be given without ex-
planation, without setting ; or do they need
something else which will open the mind,
arouse the imagination of the listener, and
help to visualize the stage setting?

It is one thing to plan to present grand
opera, symphonic music, concert programs.
The next thing is to find the artists. The
big artists are engaged with the opera com-
panies, their contracts forbid them to broad-
cast. Or if they are not with the opera
companies, they are demanding huge fees.
What inducements can be offered to bring
them to the station, to devote the time to
rehearsals and performances? This is
where the program director must begin to
use his ingenuity.

Then, after the music, comes the theatre.
How shall lie bring in the theatrical com-
panies, and induce the members of the casts
to come up after their heavy performances?
What shall be selected, from the play, what
is good in the play, what is interesting to the
listeners?

I am reminded of the statement once made
by a public speaker who said: "The reason
1 object to socialism is not that it divides
property and gives a closer and equal divi-
lon of the opportunity, but because it fails to

carry with it a division of responsibility. If
socialism will say to me, 'Yes, let us divide
property, but. let us also divide duties and
work,' I would be for socialism to the last
degree." Radio listeners can help radio
broadcasting and radio development by devis-
ing a way of aiding program directors and
artists in consideration of the fact that they
do not pay for their entertainment.

RECENT ACTIVITIES AT WRNY
The hero of the "President Roosevelt,"

Captain George Fried, paid a visit with his
entire retinue, to the studio of WRNY.
Captain Fried spoke feelingly about the
American merchant marine and the need for
its development; and Mrs. Fried made her
only public address over the radio. In re-
membrance of the occasion, WRNY will
present Captain Fried with a gold embossed
memento, which be will receive on his return
to New York. WRNY broadcast also the
reception to Captain Fried in the Winter
Garden and in the ballroom of the Roosevelt.

The RADIO NEWS Prize Play, "The Hid-
den Witness." was effectively presented by
the Radio Theatre Players, under the direc-
tion of Al. Rigali.

In the "Up and Down Broadway" Review,
the Yiddish Art Players produced the famous
success, "The Dybbuk," in broadcast; "A
Weak Woman," "Port of London" and other
theatrical successes were given in part by
their respective companies.

The Catholic Circle brought Father
Wynn; The Jewish Circle, Dr. Lee
Frankel ; and the Protestant Circle got under
way with the Rev. Mr. Megaw.

Many interesting novelties were added on
Novelty Night, which included a Lincoln's
Day Birthday program, a Poet's Symposium,
and the "Presidential Inaugurals." Per-
haps you listened in when Texas Guinan and
Vincent Lopez and nearly fifty other popu-
lar entertainers were on the air.

The Debut Hour is now under way. Each
Monday night new talent is presented to
WRNY's radio audience. .

I will see you again next month.

i PATENTS
TRADE MARKS DESIGNS

FOREIGN PATENTS

MU NN & CO.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

Associated tina 1846 with the Scientific American

618 Woolworth Building, New York City
525 Scientific American Bldg., Washington, D.C.

1314 Tower Building, Chicago, Ill.
667 Hobart Building, San Francisco, Cal.
522 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Booksand Information on Patents andTradeMarkr
by Request.

rPATENTS
PROMPTLY PROCURED.
SEND A SKETCH OFYOUR INVENTION.

FREE
NAME

INVENTION
RECORDING
BLANK

ADDRESS

4aoot.00 Z.t1 POLACflEK
PATENT ATTORNEY

70 WALL ST.
NEW YORK

CONSULTING ENGINE

MAIL TODAY

INVENTIONS
CommercializedON A CASH OR ROYALTY BASIS

PATENTED or UNPATENTE-D
/n Business 25 Yeais -Completefaci//ies.Re%entes.

!rifeADAM FISHER MFG. CO.,
205D Enright Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS
BOOKLET FREE HIGHEST REFERENCES
PROMPTNESS ASSURED BEST RESULTS

Send drawing or model for examination
and report as to patentability

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
644 G Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

C. L. PARKER
ExMember Examining Corps, U. S. Patent Orrice

Attorney -at -Law and
Solicitor of Patents

American and Foreign Parents secured. Searches madeto determine patentability. validity and infringement.
Pamphlet of Instructions sent upon request

MeGILL BUILDING WASHINGTON, D. C.

BLUE BOOK ON PATENTS
and Priority Record blank gratis.

MONROE E. MILLER, PATENT LAWYER,
411-6 Ouray Building, WASHINGTON, D. C.

ELECTRICAL AND DIECHANLI' AL EXPERT

Book on Law Free
Write today for this new book. It tells you how
a law training will shorten your road to suc-
cess. It also carries a vital and inspiring mes-

sage to every ambitious man. Find out about
the opportunities that await the law trained man.p

Find out how roo can learn law right m roar ownhome. No nblieatlons. The book Is absolutely Face.
Write Today- o°r hire we ,king a
American Corresp neenae School' of Law: -3601MichiganAve. Dept. 1425 Chicago, la

"Bow Legs and Knock-
Knees" Unsightly

Send for booklet showing
photos of men with and without
THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO.
140 N. Mayfield Ave., Dept. 50. Chicago. III.

LearndveJtls-
Some of the highest paid men in the world are advertising
men. You ran learn easily and quickly at home during your
spare time. Bigger opportunities now in advertising than
ever before. Constant demand for our graduates at big pay.
Send for FREE Book. Giving interesting information and
vital facts-just what you want to know about advertising.
Write today! PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
Dept. 1424 3601 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. U. S. A.
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Tan -ano the Conqueror
By RAY CUMMINGS

(Contitu ed front page 37)

breath of the Arctic in this warm palm -
laden garden-swept the' horror-stricken
crowd.

"Georg, have mercy !"
Maida's frightened, pleading words

brought Georg to his senses. He snapped
off the cylinder and dropped it behind him
to the palace roof -top. He was trembling
and white as he stood with his arm around
Maida. Weapons so drastic as this one were
seldom used. Indeed, it was law through-
out both Venus and the Earth that no civilian
should possess them. The power for whole-
sale death in his hand, and which without
wholly meaning to, he had so nearly used

 to its full effect, had unnerved him.
Without the ray, the wind soon died. The

warmer air mounting, melted the ice; the
snow ceased falling. But ,the swath of
shriveled foliage remained-a hideous scar
rut into the luxuriant tropical growth.

«
<11

t1
n

¢

a barge of white flowers, its sides
lined with maidens to fend off the deluge of
blossoms with which the onlookers assailed

the bridal couple.

The mob had forgotten .its threats, its evil
intent. Silent for a moment, it now burst
into outcries. Motionless: then milling about,
struggling aimlessly with itself-struggling
to retreat. A panic of terror. The boats
in the lagoon were retreating. The slaans
along the fringe of shore began hurriedly
to embark. The groups huddled at the
palace steps were trying to shove the others
back. In a rout they tumbled into their boats
and scurried away. Maida's voice, striving
to reassure them, was unheard.

And presently the scarred, trampled gar-
den was empty and silent.

The rebellion, checked thus at its start,
was quelled. Throughout the city that night
-for the slaans to hear whether they would
or no-the broadcast stations flung their
stentorian tones to the people; a speech by
Maida; her promise of better things to
come for the slaans; the end of Tarrano's
brief rule; a reorganization of past condi-
tions. Maida herself had never been in
control in the Central State. The luxury-
the license-of the ruling class had been no
fault of hers. She promised fair treatment
now to the slaans. She was to marry Georg

PATENTS TCOPYRIGHTSS

OUR OFFER THE PROTECTION
: OFFORYOUR INVENTION

YOUR FIRST STEP before disclosing
an invention. The inventor should write
for our blank form-

"Record of Invention"
This should be signed and witnessed and
returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention
f o r INSPECTION a n d INSTRUC-
TIONS.

NO CHARGE FOR THE ABOVE INFORMATION

Our Four Books Mailed
Free to Inventors

Our Illustrated Guide Book

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Contains full instructions regarding U. S. Patents.
Our Methods, Terms, and 100 Mechanical Move-
ments illustrated and described.

OUR TRADE MARK BOOK
Shows value and necessity of Trade Mark Protec-
tion. Information regarding Trade Marks and un-
fair competition in trade.

OUR FOREIGN BOOK
We have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries, and
secure Foreign Patents in shortest time and at low-
est cost.

Progress of Invention
Description of World's Most Pressing Problems
by Leading Scientists and Inventors.

IMPORTANT
Do not submit your invention to anyone before you furnish proof that the
invention is patentable or application has been filed. IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR CASE MADE SPECIAL TO AVOID DELAY YOU
SHOULD TAKE THE PRECAUTION OF HAVING YOUR CASE
MADE SPECIAL IN OUR OFFICE to secure protection, save corre-
spondence and secure early filing date in Patent Office. To secure special
preparation of your case send $25.00 on account with model, sketch and
description of your invention.
All communications and Data Strictly Confidential. Interference and Infringe-
ment Suits Prosecuted. Our Organization offers PERSONAL SERVICE
by Experienced Patent Solicitors and Draftsmen.
We Regard a Satisfied Client as our best advertisement, and furnish anyone,
upon request, lists of clients in any state for whom we have secured patents.

Highest References-Prompt Attention-Reasonable Terms

FREE
COUPON

Gentlemen: Please

WRITE TODA Y

a

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys
New York Offices Philadelphia Offices Pittsburgh Offices

1007 Woolworth Bldg 714-715 Liberty Bldg, 514 Empire Bldg.
Chicago Offices, 1114 Tacoma Bldg. San Francisco Offices, Hobart Bldg.

Main Offices, 779 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

send me FREE OF CHARGE your books as described above.
Name Address
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New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St.,
New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and
without obligation to me
your 64 -page book.

Name

Street

City

Master Electricity
By Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by
doing the very work under competent instructors,
which you will be called upon to do later on. In
other words, learn by doing. That is the method
of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed
is worth more to a man than years and years of book
study. Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training
of value, and graduates of New York Electrical
School have proved themselves to be the only men
that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY demand
of the Electrical Profession.

The Only Institution of the Kind
in America

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the
art of Electrical Drafting; the best business methods and
experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the
skill to install, operate and maintain all systems for pro-
ducing, transmitting and using electricity. A school for
Old and Young. Individual instruction.

Over 10,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or
mathematics is necessary to take this electrical course.
You can begin the course now and by steady application
prepare yourself in a short time. You will be taught by
practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

The N. Y. E. S. gives a special Automobile Ignition
Course as an advanced training for Auto Mechanics,
Garage Men and Car Owners. The course covers com-
pletely all Systems of Ignition, Starters, Lighting and
other electrical equipment on automobiles, motor boats,
airplanes, etc.

Let us explain our complete course to you in person. If
you can't call, send now for 64 -page book-it's FREE
to you.

New York Electrical School
29 West 17th Street, New York

Prices Reduced
On All Standard Make
TYPEWRITERS

LowestPricesinYears
Wewillshipanymake
you choose for one
week's trial.Underwood,
Royal, L. C. Smith,
Remington, Oliver, etc.
Easy Terms ¡9á
than rent each month
and own a typewriter.
Guaranteed as good as
new. Perfectly rebuilt by
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YOU should see this "Super 8" Pack -
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ing at $2.00 with 2 piece Carving Set
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from the start. What more
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Brende, the Earth -man. Together they would
rule the Venus Central State.

Maida did marry Georg. With the many
stirring events-a time when disaster and
death threatened us all-so soon to follow,
I shall not pause to describe the wedding.
A quaint, yet magnificent spectacle. Maida
in her regal robe; Georg looking every inch
a ruler. Their barge of white leading the
procession-a barge of white flowers, its
sides lined with maidens to fend off the
deluge of blossoms with which the onlookers
assailed the bridal couple. The arrival at
the marriage island, where on an altar the
quaintly garbed Holy man immersed them;
and the solemn men of law united them
as one.

It was a night of rejoicing throughout
the Great City; and on every mirror in the
Empire it was pictured for those who could
not be present.

A time of rejoicing. Yet then-as al-
ways those days-my heart was heavy. Elza
was held by Tarrano. We knew he had
taken her to the City of Ice. There was of
course, no radio communication with the
Cold Country. We had tried eavesdropping
upon it, but to no avail. Tarrano's close -
flung barrage checked every wave we could
send against it.

Time passed-a month or more. We were
worried over Elza naturally. Yet the sav-

Station

WRNY
NEW YORK

258.5 Meters -1160 kilocycles
is owned and operated by the
publishers of this tnaga3ine

Our Editors will tal.t to you
several times every week -

Sec your Newspaper
for details

TUNE IN ON
WRNY

ing grace was that we knew Tarrano would
treat her kindly; that for the present at least,
she was in no danger.

Georg and Maida took possession of the
Central State. Their rule started auspicious-
ly, for by a series of speeches-a reorganiza-
tion of money payments-the slaans seemed
well satisfied. Loyal, and with a growing
patriotism, an eagerness to help in the coin-
ing war with Tarrano. Georg-with lut
actually saying so-made them believe that
the only hope of everlasting life was the
recovery from Tarrano of the Brende model.
The model was in the City of Ice; it must
be captured.

As a matter of fact, to us of the govern-
ment, the Brende model was not in-
despensible. The greatest factor was that the
threat of Tarrano's universal conquest must
be forever removed. Like a rocket -bomb,
this man of genius had risen from obscurity
-had all but conquered the three greatest
worlds of the Universe.

I think that the height of Tarrano's power
was reached that day on the eve of the
Water Festival when he made his triumphant
entry into the Great City. Venus was his
at that moment; all of Venus. Mars was
his; the Hairless Men-savages who had
fallen readily to his wiles, had conquered
the civilized, ruling Little People. And the
Earth, over -run by his spies, deluged by his
propaganda which, insidiously as rust will
eat away a metal, was eating into the loyalty
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of our Earth-public-our own great Earth
was in a dangerous position. The Earth -
Council realized it. The Almighty only
could know how many of our officials, our
men in trusted positions, were at heart loyal
to Tarrano!

The thing was obvious. The assassination
of our three rulers-leaders of the white,
yellow and black races-with which Tar-
rano's campaign in the open had begun-
those assassinations could never have taken
place had not our military organization been

diseased.
Facts like these were constantly coming to

us now, here in the Great City. A brief
time of physical inactivity. Yet underneath
the calm, we realized there was a struggle
going on everywhere; a struggle of senti-
ment, of propaganda, of public opinion.

Warfare, with modern weapons by which
a man single-handed might destroy a city
-is no longer a matter of men. The citizen
-unarmed-united in sentiment and desire
with a million of his kind-becomes the real
ruler. You cannot-because you have a
weapon-destroy a million of your brothers.

We realized this. And in the ultimate
decision-the popular fancy almost-of our
publics-lay our real success or downfall.

Tarrano in the popular mind had a tre-
mendous hold. Dispatches from Earth made
it plain that upon every street level the

A cloud! A black cloud-unnatural of as-
pect somehow-a rolling, low-lying, black
cloud . "Death, Jac! Death to all

the city! The black cloud of death!"

people were discussing him. From the Great
City daily we sent bulletins of our progress
toward checking-destroying-the menace of
him. But bulletins also, were emanating
from the City of Ice. We could not stop
them. Cut off at every official Earth-sta-
tion-and with all unofficial stations unable
to receive them-nevertheless at some secret
station which could not be found, they were
received. And from there, circulated
throughout the Earth. The air was full of
them. Mysteriously, scenes showing the
great Tarrano appeared upon the official
news -mirrors; a speech of Tarrano's was
once officially broadcasted before its source
could be located and stopped.

Like a smothered fire smouldering, lack-
ing only a breath of vital gas to explode
it into flame, the sentiment for Tarrano
spread about the Earth.

Public opinion is fickle. It sways in-
stinctively-not always, but often-to the
winning side. Here in Venus we knew we
must defeat Tarrano. Destroy him person-
ally and thus put an end to it all forever,
since his dominion hung wholly upon the
genius of his own personality.
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Free Book
with the library if you
order NOW

Bishop's ELECTRICAL,
DRAFTING & DESIGN
gives all of the practical
working information that a
man needs in order to han-
dle any of the work he will
meet with in the field.

The book covers general
drafting practice-electrical
symbols and uses-layouts-
switchboards - lighting -
wiring for residences--sub-
stations-motors and motor
wiring.

It is of the greatest value
to any man in electricity. It
gives you an understanding
of electrical drawings and
diagrams that will be of
daily value to you in your
work.

-order now for Bishop's
ELECTRICAL DRAFTING
AND DESIGN-FREE

The Sure Way
to

Big Pay
BIG salaries are paid in the electrical field for expert knowledge.

The man who knows electricity in all its many phases-the
man who has completely mastered the subject from A to Z-

can pick his own job and name his own salary. The only way you
can earn more is to learn more. Small knowledge means small pay.
Learn the way to bigger pay. Become an expert. Croft will show
you how. And the Croft way is the sure way to the big -pay job.

Croft Library of Practical Electricity
8 volumes-- 3000 pages -2100 illustrations-flexible keratol

In the eight books that make up the Croft Library will be found the essentials of a
complete electrical education.

Volume One, by Palmer, contains a complete, practical course in mathematic,.
Volumes Two and Three present the fundamental facts and theories of electricity and
its present -clay applications.

Volume Four is a practical working manual covering the basic principles, operation
and management of commonly used electrical machinery. Volume Five thoroughly covers
modern central -station practice.

Volume Six tells how to install wiring and apparatus for practically all services
tinder practically all conditions. Volume Seven covers the wiring of finished buildings
and Volume Eight deals with the problems of electric illumination. The man whi
masters the information contained in these eight standard handbooks has his future
success in the electrical field definitely assured.

Know electricity as experts know it
and earn an expert's pay

No course, no set of books offer a quicker, surer method of mastering electricity
than the Croft Library. It is founded on practice-on work as it is actually done.
It is )anuned from cover to cover with the kind of hard-headed, pay -raising facts
you want. Written so that the beginner can easily understand it, yet so sound,
so thorough that it is the daily guide of thousands of highly paid electrical
workers and engineers. Croft shows you how to master the finer points of
electrical practice. He teaches you electricity as experts know it and puts
you in line for an expert's pay.

Examine the books for 10 days free
We want you to test our statements-we want you to compare

the Croft books with others. Fill in and mail the coupon attached
and we will send you the entire set of eight volumes for ten
clays' Free Examination. We take all the risk-pay all
charges. You assume no obligation-you pay nothing
unless you decide to keep the books. Then $1.50 in ten
days and the balance at the rate of $2.00 a month.
Send the coupon NOW and see the books for your-
self.

When your first payment of $1.50 is received
we will send you your free copy of Bishop's
Electrical Drafting and Design.

But act now-this offer will soon be with-
drawn-and will never be made again.
Don't miss it!
No money down-small monthly
payments -7c a day.

ACT NOW

McGRAW.
HILL BOOK
CO., INC.,

370 Seventh Ave.,
New York

Gentlemen-
Please send me the

Croft Library of Practical
Electricity (shipping charges

prepaid) for 10 days' free ex-
amination. If satisfactory, I will

send $1.50 in 10 days soil $2 per
month until $19.50 has been paid.

If not wanted. I will write you for re-
turn shipping instructions. Upon receipt

of my first Payment of $1.50 I am to re-
ceive a copy of Bishop's Electrical Drafting

and Design without additional charge. (Write
plainly, fill in all lines.)

Start with this pay -raising set. Name
Get this great book-FREE.

Mail this Coupon

Address

Position

Company SI 5-1-26
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Alumiñúlñ (AM P_ KO" KIT
Expressly designed for Campers. Hunters, Tourists and Hikers; for Week-
end Trips, Outings; Summer Home, Camp or Cottage; 21 essential
pieces; strong, durable, SOLID Aluminum; highly polished; NO
seams, NO solder, NO joints; one piece-UNBREAKABLE t
Rounded corners-no crevices for dirt or grease. Easy to
Klean.A Korking good "Roughing It" Kamp Kit.
After the long hike, hunt or ride-the
appetizing meal, cleanly prepared,
cleanly served with the "Kamp-
er's Hook Eit"-will be a
joy to the whole party.

FREE TRIAL
!'O MONEY!

SPECIAL PRICE I
Regular price of Kit is $17.50.

Our aNrRODUCTORY OFFER $, 335
eon a short time is 1

SendNO Money! Pay NOTHING toPostman!
We ask for NO MONEY in advance-just the privi-
lege of sending KIT for 10 DAYS! See it! Eva mine
It! Use it t If pleased, you may take three (3) months
to pay ($4.45 monthly) or if you wish to$ 15settle account at end of 10 DAYS, deduct
$1.20 discount and send Check or Money
Order for
Seno! NO Money! Just the KouponNOW!f '

Inches
High

21 Pieces
in Here [r

Neat. Kompact, takes up
little space; very light - it's

ALUMINUM! Kit Kontains (3) Hook-
ing Kettles, sizes 6, 4 and 21/4 tits. (1)

2 -at. Koffee Pot and Hover; (6) Kombination Koffee
Eups and Soup Plates; 6 Serving Plates; (1) Large and (1) Small
Frying Pan. Pans fitted with detachable "Keep Kool" handles.
All pieces neat into large kettle (shown above) with Harrying
Handle.

SEAVER-WILLIAMS CO.
2 Generations of Honorable Dealings

365 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Camp Goods Department

Importers, Exporters and Notional Mail Order House
Gentlemen:-Your $13.35 KAMPERS' KOOK KIT sounds
good to me. Send it for 10 Days' FREE Trial! I enclose
NO Money! Pay NOTHING to Postman! If pleased, within
10 days I have the privilege of paying $4.45 monthly or of
deducting $1.20 and sending $12.15 in full settlement. Other-
wise, I shall return it.
NAME

ADDRESS
Tear out and mail this coupon NOW/ If you wish to tell w some-
thing about yourself, it.'ill be appreciated-simply write on sep-
arate slip of paper. f3.I, 5-26

RADIO TOOLS

~Wale
«ma e®

No.
701

Combination Plier, Wire Cutter, Wire Former and
Wrench. Drop forged, slender but exceptionally
strong. 6 inches long.
No. 202-Combination Plier Price 75e
Side Cutting Nipper Lap Joint. For cutting all
kinds of wire. Jaws hardened and oil tempered.
Natural steel finish with polished jaws. Length
6 inches. No. 201 ... Price 75c
Radio Tool Set. Contains the following: I Ratchet
Screw -driver, 61/2 in. long holding all attach-
ments; I Blade, 51/i x 3/16; I Blade. 31/2 x % ; I
Blade 21/2 x t/ ; I Countersink; 2 Socket Wrenches
for all small nuts; I Reamer to enlarge holes in
panel from % to % ; I Wrench, one end 5/16 in.
square or hex. for jack, other ! : in. hex., etc.
No. 701 Price per set $3.00
Circle Cutter. It does three things at once. It
drills its own pilot, cuts out plug and puts bead
or scroll around the hole in one operation. Cuts
holes ?/, to 4 in. in diameter. No. 402 Price $3.00
Circle Cutter. Same tool but smaller and not fitted
with bead or scroll in one operation.
No. 401 Price $2.00
Screw Starter and Driver. Holds any screw by its
slot with a firm grip, makes it easy to place and

No. start screws in difficult places. All parts heavily
401 nickeled and polished. No. 304 Price $1.00

Electric Soldering Iron. Operates either on 110 -
volt A.C. or D.C. The heat element is of Nichrome
which prevents overheating and assures the de
sired even temperature. Size of iron, 10)_ in.
long. A 4 -ft. cord and plug is furnished.
No. 800 Price $2.00

4145r, Hand Drill. A beautiful balanced, small, powerfuls>!+ No, 800 drill with 4 to I ratio of gears for speed. Special
chuck 9/32 in. capacity, to take largest drill, most-
ly furnished with drill or tool sets. Length over
all, 91/2 in. Weight, 11/2 , lbs. No. 302 Price $2.75
Order all tools by order number. All goods are shipped free of
transportation charges to all parts of the United States and

No. 302 possessions the same day as the order is received.
MONEY REFUND GUARANTEE.-If you are not sat-

isfied money will be refunded on return of goods.

THE RADIOGEM CORPORATION
66-S West Broadway New York, N. Y.

'1Lli; #150'01300 PROFIT M2.tTH WITH ONE DAY C"AÁQG
Own a big money -making business charging auto and radio batteries in one day. New itn-proved method with HB One Day Battery Charger. No exnerienee needed. One Day Chargingendorsed by leading battery manufacturers. Thousands of HB's in use. lust $35 cash outs anHB One Day Battery Charging outfit in your shop, complete, much- to operate. 30 clays' freetrial ml money -back guarantee. Long. easy terms on balance more than paid by your bigmonthly battery charging profits. NB users everywhere making big money-you ran. too. GetHB new low prices on air compressors, the buffers, motorgrinders and other shop equipment.
Write today for free bulletin 5.
HOP ART BROS. CO. Box S .5 TROY. OHIO

MORE HB BATTERY CHARGERS T INANYOTHERMAKE
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Our spies, some of them, got to the City
of Ice, and back. A few flying men were
able to hover about the city, and with in-
struments peer down into it. We knew
that Tarrano was mobilizing for a move
upon the Earth, where with a war -like
demonstration he hoped to be accepted,
yielded to, without a severe struggle. But,
within a month now, we learned he had
abandoned that idea. He knew, of course,
our own preparations to attack him; and he
began concentrating everything upon his own
defense in the City of Ice.

His last stand. We officials knew it.
And we knew he felt it also. And though
on Earth our public felt differently, the
Little People recognized it. A stirring,
wonderful time-that day when on our mir-
rors was pictured the revolt of the Little
People against the Tarrano rule of the Hair-
less Men. Grim scenes of tragedy ; and over
the carnage, the Little People triumphed.
Tarrano's rule-with all the excesses of the
Hairless Men who proved themselves mere
rapacious plunderers in the name of war-
fare-was at an end on Mars.

$11,000
for Spirits

More than two years ago SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine offered a
prize of $11,000.00 to anyone who could
demonstrate his or her ability to communi-
cate with the spirits or to give some definite
form of a psychical demonstration which in
itself was not trickery.

The result has been that mediums and
spiritual organizations have been afraid to
place proofs before us. Those weak at-
tempts which have been made to demon-
strate psychical phenomena were almost in-
stantly proven fraudulent, and no medium
has dared to contradict our findings.

In view of these facts, should we not con-
sider all mediums fraudulent? Should we
not consider every psychical manifestation
as being trickery pure and simple, intended
primarily to fleece those who visit the circle
and who find solace in the words from the
worst forms of charlatans, namely those who
are being permitted to practise upon the
poor, seeking words from loved ones?

We have $11,000.00 offered by this pub-
lication and Joseph F. Rinn which will be
awarded wholly or in part to the one produc-
ing a phenomenon devoid of trickery.

The effect on Earth of this Martian re-
versal was beneficial to us. A good omen.
We on Venus, redoubled our efforts to at-
tack successfully the City of Ice.

Mars could send us no aid, though now in
full sympathy with us. The planet was
daily at a greater distance from us; and
the Little People, not recovered from the
effects of their own bloody strife, were in
no position to help us.

Nor did the Earth -Council deem it wise
to send men additional to those few we al-
ready had. The Earth was rapidly being
left behind by the swifter flight of Venus
through her orbit. The official season for
the mail -flyers was closed. The opposition
of the two planets was long since passed;
millions of additional miles were adding to
the space separating them.

And the Earth -Council was not sure of
its men! Any one of them might secretly
be in Tarrano's service-and do us infinitely
more harm if brought to Venus, than if
left at home.

We seemed of solid strength in the Cen-
tral State. For the first time in generations
the Rhaals-tile men of science from whom
all the progress of civilization on Venus
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came-departed from their attitude of aloof-
ness. Their work-always before industrial
-now turned to the sterner demands of
tear.

The Rhaal City, * , lay a brief flight
from us. A grave sort of people, these
Rhaals. Men of square -cut, sober -colored
garments ; women of sober grey flowing
robes-white hair coiled upon their heads.
Intelligent women, dignified of demeanor;
many of them learned as were the men.

Their city, teeming now with the prepara-
tions for war, was intensely interesting to
me. We spent most of our clays in it, flying
back at nightfall to Maidá s palace. Yet I
shall not describe it, nor our preparations,
our days of activity-hut hasten on to the
first of the extraordinary incidents impend-
ing.

It came-this first incident-through my
thoughts of Elza. I was worried-more than
worried, sometimes almost terrified about
her. My instinct would have been to take

5,000
for

Perpetual Motion
When SCIENCE AND INVENTION

Magazine was still in its infancy, the editors
denied the possibility of constructing a per-
petual motion machine using those forces of
nature as we now know them.

Since that time the editors have received
thousands of different designs for perpetual
motion devices, and have received hundreds
of circular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.

The editors know that if they receive these
letters, there are thousands of others in this
country who get similar letters and who fall
for the claims made in the numerous pros-
pectuses giving the earning capacities of the
various machines.

Most of the shares of stock for these per-
petual motion machines are being sold at a
rate of $1.00 per share, although some inven-
tors are trying to sell shares of stock at
$100.00 per share.

Therefore the editors of this publication
say, "Just come in and show us-merely
SHOW us-a working model of a perpetual
motion machine and we will give you $5,000.-
00. But the machine must not be made to
operate by tides, winds, waterpower, natural
evaporation or humidity. It must be perpet-
ual motion."

a handful of men and dash to her rescue-
which of course would have been absurd. I
tried to reassure myself. Tarrano would
treat her kindly. Soon, in full force, our
army would descend upon the City of Ice,
capture it, destroy Tarrano-rescue Elza.

Rescue Elza! Ah, there lay the difficulty
which I never dared contemplate in detail.
How would we rescue her? Tarrano would
treat her kindly, now during his own security.
But if, at the last, he saw his own defeat,
his death perhaps impending-would he treat
her kindly then?

I loved Elza very deeply. A new torture
came from it now. Did she love me-or
Tarrano? I remembered the gentleness of
the man with her. His dignity, his power-
his undoubted genius. And who, what was
I? A mere news -gatherer. A man of no
force, and little personality. A nonentity.
Sometimes as in my jealousy I contem-
plated Elza with Tarrano now, I felt that
he was everything a young girl would fancy.
How could she help loving him?

At night, when sleep would not come to
me, I would lie tossing, thinking of it. Did
Elza love me-or Tarrano? Once I had
thought she loved me. But she had never
said so.

 An awkwardly pronounceable word which for
the purposes of this narrative may be termed
Industriosa.
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The Telephone and Better Living

PICTURES of pre -telephonic times
seem quaint today. In the streets
were horses and mud -splashed bug-
gies, but no automobiles and no
smooth pavements.

Fifty years ago homes were heated
by stoves and lighted by gas or kero-
sene lamps. There was no domestic
steam heating or electric lighting,
nor were there electric motors in the
home. Not only were there no tele-
phones, but there were no phono:
graphs, no radio and no motion
pictures.

The telephone permitted the sep-
aration of business office from fac-
tory and made possible the effec-

tive co-ordination of widespread

activities by a centralized organ-
ization. It changed the business
habits of the Nation.

The amazing growth of the coun-
try in the past fifty years could not
have come had not science and in-
vention supplied the farmer, manu-
facturer, business man and family
with many new inventions, great
and small, for saving time and labor.
During this period of marvelous in-
dustrial progress, the telephone had
its part. It has established its own
usefulness and greatly accelerated
the development of the industrial
arts which have contributed so much
to better living conditions and to the
advancement of civilization.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

BELL SYSTEM

IN ITS SEMI -CENTENNIAL YEAR THE BELL SYSTEM LOOKS FOR-
WARD TO CONTINUED PROGRESS IN TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION

HERE 5 MORE.
MO/VEYtor VO Li

150 Home -Study Books
Each of these sure pay raising,
self-help books is a complete
course of instruction. They
cover Electricity, Automobile,
Machine S h o p, Carpentry,
Painting, Engineering, Rail-
roading and twenty other
trades. Full catalogue FREE.
A post -card brings yours.

F. J. DRAKE & CO., Publishers
1009 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION-$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N. Y. C.

FREE hPla the `tauenroll
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Play in Halt Hour Easy Lessons '
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easy motions you play one note from another. it
harmonious chords with the 62 printed lessons
ve.y little practice. No  d the clear pictures r '
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Free Guitar Write at Once
and Outfit In Genuine Seal Grain You'll never he lonesome with
Fabrikoid Case as noon as you en- this beautiful 'Hawaiian Guitar.
roll. Nothing to huº-everºthing Write for Special offer and ea?'
%rniabed. No delay. terms. A postcard will do. AC 7'I

FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC Inc.
9th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., Dept.-- 140 New York, N. Y.
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Automobile Experts
in Demand

Study with the same school that helped
to train many leading men in the

automobile industry
THE best proof of the value of the home -study
courses of the Internati.nal Correspondence
Schools is the success of I. C. S. students. This

success is especially apparent in the automobile industry.
Jesse G. Vincent, Vice -President of the Packard

Motor Car Co., is a former I. C. S. student. So is
Walter P. Chrysler, President of the Chrysler Motor
Corporation. E. V. ("Eddie") Rickenbacker, Vice-
president of the Rickenbacker Motor Car Co.; J. V.
Whitbeck, President of the Cleveland Automobile
Co.; Hiram Walker, Chief Engineer of the Chandler
Motor Car Co., and John Moore, designer of the
famous Ansted Motor, are also former I. C. S. students.

The first step they took was to mark and mail
an I. C. S. coupon similar to the one printed below.
Make your start the same way and make it right
now. We'll gladly send you complete information
about the I. C. S. Automobile Courses or any other
course in which you are interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6241-D, Scranton, Penna.

Oldest and largest correspondence schools in the world
Without cost or obligation on my part. please tell me

how I can Qualify for the position or in the subject before
which I have marked an
 Complete Automobile Course Gas Engine Operating

Automobile Electric Equip.  Complete Gas Engine
ment Course

Electrical Engineering Architect
 Electric Lighting Architects' Blueprints
:Mechanical Engineer Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Draftsman Architectural DraftsmanMachine Shop Practice Conemte Builder
Railroad Positions Structural Engineer Civil Engineer Chemistry  Pharmacy
Surveying and Mapping Airplane EnginesMetallurgy O Mining Agriculture and Poultry
Steam Engineering  Radio [Mathematics

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
['Business Management Salesmanship
['Industrial Management Advertising
Personnel Organization Better Letters
Traffic Management Show Card LetteringBusiness Law stenography and Typing
]tanking and Banking Law Business English
Accountanryllncluding C.P.A.1Civil Service
Nicholson Coat Accounting Railway Mall Clerk
Bookkeeping Common School Subjects
OPrivate Secretary High School SubjectsSpanish  French Illustrating

Name

Street
Address

City State

Occupation
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

Amaze Your Friends With
Chemical Tricks

Thp
Boy's

Hand Book
of Chemistry

Pnce15 Cents
¡Me. imeresting chemical imorniat

money - making

em :dog or sup -

CHEMICAL CO.
107 Washington.
Hagerstown, Md. POSTPAID

THE PORTER

Write secret letters with invisible ink;
pour blue, brown and black liquid from
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It was out of this constant thinking of
Elza that the first of the incidents I have
mentioned, arose. There came to me one
night the feeling that Elza was near me. I
awoke from half sleep to full wakefulness.
In my bedroom, upon the low couch on which
I lay, the aural lights of Venus spread their
vivid tints. The palace was silent ; I sat
up, pressing my palms to my throbbing
temples.

Elsa was coming nearer to one!
I knew it. Not by any of my bodily

senses. A knowledge, which suddenly I
realized that I had. A moment, and then
l was conscious of her voice! No sound ;
my ears heard nothing. Yet my brain was
aware of familiar tones. I recognized theta,
as one can remember how a loved voice
sounded when last it was heard.

But this was no memory. A present ac-
tuality; it rang soundless in my brain. Elza's
voice. Anxious! Frightened!

At first only the confused tone of it. Then
the consciousness of words. Two reiterated
words ;

"Danger! Jac! Danger! Jac!"
I waited no longer, but rushed to Georg

and Maida-beautiful Maida in her robe of
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sleep with her white hair tumbling about
her. Georg half awake-yet almost at once
he could understand me, and explain.

Natural, instinctive telepathy! It had not
occurred to me. I had never bothered to
develop telepathy ; and indeed with any de-
gree of fluency-or even of surity of re-
ception-the phenomenon is difficult to per-
fect. Yet, as I knew, with a loved one
absent upon whom one's thoughts dwell con-
stantly-in time of stress telepathy is oc-
casionally automatically established.

It was so in Georg and Maida's case, back
there in the Mountain Station on Earth.
Telepathy was the explanation of Georg's
mysterious actions as he stood there before
the sending mirrors, crossed the room in con-
fusion, and like one in a dream leaped from
the window to be seized by Tarrano's spies.
Maida had been abducted a moment before.
Georg's brain became aware of it. Her
danger, the appeal she sent to him.

So it now seemed to he from Elza to me.
Georg, out of bed now beside me, urged me
to greater efforts of concentration, that I
might understand what message Elza was
sending.

"Elsa! Elza dear! Where arc you? What
is it?"

I murmured the words to myself as with
all my power, I thought them over and over,
flinging out the thoughts like radio waves
into the night. Mysterious vibrations! In
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an instant, from here-everywhere in the
Universe. Who knows their character?
Their speed? The speed of light a laggard
perhaps beside the flash of a thought! Waves
of my thoughts, speeding through the night,
with only one receiving station in all the
Universe! Would Elza's brain capture them?

"Elea dear! Where are you? What is it?"
"Jac! Danger! Jac! Danger!"
It was very clear. The words rang in

my head. But always only those two. And
then at last-it may have been an hour later
-other words:

"Death! The black cloud of death! You
can see it coming! See it coining! Death!
To you Jac! To all of you in the city!"

We rushed to the casement. The broad
lagoon before the palace lay like a mirror
tinted red and purple. Beyond it, palms
and the outlines of houses lay dark against
the star -strewn sky.

But out there, over the city, in the dis-
tance a dark patch obscured the stars. \Ve
watched it breathless. A dark patch which
soon took shape. A cloud! A black cloud
-unnatural of aspect somehow-a rolling,
low-lying black cloud. Growing larger;
spreading out sidewise; sweeping toward
the city on a wind which had not reached
us.

"Jac! Jac dear! Danger! Death to all
the city!"

Elza's words were still beating in my
brain. Soundless words of terror and warn-
ing!

"Death, Jac! Death to all the city! The
black cloud of death!"

END OF PART II
(To Be Continued)

How Movie Films are Edited
By A. P. PECK

(Continued from page 14)

with a number and descriptive term upon it,
is held in front of the camera so that it is
recorded on the next few frames, and this
number forms a tie-up with the number on
the cards and with the scenario.

Now let us suppose that a film editor starts
working upon a certain picture. In the
course of time he will view over 50,000 feet
of film, but only approximately one -fifth or
even less of it must be used. He sees the
picture, he reads the scenario and he refers
to his cards. After he has viewed all of the
different shots taken of any one particular
scene, he selects the best two of them and
lays them to one side. In this way he goes
through all of the films, making two separate
divisions, one called "A scenes" and the other
called "B scenes." These are for different
purposes, but both the A and the B set in-
clude a complete series of selections, so that
both can finally be edited into finished reels
that will eventually he somewhat alike.

After the editor has separated these reels,
he starts to piece them together in sequence.
Soon it is found that parts must be cut here
and there in order to make the action smooth
and to keep up the interest. Painstakingly
Ile cuts and cuts again. Then he finds that
a certain part of the picture may fit into
the sequence better in, say the second reel
instead of in the fourth reel as it was origi-
nally intended. The change is made and then
viewed. The result is more near to perfec-
tion. So the work of the film editor goes on.
Eventually he has before him a finished se-
quence of events running smoothly and
evenly without repetitions, and with every
part logically connected with succeeding see -

l' tions.
THE SUBTITLES

Then comes another hard part of the work.
The ,film must be cut out again and subtitles
inserted. These are usually provided for in
the scenario, but the film editor has seen the
action in just the same way as the public will
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eventually view it, and he is qualified to make
changes in the sub -titles. This he does, al-
ways keeping in mind the 'idea that the action
must run smoothly and that everything must
be connected, so that there will be no visible
break to distract the audience's attention.
After the sub -titles have been made, and
there are several different forms of them
which will be described later, they are in-
serted into their proper places in the film,
cemented in place in the usual manner, and
the film is ready for its reproduction into
hundreds of reels that will be distributed
throughout the conutry.

If the film editor had to view each section
of film on a standard screen and if a projec-
tion machine had to be threaded and put into
operation every time he wanted to see the
action, much time would be lost. Therefore,
the machine 'illustrated in Fig. 5 here has
been developed and it aids greatly in properly
viewing the films. It consists merely of a
small motor -driven reel that feeds the film
past a gate and a shutter, so that by looking
into the eye-piege the editor can see the ac-
tion just as though he were viewing it on
the screen. This machine is quickly set up
and can be started, stopped and reversed at
will. This is just an exampe of one of the
many time saving devices that are employed.

Knowing that our readers would be inter-
ested in learning how various types of sub-
titles are made, Mr. Tavares was asked var-
ious questions and his answers are given in
composite form below. Furthermore, the
illustrations 1 to 4 indicate how the main
types of sub -titles are photographed.

First we have the plain sub -title. The
wording that is to convey a certain thought
to the audience is printed in a standard form
on a card and set up in front of the motion
picture camera. A certain number of frames
are exposed, the exact number depending
upon the length of the sub -title and then this
film is developed and cut into the rest of the
film in the usual manner. In our illustra-
tion in Fig. 1, we have shown a standard mo-
tion picture camera photographing this sub-
title. Sometimes this sort of apparatus is
used, whereas there are other machines that
are especially designed for the photographing
of sub -titles; they are automatically operated
by electricity.

You have undoubtedly often seen sub -titles
that are seemingly superimposed upon actual
photographs or drawings. In a case such
as this, the system shown in Fig. 2 is fol-
lowed. A photograph or drawing is set up
in front of the camera and a certain number
of frames are exposed. The film is then
wound 'backward to the point where this ob-
ject was first photographed and the photo is
replaced by a card bearing the sub -title, usu-
ally white letters on a black background. The
same section of film that was exposed to
the photograph is then exposed to this sub-
title and when developed, the printing ap-
pears superimposed on the still photograph.

COMBINATION SUBTITLES
Then again, we have often seen combina-

tions of sub -titles and motion pictures. In
one particular type, the upper half of the
screen is devoted to the moving object and
the lower half to the words of the sub -title.
Just how this is done is explicitly shown in
Fig. 3. First, a moving picture is takers of
the "action." While this is done, the lower
half of the film gate is masked as indicated,
and therefore the moving object records only
on the upper half of the film. Very often
miniature sets are employed for this work
as indicated in Fig. 3. Here a miniature
train with small, yet life -like scenery is em-
ployed to give the proper effect and 'in the
finished picture it appears to be life size.
After this exposure has been made, aisd the
correct number of frames have been shot, the
film is rewound to the beginning and the
mask on the film gate is changed so as to
cover the upper half only. Then, the printed
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part is photographed as shown in Fig. 3 and
the result is a sub -title that is most interest-
ing and attractive.

The last and probably most charming form
of sub -title that we will describe is that illus-
trated in Fig. 4. The appearance on the
screen is a motion picture in full action, but
together with this, the sub -title appears di-
rectly in front of the moving objects. Al-
though it would seem offhand that such a
result would be hard to accomplish, still such
is not the case. First, the cameraman goes
with an ordinary camera to the location and
shoots the action that is desired and which
will be illustrative of the sub -title. He
grinds out a few more feet of film than will.
be necessary for the finished sub -title, being
sure to do so just for good measure. The film
is in this case also rewound and taken back
to the studio where the printed sub -title is
photographed on the same film with the su-
perimposition effect described above and
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Of course, there are other forms of artis-
tic sub -titles than those described, but prac-
tically all of them will fall under one of the
categories illustrated. For instance, what
motion picture fan is not familiar with the
live lion that is the trademark of one of the
large film companies? The moving picture
of this lion usually appears within a circled
border and below this is a sub -title or title
of a film. Everything on the screen at the
time of showing this is still, with the excep-
tion of the lion, which is in motion. This
is merely another case of double exposure
using masks. Either the lion may be photo-
graphed first with a mask, having only a cir-
cular hole in it and then the sub -title or
border may be exposed or the process may
take place in the opposite direction, recording
the sub -title and border first and then the
moving lion. With the present day methods
of training wild animals, the correct posing
of a lion for this film is nothing unusual.

Often sub -titles are thrown on the screen
and flames appear to be playing from the
bottom of the screen up across the sub -title.
These are produced in several ways, one of
the most usual of them being to have a shal-
low trough of inflammable liquid placed par-
allel to the card bearing the printing of the
sub -title and between it and the camera, but,
of course, out of the range of the camera
lens. The liquid is then ignited and the
flames playing upward between the lens and
the sub -title give the desired effect. Many
other variations will be obvious.

In some cases, in making combination sub-
titles where either still or moving objects are
used, together with the sub -title lettering,
two films are made. One is exposed to the pic-
torial subject and the other to the wording.
They are then placed together in a special
printing machine and by means of what is
known as the double printing process, they
are photographed simultaneously on a single
film. This process is often used both because
of convenience and because it is sometimes
possible to obtain more sharply defined let-
tering in the sub -title where such an effect
is desired. Furthermore, it is not necessary
in this process to wait for one filming to be
finished before the rest of the sub -title is
photographed. They can be done simultane-
ously and at a distance from each other and
then the two films brought together and
double printed on a single strip.
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POPULAR MAGIC
Be the popular man in your circle of friends. You can
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ADVANTAGES
OVERLOOKING BELMONT
YACHT HARBOR AND
LINCOLN PARK GOLF
COURSES 
ANEW NOT EL-700ROOMS
OPENED EARLY IN 1924
ALREADY FAMOUS FOR
ITS HOSPITABLE
ATMOSPHERE -

SPECIAL
MONTHLY RATES

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

6J .Billingsley
t1anv9er

DoubleYourPay
This Easy Way

S('ORES of ambitious fellows earn more than
their regular salaries simply by using a few

pleasant hours a week of their spare time making
show cards for local stores. Every retailer in your
neighborhood will pay big money for clever sales -
producing display cards. Now amazingly easy to
make. Learn at home through new professional
method prepared by one of America's foremost
show card experts. Earn $25 to $50 a week spare
title-$50 to $100 a week in full time. Business
of your own. Wonderful future. Earn even while
you learn. One of the easiest ways in the world
to add quickly to your salary!

Send for new illustrated booklet. "Quick Success in
Show Card Making." Also for details on Show Card
Outfit given to new students. No obligation. Write now
to WASHINGTON SHOW CARD SCHOOL Dept. 265-D.
1115 -15th St., N. W., Washington, D, C.

li" BECOME A LIGHTNING
o js"

I TRICK CARTOONIST"
Send $1.00 for Beginners Instructions with
Laugh Producing Program of 2" Comic Trick
drawings. Catalog of Chalk Talk Supplies Free.

BALDA ART SERVICE. Dept. 4, Oshkosh, Wileonsin

Answers to Scientific
Problems and Puzzles

(Continued from page 38)

THE TURN -TABLE
HEN the bricks are held at arm's
length they are moving in a larger
circle than when they are brought
closer to the center of the table.

On account of their inertia they tend to
maintain the same velocity when lowered to
the side of the body that they liad when held
out straight. But if they tend to move in a
smaller circle with the same velocity that they
possessed in the large one, their rate of rota-
tion must be increased. The result is a sud-
den increase in the rate of rotation of the
whole platform. If the arms are again raised
the opposite effect is observed and the plat-
form turns more slowly.

THE JACK -O -LANTERN
The action of the apparatus is somewhat

as follows: The battery A heats the fila-
ment, F, to incandescence, thereby causing
it to throw off electrons which are then at-
tracted to the positive plate, P, of the vacuum
tube. They then pass around the rest of the
plate circuit, through the relay magnet, R,
thru the battery, B, and then back to the
filament. Thus they constitute a negative
current which flows continually through the
relay magnet. This current magnetizes the
magnet in the relay and tends to draw the
armature of the relay until it strikes the con-
tact, M. This spring, S, should be adjusted
until it is just loose enough to permit the
magnet to hold the armature away from
contact, N. If now a negatively charged rod
he brought near the lantern, and hence near
the grid wire, G, a negative charge will be
induced upon the grid which lies between
the filament, F, and the plate, P, of the tube.
This negative charge on the grid repels the
electrons from F and thus reduces the cur-
rent through the plate circuit and through
the relay. If this current is sufficiently weak-
ened, the relay will release the armature
enough to permit the spring, S, to draw it
against the contact, N. If the wire, L, is
connected to M, it is evident that the light
will be on until the rod is brought into ac-
tion, whereupon it will go out. But if the
wire. L, is connected to N, the light will be
off until the rod is excited and brought near
and then the light will go on.

THE SLIDING BLOCKS
Experiment shows that the frictional re-

sistance offered to the sliding of one object
over another is proportional to tihe area of
the portions ill contact and to the pressure
holding the surfaces together. In position,
A, the effective weight of the block is press-
ing on a small surface of contact and the
pressure (force per unit area) ]holding the
surfaces together is relatively high. In B,
on the other hand, the reverse is true. The
area of contact is relatively larger than it is
in A, but the pressure is correspondingly
reduced. The net result is that the fric-
tional resistance is the same in each case
and the block will slide just as readily in
one position as in the other.

EVAPORATION TOY
Before water is applied to the wick on

bulb, A, the temperature of the vapor ill
both bulbs is the same. The drop, E, will
then slide clown the tube until it reaches
some equilibrium position near D. If now
the wet wick be applied to the bulb. A, the
evaporation of the water from it will cool
the enclosed vapor and thus reduce its pres-
sure. The greater pressure of the warmer
vapor in B, will force the drop up the tube.
As this takes place the vapor in A is mo-
mentarily compressed and its temperature
and pressure momentarily rise, whereas in
B there is an expansion and consequent cool-
ing. Both factors tend to stop the upward
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Rare Gases and High
Vacuum Products
NEON - HELIUM - ARGON, ETC.

\Ve specialize in construction, repair and
development of all types of special thermio-
nic valves. Neon glow lamps, Neon arc
lamps, Mercury arc lamps. hot cathode and
gas filled rectifiers, tubes utilizing the alkali
and alkaline earth metals, and photo sensi-
tive apparatus.

Also, high vacuum pumps, manifolds. etc..
made of lead, lime pyrex or quartz glass.
Special high frequency apparatus for elec-
tronic bombardment.

Neon flash lamps for oscillographs, wave -
meters, etc. Price $3.50.

We are the makers of Hy-yo-the really
sale high voltage indicator.

We manufacture a highly sensitive photo-
electric cell. Price $15.00.

Complete equipment for high vacuum work
installed, also complete installation for ih,
manufacture of vacuum tubes and incandes-
cent lamp plants.

Electric furnaces for gas purifying and
degasifying of metal.
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motion of the drop. As the vapor in A is
again cooled by evaporation while the vapor
in B regains its normal temperature due to
absorption of heat from the air the drop
will again descend and the cycle of opera-
tions be repeated. Thus it is apparent that
it is the heat of the atmosphere that supplies
the motive power. But of course it can sup-
ply this energy only as long as evaporation
takes place. As soon as the water is gone
it must be replaced. And if the room were
not supplied with additional heat from out-
side it would eventually be cooled to the
point where no more evaporation would
take place. Hence in no sense is this a
perpetual motion machine.

THE THERMOS BOTTLE
Experiment shows us that black objects

absorb heat readily and reflect it poorly,
whereas white or polished objects absorb
it poorly and reflect it readily. If then a
thermos bottle is filled with a cold substance
a lining of silver between the walls will re-
flect any radiant heat that might come in
from outside and at the same time it will
not absorb heat readily so as to conduct it to
the interior of the bottle. On the other
hand if a hot substance be poured into the
bottle the silver lining will reflect back to
the interior most of the radiant heat that is
liberated by the substance. The efficiency of
a thermos bottle is thus increased by the ad-
dition of a silver lining to the walls of the
bottle.

CLOTHING FOR HOT WEATHER
From the above mentioned facts regarding

the absorption and reflection of heat by black
and white surfaces, it will be seen that a
white suit with a black lining should be an
ideal garment for hot weather. The white
cloth on the outside will reflect radiant
heat from the body while the black cloth
will readily absorb body heat and radiate it
away.

THE AGILE CAT
A cat turns its body around in mid-air so

as to light on its feet by two movements
which are executed ill quick succession. At
first it draws its forepaws in close to its
body and extends its tail and hind legs at
right angles to its body. At the same time
it gives it body a slight twist. The im-
mediate effect of this action is to rotate its
head and shoulders in one direction about its
longitudinal body axis and its hind quarters
in the opposite direction. If its front and
rear feet were equally extended no actual
rotation of the body would be produced.
But by extending its rear legs and contract-
ing its front ones its hind quarters are re-
tarded more than the front portion of the
body and the body of the cat is set in rota-
tion. To prevent this rotation from carry-
ing it beyond the desired upright position the
cat at the proper moment reverses its pro-
cedure. That is, it draws in its hind legs
and tail and extends its front paws just as
it is on the point of alighting.

OIL ON A WHET STONE
Oil is put on a whet stone to hold in sus-

pension the fine particles of stone that are
rubbed off by the knife. It is these particles
rather than the stone itself that are effective
in sharpening the knife. In the absence of
oil the abrasion of the knife edge is irregu-
lar and the surface of the stone may suffer.
PUT THE THERMOMETER IN THE SHADE

Most solids absorb heat much more readily
than do gases. Hence if a thermometer is
placed in direct sunlight it will absorb the
radiant energy more readily than does the
air about it. Its temperature will then rise
above its surroundings, until it gets hot
enough to radiate heat just as fast as it
receives it. If it is placed in the shade, how-
ever, it can receive heat only from the sur-
rounding air and hence its temperature will
eventually equal, but can never exceed, that
of its surroundings.
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Every -day magic
CHAIRS that flop into beds . . .bags that suck up
dirt . . . tiny ticking things that count all day long
for you. Daylight any night just by pushing a
button. A stream that never stops till you turn
off a faucet. Any voice you want, talking to you
from a cage on your desk or wall. Actions of
yesterday, of people miles away, going on on a
curtain before you. Stilled throats singing_ to you
from discs; distant throats singing to you from
nothing!

Uncanny, daily magic - this, due to national
advertising. Advertisements have given you flash-
lights, telephones, typewriters, automobiles, cold
creams, motion pictures. They have given you new
eyes, new ears, new hands, new feet, new faces, new
emotions. They have urged such wide use, so
lowered prices, that almost wishes are autos, almost
beggars can ride. Through advertisements you've
laid down the shovel and the hoe. You can buy a
whole harvest ready -to -eat in cans. You've hung
up the fiddle and the bow, for a radio. There's
little old-time work left in this age of amazing
short-cuts.

tIr

Read the advertisements-they keep you
to the fore of modern life
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Pay on delivery $6.25. Federal
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Th: LINCOLN SPORT PLANE BUILD ANDD EFLY IT
100 Miles per hr. Blue
30 H. P. Motor prints

and ma-
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now
ready -for
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Send 25c for illustrated hook. it
tells you how. Lincoln Standard
Aircraft Co., Lincoln, Nebr. Dep. I

New flying school opens June 1st. Earn your
way through.

The Human Side of Ants
By PAUL GRISWOLD HOWES

(Continued from page 29)

take place will sometimes be strewn with
heads and legs and mangled bodies of hun-
dreds of ants. Once one of these insects
takes hold it never lets go, unless its head
is torn from its body. There is no differ-
ence at all between the hand-to-hand methods
of ant and man, as far as plain butchery is
concerned. War seems to be the inevitable
result of community life.

Ants pillage their brothers' cities after a
successful battle, just as men do. They rob
the vanquished of their hard-earned food
stores, and take prisoners, which afterwards
actually become slaves.

For the purpose of war, a special caste.
known as the Soldier or Warrior ant, has
been developed by Nature. These individu-
als possess greatly enlarged heads and man-
dibles. In South America the warriors in
the tribes of the well-known Army Ant, are

 indeed formidable antagonists, as the author
can attest from several uncomfortable ex-
periences.

MILKING COWS
Perhaps the most remarkable instinct of

all which we find among insects, is the uni-
versal habit among ants of cultivating and
tending their "cows." Ant "cattle" are
small, red, green, black or white bugs, known
as Aphids, or green fly, as the gardener calls
them. These insects breed very rapidly and
swarm upon .the stems and leaves of plants.
They feed upon the plants' sap, which is
drawn into their bodies through their suck-
ing beaks. Now, at some time in the re-
mote past, an ant, or ants, stumbled upon a
herd of these helpless sucking creatures. In
so doing, they discovered that, when bumped
into, the aphids exude tiny droplets of a
sweet fluid from two tiny tubes at the end
of their bodies. This the ants lapped up
eagerly, because of its sacharrine nature.
and in this act .the seed was planted of a
habit that haS gone around the world and
is now .the universal privilege of ants.

The tender care of the ants for their
cattle *is because of the honey that they
supply, instead of the milk of our own
cattle. So elaborate have the habits of
cattle -tending become, that I may but touch
upon the subject here. In some cases, houses
of paper or wood pulp are constructed over
the herds, and guarded by soldier ants, who
rush out with open jaws at the first sign
of an intruder. Most wonderful of all is
the fact that, in the north, the ants carry
their herds under ground in winter and
place them upon roots beyond the danger
of frosts, thus securing a supply of sweets
throughout the winter.

ROBBER ANTS
There are highwaymen in antdom, also.

We humans of the big cities are not the
only sufferers from the ravages of the bandit
and criminal. My photograph shows this
quite clearly, and the act of pillage has been
neatly caught by the camera. Note the bull-
dog, not -to -be -bluffed attitude of the robber.
and the tenseness of the whole scene, and
you will see how human these little insects
really are.

Let us now turn back to the Army ant of
South America once more, for here we have
the most perfect organization in the insect
world. We see them advancing through the
great forests in a perfect stream, perhaps
six inches in width. Like a huge. well -
drilled army they advance, ten abreast. There
are countless thousands of them, and the
great, living, snake -like band moves steadily
from morning till night. Think, then, of the
myriads that compose these armies!

SOLDIERS WELL DRILLED
Look closely at the uneven places in their

ranks, where, perhaps, a stone or fallen
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f R Dial
l ut meters

adio
for W i newat

NgO 11)00 w. world Storage
I lattery Station, WSBC,

STORAGE,;,; BATTERIES
¡l;iuncémentstch for an-
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KESTER
READY TO use

METAL MENDER
The Household Solder

Here's why thousands use
Kester Metal Mender. l
Simple --Requires Onfp
Heat -Anyone can use it-
Safe-No messy pots or
dangerous acids.
Sure-Genuine Solder
makes firm metal joints.
Satisfactory- Work s
equally well on light or
heavy, old or new work.
Economical-Saves
many times its price.

Your Dealer Can
Supply You

Soldering
Booklet
"It`s a

Clinch to
Solder"

('pon
Reque,u

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
4201 -342Wri.htwood Ave.,Chiongo.U.B. A.

"LIGHTING FIXTURES"
READY TO HANG

Direct from the manufacturer.
Completely wired including glassware.

Send for new Catalogue No. 27
(Just reduced prices)

Special Proposition to Dealers
ERIE FIXTURE SUPPLY CO.

Desk B Erie. Pa.

A PERFECT NOSE

AFTER

Shaped at Iwomr- unite

y o o sleep. lt:rpid,
painless and safe. The
ANITA is a unique
and inert comfortable
nose adjuster abso-
I n t e l y guaranteed.
Doctors recommend It highly. No
screws. No metal. Winner of GOLD
MEDAL Feb. 1923. Write for
(roe booklet.

'hill ANITA CO., Dept 573 Anita Bldg.. Newark, N.1.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
gcribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION. $2.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co.. 53 Park PI.. N.Y.C.

bra oh `ealust be crossed. Do the ants sur-
mount t obstacle without a thought for
those following behind? No, indeed, here
is the spirit of altruism in the army, also!
The first to reach the obstacle throw their
living bodies into the uneven space. Dozens
follow the leader, until the roughness is
ironed out with ants, and the rest of the
army trudges over a smooth path, built up
of their suffering brothers!

Today the command is to march, not to
attack, and from wherever that strange com-
mand emanates, it is supreme, and not an
individual dares to disobey. Tomorrow the
command may be to attack and, if so, woe
be to anything in the path of these pitiless
army ants. They surge through the forest.
tearing every living spider, centipede and
insect to shreds. By shear weight of num-
bers, they down creatures one hundred time,
their size. Mounting the tree trunks and
reaching the foliage, they send down show -
ers of panic-stricken creatures to the raven-
ous warriors below. Thus they hunt all
day, until sufficient food supplies have been
obtained, when the army, burdened with
spoils, returns to their temporary nest.

VISIT A BLESSING
Sometimes the house of man stands in the

way of the attacking army, and as terrible
as the results might he, should man remain
within while the army passed, such visita-
tions are really a blessing, for Army ants
care nothing for the larder. They are after
their natural prey, and spiders, roaches, bats
and mice form a part of it. These are the
pests of mankind, and the Army ants will
rid his house of them in a few hours, more
successfully than he ever could himself.
When the Army ants arrive, one must simply
move out. Should the visitation occur in
the night, or during a storm, that is no con-
cern of the army.

Now, as ever, they are under a mysterious
supreme command, and no ant dares to dis-
obey. What can be the form of communica-
tion that runs instantly through a million
individuals? Here is where the ants have
something that appears to outdo our radio,
but I should not be at all surprised if the
two forms of communication were funda-
mentally the same.

Readers' Forum
(Continued front page 53)

After both fish were thawed out, I placed then
both in jars of water and left then in a warn
place for ten hours. At the end of that tinte the
fish were examined and found to be absolutely
lifeless. They did not respond to artificial stimu-
lation, using a current of ninety volts.

MURRAY GOLD,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

(This is only one of a number of letters which
have come to the editor's attention in which the
writers made a test case of the frozen fish article
given in the September issue of SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION Magazine. At that time Mr. Gernsback
experimented with the artificial suspension of life
in ice, in other words, attempted to produce arti-
ficial hibernation. The tests, however, were un-
successful, and the conclusion was drawn that such
a thing as artificial hybernation was impossible and
that we doubted that fish could actually be frozen
in ice and be made to survive, even though there
were many articles in magazines citing such in-
stances. The writer of the above letter took three
fish and froze thou and using one as a check.
he was able to prove that the others were frozen
solidly. He found that when the fish are so frozen
they do not come bark to life. We have had several
reports to the effect that cat fish did collie back
to life. We wonder whether these tests were made
with a check, and whether the writers of the letters
can prove that the fish were actually frozen stiff.
They should have been subjected to the same
temperature for the same length of time before
any attempts were made to thaw them out, and it
would have been advisable to use fish of ap-
proximately the same weight.

We wish to thank Mr. Gold and the many
others who have found this article of sufficient
interest to warrant experimenting with the sug-
gestion advanced, for their kind reports of the
results of their experimentation.-EDITOR.)

(Continued on page 93)

the position, or in the aublec

3
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician

 Electric Wiring

O
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Eleetrie Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony

 MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsmen
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
Mining Engineer
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftee...
Architects' Blue Prints

PPLUMBING AND BEATING
t Sheet Metal Worker

PI Navigator

Name

Present
Occupation
Street
and No

City

ELECTRICAL
EXPERTS

IN DEMAND
Good positions await trained men.
Salaries of $12 to $30 a day not

unusual.
THE ELECTRICAL field needs men. It needs
them badly. Hardly a week or month
passes but what some new use for elec-
tricity is discovered. Each new use means
new positions-better positions-for men
who have trained themselves as experts in
this wonderfully fascinating work.

Why don't you study electricity and pre-
pare for a good position at a good salary?

You can do it right at home in spare time
through the International Correspondence
Schools. Best electrical home -study courses
ever offered. Endorsed by Edison and
Steinmetz. Successful students everywhere.

Mark and mail the coupon today
for Free Booklet

-- -. - - TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 6240-0 Scranton. Perna
Oldest and largest correspondence schools in the world

Explain, without obligating me. how I can qualify for
belire which I mark P.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
Phºrn,acy
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card and Sign Paint'ss
RAILROADPOSITION9
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sept.
AGRICULTURE
Poultry Rabing10 Spanish
Automobiles ID RADIO

Business
Address

4-30-24

State

CALCULATIONS
in the Store, Office. Shop. Etc.,
ran be instantly made with the.
Midget Slide Rule. If you have
any figuring to do, order one on
trial. It is the most versatile
calculator ever invented.

The Engine -Divided Scales are
on white celluloid, mounted on
aluminum, grease- and water-
proof. Size 4".

Price. with Instruction Book,
(Patented 1-17-22) $1.50. Leather Case 5Qc extra.

Sent C. O. D., if desired. Catalog free.
Your money back if you are not satisfied.

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO., Niles. Mich.

FLY
Young man, learn aviation.
Build this classy plane and
learn to construct and oper-

ate aircraft. Use your motorcycle
engine or our "Meteor" 20
motor. We furbish parts very rea-

sonable to build this wonderful
little "Dfeteorplane" the World's
first successful Light Plane.
Send $3.50 for complete set of
blue prints and parts price

list of this latest Model Af-T-2.
IRWIN AIRCRAFT COMPANY
130 -0 -Street, Sacramento. Calif.
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RADIO NEWS - SCIENCE & INVENTION - RADIO REVIEW
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NEW YORK. PUBLISHERS OF
AMAZING STORIES - RADIO INTERNACIONAL

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU-USE THIS COUPON

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.,
53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.50 for
months) to AMAZING STORIES:

5-26S

one year's subscription (12

Name

Address

City, State

The Publishers of
Amazing Stories

have contracted for the
entire 15 Volumes of

JULES VERNE
STORIES

Many of these stories have never ap-
peared in print before in America, except
in one expensive library edition, while
most of Jules Verne's stories have never
been available to the public at large in
America. AMAZING STORIES has all of
them and will publish them for several
years to come.

The publishers of the new magazine are
scouring the world for stories of this type,
and have already secured English, French,
and German works, all of which will be
published in forthcoming editions.

Interesting, startling, and amazing from
cover to cover. Every story illustrated.
Buy your copy today or you can receive
your copy every month by sending $2.50.
Your dealer will have single copies for sale
at 25c each. The magazine being adver-
tised widely, there will be a tremendous
demand for it, so place your order today.

Amazing Stories is published every
month, contains 100 big pages, illustrated,
large size, 8 x 11 inches. A great big
book. Do not miss it.

Feature Stories for the
MAY ISSUE

"A TRIP TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH,"
by Jules Verne. This book, comparatively little
known, is one of the most important of Verne's
works. It holds your interest from beginning
to end, and is by far the greatest work on this,
topic-namely the exploration of the earth's
center-that has ever appeared.
"THE CRYSTAL EGG," by H. G. Wells. One of
the most amazing tales ever written by Wells.
A story you will long remember by this master
of scientifiction.
"THE RUNAWAY SKYSCRAPER," by Murray
Leinster. A story of the Fourth Dimension, in
which the 50 -story Metropolitan Life skyscraper
vanishes into the Fourth Dimension. One of the
most surprising tales we have ever read.
"WHISPERING ETHER," by Charles S. Wolfe,
a radio story that holds your interest and is re-
sponsible for a good deal of gooseflesh and chills
running up and down your spine.
'OFF ON A COMET," by Jules Verne (Con-
clusion).
4 number of other short stories by well-known
scientifiction writers.

PRICE2 5CENTS

.!s

Subscriptions $2.50 the year

SOLD EVERYWHERE
Published by

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc.
ht 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y. VOI
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`ThisYear.Make it a

Real Vacation
JUST an ordinary rowboat- and the

Super Elto! Then you have a power-
ful launch - giving you thrilling,

foaming speed - taking you where the
big fish wait - furnishing the finest
sport in the world for the entire family.
The Super Elto is compact - carries
snugly on the running board of any
car. Light-merely a "one -hand" carry.
EASY STARTING! Even a child can start
the Elto. Starts on the quarter -turn flip of
the fly wheel! Genuine easy starting-the
most vital single quality ever built into an
outboard motor. RELIABLE! New Super
model gives 1/s more power - same weight
and price. Write for new 1926 catalog -
intensely Interesting!

ELTO OUTBOARD MOTOR COMPANY
Ole Evinrude, President

Dept. 48 Mfr's Home Bldg., Milwaukee,Wis.

Sü.pér
BUY DIRECT
SAVE HALF

GRADE A
QUALITY
GOODS
at -WHO fr,ESVII

Any handy man can
install his own plumbing and
heating by our now, easY
method. FREE installing
plans show you how. You
save waste and high labor

rust with our cut -to -fit system. Fifty Years
of economy service to home owners, farmers,
builder' and mechanics. Million dollar
plants behind our guarantee. FREE BOOK
:hews everything in plumbing and heating
(stores and supplies. Write today for copy.

HARDIN-LAVIN COMPANY
140.50 West Pershing Road, Chicago. Ill.

FREE
BOOK

ySTA187Ote

Straightens Shoulders
-Increases Pep

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE-Corrects
stooping shoulders, straightens the back, gives
the lungs chance for normal expansion, induces
proper breathing. Brings restful relief, comfort,
energy, and pep. For men and women.

Costs nothing to try it
Write for 30 days free trial offer and free book.

NATURAL BODY BRACE CO.
Howard C. Rash.Pt.286 Rash eldg.. Salina. Kansas

Factory to Rider
Saves OW to $25 on the Ranger Ill-

cyele you select from 44 Styles, colors
and sizes. Delivered free on approval ex-
press prepaid for 30 Days' Free Trial.
S$ a Monthillsired. Paeaeeeion and
Mon t ly payment plan. l5ieyelee S21.5Orand up

lamps.wheela, equipment at half ue-
Ai J oat pncee. Write for marvelous new
prices, wonderful Soda, trial sires and term.,

Me d>eC today
CirBM

today for
Dept. G 107 CHICAGOtroeeatatos

pC

500 TRICKS
Be Popular - Learn to Entertzin!
Fool your friends. Earn money at Clubs
and Parties. Easy to learn. No skill re -
;aired. Write today for Free 64 -page
Illustrated Book that explains :::: Tricks
you can do, together with Catalog of 500
Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes and European Nov -
cities at lowest prices. Enclose 4c postage.
LYLE DOUGLAS. Sta. A-3, Dallas, Tex.

4 -Start a Movie Show

OerCatalog
Free Shows

óuhow fe Earn

SMALL CAPITAL STARTS YOU
-Big opportunity to become indo -
p, edent. No experience need
ed. We show you how, Our ea.«
payment plan makes it easy to
start. Weequipyoueomplete. Our
maehineaaeedandendoreedbygov-antinstitutioae. Write today
for free catalog.
ATLAS MOVING PICTURE CO.

636 a.Dearhorn St.Dept. vg Chicago

`
Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION-$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N. Y. C.

RADIO
WRINKLES

UNDER this heading we are going to
publish items of interest to everyone

who likes to build radio instruments. In
order to continue this department it is nec-
essary for our readers to tell us about their
latest experiments. Write us a short de-
scription of some time- or money -saving
kink you have discovered and send it to us
along with a few sketches. Our regular
rates will be paid for this material. Be
brief and try to put everything in the draw-
ing. Don't be too elaborate. Address
"RADIO WRINKLES" Editor, care of

SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

R. F. Choke
TEST TUBE WOUND

WITH TAPE AND WIRE

A radio frequency choke coil for use in
Reinartz and similar sets and that can be easily
mounted and placed out of the way may be
constructed as shown above. This mounting
also simplifies connections as one end of the
coil goes directly to the plate binding post
of the detector and the other to one of the
phone binding posts.-Maurice E. Walker.

Cord -Tip Jack

CURD TI P

WIRE

PANEL

SPRING
BINDING POST

CLIP

A simple cord -tip jack may be made by mount-
ing a spring type binding post such as shown
above directly in back of a panel and drilling
a small hole in the panel so that a cord tip
thrust through the hole will press against the
curved part of the binding post. This type
of jack is both simple and efficient.-David

Borovitz.

Solderless Aerial Connection

In order to avoid the necessity of making a
soldered joint where the aerial and support-
ing wires join, use the special connection that
is plainly illustrated above. Thus, the aerial
wire is not cut into two pieces.-Toshihaiu

Oka.

Aatenetd.
6agm..rmg

Vo1.1 4.1.111

Eagle. Mdenxy. 4117
Plod ir+ Tresses. o..,.re.. tM 9 .
Cneúwk° Bdrirriw -kI dan Iw+.leal Gle.we
[arbr.tf/
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Can You Fix It?
Repair any auto fault, learn how NOW. You can do
it easily in this new simple tray.
These FIVE Big Books are up to the minute on auto-
mobile engineering subjects; chock full of little known
facts about construction, operation and repairs. Electric
wiring nested In complete detail-illustrations and dia-
grams stake everything clear and easily understood by
anybody. The most interesting and most practical set of
books everwritten on modem automobile engineering,
'Whether you want to fit yourself for garage owner. repair
expert or merely wish to know more about your car, you
will realize the value of these splendidly bound vol-
umes. This is the nest 1926 Edition with 70 new anti
up -to -elate wiring diagrams.

NO MONEY OFFER
An amazing nest plan of distribution brings these book;
to you for examination without one cent of payment to us.
We don't ask a penny of you. but ship the books to
you FREE. Look them over-read them as much as you
want to; note the splendid photographs and drawings and
then if you decide you [rant them. send us $2.110. then
only $3.00 a month until only $10.80 is paid. That is all:
nothing more to pay us. If you send NOW we will include

Consulting Membership-FREE
Yes, we actually give you u certificate which entitles you
to free consultation on any subject related to automobile
repairing. Eighteen specialized experts are at your
disposal-ready at any time to help you. With this
library and this consultation membership you ought to
be able soon to know all there is to be known about
autos. Don't miss this special offer. Send now.

American Technical Society.
Automobile Division, A-525, Chicago, Ill.
You may send me your complete Automobile Enel-
veering library, 5 big volumes bound in flexo covers.
with the understanding that I am to have ten days to
decide if I want to keep them. I will either return
them then or send you $2.00 then and $5.00 per
month until the special low price of only $19.80 is
paid. Send 1920 Edition.

Name

Address
City State

Reference
e.

HAVE YOU SEEN

AMAZING STORIES
The big, new Story
Magazine with a

Scientific Touch

See advertisement in this issue

128 Pages: Nigger than ever. New
catalog No. 26. 40 kinds and size.
Steam, Gas and Gasoline Engines
'h H. P. and up. Toy and Motor Ho
Air Engines, Model Airplane Motors
Steam Rollers, Pumps, Lathes ant

Drill Presses, Y. H. P. Marin
Engines, Locomotive Wheels am
Blue Prints, Gears, Pulleys. En
gine Castings and Model Makers'
Supplies. Sent anywhere 25r sips.

(Silver preferred). Refunded first order.
MODERN ENGINE & SUPPLY COMPANY

5148 W. Van Buren Street Chicago. Ili.

Begin Today-Write for My FREE Btlt)K. I can make
good P t K, To Become ae during spare tiro..

Write Perms It BÓON,
Good Penman." m contain. ba. and tells how
others wild penmgastielegantlybe written

thee System.Yournse
stamp topeg Postage. Write today Coribook.

F.W.TAMBLVN.,2aRidaeBlda.K City. U.S.A.
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A terrific explosion, and the lifting smoke
revealed an overturned gun ... two wound-
ed Germans were seen crawling to cover

rifles blazed ... were answered by the
Yanks ... the march kept on, sure and
dogged.

THRILL!
as you read

UNDER the TOP
By ARTHUR GUY EMPY

Author of Over the Top, a record -breaking best seller

Complete in the MAY

OUT
TODAY

25
CENTS

ON ALL
NEWS-

STANDS

WITH the brush of experience and colors of realism has Arthur Guy Empev, one of the
outstanding heroes of the World War, painted this picture. UNDER THE TOP is a
story you'll remember for its drama, its pathos, its suspense, its romance. Live the ad-

ventures of little Bernice Franchard. a maid of France. who falls in love with an American lieu-
tenant-but he is a German spy! Watch a beautiful romance bud and flourish midst the din and
strife of war. Leap out of the trenches with the Yanks, and charge the Boche! Feel the chills
and thrills of the great conflict as cannon roar and shells scream and burst in an unending deaf-
ening thunder! You have read OVER THE TOP. Now read UNDER THE TOP-in the May

Triple -X.

ALSO THESE BIG FEATURES
Noname the Avenger - H. Bedford -Jones

A Gripping Novelette of the West

The Derby Winner - - Edwin M. Samson
All the Thrills of That Most Thrilling Race

Five Big Western Stories

AND TEN OTHERS

MSI
Fawcett Publications, Inc., Robbinsdale, Minn.

Inclosed find $1.00 (check or bill) for a five months'
subscription to Triple -X. Or inclosed find 25c for one
copy of the May issue.

Name

Address

City State

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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" New Lathe
so,,,,, Catalog Free!
Bend Shows 96 styles and sizes from

`-..AlUe: the smallest Bench Lathe to
the largest Factory Production
Lathe. Describes-

TheNewSouthBendLathe
a heavier, stronger Lathe of greater belt pow-
er-equal in accuracy and precision to any
other Lathe made. The New South Bend
Lathe sells at attractive prices-each one a
remarkable value. Write for Free Catalog.

Easy Payments if Desired
South Bend Lathe Works l-_

506 East Madison St South Bend, Ind.
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REDUCED T0,91
hand eicetor has

`.,en,
all beat. I le,t

'tainable a n d
_ua, anteed to tiro
.:. curately. Shoots
=^mdard ammu-
i.Itlon. Solid frame swing -
out cylinder. Best blue

eel. Nen 1926 models 32.20 or 38 cal.. re -
dared to $9.35. Satisfaction guaranteed or
r.. xuey refunded. Pay on Delivery plus Postage.

SEND NO MONEY.
Universal Sales Co.. 259 Broadway, Dept. 43, New York.N.V.

Wom e n de-

lehcedenifidd
ttn

w dl
Pleasant W.9
to make $50

and more .
wee

professional photographer( Equip youto make
o $100 a week in businessof your own. New plan:

Nothingelse like it. Write today for amazingdetails.

International Studios, Inc.
Dept. 1425 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago. 111

Make Money
TakingPictui eso

We train you quickly at home. No
experience necessary. Spare time
or full time. Professional camera
free. Photographs in big demand
by magazines, newspapers, adver
tisers, etc. Also train you to take
better portraits than the average

LATEST "COAST TO COAST" FULLY GUARANTEED

Q A n' OS.10 DAYS FREE+ SAVE y3osgot r
Users everywhetecocoa

on
loado Redro gat FPR1 f

programs set w coast taloud costly.
outperform re three tunee ea Rodio',

any hear foreign countries. Radio's
moat need' v Ise i conditionally
guaranteed.

amazing
users long i

convince
c

seto -let tndtimony Powers uou. :I )110..
'i,

t:.;-.1',',
tubrMirecoMulti.gets
Ion

speaker.
35 rj`

tout speaker. Set,
retad I IIII.

FR EE!.aprotede latoet
prorice, tótunomod-

ele, new low prices testimony
user ape Sectltt. óyvra. W otea
MIDWEST RADIO CORP'N

Pioneer Builders of Jets
409-w E.Sth St. Cincinnatl,O.

l CACO
RADIO_

D

GETS'EM
COAST to

COAST
AGENT
USERS

WANTED
Write for
discounts.

The Famous KON-VER-TER Slide Rule
Instantly adds, subtracts. divides.
multiplies, converts fractions or
decimals of an inch. Gives sines,
ro -sines, versed sines. co -versed
sines, tangents. co -tangents, se-
cants co -secants of angles direct-
ly. Gives square roots. squares,
cube roots, cubes and fifth roots
and powers of all numbers. Log-
arithms. co -logarithms. antilog-
arithms. Instructions with rile.
DeT,uxe Model 53. Cash nr C.0.0
New England Novelty Company

Wakefield. Mass.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION-$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park PI.,
N. Y. C.

The Radio Constructor
By LEON L. ADELMAN, 2AFS

' and ALFRED R. MARCY, 2DK
(Continued froto page 63)

found entirely satisfactory for holding the
wire and mounting together.

Note that the plug -and -jack method of
mounting has been employed. This is the
very best manner- of mounting the coils
so as to insure perfect contact and also to
provide a quick means of changing from
one wave -length band to another.

The plug is made front a short strip
of spring brass, bent as shown in the sketch.
Fig. 9. It is fastened to the insulating strip
by means of a small machine screw to which
is soldered one end of the winding.

The jack is simply a brass bushing whose
dimensions can readily he understood from
the drawing. It can be purchased in practi-
cally any radio store or 5 and 10 cent em-
porium. When the coil is plugged into its
mounting, ascertain whether good contact
is being established. The plug should be
bent so that it must be forced into the
jack.

When completed, the coils should be found
very strong mechanically and to cover an
unbroken range over the entire amateur
wave -lengths.

Among the other parts that can be made
is the radio frequency choke coil. It con-
sists of 125 turns of number 36 S.S.C.
wire on a cardboard tube 1 inch in diameter.

For short-wave reception, the grid leak is
often found quite critical ill value and if you
have trouble in making the set oscillate prop-
erly or in controlling oscillation, employ a
well made type of variable grid leak. One of
the very best of these is the standard car-
bon pile type and with this instrument a
resistance range of from one-quarter-
niegohnt to ten niegohnis will be found. Ad-
just the value until the best reception is
note(!.

Note that the filaments of the tubes are
automatically controlled by the output jack.

In the test given to the receiver, more
than three dozen sixth district stations were
logged within one-half an hour after it was
connected to the antenna. In an evening
later, two Australian and one New Zealand
station besides several European stations
were heard very loudly and were copied
with perfect ease.

The set has been found superior to any-
thing that the authors have previously con-
structed and tested. It will be worth your
time and trouble to duplicate it.

An Experimental "D"
Coil Coupler

By HERBERT E. HAYDEN
(Continued front page 61)

has been completed a dowel stick or /-inch
bakelite rod is attached by placing a screw
through the hole drilled with the small drill,
and fastening the end of the stick to the
cardboard with this one screw.

Then slide a piece of insulating tubing
inch long and / inch inside the diameter

over the dowel stick. This is to act as a
separator as will he noticed in Fig. 11.

After drilling a hole in a panel to accom-
modate a standard bushing, mount the coils
as shown in Figs. 9 and 11.

As they appear in Fig. 9 the mutual in-
duction is at a minimum, but by turning one
coil in the field of the other as in Fig. 10 a
gradual change is brought about, as at the
start of rotation the 9 -turn winding on one
coil is opposite and in inductive relation to
the one -turn winding of the other coil.

This makes a very compact form of vari-

FRANK SiEGRiST, brit.
leant young trumpet soloist,
three seasons with White-

man, uses a Cann.

Yout6&
can win success

in music
SIEGRIST earns a princely salary for

his brilliant solos. His mastery of the
highest register amazes his hearers. He
uses a Conn trumpet because, he says:
"the intonation, valve action, and ilty
mediate response give added confidence
in my playing."
There's profit and pleasure in music.You
can fit yourself for it quickly. Start now
to cultivate your musical bump with a
Conn trumpet, saxophone, trombone,
any band or orchestra instrument. Brief,pleasant
practice enables you to win pleasure and profit.
Send now for free book and details of Free Trial.
Easy Payments on Any Conn Instrument:

QN
INSTRUMENTS
WON. tAlkOlai MANY WARM«.

C. G. CONN, LTn.,356 Conn Buildu,g. 11
' Elkhart, lnd. Please send, free, "Success

in Music" and details of trial offer on

IName
St. or R. F. D

(Instrument)

City, State
County

REL PLUG-IN COILS
FOR SHORTWAVE RECEPTION

These are the coils that Marcy & Adelman
used in their famous short-wave receiver
described by A. P. Peck in Science and
Invention.

Cover every wavelength from
10 to 110 meters.

Price $4.50 complete (5 coils and
base as shown)

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
Low Loss Coil Pioneers

28 Thames Street :: New York City

SEND FOR

FOR

INTERNATIONAL CATALOG
Our net price list.

Full line of
auto bodies

and accessor-
ies for Fords
at Wholesale
Prices. Save
big money

on bodies by buy-
ing Direct from Factory.

FORD-Prices from $27.85 up. Factory to
consumer direct-Pay only One Profit.

International Body Works, 914 W,Ohio St., Dept.4, Chicago.11l.

THE

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION-$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N. Y. C.
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Two Great Radio Books In One
200 PAGES -300 ILLUSTRATIONS

HOOK-UPS
Plenty of new and practical
hook-ups, illustrated and ex-
plained in a constructional
and non -technical manner.
For the radio set builder and
amateur.

RADIO
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Every issue contains an in-
stalment of S. Gernsback's
Radio Encyclopedia. The
first complete, authentic
work of its kind. Valuable
to everyone interested in
radio.

CALL BOOK
This is a very valuable refer.
ence, a complete list of
Broadcast stations. Canadian
stations and foreign broadcast
stations. The most complete
list of its kind. Each list ar-
ranged for logging stations
with dial setting record
blanks.

RADIO LISTENERS
INFORMATION

This section gives many
hints and ideas on the care
and operation of a receiving
set. together with practical
information on radio from
the listener's point of view.

50c
PER

COPY

March,1926 Over 2Oí 000 eie$

Rea 9ta8

Com wed

ook

...Qr

,$_°

'Published brie
CONSP.;4D

w YORK CfrY

_iffy Cent,

.....}}/..
Radio Set Qa'1f rS

Bach
of lnfornution
lb Page 'Radio
xntyclopeciia

The Most Valuable Radio Book of its kind -for Beginners,
Broadcast Listeners and Amateurs
SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS

Now the RADIO LISTENERS' GUIDE and CALL BOOK is combined with
RADIO REVIEW and will b, issued four times a year in one great complete volume.

Each issue of this great new book contains a complete digest of practical radio
hook-ups culled from radio press throughout the world, S. Gernsback's well known
radio encyclopedia, in installments, an international radio press digest of news and
information, a complete accurate list of Broadcast station call letters, and a valuable
section replete with information for the Broadcast listener.

Published in the large Magazine size, contains 200 pages and more than 300 illustrations ALL FOR
50c the COPY. Watch for the first issue on all newsstands and all radio stores beginning February 1st.

You will buy the biggest value in wealth of radio reference material ever printed for the radio.
broadcast listener, amateur or professional.

Published and Distributed by
The Consrad Co. Inc. 64 Church St. New York, N.Y.
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How to Make Your Own

SPEECH AMPLIFIER
Microphone Transmitter Buttons can be

employed to make powerful amplifiers for
radio use.

These and innumerable other interesting
experiments are possible with these ampli-
fiers. Just the thing to use in connection
with your loud speaker in order to secure
better results. Every amateur should have
at least one or two in his lab or workshop.
A four -page instruction pamphlet is sent
with every unit.

SPECIALLY PRICED
While they last 95c Per Unit

OR TWO FOR $1.75

PRESS GUILD,
66-S W. Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

Enclosed find 95c-$1.75 for which send me
postpaid one-two amplifier units as advertised.

Name

Address

Town Stale

AWCONTP:ICFI'L Sterling home, mode of tine.) materials
for only $-178-did you ever hear of ouch a bargain?

Our amazing new plan enables you to buy direct froto our
mill saving you four big profits on lumber, hardware, mill-
work and labor, besides a proved 20% saving in waste. This
I. a substantial house built to last (not portable).

Buy Direct From Mill-Save 1/3
Ynu actually save fully a third on these beautiful homes.

Semi at once for por big book of homes showing many fine
models, priced from $478 to $1,797. We pay the freight.
All materials cut to fit. Satisfaction guaranteed or your
nemuy back. Write at once for our hook -it. Is FREE.

INTERNATIONAL MILL & TIMBER CO.
El South Wemna Avenue. Bay City

MICHIGAN

AFB Bailers
Charger ONLY
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Trickle charges any type' - of storage A or B bat-
tery, using a few cents
worth of ordinary house
current. Works perfect-
ly on either alternating
or direct current. Can-
not injure battery and
lasts for years. May be
used as a trickle charg-
er. Complete directions
enclosed - anyone can
operate. No expensive
"Extras" to buy.

Why pay $10.00 to $18.00 for a charger when
you can get this splendid GUARANTEED R.B.
Charger by mailing us two dollars (bills, money -
order, check or stamps) plus ten cents in stamps
or coin to pay mailing costs. Charger will be
sent postpaid. If you are not satisfied, return
within five days and we will refund your money.
Order at once-TODAY.

R. B. SPECIALTY COMPANY
Dept. 352, 308 East Third St., Cincinnati, Ohio

able inductance as will be seen by referring
to Fig. 11.

Of course many experiments can be per-
formed with a cut out form of this type
and the results are very satisfactory, and a
coil of this kind can be made into a com-
plete tuner. One coil could, for example,
contain a primary and secondary winding;
and the other coil, a tickler. In this case
other notches than the one specified will
probably be necessary, but the average ex-
perimenter can work this out to suit him-
self.

Another form of tuning unit would be
the variometer, or for a single control com-
pact set, a split-variometer winding.

This is especially valuable for the small
portable summer sets, as it allows more
space for additional vacuum tubes. It is not
considered necessary to use varnish of any
kind to cement the wires in place as they
will not slip if the directions given have
been followed.

Fig. 11. A side view of the mounting of a D
coil coupler showing the two coils, the shaft

and the bushing.

Readers Forum
(Continued front page 87)

WHERE YOU WEIGH MOST
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

Referring to page 804, issue of January, 1926,
article by Ernest Brennecke, Jr., gives many in-
teresting points but fails to mention some of the
most important facts governing weight of objects
on the earth. Allow me to enumerate some of
these factors.

The centrifugal force caused by the rotation of
the earth counteracts gravitation more in the tropics
than near the poles.

All rocks below a few hundred feet below the
sea level contain a uniform amount of moisture.

High mountains have a "pull up" on all things
in the valleys between them. On the plains and
oceanic islands the pull is all down.

Pressure on the interior of the earth increases
clear to the center, and this pressure is such that
at the depth of the deepest part of the ocean
the very light gas Hydrogen would be reduced to
a solid.

This pressure is so great that the movement
of the rocks, if only for a few inches, creates
heat enough to melt the rocks, so that, if an open-
ing to the surface presents itself, they flow like
water, and it takes them centuries to cool off.
Such pressure must inevitably result in uniform
density. WILLIAM F. FLETCHER, M.S.A.,

Parish, Florida.
(This interesting letter receives the following

reply from Mr. Brennecke, who wrote the article.
"In reference to the article in the January num-

ber on the isostatic principle in the theory of
gravitation, I would state that the points you
bring up are of great importance and interest and
ertaietly should appear in any general discussion

of the factors governing the weight of objects. In
the short space allotted to my article, however, it
was obviously impossible to deal adequately with
the whole subject. I merely aimed to make clear
one principle, a principle which is at present being
intensively investigated by the Division of Geodesy
of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey."

Another letter of great interest inasmuch as it
was sent to Mr. Brennecke by Dr. William Bowie,
Chief, Division of Geodesy of the U. S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C., follows:

"I read with mach interest your article ott
'Yon Weigh Most on Ocean Islands.' which ap-
peared in the January number of SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION Magazine, and which indicates that you
have a clear perception of the theory of isostasy.
Thinking that you will be interested to see a paper
of mine entitled, 'Geology from the Isostatir View-
point' which appeared in the Scientific Monthly
for January, I ant sending you a reprint of it
herewith."

Which only goes to prove that SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION Magazine tries to he one hundred per cent.
accurate in all things, and generally is.-EDITOR.)

" There's a man
worth watching"

"Keep your eye on Jim, there, and
give him every chance. He's taking a
course with the International Corre-
spondence Schools and we want to help
him all we can. We need more men
like that. There's nothing like spare -
time study to help a man get ahead."

IS YOUR employer watching you too? Has he
sized you up as a man worth promoting, or will

he pass you by because he's afraid you aren't trained
to handle bigger work?

To earn more you've got to learn more. And to
learn more you must study in that hour after supper
that most men throw away. The best time to begin
is right now.

For spare -time study is that
vital something which makes one
man succeed where one hundred
fail-that lifts a man out of the
rut and makes him a trained
worker instead of just a "hand."

One hour a day, spent with
the I. C. S. in the quiet of your
own home, will prepare you for
the position you want in the work
you like best. Put it up to us
to prove iti

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 6242-D. Scranton, Penna.
Oldest and Widest corresponanrre senoola in the world
Without cost. please tell me how I can Qualify for the

position or in the subject before thigh I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Business Management Salesmanship
Industrial Management. Advertising
Personnel Organizatlou Better Letters
Traffic Management Show Card Lettering
Business Law Stenography and Typing
Banking and Banking Law Business English
Accountancy (including C.P.A.)  Civil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting Railway Mall Clerk
Bookkeeping Common School Subjects
Private Secretary High School Subjects
Spanish iJ French Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer

I Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy  Mining
Steam Engineering  Radio

Name
Street
Address

Architect
l Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Drattsmaa
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry  Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

6-26-25

City State

OccupationIf you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian Limited, Montreal

Men wanted to manufacture Metal Toys
and Novelties

NO SALESMANSHIP NECESSARY
Demand exceeds supply and we ro -operate with you in
selling goods, also buy them from you. We put you in
touch with the buyers. Guaranteed casting forms with
complete outfit furnished for speedy production of Toys.
Novelties, Ash Trays, Bookends. and other big all -year
sellers. Absolutely reo experience or machinery neces-
san'. No special place needed. Small investnnit puts
you on road to success. You do the manufacturing and
eve take care of the selling. Act immediately if you
want to handle big 1926 wholesale orders now being
placed. Strictly a business proposition. Catalog and
information mailed on request.

METAL CAST PRODUCTS COMPANY
1695 Boston Road .. New York

CONCERTINA --Plays by Rolls
Played by

Anyone with -
_t Knowledge
of Music

Pamphlets
Free

Postpaid

Latest
Music

CHARLES PITTLE & CO., New Bedford, Mass
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Opportunity Ad -lets
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made

every month by reliable firma, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.

Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 wort -i accepted.

Ten per cent, discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent, discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Adver-
tisements for the July issue must reach us not later than May 10th.

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 150,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., $3 Park Place, New York City, N. Y.

Advertising Agents
Advertising In all s agarincs and newspapers at publishers'

lowest rates. Rate Book Free. Taylor's Advetrising Service,
Dept. 6, Freeport, Ill.

Agents Wanted

Agents -Best seller; Jem Rubber Repair for tires and
tubes; supercedes vulcanization at a saving of over 800 per
cent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in two minutes and
is guaranteed to east the life of the tire or tube; sells to
every auto owner and accessory dealer. For particulars hour
to stake big money and free sample, address Amazon Rubber
Co., Dept. 601, Philadelphia, Pa.

Agents -Write for Free Samples. Sell Madison "Better -
Made" Shirts for large Manufacturer direct to wearer. No
capital or experience required. Many earn $100 weekly and
bonus. Madison Company, 568 Broadway, Nero York.

Big money and fast sales. Every owner buys gold ini-
tials for his auto. You charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J.

Earn $10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing
metalware, chandeliers, bedsteads, headlights. utflts fur-
nished. N. Decae Laboratories, 1139 Broadway, New York.

$60-$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store win-
dows. Easily milled. Free samples Liberal offer to
general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
Chicago.

$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing lamps.
reflectors, autos, beds, chandeliers by new method. Outfits
fmTlshed. Write Gunmetal Co.. Ave. D. Decatur. Ill.

Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Make $50.00 daily. We
start you, furnishing everything. Distributors. Dept. 171, 609
Division, Chicago.

Wash clothes the new way. l'se the Torrent Automatic
Washer. You will be delighted. Special offer to one in

locality. Storm (loyalty Co., 3602 Enright Ave..
St. Louis. Mo.

No Dull Times Selling Food. People must eat. Federal
distributors make big money; $3,000 yearly and up. No capi-
tal or experience needed; guaranteed sales; unsold goods
may be returned. We furnish you with license. Your
$20.00 starting order sent on trust. Free Samples to cus-
tomers - Repeat orders aura; Exclusive territory. Ask now.
Federal Pure Food Co., 14S2311 Archer, Chicago.

Make Money Slivering Mirrors, refinishing auto head-
lights, tableware, metal plating, bed steads. chandelieers.

Outfits furnished. International Laboratories, Dept. 69, 309
Fifth Ave.. New York.

At Last! Diamond Rival Discovered! Amazing blue white
Rajah Gem Astounds jewelry world and deceives experts.
Beautiful sample case !reel $100 weekly! Write quick!
Rajah Diamond Co., Dept. F11, Salisbury, N. C.

Over 100^/ Profit. Self Lighting Gas and Cigar Light-
ers. Everybody interested, repeat business. Sell individ-
uals, dealers. subagents. Particulars FREE. S. I. Bern-
hardt. 127 West 30th, New York.

Big Money -fast sales, every owner buys gold initials
for his auto. You charge $1.50. make $1.44. Ten orders
daily easy. Samples free. World Monogram, Dept 32,
Newark, N. J.

Cost 5c. profit $1.45. Applying gold initials on auto-
mobiles, simply transferrer) from paper, no experience
needed. Sample Free. Rolm Monograms, 1043 Washing-
ton, (Boston, Mass.

Newest Invention! Sells everywhere. Automatically pre-
vents telephone and iron cords from tangling and kinking.
$90 weekly. Samples for test if desired. Neverknot, Dept.
G5. M-Cllrg 111de., Chicago.

If I send you Shoes made -to -your measure n any one 69
leathers. 50 different styles, will you keep them, wear
them. show them to your friends as sample of my $10 Made -
to -Order shoes to sell at $6.85. Advise me today. Your
sample outfit will go forward absolutely free at once. Dept.
8079, Forrest Dustin, 932 S. Wrightwood Ave., Chicago,

Marvelous Invention! Does away with phonogranh needles.
Preserves records. Saves $25 in needles. Pays $90 weekly.
Semple ea approval if requested. Ererploy, Desk E-5, Mc-
Clure Bldg.. Chicago.

Furniture refinishing, polishing, painting, handyman
shop; wonderful profits: start voors nn nearly nothing. John
Broceland, 1459 So. Ninth, Philadelphia, Pa.

Succeed With Your Own Products. Make them yourself.
Formulas, Processes, Trade -Secrets. Modern Master methods.
Catalog free. D. Thaxly Co., Washington, D. C.

Agents Wanted Full or Part Time to Sell on liberal
commission new Thermostatic Automatic Carburetor control
Attachment for Ford ears. Increases mileage 10004. No
holes to drill. Attached in 2 minutes. Dees outnmstleoliv
exactly what Ford Manual instructs driver do by hand.
Cadillac now using Thermostatic Carburetor Control under
nloncke lieruse. Diritn at once A. C. Blancke & Co.,
Dept. 863GR, 602 W. Lake St., Chicago.

I ira Wire Anent to art so wholesale "Rsruoe" dis-
tributing manager. each locality. Wonderful Auto Spec-
ialty. Na c+nvnssing. Immense demand. Selling like wild-
fire. Make $50 to $300 weekly. Exclusive granted. Full
proposition for stamns. A golden opportunity. Myers &
Co., 30 Baird. Cambridge, Ohio.

New Wonlerfpl Sonar. 61.40 profit every $1.50 sale:
mnnogramtng automobiles; Wilbur made $29.50 first day.
'Pre. samples. Worcester Monogram Co.. 140. Worcester.
Mass.

Agents Wanted (continued)
66 Miles On I Gallon. Aumzing, new Scientific Gas

Saver, All autos. 1 trove, demonstrator. Critchlow, C -S1,
Wheaton, Ill.

Mirrors Re -Silvered at Home. Costs less, 5 cents per
square foot; you charge 75 cents. Immense profits, plat-
ing like new, brassy, worn -off uutoparts, reflectors, table -
mare, stoves, etc. Outfits furnished. Details FREE.
Sprinkle, Plater, 955 Marion, Indiana.

Don't Sell for Others. Employ agents yourself. Make your
own products. Formulas, toilet preparations, perfumes. ex-
tracts, 500 per cent. profit. Write for our big free catalog
ostrich explains everything. National Scientific Laboratories,
19)2W Broad, Richmond, Virginia.

Agents: $11.80 Daily in advance (Send for siroco proof)
Introducing Nov Insured Hosiery. 57 styles, 40 colors,
guaranteed seven months. No capital or experience re-
quired. You simply take orders. We deliver and collect
(or you can deliver, suit yourself). Credit given. PAY
YOU DAILY, morihly bonus besides. Sumner line now
ready. We furnish samples. Spare time will do. Ma-
cochee Textile Company. Card 0705. Cincinnati. Ohio.

America's Fastest Selling Shirts, Lumberjacks and Neck-
ties. $100.00 weekly easy. Shirts low as 2 for $2.95. Big
advance commissions and liberal bonus. Free gifts insure
volume sales. Elaborate outfit free to first who write.
Howard Shirt Co., 10.1 So, Dearborn, Dept. 230, Chicago.

-PROOF-
That Classified Advertising in
Science & Invention

Pays

PATENTS TRADEMARKS
Theodore A. Cutting

Campbell. Calif..
Feb. 3. 1926.

SCIENCE & INVENTION:
Please continue my ad for another year.

Same wording as last. It still continues to
pull. Sincerely yours,

T. C. CUTTING,
Enclosure: Check of $15.00

still another one
A. W. MARTENS

Publisher & Bookseller
Burlington, Iowa.

Feb. 3d, 1926.
SCIENCE & INVENTION:

Yes, for a good many months I have adver-
tised in SCIENCE & INVENTION. Tlrls last
time quite a bit longer than any of my pre-
vious trials. If the same results continue I
will doubtless stay with you quite a bit longer.
I have to admit that results are equal to the
best mediums I have ever used.

I am with best wishes,
Yours very traly.

A. W. IfARTENS.

Read Our Rates at Top of Page
Then Send Your Order

Big Pay to Agents selling Mother Hubbard food special-
ties and extensive line of other rapid repeaters. Mother
Hubbard Co., .11ís Congress, Chicago.

Agents: 20 lines in ene, $20.00 daily; sell men, women,
children. Shirts, topcoats. raincoats, Bilged°, (hosiery, dress
goods, sines, blankets. rugs, etc. Undersell stores. We
deliver. Elaborate outfit free. Guaranteed Products Co.,
509 So. Franklin. Dept. 28. Chtragn.

Selling Like Blazes! Eleven piece toilet roods ussrn-t-
ment at $2.00 with two piece carving set FREE to your
customers. 100 per cent profit. Davis Products Co., Dept
07, 1.141 Carroll, Chicago.

Agents Wanted to Advertise our Goods and distribute
mutinies given to rnnsemers: 90r an hour; write for full
particulars. American Products Co.. 5810 American Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Aviation
Boys -Get a three-foot model aeroplane free. Write to

Aern Shop, 3050 Hurlbut Ave., Detroit. Mich.

Battle Photos and War Relics

(

For Dens: Relics Collected from Europe's Battlefields.
Firearms, medals, helmets. etc. Iilustrated catalogue and
motile War photographs 25e. Lieut. Welch, 1889 Albany
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Bending Machines

The famous Hºssfeld Wrenehiess Universal Bender is the
Ia.( word to bending machines; bends metal, cold or hct,
Into most any conceivable shape, including Eyebolts and
Automobile Spring Eyes. Bends up to 1" bars or Ill" pine
Cold. Used by rho largest corporations, yet so inexpensive;
that even a farm shop need not be without one. Send for
circular. Bossfeld Mfg. Co., Box 344. Winona, Minn.

Books
Free -Upon request will send you my literature illus-

trating time tenoning books. Astrology, Character. Clair-
voyance. Concentration, Healing, Hypnotism, Sagnetism,
Mediumship. l'ersonal Magnetism, Personality, Physiog-
nomy, Salesmanship. Seership, Success, Sex, Will. Yogi
Philosophy, Gazing Crystals, etc. A. W. Martens. E. E.
6, Burlington. locus.

Wanted: Copy a' Book "Ages of Ire and, Creation."
State !wire and condition, H. W. Secor, c/o Science &
Invention, 53 Park Place, Ness York City.
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Business Otfortnnities
Free Book. Start little Mail Order business. Pier, 996

Cortland Street, New York.
You can have a business -profession of your own and earn

big Income In service fees. A new system of foot correction;
readily learned by anyone nt home In a few weeks. Easy
terms for training, openings everywhere with all the trade
you con attend to. No capital rennired or goods to boy, no
agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson Laboratory, 18
Bark Bay, Boston, Mass.

Stop Plodding! Be Successful. Operate a Tire Repair
Shop. Make big profits in any locality. We teach you and
furnish complete equipments $100 tip. Book of Opportunity
free. Haywood's, 1312 Smith Oakley Avenue. Chicago.

Dollars yearly in your backyard. No mushroom dope.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89th, New York.

Responsible Manufacturer wants roometent men to man-
age office and salesmen. $300 to $1500 necessary; will al-
low expenses to Trenton if you qualify. Address Manager,
536 Forst Richey Bldg., Trenton. N. J.

Foreign Bonds, stocks, drafts end currencies. All na-
tions. Frank N. Everett Co., 35 Wall St., New York,

Succeed -If you want to make money get wise. Ounbusiness, Holland. Pox 473. Astoria, Oregon.
A Paying Position Omens to representative of charorter.

Take orders hoes -hosiery direct to weaver, Good inrrme,
Permanent. Write now. Tanners Shoe Mfg. Co., 3-468 C
St.. Boston, Mass.
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Chemistry
Learn Chemistry at Horne. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane.

noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position
as chemist. See our ad nn inside front cover of this issue.
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New
York City.

Experimenters. Chemical Apparatus -Radio catalogs.
1000 illustrations. price 25c, refunded on $5.00 order,
Laboratory Materials Company, 635 East 71st St, Chicago.
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Co're. fiandence Courses
Used correspondence school courses. All kinds. Sol!

on repurchase haste. Big saving. Money back guarantee.
Lists free. (Courses bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Ala-
bama.
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Educational
Correspondence courses, All schools. Lowest prices. Terms.

Catalog Free. Mention Subject. Fred. Goetz, 440-H Sansome,
San Francisco.

Used Corresncadence School courses save over half. Bar-
gain catalog 1000 courses free. Used courses bought. Stu-
dents' Exchange, Dept A. 47 West 42d Street, New York.

For Advertisers
I write letters, folders, booklets, complete followun for

monnfarturers. mail order dealers. Lone experience. Write
for details. L Taylor. Box J14. Freeport. Ill

Drawings -Cuts -Printing -that tell your story. Webbe
Art Engravers, Willoughby, Ohio.
Innn..11..1111. 111111111nnm11mn11n1,1111n11n11111nunni m1n1111,11111111111111111a1n1I111n111n11111111..111..1 T

For Inventors
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help

you make the sale Free particulars (Cnnyriºhted). Write
W. T. creme. bog 7entree 111de.. Wn.chinetnn. D. C.

Your Chemical nroblems salved end winking process fur-
nished for Five Dollars. Write one. W. Stedman Rich-
ards, Consulting Chemist, roc 2 rol, Roston, Mass.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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For Inventors (Continued) Manufacturing

95

- Patent Attorneys (continued)

inventors -Get this pamphlet, "What to Invent." No
theory or guess work, but things actually asked for by
manufacturers. Sent prepaid for only $1.00. Inventor's
Syndicate. 22 Paladlum Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
®,a1,,,,,á., v,.X111,,,,,,,,,,,,10111,11,1,,,11,1,,,:,,,,:,,ái:,:, ..

U. 8. and foreign patents, trademarks, moderate rates,
22 years experience. George C. Heinicke, 32 Union Square,
New York. registered hn U. S. and Canada.

Have Your Ideas Developed. We make drawings, do de-
signing, conduct experiments anti tests and complete your
device either full size or miniature. C. F. Ross Co., 610
East 19th Street, Indianapolis.

Formulas

Five A -I Concrete Formulas Guaranteed. Nationally
used, covering waterproof, coloring concrete forjas, side-
walks. foundations. ('rice $1.00 each or five for $3.00.
Manning Cement, 309 Fifth Ave., Dept. D, New Perk.

3000 Formulas, Trade Secrets -$I.00. Descriptive cir-
cular free. Wittman Agency, .7029 E. 50th St.. Cleveland.
Ohio.

For the Photographer
Have you a Camera? \\rite fur free sample ut our big

magazine, showing how to make better pictures and earn
money. American Photography, 118 Camera House, Boston.
17. Blass.

Games and Entertainment
Free with $25 order our large die box. Send 20c for our

large catalogue of tricks, puzzles, wigs, sensational es-
capes. O{ks Magical Co.. Dept. 549, Oshkosh. Wis.

Book of Magic, Set Trick Cards, and Illustrated Catalog
10e. Piedmont Novelty Shop, Box 631. Danville. Va.

Magic tricks, books, novelties. Catalogue FREE. Peltier,
Dept. 16, 08 Skeele St., Willimansett, Mass.

e.wsostessamatusatoas,,,,,.1o,,,vo,,,,,,,,,7115 5 5 51115 51,1,,,,,,,,11,,,,11,11,,,,,:55:,,,,,5: 111!i:::,::: ..

Health
Tobacco Habit Banished. No matter how long you have

been a victim, no matter how strong your craving, no mat-
ter in what form you use tobacco, there is help for you.
Just send postcard or letter for our Free Book. It explains
everything. Newell I'harmacal Co., Dept. 788, Clayton Sta-

tion, St. Louis, Mo.
Correct That Undesirable Habit! Guaranteed plan, $2,00.

Specify habit Satisfaction or money bark. Particulars free.
New Idea Service System. 6 North Michigan Ave.. Chicago,
111.

Help Wanted

Silvering Mirrors, French plate. Easily learned. im-
mense profits. Plans free. Wear Mirror Works, Dept. 36,
Excelsior Springs, Mo.

All men -women, 18 to 00, wanting to quality for Govern-
ment Position. $190-$225 monthly, local or traveling,
write, Mr. Ozment, 293. St. Louis, Mo.. Immediately.

Deteetivs Earn Big Money. Travel. Excellent opportunity.
Great demand everywhere. Experience unnecessary. Par-
ticulars free. Write. American Detective System, 1974

Broadway, N. Y.
Detectives Needed Everywhere, Work home or travel.

Experience unnecessary. Write. George Wagner, former
Government Detective. 1968 Broadway. N. Y.

Qualify for $150-$300 railroad jolts. Fireman. Brake-
man. ltaggagema n. Sleeping Car or Train Porter. 897

Railway Bureau, East St. Louis, III.
Earn $10 to $20 per day. Learn Sign Painting. Auto

Painting. Paperhanging. Decorating, Show Card writing at
a real school -no mail courses. All practical training -short
time. Loss cost Chicago Painting School, 132 West Austin
Ave.. Chicago, III.

Men -Women 18 up. Get I'. S. Government Jolts. $95.00
to $250.00 month. Steady sunrk. Short hours. Paid vaca-
tion. Common education sufficient with our coaching. List
positions and full particulars free. Write innnwllately-to
day sure. Franklin Institute, Dept. R10, Rs.chester, N. Y.

How To Entertain
Plays, musical comedies and reviews, minstrel music,

Workfare skits. vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recita-
tions, entertainments, musical readings. stage handbooks.
make-up goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison & Co., 023
So. Wabash, Dept. 99, Chicago.

Insects Wanted
Why Not Spend Spring. Summer and Fall gathering

butterflies. insects? I buy hundreds of kinds for collections.
Some worth $1 to $7 each. Simple outdoor work with my
Instructions. pictures. price -list. Send 10 rents (not
stamps) for my illustrated Prospectus before sending but-
terflies. Mr. Sinclair, Dealer in insects, Dept. 41. Box
1429, San Diego, Calif.
.,u111111111mnmmmmmlm 1 i umm i ummll.10 m m11111111.1omn1m111111111ununu1u1u1o1111 1n11uun11n

Instruction
Correspondence C'.orses sold complete: one-third usual

prices because slightly used; easy terms: money back

Freeguarantee.acatalog.a teAll school s and aublects. Write for special
ht for rash. Economy Edu-

cator Service, 30352, West 19th St., Ness York.
.111,111,11,11,,,,11//11,,111:111'

Ito Inventions Wanted
Will buy approved Invention -Write W. L. Kendig, 916

N. Duke Street, Lancaster. Pa.
tosoma sococarstassesestsonasittoornamtmarnarnmatramattoocammaamo

'
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mmMachinery and Tools

Concrete Building Block 'Machines and 9lnlds. Catalogue
free. Concrete Machine Co., 5 N. First St., St. Louis, Mo.
orcv.ammlmlmmm oc00011.111:11mm,1.11/1111111111111111,1:,1111:1::::::,:: 1::,,1111:,11m111111111

Mail Order Business
$1 Starts You mail order business. Particulars Free.

Befa Co. (Importers), Loa Angeles.

Mechanical Work: all branches. Perfect models. Articles
manufactured to order. Reliable. Parma Engineering
Works, Brooklyn Station, Cleveland, Ohio.

,,,,,,,,,, 1.11111,111111,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,111

Miscellaneous
Homeopathic and Brochemic preparations sent postpaid

to all parts of the world. Manual and booklets free. Hal.
say Bras. Co., 645 St. Clair St., Chicago, ill. Established
1855.

Beautiful registered bull pups $15. Bulldogs, 501 Rock-
wood, Dallas, Texas.

Only 1000 left, get Yours now, beautiful, solid leather
cocdover brown calf skin bill fold at the remarkable price of
$1.05 sent anywhere prepaid or C.O.D. Elalue Specialty
Co., 3222 Ave., F., Fort Worth, Texas.

Writers! Students! Send your stories where they are
wanted. One dollar brings accurately classified list of 300
eager buyers. Howard Faubite,, Melbourne (teach. Fla.

Gears and Model Supplies of every description. Catalog
5 cents. Experimenters Supply- House, Box 10 Station Y,
New York Cilo.

Indian Curios, Stone Age Specimens. Antique guns,
pistols, and daggers from all parts of the world. Illustrated
list. 10c. N. E. Carter, Elkhorn, Wis.

Anticipate Building? Save Money, Building Blueprints
 nd Specifications for five. six or seven room Bungalow or
Cottage. By experienced builder. Price $5,00 B. Andrews,
309 Fifth Ave., Dept. C., Ness- York,
s11: 1 1 1 1 1:,1:11111111111111111111111111111111111111101111 1 1 1
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Motorcycles -Bicycles

Don't buy a Bicycle Motor Attachment unbfl you get
our catalogue and prices. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 6.
Galesburg. Kansas.

Musical Instruments
Violins -Deep, Mellow. Soulful -on easy credit terms.

High grade, wonderful instruments of my own make. Devel-
opment of many years' expertness. Write for book. Gustav
A. Henning, 2424 Gaylord St., Denver, Colo.

Music

Piano Jazz. 'reaches Ear ]'laying, Negro hat loony, player
piano effects, chimes, blues, chords, sweet harmony. Partic-
ulars

rite'l'iuttio11
Bill',m,:: Toronto. mCatnada.:111111m11111111111111.1111

Old Coins
California Gold, quarter size, 27c; half -dollar size, 53e.

Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10e. Norman Shultz, Box
196. Colorado Springs, Colo.

German Govt Bend. 100,000 Mk. 1923 $1.40, 5,000,000
Mk bond 1924. $1.50. 100,00G 11ík. bill and catalogue 10c.
Norman Shultz, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Rare United States and Foreign Coins, Paper Currency.
Military Decorations. Catalogue and Foreign Coins 10

cents. Alexis bfeneelle. Colorado Springs. Colorado.
Lexington Half Dollar 89c. White Cent and bargain

price list 5c. Marcy, Box 483, Muskogee, Oklahoma.

Old Money Wanted
$2 to $500 Each paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins.

Keep all old money. It may be very valuable. Send 10c for
nesv illustrated Coin Value Book. 4x6. Guaranteed Prices.
Get Posted, We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14

Street. LeRoy, N. Y.

Patent Attorneys
Patents. Send for free booklet. Highest references.

Best results. Promptness assured. Send model or drawing
for examination and opinion. Watson E. Coleman, Patent

Attorney. 644 G Street. N. W., Washington, D. C.
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you (how and help

Write IV. Tu

snake
. Greene, 808

Free particulars (Copyrightedtahigton, D. C.

"Inventor's Advisor," the valuable Patentboek with 139
Mechanical movements and Illustrations, sent free upon
request. M. I. Labiner, Patent Attorney, 3 Park Row,
New York.

Get your own patents. Application blanks, complete
instructions $1. Cutting Bros., Campbell. Calif.

Patents. Time counts in applying for patents. Don't
risk delay in protecting your ideas. Send sketch or model
for instructions or write for Free book, "How to Obtain a
Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for
information on how to proceed. Consmunications strictly
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient service. Clarence A.
O'Brien, Registered Patent Attorney, 92G Security Bank
Building (directly across street frosts patent office/. Wash-
ington. D. C. See page 73.

Patents Procured: Trade Marks Registered -A compre-
hensive, experienced, prompt service for the protection and
development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charge. Booklet of information and torn
for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 41-T Park Row, New
York.

Patents: Trade -Marks. Ten years experience in Patent
Office. Consultation invited. Booklet. Geo. Beeler, 2001.
150 Nassau St.. New York.

Patent -Sense -As one of the oldest Inns in America
we give Inventors, at lowest consistent charge. a service
noted for results, evidenced by many well-known Patents of
extraordinary value. Book, Patent -Sense. free. Lacey &
Lacey. 644 F St., Washington, D. C. Estab. 1660.

Millions spent annually for ideas! Hundreds now wanted!
Patent youra and profit! Write today for free book -tells
how to protect yourself, how to invent, Ideas wanted, how
we help you sell, etc. American Industries, Inc., 212
Kresge Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patents -Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and witnessed. Form. fee schedule, information tree.
Lancaster and Allwine, Registered Patent Attorneys in
United States and Canada, 242 ()stray Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

Monroe E. Miller, (Wray Bldg., Washington, D. C. Pat-
ent Lawyer, Mechanical, Electrical Expert. Booklet and
priority record blank gratis.

Patents: My fee in installments. Free personal advice.
Frank T. Fuller, Washington, D. C.

Richard E. Babcock, Patent Lawyer, Washington Loan &
Trust Bldg., Washington, 1). C. Established 1877. Booklet.

Registered Patent and Trade Mark Attorney, formerly
member Examining Corps U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
D. C. Prompt Set, ire. Wilts' for particulars, S. Gold-
stein, 14.40 Broadway, N. Y. C.

1.1111111111.111111t.11111113,m
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Patents
Inventions commercialized. Patented or unpatented.

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis. 11ío.

Patents For Sale
Pantograph which is practically the free hand drawing

instrument. Patent for sale. either outright or loyalty basis.
Cleo. Mattila, P. O. Box 1371, Los Angeles, Calif.

Photography
Send Us Your Films. We develop, print, enlarge. Care-

ful attention to details that make superior quality pictures.
(tolls developed 9e. prints 3c each, trial 6"x8" enlargement
in folder 40c. Wellington Photo Services, Riverdale, Md.

Photo plays Wanted
$ $ $ Fir Ideas. Photoplay Plots considered In any

form. Write for free booklet. Universal Scenario Corpora-
tists, 223 Security Bldg., Western and Santa Monica Blvd..
Hollywood, Calif.

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your own cards, stationery, circulars, paper. etc.

Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses $12. $35; Rotary $150.
Print for others, big profit. All easy, rules Dent. Write
for catalog presses, type. Dater, etc. Press Company, A-8
Meriden, Conn.

Radio

Attention! 50 Vacuum Tube Hook -Ups. The greatest
collection of Vacuum Tube Circuits ever brought under two
curers at such insignificant cost. These diagrams will he
found in the great 'Basco" catalogue which contains rate
materials and parts in a greater profusion than any other
catalogue. 15c in stamps or coin will bring the catalogue
to you. Radio Specialty Company, 100 Park Place, New
York City.

Filter Condensers for "B" Battery Eliminators. Closing
out a large stock at half price. One -1 Microfarad, $.75
each. Two -1 Microfarad-in one rase $1.50 earls. One -
2 Microfarad $1.50 earls. All condensers in metal cases,
small, compact, each tested. If you contemplate building
"I3" Battery Eliminators act now. Only a few hundred
left. This bargain is your opportunity. Motor Generator
Shop, 950 Cherokee, Denver, Colo.

Radio Outfits and Supplies
$16.50 buys a $35.00 Solotone Loud Speaker with Bunts

unit. Artistic design! Wonderful tone! Circular sent nn
request. G. Gelb, Distributor, 710 S. Sacramento, Chicago.
m111o11111111111o1111Mi,11111111u111111111111,,,,111i11111111111111:1:1:::i::ii:.::1:1::::1...:,,,o

Salesmen Wanted
Sells for $9.75. Prints ad on wrapping paper, envelopes.

etc. $4.00 commission. Send 10e for sample work. Auto-
matic Ad -Stamper. Joplin, Mo.

Take orders for coffee, sugar, flour, meats. canned goods,
staple groceries, also paints, radio sets, tires. auto and trac-
tor oils. No capital or bond required. We deliver and col-
lect. Permanent business. Big pay. Write at once.
Hitchcock -Hill l'o.. Dept. 83, Chicago.

Minutes Pay Dollars demonstrating wonderful three
pound calculator. Details $1.5.00. Work equals $300 ma-
chines. Adds, subtracts, multiplies, derides automatically.
Five year guarantee. Big demand; large profits, experience
unnecessary. Write quick for liberal trial offer and pro-
tected territory Lightning Calculator CO., Dept. W, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Wonderful New Pricing System sells Instantly to all
stores. Big repeats! Tremendous market. Write quick.
Exclusive terrltoiy. Millen, 415 Nottingham Bldg.. Bos-
ton, Mass.

Song Poems
Song Poem Writers -Send for proposition. Ray Hibbeler,

1)24. 4010 Dickens Are., Chicago.
Song poems wanted. Radio Publicity, Bureau 8. 24

Times Square Station, New York.

Stammering
St-Stu-T-T-Tering and Stammering Cured at Home.

Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonnell, 105 Arcade.
1126 Granville Ave., Chicago, Ill,

Stop Stammering, increase salary. Descriptive booklet
free. Samuel Robbins. 399 Boylston St., Huston.

/1111I11

1

11 Stamps and Coins
Stamps 100 All Different 3 cents, S. I. Quaker Shunt,

Company, Toledo, O.
,11

Typewriters and Ribbons
Used Typewriters, $16.50 Guaranteeed. Ribbons 3 for

$1.00. Wm. Phelps, 4 Franklin Street. New York.
Typewriters, all standard makes, $10 up. Fully guaranteed.

Free trial. Write for complete illustrated lists. Northwestern
Exchange, 121 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago.

,111,11111,1,11am1.11.+111.,,1011,1111111111111 111111,11111111111:1: 1 1:1111111111 11 11:,mm1111 111 111 111111111,1111:111:,,,,1,.

Wanted
Detectives Earn big Money. Work home or travel. Ex-

perience unnecessary. Write. George Wagner, former Gov-
ernment Detective, 1908 Broadway, N. Y.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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M4GNOLIII TIME
117' TASSO,
If you have never been to Northwest

Florida in springtime, you will not know
what that means. Lovely, languorous days;

sleep inducing nights; wonderful bathing; suc-
cessful fishing; boating, riding, tramping,-en-

joying life to the full. The air is laden with deli-
cate odors of dogwood, yellow jasmine, giant blue-

berry, magnolia and a dozen other blossoms. Spring
has been with us nearly two months now, and Nature is

at its best.

Then there's the summer to look forward to-delight-
fully warm, yet not hot or sultry; blankets every night; rarely

a troublesome insect; real summer! Thousands come to this
coast every year for their summer vacations.

FLORIDil
Villa Tasso is in the Florida National Forest on the bluffs of beautiful Chocta-

whatchee Bay, 50 miles east of Pensacola. It is easily reached either by steamer or
by motor, being adjacent to the Appalachian Scenic Highway, Old Spanish Trail
and the Gulf Resorts Loop. It is high, dry and healthful. The water is sweet, pure
and soft. Only 3/ miles from the Gulf of Mexico, it is still
well sheltered from any possible storms. Delightful bathing
beach. Game abounds ín the Forest.

Because it is only slightly developed as yet, you can still buy
in this lovely spot a wonderful homesite for from $300 to $2000
-one -tenth of what less desirable lots would cost you elsewhere.
The lots are large (standard size 50 x 150 feet), title guaran-
teed perfect, the location ideal. Plenty of shade from pine, oak,
magnolia, holly, sweet gum, bay, and other attractive trees ;
Camphor and palms grow well, when planted. As a home or an
investment you will find this hard to duplicate. Write for il-
lustrated booklet and prices.

SPECIAL OFFER: To secure as much development as
possible this spring, a special rebate of 20%J is offered to
every purchaser who begins his home before June 1st,
1926. Details on request.

T. V. O R R
VILLA TASSO
(Temporary P. (.1. Bolton)

FLORIDA

5 «. C

Scene on
the bluffs

at Villa
Tasso. Note

the man below
for height
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES
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GUIDE
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IL((INICITY

MAGNETISM'
INDUCTION

ItXPtRIMENIS
DYNAMOS
ARMATURESWINS;

E
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IN TEN
VOLUMES

3500 PAGES $1 A VOLUME SEND NO MONEY -SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
4700 PICTURES $1 A MONTH
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.

LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetism-Induction -Experiments-Dynamos - Electric Ma-
chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Diagrams - Sign Flashers - Storage Batteries - Principles of Alternating
Currents and Alternators - Alternating Current Motors - Transformers -
Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems - Circuit Breakers -
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-Installing
-Telephone-Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting-Railways. Also many
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.

SHIPPED FREE
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unless
you are satisfied. Send Coupon now-today-and get this great help
library and see if it is not worth $100 to you-you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City

Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.

Name

Occupation

Employed by

Home Address

Reference
S. I., May
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FREE RAILROAD FARE
LearaElectricíty

In t2
Weeks
Earn
$60
to

$200 a
Week

In the Great Shops of

c
CO
Y
N
E

IMPORTANT NOTE: ,COYNE does not teach by corresponde
but by practical, personal training in the great COYNE Shops

`MAKE this the most profitable and enjoyable summer of
your life. Come to Chicago, on beautiful Lake Michigan,

the greatest Summer Resort City in the country and the Great-
est Electrical Center in the World. Twelve weeks from now
you can be an Electrical Expert no matter what you are doing

today. I stake my reputation and that of the great Million Dol- for my BI¢, New, Free Boat Don't miss this o portunit
Learn in Chicago, the
Electrical Center of
theWorld Master Electricity

right in the Electrical
Center of the World. You see everything
Electrical here. Along with my Shop Training
you visit the big organizations and power
plants-you see the greatest electrical plants
in the world.

Great Summer Resort City
Chicago, on beautiful Lake Michigan, is the Na-
tion's Bummer Playground. Free Bathing Beaches,
Beautiful Parks, Excursion Bolds and the great
Municipal Pier. Lives, Ball Parks. The daylight
saving plan makes it possible for you to enjoy all
this, and still have pl my of dole. f, your electri-
cal education.

H. C. LEWIS
President

lar Institution I head, with its 27 years of honest successfulmethods. I have started thousatds of men, young and old,on the road to real success and happiness. 1 can do the samefor you. I'll pay your Railroad Fare from any place in theUnited States. Clip Coupon NOW for Full Particulars, and

Complete Electrical Training ín 12 / ee
Get my Free Book. See how I train
you for the Big Jobs in Electricity
by actual work on the largest out-
lay of Electrical Machinery in any
school in the country. Everything
from Doorbells to Power Plants.
Everything to make you an Electrical
Expert, ready to step right into a posi-
tion paying from 160 to 1[00 a week.
You Don't Need Education

or Experience
It makes no difference how little
Education, Mathematics or Ex-

COYN EFOUNDED1

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Delpt, 5335 1300-10 W. Harrison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

perience you have had, or what part of your expenses and assists
kind of work you are doing now, you to a good job on graduation.
I'll makeyou an Electrical Expert This great organization will al -through the Coyne LEARN -BY- ways be behind you.
DOING METHOD! I've done it Hear Coyne on the Air-for thousands. I will do it for you. WGES-250 MetersSend formy Big Free Book. See gear 'the Coyne Radio Stationhow great is the demand for Coyne on the air each night. Always anTrained Electrical Experts. interesting program. From timeEarn While You Learn in time Mr. A. C. Lewis will speakMy Employment Departme 4fmm this station on subjects of In -

helps you get a job to earn a a terest to every man who is Interested
in electricity.

SPECIAL
OFFER
I Pay
Your

Railroad
Fare

Radio and
Auto Courses

Included
FREE!

I'll pay your Rail-
road fare to Chi-
cago from any
place in the U. S.
if you, act quick.
And right now I
am including ab-
solutely free of
extra charge my
complete Radio
Course and Auto,
Truck and Tractor
Electricity.

Clip Coupon
Nowt

Send Coupon NOW for my Big
New FREE Bqok

Right now I am making the greatest offer ever
made by a Practical Training Institution. Even
if you are not planning on coming right now
don't delay a single minute. Send coupon right
away for full details. No obligation at all.
Remember Coyne is a School with an estab-
lished reputation. Endorsed by Electrical
Industry. Backed by over a Quarter of Cen-
tury of Success. You owe it to yourself to
investigate, Act NOW!
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H. C. LEWIS, president,
COYNE ELECT RI CAL. SCHOOL
1300-10 W. Harrison Street

. Dept.5335 Chicago, Illinois
Dear H.G.-I sure want one of those big hand-
some 12x15 books, with 151 actual photographs
printed in two colors. Send it quick. I'll be look-
ing for it on the next mail. I want the facts with-
out placing me under any obligation. Be sure
and tell me all about the Free Railroad Fare and
Two Free Courses.
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